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Abstract 

World War I and its immediate aftermath in Eastern Galicia witnessed the most 

brutal persecution of Jews. In 19 14- 19 15 the Russian army brutalized, uprooted, and 

forcibly displaced thousands of Jewish civilians for their aiieged coiiaboration with the 

Central Powers. Between 191 8 and 1920, the formation of the new Polish state was 

accompanied by numerous anti-Jewish riots and pogroms by mobs and undisciplined 

soidiers. Such a treatment of a rninority group in wartime poses two crucial questions -- 

how do we explain the rnechanisrns of intolerance and persecution? and why would a state 

or a dominant society feel threatened by a numerically smaller group? The present study 

addresses itself to these questions. 

There have been numerous attempts to  explain the causes of ethnic conflicts and, 

especidy, the antecedents of anti-Semitisrn. Some sources have focused on traditional, 

"ancient" resentments towards Jews as driving forces of ethnic violence; others have 

suggested that power holders skilifully redirected their subjects' econornic and social 

fnistrations on a disliked minonty. While such arguments offer a valid insight on the  issue, 

it is my contention that ethnic persecution involves more crucial issues than age-old 

hatreds and cynicai manipulation of power. 1 argue that the folIowing factors -- sociai or 

political crisis, collective fears of an allegedly dangerous rninority, security concems of a 



militant leadership, exdusionary nationalism, and attempts of a rninority group to rnitigate 

persecution by active poiitical participation -- render ethnic confiict particularly acute. 

Focusing on these factors, 1 attempt to provide a broad fiamework for understanding how 

various causes of ethnic confiict fit together and interact. 
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PART ONE 

The Subject, Statement of Arguments, Notes on 
Terminology 

INTRODUCTION 

On June 28, 1914, fatal shots in the Bosnian city of Sarajevo plunged the world 

into a global war. The war lasted for more than four years, left more than ten million 

rnilitary and civil casualties. and at its conclusion toppled four empires and rearranged the 

political geography of Europe. When the guns fell silent in November 19 18, Western 

Europe received a twenty year breathing space. In Eastern Europe and Russia, however, 

the long-awaited peace became the opening to a senes ofprolonged civil wars and ethnic 

confiias. Only at the end of 1920 did the s t ~ g g l e  reach its end f i e r  the warring parties 

were exhausted by mutual slaughter, and new borders were finally agreed upon. 

World War 1 witnessed the most bmtal persecution of ethno-cultural. religious, 

and national minorities on the Eastern @ont. The Habsburg troops executed and interned 

thousands of Galician Ruthenians suspected of espionage for the Russians. The latter 

uprooted and herded off to Russia hundreds of thousands of Jews and Germans for atleged 

collaboration with the Central Powers. Mer World War 1, between 19 18 and 1920. the 

formation of the new Polish state was accompanied by numerous anti-Jewish riots and 

pogroms by mobs and undisciplined soldiers. During the same perïod. Russian Jews and 



German-speaking minorities were caught in the midst of the Russian Civil War and lost 

thousands of lives to brutal massacres carried out by various bands and formations. 

While the aforementioned minorities had diferent historical. religious, and cultural 

backgrounds, their sufferings between 19 14 and 1920 had one striking comrnonality -- 

their respective dominant societies viewed and treated them as hostile and dangerous 

groups. Such a reaction to minority groups in wartime poses two crucial questions -- 

how do we explain the mechanisrns of intolerance and persecution? and why would a state 

or a dominant society feel threatened by a numencalIy smaller group? The present study 

addresses itself to these questions. 

There have been numerous attempts to explain the causes of ethnic conflicts and. 

especially, the antecedents of anti-Semitism. Some sources have focused on traditional, 

"ancient" resentments towards Jews as driving forces of ethnic violence'; others sug_eested 

that power holders skiI1fÙIly redirected their subjects' economic and social fnrstrations on 

lews.' While such arguments offer a valid insight on the issue, it is my contention that 

persecution involves more crucial issues than age-old hatreds and cynical manipulation of 

power. 1 argue that the following factors -- social or political crisis, collective fears of an 

allegedly daneerous minonty. security concerns of the belligerent niilitary leadership. 

exclusionary nationalism, and attempts of a minority group to mitigate persecution by 

active political participation -- render ethnic contlict particularly acute Focusing on these 

1 For traditional hatred as the main factor in ethnic persecution, see Salo W. Baron, "Jews 
in Russia: The First World War and the Revolutionary Period," in Herbert A. Strauss, ed., 
Hostages of Modernisation: S~udzes on Modern Antiserni~ism, 18 70- 193339 (Berlin- New 
York: Walter de Gruyter, 1993)' pp. 129 1-1 3 1 1. 
2 See, for example, David Vital, A People Apart: n e  J w s   PI Europe, 1789-1939 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1 999). 



factors, I attempt to provide a broad fhnework for understanding how various causes of 

ethnic conflict fit together and interact. 

For this purpose a particular group, the Jews of Eastern Galicia, has been chosen, 

a minority perceived as powerfùl, monolithic. and pernicious by both a foreign state -- 

Russia -- and a dominant society - Poland. These two different political entities the 

empire and the republic, claimed that Jews as a whole represented a significant danger to 

Russian imperial expansion and Polish national state-building, respectively. The 

examination of Russian and Polish responses to the alleged Jewish threat provides, 

therefore. a basis for better understanding of political and psychological components of 

ethnic animosities. 

Between 19 14 and 19 17, the Russian military blamed Jews for subversive activities 

on behalf of the Cenrral Powers and uprooted thousands of Jewish civilians. This massive 

carnpaign resulted in the creation of an image of the omnipresent and dangerous Jew. 

During the same period and after Polish independence in 191 8, fears of a Jewish 

conspiratorial order determined to turn Poland into a Jewish domain captured and 

dominated the imagination of many PoIes. Between 19 18 and 1920, these fears shaped 

policies and collective attitudes towards Jews. Traditional socio-econornic anti-Semitism 

of pre-World War 1 Russia and Poland was transforrned into strong movernents based on 

politics and ideology. The present study examines this evolution at length. 

A specific region, Eastern Galicia, was chosen for a rnicrocosmic case study of 

Jewish-Gentile relations in wartime Poland and Russia between 19 14 and 1920. The 

region was a battlefield of World War 1, the Polish-Ukrainian confiict of 19 18- 19 19. and 

the Soviet-Polish war of 1920. During this period Jewish-Polish relations worsened 



appreciably, reaching the point of deep mutual enmity. On the other hand. the birth of the 

Polish Republic witnessed a short-lived, but close cooperation between Jews and 

Ukrainians, a remarkabie fact considenng the tragic and controversial circumstances of 

Jewish pogroms in Ukraine in 19 19. 

*** 

Three major themes are tackled in this s~uiiy. The first theme is the causes and 

nature of wartime anti-Sernitism. The Russian army and local Polish authorities justified 

their actions as self-defense against Jewish resistance. In modem literature officia1 

persecution of minority groups is ofien referred to as "scapegoating," that is blaming a 

state's own mishaps and deficiencies on a specific group. However, archival documents 

indicate that in 19 14-1 920 charges of conspiracy and sabotage were not merely atrempts 

to blame Jews for rnilitary setbacks and political failures. but originated from genuine fear 

of and belief in an immense Jewish p d .  As a result of this fear, Jews were perceived as a 

formidable foe, which had to be rendered harmless by al1 possible means. 

The second theme is the link between Russian and Polish wartirne state policies 

and the impact of these policies on the "Jewish question" in Eastern Galicia. More 

specifically, 1 seek to ascertain how the rnilitary and political situation in Russia and 

Poland was reflected in anti-Jewish regulations, propaganda, and secunty measures camed 

out in the front zone. Although states are capable of influencing and directing public 

opinion, they are also prone to influence from below, and at times are forced by the "voice 

of the people" to alter their policies. During the period in question the reactions of local 

administrators, army commanders, politicians, police officiais, city dwellers and villagers 

towards the lews notably affected cmcial decisions made at the very top of the state 



hierarchy. Considerations and responses of these individuais and groups to the Jewisli 

question will be analyzed in detail. 

It is tempting for any historian who writes about persecution of the Jews to make a 

comection between his study and the Holocaust. 1 am no exception. Indeed, anti-Jewish 

pogroms by the Russian army and Polish units bear a resemblance to the pogroms in the 

summer of 194 1 in western regions of the USSR instigated by the Germans. Sirnilarly, 

mass expulsions of Jews by the Russian army in 19 15. dunng which thousands died of 

privation, cold, and hunger, vividly recall the Nazi "death marches." Yet, although the 

events of 1914-1920 can be seen as a preparation of the psychological grounds for the 

Hoiocaust, they did not reach the scope of what has been termed "fiontiers of genocide."' 

The third theme of this study deals with individuals, institutions, and factors that prevented 

or mitigated the escalation of anti-Jewish violence into near-genocidal massacres. 

It should be noted that the present research is almost exclusively limited to 

Russian and Polish points of view, and Jewish considerations and reactions are discussed 

only insofar as they directly pertained to the thernes discussed. Jewish history in Galicia 

abounds with religious, cultural, and psychological dimensions, and is a vast topic rnuch 

beyond the scope of the present study. 

*** 

Mark Levene, "Frontiers of Genocide: Jews in the Eastern War Zones, 19 14- 1920 and 
1 94 1 ," in Panikos Panayi, ed., Mi~orities in Warlime: National and Racial Guotrpings in 
Europe, North A merica a d  A tcstrolio dwing the Two World Wars (Oxford : Berg 
Publisher Limited, 1993), p. 83. 



Although there are many studies of the Eastern Frcnt in World War 1. few are 

devoted to the treatrnent of rninorities.' Sirnilarly, while many primary sources and 

memoirs deal with Jewish life in Galicia, the Russian invasion and occupation of the 

province had received much less attention. Cenain aspects of Russian policies towards 

Gennans and Jews are examined in a pioneering work by Daniel W. ~raff,' while Mark 

J A general assesment of Austro-Hungarian policies towards the civilian populations in the  
Balkans and Galicia during World War 1 is presented by Hans Hautmann, "Kriegsgesetze 
und Militarjustiz in der onerreichischen Reichshalfte. 1 9 14- 19 1 8 ." in Enka Weinzierl and 
Karl R. S tadler, eds., Jusriz und Zeitgeschichte (Vienna: Geyer Edition, 1 977). p. i 0 1 
For Austro-Hungarian reprisais against the Rusins of Galicia see a collection C'oe~uz~v 
prestupleniu Gnbsburgskoi monurkhii: Galitskaia Golgoja (Trumbill, Connecticut : Pet er 
S. Hardy, 1964). the memoirs of Dimitri S. Markoff, Belgizrm of the Easz (Wilkes-Barre. 
Pennsylvania: Peter G. Kohaniuk, 1920). and an analysis by V.K. Osechyns'kyi 
"AvstriisY+ viis'kovo-politseis'kyi teror v Haiychyni pid chas pershoi svitovoi viiny," 
Naukovyi visnyk L 'vivs 'koho Derzhmnoho Universytetu. XLIII: Seriia zstorychr~a. 6 
(1957)' pp. 65-91. On the Central Powers' policies towards the Serbian population in 
Serbia, Montenegro, and Macedonia, see Yu. A. Pisarev. Serbia i Chernogoria vpenoi  
mzrovoz voine (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1968). pp. 182- 1 98; R. A. Reiss, The 
Kingdom of Serbia, Infr~gements of the Rules and Laws of War Cornmirteif by the 
Ausno-Bzilgoro-Gemans: Letters of a Criminologrst on the Serbian Macedonian Frmt  
(London: George Allen & Unwin LTD, 19 19). For the Greek treatment of the 
Macedonians, a researcher may consult Stojan Kiselinovski, Grchkata koloniiatsija vu 
egeish Makedow 1913-1940 (Skopje: Institut za natsionalna istoria, 198 1). pp. 4 1-47. 
Gerinan atrocities against Polish civilians are exarnined by Lawrence J.  Flockerzie, 
"Poland's Louvain: Documents of the Destruction of Kalisz, August 19 14," The Polish 
Review, XXVIII, 4 (1983), pp. 73-87; and by A.S. Riasanov. "Nemetskaia armia mozhet 
konkurirovat' s voinami kannibalov," Voenno-lstoricheskzi Zhzirnal, 4 ( 1 W8), pp. 40-45 
For Russian deportations of enemy aliens, see S.G. Nelipovich, "Repressii protiv 
poddannykh 'Tsentral'nykh Derzhav': deportatsii v Rossii, 19 14- 19 18 gg.." Cbetirru- 
Istoricheskzi Zhumal, 6 (1 996), pp. 32-42, and by the same author, "General ot infanteni 
N.N. Y anushkevich: 'nemetskuiu pakost ' uvolit' i bez nezhnostei ' ," Voe~sto-ls~orichrskii 
Zhmal ,  1 (1997), pp. 42-53; also, see Friedrich Rink and J.M. Richey, "Expulsion of the 
Gennan Colonists from Wolhynia, 19 15- 1 9 16," Heritage Revzew, 2S/ 1 ( 1995). pp. 19-22. 
5 Daniel W. Grfi ,  "The Rule of the Generals: Militas, Govemment in Western Russia, 
19 14- 19 15," PhD Dissertation, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, 1972, especially. pp. 
1 18- 135; and his "Military Rule Behind the Russian Front, 19 14- 19 17: The Political 
Ramifications," Juhrb ücher f iO. Geschichte Ostezcropus, vol. 22, 3 ( 1 974), pp. 3 96-4 1 1 . 



Levene effectively compared anti-Jewish violence in 19 14- 1920 with the Nazi murder 

campaign during the initial stage of the German invasion of the Soviet union? 

Graffand Levene, however, based their research exclusively on Western sources, 

and until the 1990s the lack of Russian archival matenals was a major impediment to 

research in the field? On the other hand, despite a substantial documentary collection in 

Viema's Kriegsarchiv, the authors of the monumental history of the Habsbtirg Empire. 

Die Habsburgennonarchie 1848-1918, failed to mention the Russian occupation of 

Gaiicia. 

Quite understandably, the subject has evoked even less interest among Soviet and 

Russian historians. Although Soviet historiography has aiways been quick to point out 

the corruption and incompetence of Russian generals, it has been much more lenient 

towards the army rank-and fiie composed of "proletarian workers and peasants." Some 

Russian generals, most prominently Aleksei Bnisilov, known for his brutal treatment of 

Jews, took important posts in the Red A m y  f i e r  the Bolshevik revolution. Naturally. 

their role in the anti-Semitic campaign durhg the "impenalist" war has been conveniently 

6 Levene, "Frontiers of Genocide: Jews in the Eastern War Zones, 19 14- 1920 and 194 1 ," 
pp. 87-1 17. 
7 For example, the rnost cornprehensive study on anti-Jewish violence in Russia has no 
descussion of the persecution of the Jews in World War 1. John D. Klier and ShIomo 
Lambroza, eds., Pogroms: Anri-Jewish Vioiertce in Modern Russiun Hiszov (Cam bridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992). Two standard works on Russia's involvement in 
World War I contain some information on the situation of the Jews. See, Ward 
Rutherford, The Russian Amy in World War I (London: Gordon Cremonesi Publishers. 
1975); Norman Stone, The Eastern Front. 1914-1917 (London: Hodder and Stoughton. 
1975). 
8 Wolfdieter Bihl. "Die Juden," vol. III, part 2, pp. 880-948, and Wolfgang Hausler, "Die 
osterreichische Judentum zwischen Beharning und Fortschritt," vol. IV, pp. 63 3 -669. in 
Adam Wandruszka and Peter Urbanitsch, eds., Die Habsbwgermonurchie 1848-1 918, 6 
vols. (Viema: Verlag der osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 1 973- 1 993). 



f ~ r ~ o t t e n . ~  Mon recently. &er the break up of the Soviet Union, Russian historians have 

tended to glonfy the deeds of the imperial army on its "liberating" mission in Europe. One 

recent study of World War 1. for example, suggests that the "knightly" conduct of Russian 

troops precluded violation of law and military discipline. l0 

There are many documentary collections, diaries, and mernoirs that contain 

numerous references to the subject. Russian military and govemmental decrees 

pertaining to Jewish policies, and situational reports from Poland, Galicia, and Bukovina 

exist in several  collection^.'^ Foreign correspondents and observers, who followed the 

9 Russian generals denied any atrocities perpetrated by the amy.  Brusilov. in his memoirs, 
while admitting the heavy-handed Russian rule in Galicia, brushed off Jewish pogroms and 
persecution merely as "Cossack excesses." A. A. Brusilov, Moi vospom bmria (Moscow : 
Voiemoe Izdatel'stvo Ministerstva Oborony, 1963)' p. 100. 
10 See, N.N. Y akovlev, Posledniaia voina staroi Rossii (Moscow : "Prosveshchenie." 
1994). pp. 5 1-54. 
11 "Dokumenty O presledovaniakh evreiev," vol. XIX. pp. 245-284. and A.N. Yakhontov. 
"Tiazhelye dni: sekretnye zasedania Soveta Ministrov 16 iulia-2 sentiabria 19 1 5," vol. 
XVIII, pp. 5-136, in I.V. Gessen, ed., Arkhiv Russkoi Revoluts~i (Berlin: Slovo-Verlag. 
1928), 22 vols.; "Ir chernoi knigi rossiiskogo evreistva: materialy dla istorii voiny 19 14- 
1 9 1 5 g.," Evrezskaia Starim, vol. X (1 9 1 8). pp. 195-296; Jüdischrs Archiio Mifteilurrgr~r 
des Kumiters "Jüdisches Archiv, " n. 1 (May 19 15). M. 2-3 (August 19 1 9 ,  nn. 4-5 
(January 19 16), M. 6-7 (October 19 16), M. 8-9 (January 19 17); Bohdan Janusz, 
Dokumenty urzdowe okupocji rrosyjskiej Lwowa (L'viv: Nakladem wydawcy. 19 16) p. 
25-26; The J m s  in the Eàstertr War Zone (New York: The Amencan Jewish Cornmittee. 
1916). 



Russian army, also described the Russian treatment of Jews." Wanime events in Galicia 

were covered in several ~ o l i s h ' ~  and ~ewish" memoirs, diaries, and monographs. 

Historiography on the period between 19 18- 19 19 is more extensive, but has 

concentrated oniy on lirnited issues. Thus, the bulk of existing monographs deal with 

Polish-Ukrainian fighting in Lw6w and the Jewish pogrom of November 19 18. ~olish" 

and ~ e w i s h ' ~  sources contain mutual accusations and should be treated with caution. Only 

a few accounts describe the situation of Jews throughout the Polish-Ukrainian war. l7 

12 h o n g  others, Stanley Washburn, On the Russiun Froni h World Wur I: Memoirs of 
an American War Correspotldtrnt (New York: Robert Speller and Sons Publishers, 1982); 
by the same author, L'ictury in Drjear: me Agony of Warsaw and the Russiar~ Rrireaz 
(London: Constable and Co., 19 16), and The Russzan Campaign (New York-London: 
Charles Scribner and Sons, 19 15); Bernard Pares, Day by Day with the Rzïssian .4rn1y. 
i9i4-1915 (London: Constable and Company LTD, 191 5); John Reed. The W m  ~ I J  

Eastern Ezïrope (New York: Charles Scribnrr's and Sons, 1 9 16). 
13 J6sef Bial ynia-Cho lodecki, Lw 6w w czasie okupacji ro~jskiej  :'3 wrzehia 1 !JI-/--î? 
c m c a  1915': r w2asylych prze@C i spostrzeiefi (L'viv: Nakladem Redakcji, 1 930); 
Feiix Przysiecki, rosyjskie w Galicji Wschdiej  (Piotrkow: Wydawnictwo 
WiadomoBci Polskich, 19 15); Stanislaw Rossowski, Lw& pod c m  iy~wazji (L'viv: H .  
Altenberg, G. Seyfarth, E. Wende i SKA, 19 17); Bohdan Janusz, 293 dni r z & w  
rosyjskich we Lwowie :3.IX 1914-22. KI. l 9 i Y  (L'viv: Ksiegarnia Polska Bernarda 
Po 1 onieckiego, 19 1 5). 
14 Jakob Schall, 2ydostwo galicyjskze w czasie inwazji rosyjskiej w h a c h  19141916 
(L'viv: Nakladem Ksiegarni 1. Madfesa, 1936); Lev Aba, "Razgrom galitsiiskikh evreiev 
v krovavye gody voiny: otryvok iz dnevnika," Evreiskaia Letopis ', 3 (Sr. Petersburg- 
Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Raduga, 1924); Ignacy Schipper, "iydzi galicyjscy w dobie Wojny 
S wiatowej 11 9 14- 19 18/," in Ignacy Schipper, Arrieh Tartakower, and Aieks Haftka, Z y h  
w Polsce odrodzor1ej: d=ia laho Se spo jeczna, gospodarcza, o Swiarowc i krrltzïraha, 2 
vols. (Warsaw: Nakladem Wydawnictwa "Z ydzi w Polsce Odrodzonej, 1 930). vol. 1. pp. 
4 13-422; S. An-Ski, "The Destruction of Poland, Galicia, and Bukovina," in his 
Gezmmelte shrrfren: mit der biographie un bilder fun oyter . Sh. An-Ski. 1 5 vols., 
(Warsaw: Ferlag "An-Ski," 1925- 1929), vol. 4-6. 
l5 Arnong others, Listopad I.-22.M. 1918 we Lwowie (L'viv: Zaklad Narodowy imienia 
Ossolifiskich we Lwowie, 19 19); J6zef Bialynia-Cho3odecki, Lwdw w listopakir rokzi 
1918 (L,'viv: Drukarnia Piller-Neumanna, 19 19); Waclaw Lipifiski, Wsrad Iwowskich 
orlgt (Warsaw: Wojskowy Instytut Naukowo-Wydawniczy, 193 1); Franciszek Salezy 
Krysiak, Z dtli g r o ~  we Lwowie hi 1 - 22 Iistopada 1918 r. (Krak6w: G. Gebethner i 
Sp6 l ka, 19 19); Grzegorz tukornski, Czeslaw Partacz, and Boguslaw Polak, Wojj~a 



The last chronological period of this study, the Soviet-Polish war, has been treated 

extensively by Western and Polish researchers. However, the bulk of the existing 

literature is devoted to the main events on Poland's Eastern Borderlands. War in Galicia 

and the brief Soviet occupation of its eastern districts bas been referred to 

only in passing. Hence, scarce references to the subject are to be sought in the 

publications that deal with the general situation of the Jews in Poland during the war, and 

rnemoirs and dianes of Polish politicians, officiais, and war veterans. Devoted mostly to 

the PoIish state-building process, these sources only rarely reflect on the Polish-Jewish 

relations in wartime Galicia. l8 

polsko-ukraiiiska, 19 18- 19 1 9: Jzia 2airia bojowe-aspekty polilycznr -kaie~~hrizinl 
(Koszalin-Warsaw: Wydawnictwo UczeIniane Wyzszej Szkoiy lniynierskiej w 
Koszalinie. 1994), pp. 80-84; Maciej Kozf owski, Zapornrliarra w o j ~ :  wlalki o Lw 6rcr 1 

Galicje Wshodjliq. i918-Dl9 (Bydgoszcz: Instytut Wydawniczy "Swiadectwo." 1 999), 
pp. 213-221. 
16 Abraham Inster, Dokumenry falsnr: prawda O trugedzi zydostwa huowskiiego w 
lisropu&ie 1918 (L'viv: Nakf adem drukarni Ignacego Jaegera, 1933); Jozef Bendow, 
Der Lemberger J~uierzpogrorn ./November 191 8-Janner 19 19 (Viema-BrCinn: M. Hickl- 
Verlag, I9 19). See also an important document on the pogrom in Jerzy Tomaszewski. 
"Lwow, 22 listopada 19 1 8 roku," PrzegigdHistoryczny, LXXV, 2 ( 1  984), pp. 279-285. 
17 Ruven Fan,  Geshichte fi? der yidisher ~~atsiunaf-avto?~ornie far periodfor matwv- 
lrkrairrisher replrblik (L'viv: Verlag "Kultur," 1933), and Iryna Pogrebyns'ka and Maksym 
Gon, Evrei v Zukhiahoukrai~rs 'hi Narodrrii Respublitsi: do probkmy ukrains'ko- 
evreis 'kykh vzqyrmy?r (Kiev: Instytut natsional'nykh vidnosyn ta politologii NAN Ukrainy. 
1997); Michael Gelber, m e  National At(~o>tomy of Easten2 Gofician Jewry in the Wesl 
Ukrainiarl Republic, 1918- 1 9 1 9, in History of Polish Jewry during the Revzval of Polaird 
(New York: Shengold Publishers, Inc., 1990). 
l 8  Jerzy Tomaszewski, "Polskie formacje zbrojne wobec iydow. 19 1 8- 19 19." in Jerzy 
Tomaszewski, ed.. Zydri w obronze Rxcqpospolitej: materialy konferencji w Wcrrs=mt*ir 
17 i 18 pa2dziernih 1993 r. (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Cyklady, 1996). pp. 97- 1 1 1; Jacek 
Walicki, "Po i oz enie iydo  w polskich podczas kampanii 1 920 r.," Acfa Urriw-sitatis 
Ludiensis, vol. 52, (1995), pp. 113-125; Michaf Bobrzyfiski, Wskr~eszrrlie Pahs~,c.tr 
Pofskiego: Szkic hisioryczriy, 2 vols. (Krakow: Krakowska Sp6 l ka Wydawnicza, I W O ) ;  
Zygmund Lasocki, Wspomrrie~tia szefa admirlistracji P. K.L. i K.&. ((Krakow: Nak f adem 
autora, 193 1); Jan Hupka, Z czas& wielkiej woj~ry: pami e~rik  nie kombnia~~in (L'viv: 
Ksiegamia Gubrynowicz i Syn, 1937); Stanislaw Wiszniewski, Brzeimy i b r s y  w1 



This study is based chiefly, but not exclusively, on archival materiais from founeen 

depositories in Poland, Russia, and Ukraine. Together with pnmary and secondary 

literature, these sources constitute a substantial ba is  for research. For the discussion of 

World War 1. especially valuable are the reports of the Galician General-Governor and the 

Civil Chancellery of the Russian Supreme Commander, preserved in the Russian 

Historical-Military Archive in Moscow (Rossziskri Gomdarstvennyi Fonitro-1szoricheskii 

Arkhiv), the massive colIection of documents of the Gaiician rnilitary administration and 

the gendarmerie department in the Kiev Hist~rical Archive (Tsenirui 'nyi Derzhuvnn\ii 

hxychnyi Arkhiv Ukrainy u Kyevi), the fond of the Galician Viceroy, "Galyts'ke 

Nâmisnyts'tvo," in the L'viv Historical Archive (Tsentral 'nyi D e r h n y i  Iszow-i 

Arkhiv zr L 'vovi)lg. and Austnan situational reports stored at the Archive of Ancient Files 

in Warsaw (A rchnutrm Akt ~ c i w n ~ c h ) .  " 
For the period between 19 18 and 1920,I have used files ofthe Polish High 

Comrnand in Galicia at the Polish Central Military Archive (Centrahe Archiwzrm 

Wojskowr). This archive also contains large collections of contemporary newspapers. and 

the correspondence of the Polish government at the State Archive (Archiwirrn Akr 

Nowych) in Warsaw. Much valuable data has been derived fiom files of the Polish 

administration, police, and gendarmerie at the L'viv Provincial Archive (Dwzhavnyi 

Arkhiv L 'vzvs 'koi Oblasti) . 

wojnie ukrnirirko-pokhej, 1918-1919 (L'viv: Wydawnictwo Biblioteki Kresowej, 1925); 
Jerzy Pogonowski, Béj O Lw 6w: z w d k  annii ochotniczej z 1920 roku' (Gdaiisk: 
Wydawnictwo "Lotos," 192 1 ). 
19 Russian and Ukrainian archivai materials will be cited in the following order: titte of the 
file, archive, fotzdlopis ':delolpage. 



1 have aiso used reports and correspondence regarding Russian deponations of 

Galician Jews, and references to the Soviet-Polish war in Galicia in the Russian State 

Archive (Gosudarstve~z~yi A rkhiv Rossziskoi Feiieratsii), t he Cent rai D epo sit O ry of 

Historical Documents (Rossiiskoe Tsentral 'noe Khranilishche Dokumentov Noveishei 

Iitorii), the Special Archive (Tsentrul hue Khronilishfhe Istoriko-Dokumentai 'nykh 

KoIIektsii), and the S tate Military Archive (Rossiiskzi Gom&rstvennyi hennyi A rkhiv) in 

Moscow. Documents of the Western Ukrainian government and army were found in 

State Archive of Supreme Organs of State Power in Kiev (Tsem-al 'nyi Derzhav~tyi Arkhii 

YyshchyW1 Orhmriv Vlua), ta Uprcr~Iinrtia Ukrainy) . 

Less plentiful, but no less meaningful are docurnentary collections of the Ukrainian 

National Libraries in Kiev and L'viv ( Tsenn-al 'na Naukova Biblioteka rmerti 1s.: 1. 

Vernads 'koho and L 'vivs 'ka Naukova Biblioteka irn. bhyla Stefanyka Natsional >loi 

Akodemii Nark UkrainY).*' The Kiev library contains parts of the diary of the renowned 

Jewish activist, Solomon An-Ski. who described the Jewish tragedy in Galicia, BukoMna. 

and Congress Poland during World War 1. The L'viv library possess a rare collection of 

the Jewish newspaper ChwiIa for the penod of 19 19- 1920, several collections of 

Ukrainian newspapers for the penod of the Western Ukrainian Republic. and 

correspondence of a Polish vigilante organization -- Komirer Obrony Namiowvj -- 

dedicated to "dejudaising" Galician society between 19 18 and 1920- 

20 Polish archival documents will be cited in the following order: archive. 
&zial/syg>tatzrru (if available), page. 
*' Library manuscripts from Ukraine will be cited in the following order: document title. 
library, department, fonddeelolpage. 



The Nationai Library (Biblio~eka ~arodava)"  in Warsaw contains a large 

collection of Russian and Polish newspapers including Russkor Cbzmor Sfui~o. the daily 

of the Russian military administration in Lwow, and G2os Narodu, the leading orean of 

the Polish National ~emocrats? 

*** 

A few words are necessary about periodisation, spelling, format, historical 

methodology, and terminology. Ali dates, except for Russian penodicals and newspapers. 

are given according to the Gregorian caiendar, which ran thirteen days ahead of the 

Russian Julian calendar.*' Al1 translations are mine. For the sake of consistency, Galicia's 

geographical places appear in their contemporary Polish spelling, while Russian and 

Ukrainian names and titles are transliterated in accordance with the Library of Congress 

To show the changing military situation in Galicia, two maps are employed: a map 

of Austro-Hungary in 1 9 14 fiom Martin Gilbert, î l e  Firsr World Warr A (Ompfrrr 

History (New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1994), page 560, and a rnap of 

Galicia fiom Paul Robert Magocsi, Galicia: A Hislorzcal Stirvey and Biblzographir Gttide 

(Toronto-Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, I983), page 93. While the international 

borders on these maps have been feft unaltered, 1 have inserted Polish geographicai names 

for Galician towns and cities and drawn the front lines which ran through the province 

between 19 14 and 1920. 

22 Library manuscripts from Poland will be cited in the following order: document title. 
library, depart ment, sygnatura, page. 
23 Due to financial constraints the author was unable to use rich doclimentary collections 
of Vienna's Kriegsarchiv and the "Mowschowitsch ColIection" at the YIVO Institute in 
New York. 
2 4 The Gregorian calendar was introduced in Russia in 1 9 18. 



The study is divided into three main parts. Part One consias of the presenr 

introduction and an introductory chapter, which bnefly overviews the political, social, and 

economic situation in Galicia pnor to 19 14, with particular emphasis on PoIish-Jewish and 

Ukrainian-Jewish relations. Relations between the three groups influenced and shaped 

their mutual attitudes in wartime. Part Two (chapters II. III, and IV) examines Russian 

political objectives in Galicia and policies towards the Jews during the occupation of the 

region between August 19 14 and October 191 7. Part Three (chapters V, VI and VII) 

evaluates the events in Eastern Galicia between November 19 18 and October 1920. These 

chapters deal with PoIish-Jewish relations during World War 1, official and popular 

attitudes of Polish society towards the Jews f i e r  Polish independence, Jewish-Ukrainian 

relations, and anti-Jewish violence during the Polish-Ukrainian and Polish-Soviet wars. 

In tenns of methodology, I combined an examination of the centripetal and 

centrifuga1 forces which influenced responses and poiicies towards Jews in wartime. 

Namely, 1 seek to explore the interlocking impacts of the top political and military 

leadership, local administration, and the population on policy-making and popular 

reactions to the Jewish question. As has been noted, events in Eastern Galicia were 

closely connected to the situation in other Polish regions, and, therefore. cornpansons of 

situations in different areas are ffequently called upon. One particularly distressing aspect 

of anti-Semitism in Eastern Galicia was anti-Jewish violence in various forms -- pogroms, 

mass expulsions, murder, and robberies. Throughout this study the backgrounds of 

violence, its manifestations and consequences are dealt at length. At times such protracted 

descriptions of brutalities inflicted upon Jews may seem gratuitous and ovenvhelming 1 

believe, however, that point by point description is extremely important for better 



comprehension of nature and ramifications of ethnic violence for Russian-Jewish and 

Poiish-Jewish relations. 

The tems "persecution," "pogrom," and "excesses" are used repeatedly, and it is 

necessary to explain their closest meaning. In the context of the penod under 

examination, the term "persecution" refers to official restrictions and limitations in social, 

econornic, and political spheres as well as reprisais, executions, and deponations. The 

Russian word "pogrom" stands for acts of collective physical assault, destruction, robbery. 

murder, and rape, while the tenn "excess" implies individual acts of violence and 

destruction of property. 

The Austrian and Polish terrn "Ruthenians" ("Ruthenen" in Gerrnan) was 

commonly used in officia1 correspondence and literature of the time. This word derived 

from the latinised form of "Russian" and generally referred to the Ukrainian-speaking 

population of Galicia. Bukovina, and Transcarpathia. While speaking different dialects of 

Ukrainian, these people were the linguistic and ethnographie kinsmen of Ukrainians 

living under Russian rule. Therefore, for the convenience of the reader, the terms 

"Ukrainian" and "Ukrainians" are used in preference to "Ruthenian" and "Ruthenians." 

The term "Galician Jews" is used to denote the Jewish population of the entire 

province before and afier 19 18. "Austrian Jews" and "German Jews" refer to the Jews 





iiving within the Austro-Hungarian and Gerrnan Empires. "Russian Jew s" indicate the 

Jewish comrnunities within the Russian Empire, both inside and outside of the Pale of 

Settlement. The term "Polish Jews" is applied to describe al1 Jews who afier 19 18 lived in 

the Polish RepubIic. In Austrian, Jewish, and Polish literature the term "Gaiicia" is used in 

reference to the entire Austrian province of "Galitien." Its eastem half, Eastem Galicia, 

roughly included a temtcry between the Zbrucz River in the east and the San River in the 

West. The city of Lw6w was its administrative and cultural center, and Poles constituted 

its most numerous group, followed by Jews and Ukrainians. The western part of the 

province, Western Galicia, with its capital at KrakOw, bordered Austrian and German 

Silesia. In the North, both Galicias faced the Russian Empire. and in the South they were 

separated from the Hungarian Kingdom by the Carpathian Mountains. In this study. if not 

otherwise specified, "Galicia" refers to both the eastem and western halves of the 

province. 

The "Eastern Borderlands" included post- 19 18 Polish-Russian and Polish- 

Lithuanian contested temtories of south-eastem Lithuania with its principal city of Vilna. 

the western parts of White Russia, the Volhynia region. and Eastem Galicia. Finally. the 

terms "anti-Semitism," "anti-Jewish sentiments," and "Judeophobia" are used here 

interchangeably to denote hatred, resentment, and hostility to the Jews. 



Chapter 1 

THE JEWS OF EASTERN GALICL.4 AND W E I R  ENMRONMENT 

Attitudes and policies towards Jews in Eastern Galicia were shaped by their history 

and environment. Before World War 1 drarnatically changed the political, economic. and 

social life of Europe. the majonty of Eastern Galician Jews lived in close-knit cornmunities 

and maintained a traditional socio-economic and religious way of life under the relatively 

tolerant Habsburg nile. Their cultural, religious, and linguistic hentage made them a 

visibie and distinct minority among their Polish and Ukrainian CO-nationals. Jews 

predominated in certain occupations such as petty trade, inn keeping, and anisanship, 

while their tendency to reside in urban areas accounted for the fact that many enga~ed in 

fiee professions. 

The particular socio-economic structure of Galician Jews was rooted in the history 

of the region. Between 1 14 1 and 1340 Galicia was a part of the Galician-Volhynian 

principality of ancient Rus'; fiom 1340 until 1772 it was a province of the Polish- 

Lithuanian Commonwealth; and, afier the Polish partitions it was integrated into the 

Habsburg Empire (since 1 867, Austro-Hungary) until it collapsed in 19 1 8. During these 

three periods, the cultural, social, and economic influence of the Jews in the rergion was 

immense. Polish d e r s  granted their Jewish subjects protection fiom persecution. 

religious fieedom, and intemal autonomy, in exchange for economic services. while the 

nobility welcomed Jewish traders as a steady source of income. In the countryside Jewish 



tax and customs collectors provided an important luik between peasants and landlords. 

and between villages and towns. After Galicia was incorporated into the Habsburg 

Empire in 1772, Austnan rulers continued the tradition of religious tolerance although the 

state made several attempts to assimilate its Jewish subjects. 

This chapter focuses on two main themes: demographic and socio-economic 

structures that characterized Eastern Galician Jews on the eve of World War 1, and the 

rise of an anti-Semitic movement in partitioned Poland. At the end of the nineteenth 

century, nascent industrialization in Eastern Gaiicia sharpened the economic rivalry 

between Jews, Poles, and Ukrainians. In mm, economic developments gave rise to Polish 

nationalist groups who embraced anti-Semitism as a powerful ideology in the struggle 

against foreign domination. Socio-economic and political interaction between the three 

ethnic groups would play an important role in shaping their mutual perceptions and 

attitudes after the outbreak of hostilities in Aupst  1914. 

Jewish Demography Socio-Economic Structure, and Poli fical Activi~ies 

"... Jews everywhere around, and no matter where 1 turn, 1 am in the kingdom of 

Jews. It seems that nothing mns here without them." So lamented a Russian traveler 

passing through the Austro-Hunganan crown land, Eastern Galicia, in the nid- 19th 

century.' Indeed, to any Russian, accustomed to the sight of the huge ghetto -- the Pale of 

Settlement -- the density of the Jewish population in Galicia's urban areas, their 

participation in social life and predominance in the local economy presented quite an 

l Quoted in Tomasz Gasowski, "Galicja -- iydowski matecznik," in Golicju 1-jrj 
a5ied=iciwo. Jerzy Chlopecki and Helena Madurowicz-Urbanska, eds.. 6 vols. (Rzeszow: 



unusual phenornenon. Visitors from Austria and Congress Poland also did not fail to 

notice the flounshing religious and cultural life of the Jewish cornrnunity, and the distinct 

outlook and conduct of the Galician Jew, the ~a l i s i aner .~  

The sheer nurnbers of Jews in the region partially accounted for the bewilderment 

of outsiders. On the eve of World War 1, the Jewish population of Eastern Galicia 

constituted more than 12% of the total, making them the third largest group aiter 

Ukrainians and Poles. In spite of substantial emigration starting in the late Mneteenth 

century, the Jewish population continued to grow, increasing between 1880 and 19 10 by 

27.5%. More than 64% of Jews lived in cities, towns, and smdl hamlets -- the shretlach. 

In urban areas they constituted the second largest group (after Poles) and predominated 

numerically in several important commercial and cultural centers such as Brody, Buczacz. 

Dobromil, and Rawa Ruska. In more than fi@ district centers Jews made up more than 

37% of the total population, and in the remaining seventy-two towns they constituted 

between 17% and 25%. In the northern districts of the region, Jews were more evenly 

spread among Poles and Ukrainians, but in the south and south-east 

Wydawnictwo Szko l y Pedagogicznej, 1999, vol. 2, "Spo leczenstwo i gospodarka." p. 
128. 
' Leonard Prager, "Galicyjsko-zydowska historia w rwierciadie trzech biografii: 
Mordechaj Gebirtig, Ignacy Schipper i Dow Sadan," in Ibid. vol. 2, p. 138. 





the Uhainian population was much larger than that of Jews and Poles together (See 

Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, pp. 38-4 1). 

Along with Bukovina. Galicia was the poorest province of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. More than eighty five percent of the non-Jewish population was occupied in 

agriculture, while the rest found employrnent in a few industrial enterprises, and in the 

backward railroad system. By comparison, 87 % of Galicia's Jews made their living by 

trade and artisanship. Given the ratio of non-Jews and Jews in the region, the 

predorninance of the latter in local commerce is unquestionable. 

The Jewish presence was aiso felt in professions. Aithough the intelligentsia made 

up only 2.3% of the total Jewish population, 4,806 Jewish lawyers, artists, joumalists. and 

doctors constituted 19% of al1 professionals in both halves of Galicia. By 19 10, out of 

1,389 doctors, 4 1 1 were Jews, and among 384 Lw6w lawyers, there were more than 80 

Jews -- 22 % of the total. In the countryside the percentage of Jewish lawyers was even 

higher -- 28% ( 140 out of 500). In both halves of Galicia, out of 1,134 lawyers there 

were 658 Jews -- about 58%. In addition, 10,295 Jews were employed regional 

administration and educational institutions.' 

During the last decade before World War 1, the numbers of Jewish students also 

grew significantly and by 19 1 1 they made up one-third of the total student body in 

Gerrnan schools. Fewer Jews attended Polish and Ukrainian schools, but their numbers 

were steadily increasing. However, the numbers of Jewish teachers (especially fernales) in 

' Computed on the basis of HaZiczanin: kdendarr powszechny rastosownny do potrzeb 
wszysfkrc mieszkaric6w Galicji na rok p a h h  191 8 (L'viv: Nakladem Drukami i 
Litografii Piller-Neumanna, 19 18). pp. 64-7 1 ; JedrioSf (Orga~i ~ y d h  Pulskich), n. 40. 



Polish and Ukrainian schools gradualiy declined since Jewish applicants were rarely 

accepted. On the other hand, there were too few Jewish schools to employ al1 Jewish 

t e a~he r s .~  (See Table 1.4, p. 41) 

Jewish commercial enterprises were prominent in Galicia, and played a 

considerable role in the development of agricultural technology, caîtle breeding, the grain 

and meat trades, and the alcohol industry. Five hundred fi* seven Jewish merchants and 

craftsmen in Brody were rnembers of the powerful credit union "Kredit-Verein" which 

dominated IocaI finances. From the 1850s the Galician oil industry was dominated by the 

families of the Natansohns, KaIlirs, Horowitzes, and Koliszers, and some wealthy Jews 

even received noble status.' 

Military seMce never attracted Jewish-Galician youth, and self-inflicted wounds 

and bribery were a common practice to shirk service. Nevertheless, Jews did serve in the 

1 7 December 1 9 1 1, p. 3 ; Moriah: miesi e ~ ~ m i k  m iodziier-y zydowskiej, Rocznik XII ,  
(5677-1916/1917), p. 105. 
' Ya. R. Dashkevych. "Vsayemovidnosyny rnizh ukrains'kym ta evreis'kim nacelenniam u 
S khidnii Halychyni Ilcinets' XIX- pochato k XX st -1, " (Jkraim 'kyi Isforych~yi Zhnmd. 1 0 
(1990). p. 66. Before World War 1 Jews on average constituted 6% of Ukrainian high 
schools in Przemysl, Kolomyja, and Karnionka Strumilowa. Ibid, p. 66. In 19 1 1- 19 12, 
Jewish students made up 28% of the total in the Lw6w University. Sara Rabinovich, 
"Obrazovanie evreev v Galitsii," Vestnik Evreiiskogo Prosveshchenia, 23 ( 1 9 1 3 ), p. 1 2 1 . 
' Cherenko, Mynko z Vymytsi, and Sena, "Khronika-opys, " p. 185; Vasyl Ninkovs'kyi. 
"Kolomyia-- stolychne misto Pokuttia," S.G. Brovchuk, "Kolys' povitove mistechko 
Pechenizhyn," Mykhailo Mykytiuk, "Selo Vynohrad." al1 in Kolomyia i Kolonz~vi~~shchy~itr: 
rbimyk ~pomyiniv i sfatei pro nedme mynule (Philadelphia: Vydannia Komitetu 
Kolomyian, 1988), pp. 16, 19, 530, 594; Ivan Mykytiuk, Moie ridne seIo 7*sc~e,>iv ri  

Berezhanshchyni (New York: G. A. Press, 1976), pp. 265, 446-448; Tadeusz Lutman, 
Studja nad d.ijami handlzt Brod& w latach 1773-1880 (L'viv: Zaklad Narodowy im. 
Ossolifiskich, 193 7). pp. 134- 13 5, 14 1, 146, 15 1 ; Ignacy Schiper, Dsieje ho~idiu 
@dowskego na ziemiach polskich (Warsaw: Nakladem Centrali Zwi.izk6w Kupcow, 
1937), pp. 439,440-44 1; Almanach i leksykon iydostwa polskwgo (Lhiv: Nakzadem 
Hermana Dikera, 1937), pp. 35-37; Klaus Hodl, Als Bellier im Leopolds~adt: Gafirischz 
Jzden azrf dem Weg nach Wien (Vienna: Bo hlau Verlag, 1 994). pp . 26-27, 3 5 .  



amy, especially in the artillery and medical corps. Special army regulations allowed 

Jewish soldiers to perform religious practices and released them fiom duties on the 

Sabbath. Although the Austrian-Hungarian rnilitary was not immune to anti-Semitism. the 

fact that it had several generals of Jewish background attests to its tolerance of Jews6 

(See Table 1 -5, pp. 4 1-42) 

As  imposing as these statistics are, they convey only part of Galicia's reality. For 

despite the professional achievement and wealth of the few, the majority of Galician Jews 

lived in abject poverty. In the last decades of the nineteenth century nascent 

industriakation ponended a gradua1 decline of Jewish trade and commerce. Large 

foreign (especially German) warehouses and corporations took over trade with Austria- 

Italy and Hungary, and pushed out petty Iewish tradesmen. The growth of Polish and 

Ukrainian CO-operatives and enterprises made the role of Jewish middlemen in the 

countryside obsolete, and forced thousands of Jews to seek employment in urban centers. 

By 191 0, only 25% of Jews in towns and cities lived just above the poverty line. and in the 

Erwin SchrnidIe, The Javs in the K.tr.K Amy, pp. 102- 1 03, 107, 120; Majer Balaban, 
Drieje ~ y d &  w Galicyi i w Rze~~zypospoliiej Krakowskiej, 1 772-1 868 (L'viv: Nakl adem 
Ksiegami Polskiej B. Po ionieckiego, 19 14)' p. 3 8; Artur Eisenbach, "Das galizische 
Judenturn wahrend des Volkerffihlings und in der Zeit des Kampfes um seine 
Gleichberechtigung, " in Zur Geschichte der Juden in den ostlichen L &den, der 
Hobsburgermonarchze, series "Studia Judaica Austriaca" (Eisenstadt: Edition Roetzer. 
l98O), vol. VIII, p. 79. The officer corps, however, largely remained open only for Jewish 
converts. Wolfgang von Weisl,"Juden in der osterreichischen und osterreichisch- 
ungarischen Armee," Zeitschriji für die Geschichte der Judrn, VIII, 1-2 ( 197 1 ). pp. 8-9: 
Wilhelm Feldman, Stronnichva i progrnmy polityczne w Galicyi. 1846- 1906 (Krako w : 
Sp6 1 ka Nakladowa "Ksiqzka," 19O7), p. 294; "Lysty sposterezhen'," Tsentral 'nyi 
Derzhavnyi Istorychrzyi Arkhiv u L 'vovi (abbreviated TsDIAuL), 458/1/726. p. 5. and 
"Zvynuvachuval'nyi ah," Ibid, 458/1/64, pp. 1-2; Voino i evrei (St. Petersburg: n-p.. 
19 12), p. 192. The Emperor's impartiality in promoting Jewish military personnel is 
described in masterly fashion by Renate Basch-Ritter. Zwischen D 0 n ~ i  und Adria: 2000 
Juhren Geschichte in Wort irnd Bild (Viema: Verlag S tyria, 1 994), p. 240. 



entire region only 39% of Jews were employed in occupations otherwise than as house- 

servants. Low income and crushing poverty forced large numbers of Jewish wornen to 

mm to prostitution, and in the first decade of the twentieth century almost one-third of 

prostitutes in Lw6w were of Jewish extraction. Rapid pauperization of the Jews 

coincided with rapid demographic growth and over-population of the region, and 

thousands of people opted for emigration to Austna, the Czech lands, Germany, or the 

United  tat tes.' 

At the end of the nineteenth century, capitalist development in the region caused a 

radicalization of Jewish political life. Aithough the majonty of Galician Jews remained 

within the Orthodox mainstream, demands for social and econornic improvement Ied to 

the formation of the first Jeuish political groups, the Jewish Workers' Party and the 

Zionists. In 1904- 1905, two Jewish Social Democratic groups were founded. Adherents 

to different ideolo@es, the Orthodox, Zionists, Socialists, and Social Democrats were at 

odds with one another and ferociously competed for seats in municipal government and 

the Parliament. While striving for national and class rights, intemal autonomy or a Jewish 

' Walentyna Najdus, Srkice r historii Galicji, vol 1 ,  "Galicja w latach 1900- 1904," 
(Warsaw: Ksi4ika i Wiedza, 1958), pan 1, p. 92; Anton G. Rabinbach, "The Migration of 
Galician Jews to Vienna, 1 85% 1880," Auspian History Yearbook, XI ( 1  975)' pp. 46, 50; 
Abraham Korkis, "Die wirtschafiliche Lage der Juden in Galizien," Der Jude: Eim 
Mona~schr', 2 ( 1  9 1 7-  19 1 8) ,  pp. 469, 532; Raphaei Mahler, "The Economic Background 
of Jewish Emigration fiom Galicia to the United States," YIVO, VI1 (1 952), pp. 260-26 1 : 
Marsha Rosenblit, "A Note on Galician Jewish Migration to Viema," Ausfria~r History 
Yearbook, X I X - X X ,  part 1, (1983-1984), pp. 145-146; B. Samuel, "Das Judenelend in 
Galizien, " Osl wzd West: Ilhistrierte Monatschrift f ür das gesamte Jzrde?~~lcnr, XI ,  2 
(February 19 1 1 ), p. 102; Hodl, Ais Bettier im LeopoldFradt, pp. 68-69; Abraham Korkis. 
"Zur Bewegung der jüdischen Bevdkemng in Galizien," Jüdische Statisrik, Alfred 
Nossig, ed. (Berlin: "Verein f i r  Jüdische Statistik," 1903), p. 3 15. Stanislaw 
Szczepanowski, N d ~ a  Galicyi w cyfach: program e~iergicmego ro,zwojjlr gospodnrstwr 
&rcijowego (L'viv: Gubrynowicz i Schmidt, 1888), pp. 1 16- 1 18. 



state in Palestine, many politicdly active Jews remained loyal to the crown. The sarnr 

loyalty characterized the majonty of Jews who remained uninvolved in provincial politics. 

For them the majestic figure of the Emperor symbolized the rule of law and order 

e ~ e n d e d  to al1 subjects regardless of their ethnicity, social status, or religion.' 

The Roots of Polish and Ukrainian Anti-Semirism 

Anti-Semitism in Eastern Galicia had been governed by several causes and 

incentives that fluctuated according to changing econornic, social, and political conditions. 

An examination of these causes and incentives must, therefore, be placed within the 

context of regional socio-economic and political relations between Jews, Poles and 

Ukrainians. 

Galicia's provincial politics were traditionally dominated by Poles, by far the most 

infiuential group in the area. From the mid-fourteenth century onward Polish magnates 

Jacob Bross, "The Begiming of the Jewish Labor Movement in Galicia," YIC'O Aruirrtrl qf 
Jewish Social Scieme, V ( 1959)," pp. 59, 66, 69; Walentyna Najdus, Palska Parria 
Soc/abzo-Demokratycz~~a Ga ficji i iSl;sh. 1890- 191 9 (Warsaw : Pa fistw O we 
Wydawninctwo Naukowe, 1983). pp. 166- 167, 53 5; Wistrich, "Austrian Social 
Democracy," pp. 97, 100- 10 1, 104, 122- 123; Klaus Hodl, 'Vom Shtetl an die Lower Easr 
Side? Gafizische Juden in New York (Vienna: Bohiau Verlag, 1991), p. 56; Adolf 
Gaisbauer, Davidstern und Doppeladler: Zionimus und j üdischer Natio~~alismrrs in 
Listemeich. 1882-1918 (Vienna: Bohlau Verlag, 1988), pp. 63-65; E. Korotkii, B. Kun, 
and 0. Piatnitskii, Penyi Kongress Kornin~enza: mart 1919 g. (Moscow : Partiinoe 
Izdatel'stvo, 1933). p. 232; Rick Kuhn, "Organizing Yiddish Speaking Workers in Pre- 
World War I Galicia: The Jewish Social Democratic Party," in Leonard Greenspoon, ed., 
Yiddish h g u a g e  und Culture: Then ur7dNav (Omaha: Creighton University Press. 
1997), pp. 2, 4, 6-7; M. Lozyns'b, "Zhydivs'ka sotsial'na demokratia v Halychyni." 
Literatumo-Naukovy Yisnyk, MU, 3 2 (1 9OS), p. 8; Archiwurn G 2 Owry Akr Dawnych 



and gentry held key positions in the regional economy and administration. The revolurion 

of 1848- 1849 and subsequent military defeats in wars with France, Sardinia-Piedmont. and 

Prussia forced Vienna to seek a compromise with dominant national groups such as 

Hungarians, Croats, and Poles. In Galicia, Polish became the officia1 laquage (on a par 

with German) in administration, secondary schools, and the Lw6w University. The 

Galician Sejm, the main provincial legislative body, was empowered to legislate in cultural, 

educationai, and social spheres. Controlled by the Polish majority, the Sejm became a 

major instrument of Polonisation in ~ a l i c i a . ~  

Although Poles remained the dominant national group in Eastern Galicia until 

World War 1, fiom the mid-nineteenth century their dominance was increasingly 

challenged by the Ukrainian national movement. Numerically superior to Poles and Jews. 

Ukrainians mostly lived in villages and constituted the backbone of regional agriculture. 

m e r  the PoIish partitions at the end of the eighteenth century Galicia became a crown 

land of the Habsburg monarchy, and Austrian rulers skillfûlly used the incipient Ukrainian 

national movement to check Polish irredentist aspirations. The enlightened Austrian 

monarchs, Maria-Theresa and Joseph II, granted the Greek-Catholic church equal status 

with its Roman-Catholic counterpart and supported the introduction of Slaveno-Rusyn, a 

combination of the Church Slavonic and Ukrainian vemacular, in Galicia's village schools. 

During the revolutionary years 1848- 1849, the Austrian governrnent supported the 

Ukrainian drive for political and cultural rights, and emancipated the peasants in the spring 

(abbreviated AGAD), "Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnetrznych," F24, pp. 523-525, 634-63 5, 
637, 730, 86 1-862, 976-977. 



of 1848. In the l86Os, Ukrainian politicai activists entered the Parliament and became a 

factor to be reckoned with in regional politics. 

Until the late nineteenth cenniry, with the exception of Iews acrive in provincial 

politics, the bulk of the Jewish community in Eastern Galicia limited its relations with 

Poles and Ukrainians to the economic and social spheres. Accordingly, anti-Jewish 

anirnosities arose largely from econornic competition. However. the beginning of 

industrialization witnessed the formation of Polish political groups that made anti- 

Semitism a political program aimed at consolidating the Polish people and fùlfilling 

national aspirations. l0 

Starting in the late nineteenth century the combined forces of industrialization and 

urbanization sharply increased et hnic tensions. In the 1 880s capitalistic development in 

Galicia accelerated the growt h of industries, banking and credit institutions. and created a 

market for bank employees, managers, and white collar and industrial workers. Many of 

the Polish gentry, the srlacha, were impovenshed by industrialization. Trying to adjust to 

changing economic conditions, they turned to local commerce and industry already 

occupied by Jewish merchants, tradesmen, and manufacturers. Among the nascent Polish 

J6zef Buszko, Galicja 1859-1914: Polski Piemont? (Warsaw: Krajowa Agencja 
Wydawnicza, 1989), p. 10; Paul Robert Magocsi, A HistoqJ of Ukraine (Toronto-Buffalo: 
University of Toronto Press, 1 W6), pp. 41 8-422. 
10 Outbursts of anti-Jewish violence in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had mostly 
religious and econornic character and empted primarily dunng political and social crises. 
Fryderyk Papee, Hisroria miasfa Lwowa (L'viv: Nakladern Grniny Krd .  Stol.  miasta 
Lwowa, 1894). p. 71; J. Schall, Przwoahikpo zabytkach zydowskrch m. Lwowa (L'viv: 
n-p. 1935), pp. 17-18; E. Gekker, "Iudofobia w Pol'she XVIII veka," Eweiskaia Smiircr, 
IV (Oct ober-December 1 9 1 3). pp. 446, 449; Hanna W egrzynek, "Czarm legwru'a " 
~yd~tr ' :  Procesy o rrrkome mordy ryfzrla~~e w davnej Polsce (Warsaw: Wydawnict wo 
Bellona, 1995). pp. 78-82, 1 15, 182- 194; Majer B a l  aban, "Frank i jego dzieje," in ~ j d z i  
w Polsce odrodzoirej, vol. 1, pp. 275-278. 



middle class this clash of econornic interests produced very strong antiJewish sentiments. 

At the same time the opening of new industries in Galicia prornpted large-scale migration 

of the rural population to urban areas. For example, between 1880 and 19 10 the 

population of Galician industrial centers such as Brody, Buczacz, Stanislaw6w, Tamopol. 

Drohobycz, PrzemySl. Kolomyja, and Lw6w rose by almost 10%. Although the process 

of urbanization in Galicia went slower than in other more industrially developed provinces 

of the Empire, this demographic shifi intensified economic competition between Poles, 

Ukrainians, and Jews. The Polish-dominated administration imposed severe veterinar-y 

limitations on the Jewish cattle trade, and granted credit and a monopoly on salt, tobacco. 

and the sale of alcohol almost exclusively to Polish enterprises. During the first decade of 

the twentieth century. about 40,000 fews, employed in the alcohol industry, lost their jobs. 

The proliferation of Polish and Ukrainian banks and cooperatives sharply narrowed the 

econornic opportunities of Jewish merchants and artisans in the countryside. l 1  In 1893 the 

Catholic econornic convention in Krak6w called for the boycott of Jewish enterprises. 

while several layoffs in the oil industry rapidly reduced the numbers of Jewish workers. 

This massive loss ofjobs was particularly significant since Jews had constituted 20% of 

the labor force in oil production (Ukrainians made up 9.8% and Poles 70%)" 

Socio-econornic i-ivalry between Jews and non-Jews, however, was not suficient 

to produce an anti-Semitic movement. In fact, fiom the mid-nineteenth century onward 

Polish-Jewish cooperation in Galician politics seemed to augur the decline of anti-Semitic 

" Schiper, Dzieje hundlt< zydowskzego, pp. 449-45 1 ; Piotr Wrobel, "Przed odzyskaniem 
niepodleg 2 O Çci," in Naj>~owsze hieje ~yd6w w Polsce w zutysie (do 1950 roh)  
(Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1993), pp. 102- 103. 
'' Najdus, Stkice z historii Galicji, vol 1, "Galicja w latach 1900- 1 904," pan 1. p. 1 87. 



attitudes among many Poles. For exarnple, during the revolution of 1848- 1849 Jews 

played an important part in raising money for revoiutionary activities, formed units of the 

civil guard and civil cornmittees, and sheltered Polish rebels. Such cooperation was 

instrumental in the struggle for Jewish ernancipation, and in the 1860s Polish statesmen 

such as Count Wladysl aw Badeni, Franciszek Smolka, and Galician Govemor Count 

Agenor Goiuchowski supported the demands of Jewish delegates in the Parliament for 

civil and political equality. l3  

The rise of anti-Semitic political groups in partitioned Poland can be traced to the 

late period of "positivisrn." an intellectual movement that sprang up in the 1860s. Afier 

1864 the last Poiish uprising in Congress Poland was crushed by Russian troops, and 

Polish intellectuals and political activists became convinced of the futility of amed 

aniggle. Grouped around a charismatic joumaiist, Aleksandr Ç wietochowski. t hey began 

promoting the necessity of so-called organic work, or "positivism," which encompassed 

economic and social refoms and peaceful political participation. In the Ions run these 

measures were envisioned as the only possible means to achieve national independence. 

l 3  Piotr Wrobel, "The Jews of Galicia under Austrian-Polish Rule, 1869- 19 18," Azcstrinrr 
History Yeurbook, XXV (1994), p. 103; Elibieta Hom, "Poslowie iydowscy i problem 
zydowski w galicyjskim sejmie krajowym w 186 1 r," B Z .  1/149, part 1, ( 1989). p. 39. 
and 41152, part 11 (1989), pp. 57,44; also her, "Kwestia iydowska w obradach 
galicyjskiego Sejmu Krajowego pienvszej kadencji (1 86 1 - 1 866)," p. 1 73 ; Artur 
Eisenbach, "Emancypacja iydow w dobie rewolucji 1846-49," BilH, 11 14 1 (1 987). pp. 
20-23; Max Rosedeid, "Die jüdischen Gemeinden in osterreich," Der Jude, 2 ( 1  9 17- 
19 1 8). p. 1 5 5 ; G. Wolf, "Zur Lage der Juden in Galizien, " Monatschrrfr f in- Ceschichte 
tmd Wzssenschafr des Judentums, 16 (1 867), p. 202; Filip Friedman, ''Dieje i yd6  w w 
Galiji (1772-1914)," in ~y&z w Poisce oakodzonej, vol. 1, pp. 386-392; Robert S. 
Wistrich, "Austrian Social Democracy and the Problem of Galician Jewry, 1890- 19 14." 
Leo Baeck Institzi~e Year Book, XXVI (1  98 l),  pp. 105- 106, 1 1 1; Archfivum A b  Nouych 
(abbreviated AAN), "Kolekcja materialow archiwalnych," 26, t. 1, pp. 2-4. 



The main building Stones of organic work were the fostering of a Polish national 

consciousness and national unity among peasants, burghers, and toilers. 

Initially, the "positivists" envisioned cooperation between Poles and Jews as both 

possible and desirable. Jewish-Polish joint actions in parliamentary elections in 1879 and 

1885 seem to encourage such hopes as Jewish candidates joined the Polish faction in the 

parliament. As long as the terms "nationality" and "nation" were understood as dl- 

inclusive of this ethnically diverse cornmunity, and as long the slogan "for your fieedom 

and ours" remained the main ralIying cry of Polish political leaders, Jews were perceived 

as a usefùl aliy in the nationai struggle. As important was the fact that a number of leading 

members of the Jewish intelligentsia supported assimilation and promoted Polish national 

culture and language. However, in cornparison to French and German Jews, the majority 

of Galician Jews remained indifferent to the efforts of the assimilationists and did not 

identifL themselves with Polish society. In addition, as time went by increasing Polish- 

Jewish confrontation caused many assimilationists to become disillusioned and turn t O 

Zionisrn. '' 
In Poland's western provinces, where Poles were subjected to a vigorous 

Germanisation campaign, the pro-German stance of the Jewish cornrnunity and sharp 

Polish-Jewish economic cornpetition contnbuted to the rise of a strong Polish political 

'" Leila P. Everett, "The Rise of Jewish National Politics in Galicia, 1905- 1907," in Andrei 
S. Markovits and Frank S. S ysyn. eds., Nationbuilding and the Politics of Naiionalisnl: 
Essays on Austrian Galicia (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1 982). 
pp. 156- 157, 173- 177; Kun Stillschweig, "Nationalism and Autonomy among Eastern 
European Jewry: Origins and Historical Development up to 1939," Hisiurica Juikiica: A 
Jourml of Stiidies in Jewish History, Especially in the Legal and Economic History of 
the Jews, VI (1 944). p. 44; Ezra Mendelsohn, "From Assimilation to Zionism in Lvov: 



group, the National Democratic Party. National Dernocrats rejected the assimilation of 

''dien" Jews into Polish culture, called on Poles to suppon their own political and social 

organizations, and promoted national cohesion and the ethno-culturaI exclusivity of the 

Polish people. The exclusionary ideology of the National Democrats appealed to the 

growing Polish commercial and professional middle class, middle gentry, and large 

segments of the clergy in Congress Poland and Galicia. The National Democrats utilized 

the pro-German and pro-Austrian tendencies of Jews for defining anti-Sernitism as an all- 

encompassing ideology embracing social, econornic and political components of the 

national struggle. 

Extemal factors also fÙe1ed Polish anti-Semitism. Attacks on Jews in Russia in the 

1880s and an influx of Jewish refugees into Congress Poland and Galicia as well as a wave 

of xenophobia in Austro-Hungary and Germany gave a boost ro mounting anti-Jewish 

anirnosities in the partitioned Polish lands. Polish writers such as Jan Kominkowski and 

Teofil Merunowicz emulated German and Austrian anti-Sernitic propaganda and 

emphasized the "harmful" Jewish influence on Polish society. I5 Polish anti-Semitism had a 

strong clerical coloring, and the Catholic press launched a blend of political. religious, and 

racial diatribes against the Jews. The myth of Jewish ritual murder was revitalized. and 

the National Democrats, the spearhead of anti-Jewish agitation, called for "dejudaisation" 

The Case of Altied Nossig," n e  SZavonic u n d m  European Review, XLIX, 1 17 ( 197 1 ), 
pp. 525-526; Feldman, Strmnictwa i programy polityczne, pp. 277-278. 
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kweaig zydowskg (L'viv: Nakladem autora, 1879)' pp. 1 5- 16,2 1.22; also his, ~ydowscy 
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of Polish social and economic spheres. In Galicia, a catholic newspaper, G m o t  

(Thunder), raved against industrialization, labeling Jews as its main promoters. 

Simultaneously the paper blamed Jewish socialists for underminhg the moral foundations 

of Polish society. Grmot argued that Jewish biological traits and religious beliefs 

effectively precluded their assimilation. On the other hand, fulminated the newspaper, 

assimiiation would undermine the "Polishness" of the country and the fùsion of Jews with 

Poles would make the antiJewish stmggie extrernely difficuk Grirmot foresaw the 

economic and social separation of Jews as the most viable solution to the Jewish 

question. l6 

The Union of Polish Peasants Party led by Father Stanisiaw Stojalowski, directed 

peasant economic frustrations against Jews. Anti-Semitic propaganda reached its peak in 

1898, when violent attacks on Jews took place in several Western Galician Iocalities such 

as Wieliczka, Kalwana, JasIo, Nowy and Stary Sqcz, Sanok and Gorlice. The majority 

of Polish political parties condemned the excesses, but anti-Jewish violence again erupted 

in 1903. In Eastern Galicia, the Polish-Ukrainian political rivalry mitigated the violence 

because the National Democrats hoped to win Jewish support in the local and provincial 

elections and they abstained fiom provoking anti-Jewish riots. Nevertheless, as large 

numbers of Poles and Ukrainians migrated to the cities, and cornpetition for jobs 

sharpened, attacks on Jews intensified. In June 1902 anti-Semitic propaganda combined 

16 Aleksander Czolowski, Mord ryfzralny: epizod r p r z e a l o k i  Lwowa (L'viv: 
Nakladem autora, 1899). p. 10; Grmot, n. 29, 15 November 1896, pp. 1-2; n. 33, 25 
Decernber 1896, pp. 3-4; n. 9, 25 March 1897, p. 1; n. 1 1, 15 April 1897, pp. 2-4; n. 12. 
25 April 1897, p. 2; n. 14, 15 May 1897, pp. 1-2; n. 16, 5 June 1891, p. 1; n. 18, 25 June 
1897, pp. 1-2; n. 20, 15 July 1897, pp. 1-2; n. 21, 25 July 1892, p. 2; n. 23, 15 August 



with workers' economic grievances exploded into an anti-Jewish riot in Lwow? when 

Polish strikers attacked Jews on the streets. l7 

The expectations of the National Democrats that Jews could be used as a 

counterbdance to Ukrainians were dashed in 1907 and 19 1 1, when Jewish voters cast 

their ballots in favor of Jewish and Ukrainian candidates. Similarly, in 19 12, during the 

municipal elections in Warsaw, Jews voted against the Ieading National Dernocrat, Roman 

Dmowski. From his point of view, Jews had unequivocally demonstrated their hostility to 

the Polish cause. The National Democratic Party responded with an escalation of anti- 

Sernitic propaganda, and a boycott of Jewish shops was organized throughout the land.'' 

Industrialization contributed to the rise of anti-Semitism among the Ukrainian 

peasantry as welt. In cornparison to Congress Poland, a large number of Galicia's Jews 

lived in the countryside, where they engaged in traditional Jewish occupations of tavern 

keeping, trade, and renting land. Money-lending especially was a predominantly Jewish 

vocation, and for Ukrainian peasants usury and lews becarne an inseparable image. In the 

1897, p. 2; n. 26, 18 Septernber 1897, pp. 1-2; n. 43, 22 October 1898, pp. 1-2; n. 5 1, 17 
December 1898, pp. 1-2. 
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1880s, the growth of a money economy in Galicia caused a sharp economic decline of 

Ukrainian villagers, who abhorred Jewish land-leasing and generally perceived the Jews as 

the main driving force behind industrialization. Jewish membership in municipal 

governments in small t o m s  and villages was also a cause of friction, and a prominent 

Ukrainian activist, Julian Romanchuk, asserted in 1903 that the worst enemies of the 

peasants were landlords, tax inspectors, and the "cunning ~ e w . " ' ~  

Resentment towards Jews, state officiais, and Polish landlords sporadicaI1y flared 

up in physical assaults. especially when peasants came to market to sel1 their products. 

Warmed by vodka and rallying cries such as "death to Jews and Poles!" they iooted Jewish 

shops and beat Jewish traders and bystanders. Such attacks were recorded in Zablotow 

(Çniatyfi district) in September 1903, and in Kar6w (Rawa Ruska district) and Sniatyfi in 

1 9 1 1, where several Jews were w~unded.*~ 

The Ukrainian intelligentsia voiced peasant grievances against Jews stressing their 

aiieged damaging role in the rural economy. At the same time, however, Ukrainian 

intellectuals recognized the Jews as a legitimate comrnunity in Gaiicia. and promoted a 

more liberal approach to the Jewish question. Wnters Ivan Franko and Les' Martovych 

reaiistically described the miserable economic conditions of the Jewish poor. Starting in 

19 John-Paul Himka, "Ukrainian-Jewish Antagonism in the Galician Countryside During 
the Late Nineteenth Century," in Peter J. Potichnyj and Howard Aster, eds., Ukrniniar~- 
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the 1 8 6 0 ~ ~  Ukrainian members of Parliament supported Jews in their stniggle for national 

autonomy and the recognition of Yiddish as an officia1 language. In 1907, Ukrainian 

deputies protested against Polish pressure on Jews dunng municipal elections in Galicia. 

Sirnilar instances opened the possibility for closer cooperation in the future.21 

*** 

The socio-economic and demographic structure of the Eastern Galician Jews 

played a crucial role in their relations with Poles and Ukrainians. Traditionally Jews made 

their living by artisanship and petty commerce. However, corn the 1880s onward these 

occupations becarne an area of fierce contest between Jews. Poles, and Ukrainians. 

Comrnon perceptions that Jewish tradesmen and merchants were more successfùl t han 

their non-Jewish counterparts fbeled envy and ami-Jewish resentment. 

Economic cornpetition alone, however, does not provide an adequate explanation 

for anti-Sernitism and ethnic animosities in Eastern Galicia. Industnalization of the region 

coincided with the rise of modem nationalism arnong Poles and Ukrainians. Starting with 

the l89Os, notions of national unity and national identity were promoted by Polish 

nationalists, who attempted to create consensus among Poles that the definition of 

"Polishness" applied only to ethnically and nationally conscious Poles. This exclusionan, 

ideology rejected Jews as members of Polish society. The main objective of Polish 

Galicia under the A mm-Hungarian Empire md in the Re bon1 Poia~~d, 1898- 1 93 9 
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nationalists -- national independence -- codesced with the struggle against "harrnful" 

Jewish influences. Political rivalry between Poles and Jews in regional politics was 

another crucial factor in fÙeIing Polish anti-Semitism. As Jewish voters cast their ballots 

against Polish candidates, anti-Semitic propaganda intensified. At the same time, 

Ukrainian grievances against the Jews, prharily confined to the socio-economic sphere, 

aIso gained mornentum. Anti-Jewish sentiments were heightened by cornmon perceptions 

of Jews as alien elements - as Austrian allies from the Polish point of view, and as urban 

profiteers fiom the Ukrainian point of view. 

The majority of Jews regarded anti-Semitism and socio-economic pressure as 

"normal" life difficulties. Given the situation across the Russian border, where official 

anti-Semitism seemed to be steadiIy gaining momentum, such an attitude was 

understandable. Under the moderate Austro-Hungarian rule Galician Jews dealt with 

econornic crises, squalid living conditions in the sh~eflach, and random anti-Jewish riots. 

merely as a part-and-parcel of day-to-day existence. Indeed, while anti-Semitic groups 

attracted diverse social layers of Polish society, they were unable to generate a mass 

political mobilization of their followers. As long as Austrian authorities were in control of 

law and order, anti-Semitic sentiments were confined to propaganda and random outbursts 

of violence. A major politicai crisis such as war and the collapse of state institutions was 

bound to propel anti-Semitism to the forefiont of Polish political Iife and to radicalize 

ethnic biases. 



Table 1.1. The Growth of the Jewish Population in Eastern Gdicia. 
Year 

f 

1 6 5 9 , 0 0 0 2 ~ 3  i a 

Source: Bohdan Wasiutyiiski, Ludno Bd iydowska w Polsce w wiekach Xi%' i X X  (Warsaw: 193 0). 
pp. 90-9 1; B. Stopnevich, "Naselenie Galitsii," Ukrainskda zhim '. 1 1-12 ( 19 14), pp. 48: S.E., 
"Galichina v îsyfkdh," Ukrainskaia zhim ', 3 4  (1915), p. 19. 

District Urban Centers in 1910. 
Total population 1 Jewish 1 % of the ~ e w s q  

l 1 population 1 the total 
1 / population 
1 2.502 1 44.5 

[ Peczenii -. y 1 6'667 $ 



[ Total i 815.095 1 37.35 1 
Sources: Bohdan Wasiutyiiski. Ludno 8 f zydowska w Polsce w wiekach XLX i XX (Warsa~v: 
Wydawnictwo Kasy im. Mianowskiego. 1 B O ) ,  pp. 1 14- 124. 

Table 1.3. The Distribution of the Jewish Population in the Districts of Eastern Galicia in 
1910. 



Dolina 1 113,831 1 12,812 1 5.8 
Drohobycz 1 171,696 1 29,566 [ 5.8 

1 124,850 1 23,880 19.1 [ Kof ornyja -t i 

Kos6w 1 85,804 1 9,701 1 11.3 1 4.8 ; c 

Lisko 1 98.492 1 13.884 1 14.1 1 9.7 i 
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pp. 1 10- 1 1 1 : B. Stopnevich, "NaseIenie Galittsii," Ukrainskaza zhizn ', 1 1-12 ( 1  9 14): pp. 52-53; 
Haliczanin : ka lendarz powszeclmy: hlendarz  powszechny zastoso wany do potrze b wsqsthch 
mieszkarjc6w Galicji na rokpahrki 19 18 (L'viv: Nakladem Drukami i Litografii Piiler- 
Neurnanna, 1918). p. 28. 

Table 1.4. Jewish Students in Gdician Schools. 

Source: Moriah Moriah: miesi ecznik m 2ûdzierzy .z?ydowskiej. XII, 3 (December 1 9 1 7). p .  
105. 

Table 1.5. Occupational Profile of Jews and Non-Jews in Both Halves of Galicia by 1900 (per 
thousand of individuals in a given profession), 

[Profession 1 Catholics (Roman-Catholic 1 Jews 
--.p 

1 and Greek-Catholic) ! 

f 676 [ Jewelers 1 320 
. ... . - -. 

A 

Leather and ~ a ~ e r  industries 1 200 

Trade and transportation 



1 ~rofessioas 7 638 1351 1 1 
Source: Wilbelm Feldman, Stronnicrwa i programy po l i~cme w Galicji. 1846-1 906 (Krakhv: 
Sp6fka Nakf adowa "Ksiqzka," 1907), vol. 2, pp. 293-294. 



PART TWO 

The Russian Occupation, 1914-191 7 

At the tum of the twentieth century, anti-Semitism in Eastern Galicia was largely 

füeled by the increasing socio-economic cornpetition of Poles, bainians, and Jews. 

Simultaneously, as rivalries in trade and commerce fed the growing national aspirations of 

the three peoples, modern anti-Semitism - based on political and racial ideology -- made 

its first appearance in the propaganda of Polish right-wing groups. However, as long as 

Europe was at peace. Austro-Hungarian impenal authorities controlled and contained 

ethnic antagonisms. M e r  the outbreak of World War 1, the collapse of the imperial order 

and the Russian occupation of Eastem Galicia shattered the econornic foundation of the  

region and profoundly exacerbated ethnic animosities. 

In August 1914. Eastem Galicia was the only territory in Europe claimed by the 

Russian govement.  Poised to integrate this former part of ancient Rus' into the Empire. 

the Russian rnilitary made strenuous efforts to "RussiS." the region by introducing imperial 

laws and regulations. Accordingly, Jews, Poles, and Ukrainians were treated the same as 

their counterparts in Russia. However, while the entire population of Eastem Galicia 

suffered fiom the arbitrary mle of local cornmanders and the depravations of war, Jews 

were particularly targeted by the occupiers. Already in the summer of 19 14, the anti- 

Semitic prejudkes of the Russian army flared into waves of savage pogroms in Jewish 

settlements and widespread looting of Jewish shops, houses, and synagogues. Suspicious 



of Jewish collaboration with the Central Powers, Russian generals ordered hostage-taking 

and reprisais against entire Jewish cornrnunities, who were expelled b r n  their homes in 

urban areas and the countryside. 

The persecution of Galician Jews was a reflection of Russian attitudes and policies 

toward ethnic rninonties dong the entire Eastern Front. lmmediately after the outbreak of 

the war, the Russian military launched wholesde expulsions of Jews and Germans in 

Congress Poland and Courland. The expulsions picked up in May and June of 19 15 afier 

a massive Austro-German offensive smashed Russian defenses in Galicia and north- 

western PoIand. Hundreds of thousands of "unreiiables" were uprooted and driven on 

foot to Russia-proper, and swarms of refugees inundated cities and aggravared economic 

shortages. While Russian troops ofien mistreated residents of German settlements, in 

general they refiained fiom rape and murder. Jews, on the other hand, were subjected to 

the most horrible brutalities, and the Russian retreat in the sumrner 19 15 was marked by 

the mass rape of women and wanton murder of Jewish civilians. 

Part Two explores the cultural, psychological, and ideological factors that heled 

the Russian military's obsession with Jewish conspiracies and contributed to the 

widespread destruction levied upon Jews in the front zone. Imperia1 goals in Eastern 

Galicia, and Russian attitudes towards Jews prior to the war, serve as a starting point. 

Other main topics are Russia's occupation poiicies in the region. and the treatment of Jews 

as a response to two specific concems -- ideology and security. Special attention is 

accorded to the structure of anti-Jewish violence, its rhetoric and role in shaping anti- 

Semitic attitudes of the Russian anny. 



Rumor was an inseparable component of ethnic persecution on the Eastern Front, 

and its hannful potentiai depended on the emotiond and psychological mindset of its 

recipients. The susceptibility of the Russian military to mmors and the role of rumors in 

Russian anti-Jewish policies are examined in detail. 



Chapter II 

RUSSU PREPARES FOR W M  

Russian Objectives in Galicia 

"...If we count the rewards we can expect from this war - there is no doubt it is rnere 

madness. What should we expect to gain? T e m t o d  accretion? But aren't the lands of His 

Imperid Majesty large enough? ... Galicia? But it is fùll of Jews!" So on September 10, 19 14, 

Count Sergei Witte, the prominent Russian statesman, grumbled to the French ambassador. 

Maurice Paleologue, about the senselessness of Russia7s participation in the war. l 

While in Witte's opinion Galicia was merely a land infested by Jews, and Russia would 

gain nothing by conquenng it, many Russian governrnent and military officiais had long held an 

entirely opposite view. Situated in the foothills of the Carpathians, Galicia provided an accessible 

route through Silesia to Austna-proper and via Krak6w through the mountain ranges to the 

Hungarian plains. Not surprisingly, therefore, after the Balkans, St. Petersburg considered Galicia 

the most "sensitive" strategic spot in Eastem Europe. Russian rnilitary plamers also womed that 

in the event of war with Germany and Austro-Hungary (and in the first decade of the twentieth 

century this possibility was looming more prorninently with each passing year), the enemy would 

be able to launch a pincer-like offensive fiom East Prussia and Eastem Galicia and cut off the 

entire Russian force in Congress Poland. In 1900 the Russian minister of war, General Aieksei 

Kuropatkin, reported to the Tsar that Gdicia had to be given close strategic consideration and 

certain "rectifications" of the border were highiy desirable? 

I ~ a u r i c e  Paleologue, "Rosja carow w czasie wielkiej wojny," in Michaf Sokolnicki, ed., Polska 
w pami mikach wielkiej wojny, 1914-1918 (Warsaw: Instytut Wydawniczy "Biblioteka Polska," 
1925), p. 301. 

Z ~ a d i m i r  S tepankovsky, The Russian Plot to Seize Galicia /Aumian Ruthet~ial' (Jersey City, N J: 
The Ukrainian National Council, 19 1 5), p. 15; Stephan Tomashivs'b, Die welpolitische 
Bedeutung Galiziens (Munich: F. Brückmann A.G., 191 5),  pp. 34-41. 



Russian strategic objectives in Gdicia were augmented by ideological ones, which 

required as much attention as military planning. The two dominant ethnic groups of the region, 

Poles and Ukrainians, whose ethnographie borders spread far beyond the Austro-Hungarian state 

fiontiers, had always been a subject of Russia's close attention. Galicia had long been regarded a 

part of the "primordial Russian lands" (specifically the Lwow, Tamopol, and Czernowitz 

provinces in their entirety and a part of the PrzemySI province), destined one day to return to the 

bosom of Russia. Thus, shortly before World War 1 the Russian Chairman of the Council of 

Ministers, Ivan Goremykin, referred to Galicia as the "last diamond to the Tsar's c r o ~ n . " ~  

Russian intentions of uniting al1 eastem Slavs under a Russian protectorate were verbalized 

already at the tum of the nineteenth century. In 1809, during the first Russian occupation of 

Tarnopol province, Alexander I urged the Russian governor to undertake policies to win the local 

population to the Russian cause. From 1809 to 18 15, when Russians occupied the province, the 

Jewish cornmunity was left largely undisturbed. The thirteen Jewish M a l s  were not molested. 

and the Russian govemor, Senator Ignaz Theyls, even won popularity among Jews for his 

moderate policies.' 

Beginning fiom the mid-nineteenth century, Russian Pan-Slavists established close 

contacts with Galician Russophiles, supplied them with money, and emphasized the common 

roots of Ukrainians and Russians.5 Russian contacts with Galician Russophiles accderated 

"Period irnperialisticheskoii voiny. Nemetsko-avstriiskaia okupatsia," Rossiisk7i Thmr 
Khranrnia i Intchenia Dokumentov Noveishezi Islorii (hereafter cited as RTsKhIDNI), 70/2/644, 
vol. II,  p. 26. 
4 Except taxation, Jews were lefi to their own devices, and in November of 18 13, in Tamopol, 
Joseph Perl organized a Jewish-German secular school where Jewish students learned hurnanities, 
sciences, and the Talmud. Jan Leszcryiiski, &&y rusyjskie w kraju t a m o p o l s h ,  1809-1815 
(Krak6w: Dmk W. L. Anczyca i Sp6 lki, lgO3), 137; Czeslaw Blicharski, Tarnopol w lu~uch 
18094945 iodperiodtl epopei napoleohhej do wypdenza  (Biskupice: n.p., 1993), p. 30. 

%van Krevets'kyi, "Ostgalizien und Russland," Ukroinische Rundschau, VIII, 1 ( 1  9 10). p. 7; 
Krevets'kyi incorrectly identified the govemor of the Tamopol province as Prince Golitsyn. On 
the origin and evolution of Galician Russophiles, see Paul R. Magocsi. "Old Ruthenianism and 
Russophilism: A New Conceptual Frarnework for Analysing National ldeologies in Late 19th 
Century Galicia,"in Paul Debreczeny, ed., American Conhibutio~i [O the Ninrh hrrenzatio~ial 



especidy after the Russian revolution of 1904- 1905 and exacerbated Austro-Russian tensions. 

The Poiish Viceroy of Galicia, Michal Bobrsrfiski, reported to Viema that Russian money was 

fiieling pro-Russian tendencies arnong Russophile groups. A fùrther headache for the Austrian 

government was caused by the activities of the "Russian-Galician cornmittees" which had 

emerged under the patronage of Russian cultural and political circles. The leading figure behind 

these groups was Count Vladimir Bobrinskii, who never faiied to emphasize the "Russian 

character" of Galicia in his speeches. With the end of the Pan-Slav Congress in Prague in 1908 

and Bobnnskii's subsequent visit to Galicia, the Austrian General Staff recorded the increased 

activities of 1,450 Russophile educational, cultural and religious institutions. According to 

Austrian counterintelligence reports, Bobrinskii and other members of the "Galician-Russian 

Society" often met with leaders of Galician Russophiles and supplied them with money for pro- 

Russian propaganda. Concerns of the Austrian security service were echoed by Galician- 

Ukrainian circles who did not mince words in charging Russia with financing Russophiles to 

subvert the Ukrainian national movement in Galicia and Bukovina.6 

In the early 1860s, the growing Polish national movement in Galicia becarne a major 

concern for the Russian goverment. The influentiaI Galician-Polish group in the Austrian 

Parliament, fi20 Polskie, often protested against the heavy-handed Russian mle in Congress 

Poland. Polish protests, in tum, immediateiy provoked remonstrations by St. Petersburg to 

Vienna. Polish dominance in Galicia's administration gave a moral boost to Polish political 

groups in Congress Poland, and the Russian police were particularly alarmed by the activities of 

Congress of Slavists, Kiev, September 1983, 2 vols. (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica Publishers, Inc.. 
1983), vol. II, pp. 305-324. 

6 ~ . ~ .  Yefiemov, Vneshniiapolitiko Rossi& 1907-1911 (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Instituta 
mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii, 196 l), pp. 236-238; "Russische Wahlarbeit in Galizien und der 
Bukowina," Ukrainische Runa!whazr, VIII, 1 (1910), pp. 15-27; Roman SrnaIl-Stotskyi, von, 
"Graf Bobrinskii und die osterreichischen Ruthenen," Ukrainische Rum!schau, X, 2-3 (1 9 12), pp. 
3 8-48; k3to pomahaye v Halychyni moskovs 'komu ministrovi Stolypinovu?: promova posla D-ra 
KyryIa Tyi'ovoho vyholoshena v D e n h i i  Rad dnia 16 chennia 1910 rokir (Kolotnyja: 
Drukania A.B. Kysilevs'koho, 19 1 O), pp. 1-2 1. 



the Polish Socialist Party, PPS, whose major a h  was a restoration of Polish independence by 

revolutionary means. 

After the Russian revolution of 1904-1905, under the auspices of Austrian authorities, 

Polish émigrés fiom Congress Poland set up para-military organizations in Galicia. These groups 

carried out espionage and anti-Russian propaganda. M e r  the Bosnian crisis of 1908 the tensions 

between Austro-Hungary and Russia heated up, and Russian protests to Viema sounded 

increasingly belligerent . In May 1 909, the newspaper Kzevlirmin published an article, ailegedl y 

based on authentic documents, revealing the activities of PoIish para-military groups in Galicia 

and the involvement of Austrian officiais in training and hancing Polish revolutionaries. The 

Austnans, naturally. vehemently denied these accusations.7 Secretly, however, the Austrian 

mi l i tq  was prepanng to deploy Galician Ukrainians for sabotage activities in Russian Ukraine in 

the event of rnilitary conflict. These plans received the fiil1 support of the Gaiician Greek-Catholic 

Church and its charismatic leader, Metropolitan Andrei Sheptyts'kyi. The testing time for anti- 

Russian sabotage came during the Balkan wars, when Ukrainians fkorn Galicia carried out acts of 

sabotage in Ukraine! 

70n the impact of the Bosnian cnsis on the Austro-Russian relations, see Yefiemov, Vneshiia 
politika Rosszi, pp. 79-93, and I.V. Bestuzhev, Borba Rossiipo voprosam vneshtei politiki. 
1906-1910 (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 196 1), pp. 199-294. For its part, the 
Russian counterintelligence seMce kept close surveillance over Polish and Ukrainian national 
movements in Galicia. A.Yu, Shelukhin, "Razvedovatel'nye organy v strukture vysshego 
voennogo upravlenia Rossiiskoi Irnpeni nachala XX veka, 1906- 1 9 14," Vesînik Moskovskogo 
Universiteta. Senes 8: fistory, 3 (May-June 1996), p. 29. 

  tef fan Arski, "Rozmowy z wywiadem austriackim pned pienvszq wojnq S wiatowq," Sprmy 
Midynarodowe, vol. 12, 1 1- 12/92-93 (1959), pp. 68-77; ibid., vol. 13, 3196 (1960), pp. 68. 78- 
86, 92; ais0 his, "DlialalnoSt polskich organizacji w Galicji w Swietle korespondencji 
dyplomatychnej z okresu 1906- 19 12," Sprnwy Mi-arodowe, vol. 13,  1011 03 (1 960). pp 53- 
66; Armin Müller, "Galizien-Krisenherd in den Beziehungen mischen Osterreich-~ngam und 
Russland, 1 9 1 0- 1 9 1 4." Jahrbuch fur Geschichte der soziuIistische~~ Lünder Ewopas, 2 8 ( 1 984). 
pp. 208-2 10, 23 1-216; Krevets'kyi, "Ostgalizien und Russland," pp. 9, 12; H. Lemke. "Die 
Regiemng Stürgkh und die P lhe  mr  Teilung Galiziens," in Osterreich-Urgurn in der Weltpolitik. 
1900 bis 1918 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1965), pp. 267-268, 27 1; Klaus Bachrnam, 
"Kriegsgmnd Galizien: Der ostgaliusche Nationalkontlikt und seine aussenpolitischen 
Aunvirkungen vor dem Ersten Weltkrieg," &en-eichische Osthejre, 32 (1990), p. 59. 



The press war also gained mornenturn. In May and June of 19 10, the Russian newspaper 

Novoe Vremia published a senes of articles about the Ukrainian question in Galicia stressing the 

insidious role of Austrian authorities in inciting nationalist sentiments among Ukrainians. The 

Austrian press retdiated by charging Russia with interferhg in Austro-Hungary's interna1 afYairs. 

In October 1910, the Lw6w police informed the Austro-Hungarian Ministry of the lnterior that 

Bobrinskü planned to buy land near Kiev where a thousand Galician Russophiles would settle; 

after their thorough "Russification" they would retum to Galicia as a Russian propagandist 

vanguard. The potentid of Polish and Ukrainian issues for causing confiict between Russia and 

Austro-Hungary alarmed several prominent politicians on both sides. In July 19 12, the Austrian 

Foreign Minister Count Leopold von Berchtold stated that Russian policies towards Galicia 

"...net ody hindered the rapprochement [between Austria and Russia], but also added fuel to the 

very combustible [political] atmosphere." In November of the same year, the Russian 

Arnbassador to Viema, Nicholas Girs, emphasized that as long as Galician-Polish and Galician- 

Ukrainian questions were unresolved, fnendly relations between the two States were not 

Austro-Russian bickering over Galicia continued up to the outbreak of the First World 

War. During the first half of 1914, as a large trial of Russophiles took place in the Hungarian 

town of Marmarol-Szeget and another in Lwow, the Austro-Hungarian press accused Russia of 

directing the activities of Russophile groups. l 0  

9~olfdieter Bihl, "Die Beziehungen mischen Osterreich-Ungam und Russland in Bezug auf die 
gaiizische Frage, 1908- 19 14," in Karlheinz Mack, ed., Gaiizien um die Jahrhundertwende: 
politische, soziale und kultureile Verbinhgeen mit Osterreich (Viema: Verlag fiir Geschichte 
und Politik, 1990), p. 46; Theofil Hornykiewicz, ed., Ereignisse in der Ukrai~ze, 19141922: 
deren Bedeutung m d  histortsche Hitergrunde, 4 vols. (Philadelphia: 1 966). vol. 1, pp. 1 -4. In his 
memorandum in April 1914, a former Austrian Consul-Generd in Warsaw stressed the paramount 
importance of the Galician-Ruthenian issue to the v e v  existence of the monarchy. Müller, 
"Galizien," p. 228. 

O~yros lav  Grabets. K istorzi Mamuroshskogo proisessa (de10 944th: 29 .Ml  19 13-3:UI 191 4) 
(Uzhgorod: Izdanie Karpatorusskoi Trudovoii Partii, 1934); Bacimam, "Kriegsgrund Galizien." 
pp. 49-5 0, 5 7; Muller. "Galizien," p. 2 1 3 ; Die htermztionalen Beziehngen irn Zeitalter des 
imperialismus: Dokumen~e aus den Archive11 der Zaristischen und Provirorischett Repirrzmg, 1 1 



Russia and Her Jews 

While Russian aatesmen and generals looked upon GaIician Poles and Ukrainians with 

wary eyes, there are no explicit indications that they had concerned themselves much with the 

Jewish question in Galicia.I1 However, until the outbreak of World War 1 the Jewish question in 

Russia always drew close attention fiom top policy makers. It is logical, therefore, to place 

events in wartime Galicia within the general context of Russia's interna1 pre-war Jewish politics. 

It is generally taken for granted that before World War I Russia was the most anti-Sernitic 

country in the world." Nowhere else was the governrnent so persistent in promulgating drastic 

anti-Jewish laws, confining Jews to prescribed areas of residence, and barring them fiom politics 

and institutions of higher learning. Prior to the last quarter of the eighteenth century, Russia had 

aimost no Jews within her borders. This situation changed after the Polish partitions of 1772- 

1795, when Russia received much of Poland, with a Jewish population that constituted the largest 

Jewish diaspora in the world. By the mm of the twentieth century, despite emigration, the Jews 

of Russia constituted about 9% of the total population. In Russia's western provinces, including 

the Pale of Settlement, Jews made up more than 20% of the population. 

The Jewish policies of the Russian govemment seldom displayed consistency and 

fluctuated according to the changing political, social, and economic situation in the country. 

vols., (Berlin: Verlag der Reimar Hobbing G.M.B.H., 193 1-19361, vol. 1.1, pp. 235-237. vol. 1.3. 
pp. 232-233. 

l Unfortunately, a11 my attempts to gain access to the Archive of Foreign Affairs of Imperia1 
Russia in Moscow ended in failure. I recognize that Russian planning for Galicia may have 
included discussions on the Jewish issue. 1 believe, however, that the Jewish question occupied a 
marginal place in the rninds of Russian policy makers since Galician Jews did not constitute as 
powerful political group as did Poles and ükrainians. 
I 2 ~ o r  general description of Jewish hiçtory in Russia, see Salo W. Baron, The Russian Jou under 
fhe Tsars and Soviets (New York: Schaken Books, 1987). On the evolution of Russian Jewish 
policies, see M. Nier, Russia Gaihers Her Jews: nie Origins of the "Jewish Question " Nt 

Russïa, 1772-1825 Oekalb, Ill. : Northern Illinois University, 1986). 



Attempts to assimilate Jews at the beginning of the nineteenth century were replaced by draconian 

laws in the 1820- 1830s involving the forcible draft of Jewish youth into cantonist battalions. The 

1860s began with reforms, which were suppianted by anti-Jewish legislation from the 1880s 

onward. Anti-Semitism in Russia initially emanated kom religious daerences and economic 

cornpetition between Jewish and Russian traders and merchants. Perceptions of Jews as "aliens" 

were also reinforced by the traditional Russian animosity towards foreign attire, language, and 

religion. Since Peter the Great Russia had waged numerous wars, and both the Russian 

government and people felt thernselves constantly threatened by foreign enemies. For many 

Russians, oddly dressed Yiddish-speaking Jews looked suspicious and were treated with disgust 

and hostility . 

Increasingly from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, Russian anti-Semites embarked 

upon a campaign to impute Russia's misforfunes to Jewish cunning and avarice. In attempts to 

find empirical evidence of Jewish guilt, they blamed Jews for subvening Russian society by 

stealthily integrating into it. At the same time, they accused Jews of insulating themselves from 

the rest of the population by religious and linguistic barriers, as well as a different mentality and 

appearance. Although racism was relatively weak in econornically backward Russia, nascent 

modemkation in the 1880s added a new trend to anti-Jewish biases. The prominence of Jews in 

western banking and politics as well as the participation of Jewish financiers in Russian industrial 

development were seen as the emergence of a new threat -- Jewish international financial power. 

However, anti-Jewish prejudices were not exclusively t h e  prerogative of Russian urban 

reactionaries. Hateful rhetoric also found fertile ground in Russian villages, where many Russian 

peasants believed Jews to be guilty of the ultimate crime, murdering Jesus Christ. and trying to 

"tum pussial upside down."l3 

Nor did Russian revolutionanes (such as the "Narodnaia Volia") shy away from 

anti-Jewish slogans as an expedient tool to win over Russian peasants. Even Russian liberals who 

1 3 ~ u o t e d  in A. Achiezer, "Antisernitisrn v Rossii: vzgliad kulturologa," Ves~r~ik  Evrriskogo 
Universiteta vMuskve, 1 (1992), p. 105. 



rejected anti-Semitism as a residue of the old, conservative Russia betieved that Jews were "alien" 

to the Russian soi1 and potentially dangerous to iiliterate workers and peasants.14 The 

revoiutionary upheaval of 1904- 1905, in which Jews played a visible role, further confirmed 

popular beliefs of the intrinsicaliy "deceitfùi" nature of Jews. During the last two decades before 

World War 1, traditional anti-Sernjtism and antimodernism profoundly pemeated ail layers of 

Russian Society and blended into a peculiarly Russian amalgam that triggered numerous pogroms. 

Yet, in spite of years of persecution and oppression, Jewish Me in Russia also had its 

"bnght" pages. Notwithstanding the anti-Semitic prejudices of Russian officials, Jews enjoyed 

substantial autonomy in regulating their interna1 religious and cultural life. Jewish schools 

fûnctioned throughout the Pale of Settlement, local communities were the centers of Jewish 

cultural and religious activities, and except for times of social and political crises, Jewish relations 

with their neighbors were marked by reIative tolerance. From the 1860s onward, the government 

allowed Jewish professionals and afnuent merchants to reside outside the Pale, while in Congress 

Poland Jews were permitted to buy property and reside in urban areas. Many a Russian 

intelligent, as well as liberals such as Alexander Blok, Vladimir Nabokov. Paul Milukov, Leonid 

Andreev, and Vladimir Korolenko publicly supported the stniggle of the Jews fur civil and 

pohticai nghts. In 19 13, arnidst vehement anti-Sernitic propaganda of right-wing groups, a jury in 

Kiev acquitted Mendel Beilis, a Jew accused of ntual murder? 

l4AIbert S. Lindemann, Essmr S Tears: Modern Anti-Smitism and zhe Rzse of the J w  (Santa 
Barbara, California: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 282. For an example of anti-Sernitic 
sentiments among Russian radicals see the recollections of a renegade revolutionary, VasiIii 
Kiselev, Galichina i Moldavia: putevye pis 'ma (Bridgeport, Connecticut: Carpatho-Russian 
Literary Association, 1 W6), pp. 202-240; also, Achiezer, "Antisemitism," pp. 104- 105. For 
resentment towards the Jews caused by industrialization and rnodernization, see Heinz-Dietrich 
Lowe, Antisemitismzts und reaktionare Utopie: Russischer Konservatisrnus im Kampf gegen den 
Wandel von Staat und Geselschafr, 1890-1 91 7 (Hamburg: H o f i a n  und Campe Verlag, 1978); 
and his shon essay "Anti-Semitism at the Close of the Tsarist Era," in Hostages of 
Moden~ization, pp. 1 1 88- 1 207; aiso, Ham Rogger, Jauish Policies and Right- Wirlg Politics iri 

lmperial Russia (London: Macmillan, 1986). 

Hans Rogger, "Reforming Jews -- Reforming Russians: Gradualism and Pessimism in the 
Empire of the Tsars," in Hostages of Modernzsa~ion, pp. 1208- 1229; Albert S .  Lindemann, The 



The Russian m y .  in many ways a microcosm of the psychological and social make up of 

society, had always been a hotbed of anti-Semitism. D u ~ g  the reign ofNicholas 1, Jewish boys 

were drafted into cantonist battalions where they were forcibly converted to Russian Onhodoxy. 

Bad housing conditions and undemourishrnent in the Jewish shtetfach rendered many young Jews 

incapable of meeting army health requirements. Jews in the barracks felt separated from their 

Christian colIeagues by the langage barrier and becarne primary targets for harassrnent and 

humiliation. A cornmon practice for able-bodied Jews was, therefore, to avoid rnilitary service by 

al1 means.l6 Drafl evasion, in tum, strengthened the popular conviction that Jews were 

treacherous and unpatriotic, and would use any opportunity to undermine Russia's war efforts. 

The army's perceptions of the Jews were demonstrated during the carnpaigns in Poland in 

183 1 and 1863, when Russian troops assaulted Polish Jews. The conduct of the Russian army 

during the Russo-Turkish war of 187% 1878 aiso provided a foretaste of anti-Jewish bmtalities in 

World War 1. As Russian troops poured into Bulgaria on a mission to liberate "brother-Slavs" 

fiom the Turkish yoke, traditional anti-Sernitism, compounded by rumors that Jews were actively 

aiding the Turks, exploded into mass pillaging of Jewish cornrnunities, brutal pogroms, and the 

mass rape of Jewish women. Simultaneously, the arrny accused the Jews of reaping profit fiom 

Russia's victories and living off the "blood and sweat" of the Russian people.17 

At the tum of the century, the stance of the rnilitary towards the "Jewish problem" 

remained unchanged. In spite of substantial shortages of personnel, the medical corps accepted 

only a small number of Jewish doctors, since the latter, according to War Minister P. Vannovski. 

Jew Accrrsed: Three Anti-Semitic A ffairs (Dreyfus, Beilis. Frank), 1894-1 913 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 199 1), pp. 129- 193. 
1 6 ~ . I .  Denikin, Pur ' nisskogo ofitsera (New York: Izdatel'stvo irneni Chekhova, 1953). pp. 283- 
285. 

7 ~ a r y  Neuberger, "The Russo-Turkish War and the 'Eastern Jewish Question': Encounter 
between Victims and Victors in Ottoman Bulgaria, 1877-8," East European Jewirh Affuirs, vol. 
26, 2 (1996), pp. 53-66; Dietrich Beyrau, Milita und Gesellschafr im v o r r e v o l u f i ~ ~ ~ ~ r e ~ r  
Rtisshnd (Koln: Bohlau Verlag, 1984)' pp. 423-429. 



"adversely influenced their Christian coileagues. l8 Subjected to pariah statu, the Jewish rank - 
and f l e  was barred fiom commissions and made liable to severe punishments. In 1907- 1909, 

several military and civil commîttees requested that Jews be barred fiom the army as the most 

comptive and unreliable element in time of peace and war. At the same time these cornmittees 

accused the Jews of dr* evasion. Descriptions of Jewish soldiers in the Russian press often 

fluctuated according to the politicai atmosphere of the period. In 1907 the journal Russkii Invalid 

praised the valor of Jewish soldiers who fought in the Russo-Turkish and Russo-Japanese wars. 

In 191 1, however, it accused Jews of dr& evasion. The joumals Novoe vremia and Voennyi mir 

echoed the charges and added that Jews were of an antisocial and "anti-state [nature]."lY 

Several other periodicals suggested that military refonns, which were taking place in the 

m y  at the tirne, be directed at creating a national army comprised only of ethnic Russians. 

"healthy politically and physically." An exception to the rule would be other nationalities "who 

had organically integrated into the Russian state." Jews, as an "dien" element, were to be 

excluded. On December 2, 19 1 1, speaking from the Duma rostrum, renowned Russian nationalist 

N.E. Markov suggested that Jewish soldiers be sent to labor battalions deployed for drainage of 

the Pinsk marshes and for cleaning latrines. Senrice in the battalions should be nine years instead 

of the regular three.zO 

The Russian oficer corps carefully protected its ranks fiom Jews although a number of 

Jewish converts were cornmissioned and achieved high rank in the army. Any suspicion of Jewish 

descent was taken as a great offense by Russian officers, and in 1906- 19 10 the military 

emphasized that admission to military schools was contingent upon ethnicity rather than 

religion." Suspicions of the War Ministry towards the Jews were reflected in the dispersa1 of 

l8 Hans-Peter Stein, "Der Offizer des russischen Heeres im Zeitabschnitt Mrischen Reform und 
Revolution, 1 8 6 1 - 1 905," Forschungen mr osteuropaisehen Geschichte, 13 ( 1 967). p.460. 

9 ~ o i n a  i evrei, pp. 2, 77, 146- 148, 152, 1%- 160. 

20Ibid, pp. 1 19- 120. 

2 1 ~ 1 1 .  Gmlev, Zapiîrb genera[a-evreia (Paris: n.p., 1930); Peter Kenez, "A Profile of the 
Prerevolutionary Officer Corps," California SIavic Studies, W (1973). p. 148; Joshua A. 



Jewish recruits around the Empire, while Christian and Muslirn draftees fiom the same regions 

were grouped together in closed  unit^.^^ 

*** 

In the years before 19 14, as international tensions ran high in Europe, the Russian security 

services geared up for war. Special "black Iists" were compiled in which the Jews featured as 

potential spies and saboteurs. On December 6, 1908, at a joint meeting of the members of the 

Ministry of the Interior, the Main Department of the General Staff, and the General Staff of the 

Naw, the first Russian rnilitary counterinteiiigence office was set up to combat espionage and 

subversive activities againa the army. The participants compiIed a list of the sa-called "groups of 

rkk" which alongside foreign agents contained "...persans of Jewish nationality who attempt to 

infiltrate and establish congenial relations with rnilitary personnel."7J 

On August 1. 1 9 14, the day Russia entered the First World War, the commander of the 

Fifth Russian army, Lieutenant-General P. Pieve, ordered his counterintelligence service to step 

up anti-subversive measures within the army's operational zone. Irnmediate attention, Pleve 

ordered, was to be paid to dl non-Russians (inorodr~sy). Instructions to security employees 

specified that evidence of wrongdoing might include "inconsistent" answers and a "vagabond" 

style of life.Z4 Since financial rewards were offered for informing on a spy, the order paved the 

way for mass denunciations and accorded the countenntelligence and police a remarkable fieedom 

in detaining anybody who even looked suspicious. M e r  the outbreak of war the most densely 

populated areas of Jewish residence in Eastern Europe, Congress Poiand and Galicia, becarne a 

Sunbom, "Drafling the Nation: Military Conscription and the Formation of a Modem Polity in 
Tsarist and Soviet Russia, 190% 1925," PhD Disser~ation, The University of Chicago, 1998, pp. 
203-204, 288; Eli Weinerman, "Racism, Racial Prejudice, and the Jews in Late lrnpenai Russia." 
Ethnic und Racial Studies, vol. 17, 3 (1994), p. 474. For a fictional, but a realistic account of an 
the attitudes towards non-Russians in the army, see A.I. Kuprin, Poedinok (Moscow: 
Gosudarstvemoe Izdatel'stvo Khudozhestvemoi Literaury, 1962). 

22 Handoook of the Russim Army (London: The Imperid War Museum, 1996), pp. 12. 

23 shelukhin, "Razvedovatel'nye organy," p. 22. 

24"~ontrrazvedka i shpionazh," Rossiiskii Gos~darstuennyi Voenno-Istorichesrhi Archii 
(abbreviated RGVIA ), 2 1 22/7/ 1 5, p. 1 . 



battleground. Russian spy-hunters immediately began stalking Jews, who spoke a completely 

unintelligible language (for Russians) and looked utterly "suspicious" in their peculiar garb. 

The anti-Semitic proclivities of the Russian army would play an important role in the 

treatment of the Jews in the Eastern Front zone. However, other factors aiso became 

instrumental in Russian wartime ethnic policies. One such component was the rapid militarisation 

of political, social, and economic life in Russia. On July 29, 19 14, the Tsar signed a document 

entitled "The Regulations for Field Administration of the Army in Wartime" ("Poiuzhenie o 

polevotn upravlenii voisk v voennoe wemid') which set rules for waging war. Apart from 

speceng  the chah of command, the "Polorhenie" stipulated that conquered temtories should be 

formed into rnilitary general-governrnents (generul hye gubematorstva) headed by 

general-governors as highest wartirne authonties. The temtory West of St. Petersburg and 

Smolensk and south along the Dnieper River to the Black Sea was placed under the jurisdiction of 

the Supreme Commander. who was to wage war by any means he deemed fit. The rnilitary thus 

became an absolute authority in the war zone and took over the civil administration. The powers 

invested in the army were vast, ranging from the setting of tariffs and prices to the imposition of 

military censorship and martial law. Civil offices in the theater of operations were reduced to 

adjunct bodies. Areas adjacent to the front line became a virtualiy independent entity? Similariy. 

the "Polorhenie" abrogated al1 jurisdictional powers of the Council of Ministers and the War 

Ministry in the war zone. Later, in August 1914, the authonty of the army was additionally 

25~re "Military Rule," pp. 390-394, and "The Reign of Generals, pp. 35-37; Rutherford, The 
Russian Amy, p. 1 50; 1.1. Rostunov, Russkiifront pervoi mirovoi voiny (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo 
"Nauka," 1976), pp. 1 13- 1 14. In addition, on July 24, 19 14, the Council of Ministers dso 
received extraordinary powers and was in capacity to take decisions in the name of the Tsar. N.P. 
Y eroshkin, lstoriia gosu~stve~tnykkh uchrezhdenzi dorevo lutsionnoi Rossii (Mo sco w : "Vyss haia 
Shkola," 1983), p. 292. The rnultiplicity of wartime institutions of power entailed difficulties in 
running the Russian war machine and caused bitter rivairy between Generai Head Quarters and 
the Council of Ministers. 



bolstered when the commander of the South-Western fiont (facing Gaiicia), General Nicholas 

Ivanov, forbade any civil authorities and journalias fiom visiting military units.26 

The transfer of civil powers to the military was neither new, nor unique in Russian hinory. 

Historically, the m y  played a central role in Russia's policy making, especidy in securing and 

goveming newly conquered territories. Aiready during the reign of Ivan the Temble, his 

commanders, voevody, ofien assumed military and civil powers in territories within their 

jurisdiction. Later, in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries, newly annexed regions in Sibena were 

also placed under miiitary rule. During expansion into the Caucasus and Middle Asia, Russian 

generals became vimial mlers of new temtories, and often exercised power by imposing high 

taxes, requisitioning grain and cattle, curtailing native languages and cultures, and resettling native 

populations. From the 1880s onward Russification policies in Congress Poland were ofien 

accompanied by troop deployment in "restless" distri~ts.2~ 

By allocating such immense powers to the rnilitary in July 19 14, the Tsar inadvertently 

created two independent govemments whose actions often contradicted or canceled one another. 

Further army measures were equally perilous for the population of the battle zones, Jews and non- 

Jews alike. On July 27, the Chief of the Main Department of the General Staff, General M. 

26Mikhail Lemke, 250 dnei v tsarskoi stavke /25 sent. 1915-2 iula 1916i (St. Petersburg: 
Gosudar~ennoe Izdatel' stvo, 1 920), p. 42. 
27~raf ,  "Military Govement," p. 42. For the role of the Russian voevo& in the 16- 1 7th 
expansion to Siberia and the Far East, see Fred W. Bergholz, The Purtztio~~ of the Steppe: The 
S w e  of the Russians, Mmchus. rnld ~ h e  Zunghar Mongols for Empire in Cmrrd Asia. 11619- 
1978: A Stuciy in Power Politics (New York: Peter Lang, 1993). The role of the military in the 
pacification and goveming the Caucasus and Central Asia is exarnined by Willis Brooks, "Russia's 
Conquest and Pacification of the Caucasus: Relocation Becomes a Pogrom in the Post-Crimean 
War Period," Nationdities Papers, 23(4), 1995, pp. 675-686; Richard A. Pierce. Rirssian Cr,>tra/ 
Aria. 1867-1917: A S~trdy in Colonial Rule (Berkeley-Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1960); Elizabeth E. Bacon, Central Asians under Aussion Rule: A Study Cirhre Change 
(Ithaca-London: Corne11 University Press, 1966); Seymour Becker, Russia 's Protecrorarrs in 
Cenbd Asia: Bukhara and Khiva, 1865-1924 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University 
Press, 1968). For references to the Russian army enforcing proselytizing of the Polish areas of 
C hel m and Podlasie, see Theodore R. Weeks, Nation and State in Lote lmperial Rirssia: 
NutionaIism andRuss~jication on the Western Frontier, 1863-1914 (DeKalb: Northem Illionois 
University Press, 1996)- p. 1 74. 



Beliaev, ordered commanders of military districts to rnake dl German and Austro-Hungarian 

subjects living or traveling in Russia prisoners of war. They and anybody else "suspected" of 

espionage were to be deported east of the Volga River? The Supreme Commander of the 

Russian army, the Grand Duke Nicholas, in a letter to the Chairman of the Council of Mnisters, 

Ivan Goremykin, explained that these measures were a reaction to Austro-German brutalities 

against the Slavs. "Delay [in countermeasures]," wrote Nicholas, would "cause a justified outrage 

[at Russian leniency]. No regard was to be given to age, sex, or nationality. Thousands of 

Germans, Austrians, Poles and Czechs (the latter being the very sarne Slavs on whose behalf the 

deportations were launched) were deported to Siberia where many died in the course of the war? 

The portrait of the Russian military machine, which was soon to play a fatal role in the 

history of the Osijt~ien,3~ is incomplete without a few words about its cornrnanders and men-at 

m s .  Described by several of his contemporaries as a "noble and cultured man." the Supreme 

Commander, the Tsar's uncle. enjoyed wide popularity within the Russian military as an able 

officer, and decent and strong-willed field commander. His strategic skills, however, were 

lirnited. The Grand Duke was also extremely religious and shared the anti-Semitic biases of the 

tirne. His Chief of Staff, General of the Infantry Nicholas Yanushkevich, a future nemesis of the 

Jews, was seen even in army circles as an extrerne right-winger. Since March of 19 14 he had 

served as the Chief of General Staff and had ody an average military record. Therefore, his 

nomination to the Sfavka (General Head Quarters) surprised many observers.31 The Suprerne 

28y'~erepiska s departamentom pravitelystva na sluchai voiny s Avstnei," Tsental 'nyi Derzhmnyi 
Iitorychnyi Arkhiv Ukrainy u Kyevi (hereafter cited as TsDIA UuK), 274/5/ 1 1, p. 69. 

29~elipovich, "Repressii protiv poddannykh 'Tsentralnykh Derzhav'," pp. 32-3 5 .  Mer Turkey 
entered the war on the side of the Central Powers in October of 1914, a new circular stipulated 
the deportations of Turkish subjects. Ibid, pp. 32-3 5. 
30 A German term for the Jews who resided in Galicia and the Russian Empire. 

l A.I. Spindovich, Velikaia voina i fevral'skoia revolutsiu, 1914-1917gg. 3 vols. (New York: 
Vseslavianskoe Izdatel'stvo, 1960-1 962), vol. 1, pp. 15, 28; A. Bubnov, Y tsarskoi stavke: 
v o s p o m i ~ u  admirah Bubnova (New York: Izdatel'stvo imeni Chekhova, 1955). pp. 35-4 1. 
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Commander and his Chief of Staff were hardIy prepared to fight a modem war. One rnight. 

therefore, assume that they would immerse themselves only in militas, issues and relegate civil 

affairs to their closest subordinates."3~ Yet it was precisely civil affars to which both leaders 

devoted much time and displayed a remarkable zeal in presiding over the wholesale persecution of 

Jews in the battle zone? 

In July 19 14, two thirds of the Russian rank-and-file that were poised to engage the enemy 

in East Prussia, Potand, and Galicia had been drafted fiom the Slavic population of the Ernpire.J4 

Though unsystematic, anti-Jewish indoctnnation was strong arnong many NCOs and rank-file, 

who had to memorize by heart that Russia was threatened by the extemal enemies, "Gennans and 

Austrians," and the intemal ones, "Jews, students, and k i k e ~ . " ~ ~  The fiat terrain of Galicia and 

south-eastem Poland accorded the Stavka an opportmity to deploy the bulk of its cavalry. 

consisting of eighteen and a half divisions (more than 80,000 horsemen), against the Austnan- 

Hungarian army. Half this number were the units of the 3rd and 8th Russian arrnies positioned 

against Eastern Galicia, who were later purported to have engaged in anti-Jewish attacks as they 

imeni Chekhova, 1954), vol. 1, pp. 1 13- 1 14, 132- 133; Alfred Knox, Wizh the Russian Army, 
1914-1917,2 vols. (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1921), p. 42; Jun Daniloff (Danilov), Russhzd 
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swept through towns and shtetlach, looted, piuaged and then disappeared before senior officers or 

military administration were able to set foot in the locality. Cossack troops, especially fi-om the 

Don, Kuban', and Terek temtories (voisko), were especially hown for their hostility to Jews. 

Although only a handful of Jews resided within the Cossack vozsko, the Cossacks despised the 

" b e r  enemiesW-- sùcialists, students, and Jews -- who supposedly threatened the Cossack way of 

He. Cossack hatred of Jews had received a powerful impetus during the Russian revolution of 

1904-1905, when Jews and revolutionaries were often lumped together as one pemicious group? 

*** 
M e r  the deciaration of war, Russian Jews, alongside their Christian compatriots, were 

swept up in an enthusiastic frenzy. The most oppressed minority of the Empire. many Jews hoped 

that their participation on the fiont would gant them the rights of Ml-fledged citizens. In the 

atmosphere of general exultation, Jewish delegates to the Duma professed their loyalty to the Tsar 

and swore, despite intermittent persecution over the centuries, to "...stand up as a single man to 

shield pussial with their ~hests."3~ Jewish religious comrnunities prayed for the victory of 

Russian arms and staged patriotic demonstrations hoisting the scrolls of Torah, national flags, and 

ponraits of the Tsar. Some young Jews, including those whom numerus cfaums forced to seek 

acceptance in foreign universities, retumed to Russia to enlist in the m y ,  or volunteered with the 

Allied forces. Jewish expectations reached their highest peak when the Tsar reportedly thanked 

Jews for their faithfiilness to the crown in a dire ti~ne.~* 

36 Cossack anti-Sernitism reached its peak during the Civil War, when Cossacks featured most 
prominently arnong White pogromists. Peter Kenez, Civil Wur in South Russia. 1919-1920 
(Berkeley, California: University of Califomia Press, 1977), pp. 166- 177. 
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Soon, however, the conduct of the Russian army dashed Jewish hopes for a better fbture. 

In early Augua nimors of Jewish espionage in Congress Poland and Courland spread among the 

troops and reverberated in more distorted forms in Russia. Jews were accused of spotting for 

enemy guns, guiding Germans through front lines, cutting Russian telephone lines, firing at 

passing columns, and furnishing Gennan intelligence with crucial information. Army comrnanders 

took rnatters in hand with arrests in Jewish cornmunities. Divisional courts-martial feverishly tried 

Jewish "spies and saboteurs." Although the majority of cases provided no substantial evidence, 

some Jews were still convicted of high treason.39 It should be stressed that a number of Jews 

served in the German and Austrian intelligence service. In the Austrian inteiligence branch in 

Czernowitz, for example, out of five important agents, three were Jewish. The chef of the 

Russian gendarme corps, General Kruglov, asserted, however, that the numbers of Jewish spies 

employed by the Central Powers did not exceed those of other nationalities. On the other hand. 

Jews also worked for the Russian intelligen~e?~ 

The defamation campaign soon culminated in the first mass expulsions. In August 19 14 

Jewish communities in several localities of the Radom, tomza, and Lublin provinces were 

ordered to leave within 24 hours on grounds of "security." Aiter their departue, their property 

was taken by the local popdation. In September, expulsions began in Warsaw province and 

-- - 
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continued until N~vernber.~' Accusations of Jewish espionage reached such proportions that in 

early September Jews of St. Petersburg appeded to the Supreme Commander not to smear the 

entire Jewish cornmunity, which stood loyally by the Russian cause, with rare cases of Jewish 

spies.42 

*** 

It should be stressed that in the front zone Jews were not the only group singled out for 

irnagined crimes. The Germans of CourIand were equally blamed for seditious activities. and 

later, after Turkey entered the war, the Muslims of the Trans-Caucasus region were identified 

with the enemy. Russian policies towards Jews, Germans, and M u s h s  originated in the same 

institutions entrusted with military and civil affairs -- headquarters of the armies, military 

governors, and the Stavka. Nor were repnsals against potentially refiactory groups a monopoly 

of the Russian army. Its Austrian counterpart, susceptible to the rumors of alleged sabotage by 

the RussophiIes, imprisoned and executed many Galician ükrainians. Upon invading Belgium and 

France, the German army, spurred on by rumors of the subversive activities of enemy irregulars, 

frrnics-tireurs, retaliated by shooting civilians and buming "suspicious" loca~i t i e s .~~  

41Vyselenie evreev." TsentraIna Naukova Biblioteka im K Vernadrkogo (henceforth cited as 
TsNBW),  manuscnpt, the Institute of the Oriental Studies, pp. 2-3; "Iz 'chemoi knigi' 
rossiiskogo evreistva," pp. 220-22 1. 

42 ïhe  Jovs in the Eastern War Zone, p. 53. 
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session, meetings 19 (3 1) July 191 5, p. 130, 20 July (1 August) 19 15, pp. 153-1 54. For the 
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However, fiom the beginning of the war there were two striking differences between 

Russian attitudes towards the Jews and other "suspicious" groups. For the army and the 

govemment both Germans and Muslirns were associated with the belligerent powers -- Germany 

and Turkey -- by cultural, ethnic, and linguistic links. On the other hand, Russian Jews, while 

having no patron power outside the Empire, were identified as a conspiratorid group with 

German, Austrian, and world-wide connections, and, hence, more pernicious. Accordingly, the 

vehernence of the anti-Jewish defamation campaign and the scope of violence infiicted upon the 

Jews surpassed the experiences of the other minorities. 

The Stavka was particuiarly sensitive to information about Jewish sabotage submitted by 

front-he units and the counterintelligence service. According to the chef of the Tsar's personal 

guard, the Stwka deliberately exaggerated and shaped rumors about Jewish spies and 

sharpshooters and then disseminated these rumors in the form of counterintelligence reports to the 

troops in the field.44 AntiJewish brutalities in Congress Poland and Courland became 

symptomatic of the army's rnindset; generals and officers were convinced that if Russian Jews 

were assisting the enemy, their foreign CO-religionists in Eastern Galicia were even more hostile to 

the Empire. Subsequently, having no inhibition in mistreating Russian citizens, the army would 

hardly show less restraint towards subjects of the enemy state. 

Yet, apart from a fim belief in the perfidious nature and anti-Russian proclivities of the 

Jews, the anny did not have a preconceived plan, nor was it guided by any principle of how ro 

deal with foreign and Russian Jews in the war zone. The only clear concept in the minds of the 

Russian High Command was that Jews would inevitably pose a challenge to Russian rule. In 



Eastern Galicia, it took six months before the Russian command elaborated long-range radical 

means to render Jews harmiess. First came a danderous carnpaign to magr@ the "Jewish peril" 

by spreading rumors on dl leve1s of the army and administration. Next came an attempt to drain 

the Jews of their strength through limitations on their economic activities and movemenr. FinalIy, 

the Stmka and m y  initiated punitive expeditions, hostage-taking, and deportations of suspects. 

to instill fear into Jews and handicap them as a potential source of trouble. 

44"0b otnoshenii mestnogo naselenia," TsDIAUuK, 361/11132, p. 20b; Piotr Wrobel, "Barucha 
Milcha galicyjskie wspornnienia wojeme, 19 14- 1920," Buletyn iydowskrego I~tsty~utu 
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Chapter III 

ARMY POLITICS: "LE KELING" THE JE WS, SUMMER 1914- 
MNTER 1915 

From the summer of 19 14 until the spring of 19 15, the Russian rnilitary was the 

sole d e r  of occupied Eastern Galicia. As stipulated by "The Regulations for Field 

Administration of the Army in Wmime," the military government in Galicia was to fulfill 

both military and civil hnctions. The latter, however, were not specified since it was 

understood that the govemors would receive their instructions fkom the S~avka, as the 

highest rnilitary office. In reality, however. the fiont and anny comrnanden ofien 

intervened in the fiairs of the rnilitary administration and pursued their own policies ofien 

in contradiction to the S~avka's guidance. Clashes of priorities at the top were rnirrored at 

the very bottom of the Russian military machine as local officials and commanders ignored 

instructions of the General-Govemor, and an undisguised Russification campaign blunted 

impenal efforts to win Poles and Ukrainians to the Russian cause. Initially, rivalry 

between vanous Russian offices prevented a coordinated attack on Galician Jews. A 

concerted assault began in earnest only in Febmary 19 15 following the mass expulsions of 

Russian Jews and Germans Frorn Couriand and Congress Poland. This chapter examines 

the structure and character of the occupational regime. and Russian attitudes towards the 

national groups of the region in the larger context of Russian ethnic policies in the Eastern 

Front battle zone. Special attention is given to anti-Jewish legislation and to the nature of 

violence that marked Russian advances into Galicia. 



The Russiuns me Coming!: Front Zone Violence in the S u m e r  and Eurly Fall of 1914 

Long &er Worid War 1, the Jews of Galicia, Iike their contemporaries elsewhere 

in Europe, recalled VYith sadness the last peaceful days of the summer of 19 14. The 

weather was cloudless, and a general atmosphere of serenity and relaxation reigned in the 

city and countryside. A contemporary descnbed the sumrner streets of Lw6w radiaring 

with "bright smiles, rustle of silk on women, and the whole ocean of flowers."l Even the 

Sarajevo assassination and the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia did not alter the popular 

mood. Therefore, when the news of the outbreak of hostilities reached Galicia, many 

people still lent their ears to governent propaganda which kept boasting that the  war 

would be quick and victorious. At the beginning of August, however. whiie official 

communiqués were still describing Austnan victories on the battlefields. rumors suddenly 

spread that the Russians had already crossed into Galicia. In a few days the peaceful 

atmosphere completely evaporated, panic spread, and the roads westward filled up with 

hundreds of carts and thousands of rehgees. By the second week of August. rail stations 

were overcrowded, and departing trains were swarmed by a multitude of passengers. 

Seats were fought over, and respectable gentlemen threw wornen out of compartments. 

The chaos was exacerbated by rumors of sabotage on Austnan communication lines; 

denunciations piled up in police quarters, and the military camed out mass arrests of 

"unreliables," especially among Russophiles. Drumhead couns martial were set up and 

rneted out death sentences. In several instances, an outraged mob comprised of Jews and 



Poles assaulted columns of arrested "suspects." Sorne Jews also denounced Ukrainians 

suspected of "Russophilism" to Austrian authorities who carried out swifi and merciless 

justice? 

Meanwhile, on the battlefield Austrian troops suffered heavy casualties and were 

hard-pressed by the supenor Russian forces. The two beiligerents fought a series of 

bloody fiontier engagements, and on August 18, thirty-five Russian divisions under the 

command of Lieutenant-General Brusilov penetrated deep into Galicia. On September 2 

the Austnans abandoned Lw6w to the enemy, and on September 1 1 the Austrian 

Commander in Chjef, Conrad von Hotzendorf, ordered a general retreat beyond the San 

River. The greatest Austro-Hungarian fortress, PrzemySI, was besieged by the e n z r n ~ . ~  

From the outset of hostilities, the news of the Russian invasion forced many Jews 

to flee Galicia. About one-tenth of the total, mostly men of means. managed to evacuate 

with the first wave of refugees. In September, when the Russian advance was not 

sternrned, the sound of battle generated the second wave which continued unabated until 

Jerzy Bandrowski, Wplomieniach: Lw& w lecie 1914 (Kiev: Nakladern autora, 
1917), pp. 16, 18-19. 

2 ~ & w o  Polskie, 19 August 1914, n. 366, p. 3; Wrobel, "Bamcha Milcha galicyjskie 
wspornnienia," p. 9 1 ; "Svedenia ob ekonornicheskom polozhenii7" TsDIA UuK, 365/ 1/23 5 ,  
p. 8; also, Voennye prestuplenia Gabsburgskoi monarkhii, pp . 1 7-2 1 ; Orest M m r  and 
Ivan Pater, "L'viv u roky pershoi svitovoi viiny," in L 'viv: islotychni narysy, eds. 
Yarosalv Isaevych, Feodosii Steblii, and Mykola Lytvyn (L7viv: lnstytut Ukrainoznavstva 
im 1. Krypyakevycha NAN Ukrainy, l996), p. 307. 

Holger H. Hewig, n e  Fimt World War: Gemany and Austria-Hungary. 191 M W 8  
(London-New York: Arnold, 1997), pp. 89-93. 





the late fa11 of 19 14. This time Jews f?om aii wallcs of life trudged westward. Often 

without adequate clothing, "drawn by hunger and terror. ..carts piled high with domestic 

utensas, fumiture, poultry, women, and children," Jews crossed in thousands into West 

Galicia, Hungary, and, ultimately, A ~ s t r i a . ~  

The majority of the second wave of refbgees were short of money, since on  

August 1 the Austrian govemment imposed a moratorium on private and legai debts to 

allow the debtors to delay payment. Simultaneously, private accounts were fiozen. 

Hence, when a multitude of refùgees reached Krak6w, the administration hurried to 

transport them fürther to Hungary and Bohemia. Thousands were arriving weekly, and by 

the fall of 19 15 approximately 200,000 Galician-Jewish refbgees were to be found in 

Austria, Hungary. Bohemia, and Moravia. In Vienna alone, out of 137,000 refiigees, 6070 

were Jews fiom Galicia and Bukovina.5 

4 " ~ n - ~ k i i  S.A. [Rapoport S.A.]," TsNBUi W, 3 39/89, pp. 1-2; Octavian C. TiislHuanu. 
Wth rhe Austrian Amy in Gaiicia (London: Skeffington & Son, LTD, n-d.), p. 85; 
Archiwum A h  Nowych (abbreviated AAN) "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 
6 1 [hb-jer Poznarkh, 28 June 19 1 71, [Dziennik Pornadh,  1 9 14 (no date)]; [Nowa 
refonna, 25 September 19 171. This is an unpaginated press-slip collection, and hereafter 
a newspaper title in brackets will identi@ a given slip. 

5 ~ i o w o  Polskre, 4 August 19 14, n. 337, p. 3; "Ob avstriiskorn moratoriurne," TsDIAUuK, 
36 1/1/156, pp. 33-34; A N ,  "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 62 [Glos  
Narudu, 10 January 19 16],1. Kreppel, Juden und Judenrum von Hetrte (Zürich-Vienna- 
Leipzig: Amalthea-Verlag, 1925). p. 67; AGAD, "Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnetrznych," 
F34, no page; Schipper, "iydzi galicyjscy w dobie wojny Swiatowej," in ~ydzi w PoZsce 
o&odzonejj. vol. 1, p. 4; Marsha L. Rozenblit, "For Fatherland and Jewish People: Jewish 
Wornen in Austria Durhg the First World War," in Franz Goetzee, Authority, Identzty and 
the SociaiHistory of the Great War, pp. 200-202; Jin Kudela, "Die Emigration galizischer 
und osteuropaischen Juden and Bochmen und Prag zwischen 1 9 14- 1 9 16/ 1 7." Siudia 
Rosenthaliana, 23 (2) (1 gag), pp. 122- 124. 



The Austrian govemment and the municipal administration tned to accommodate 

the refbgees, using al1 resources at their disposal. It financed and organked soup-kitchens 

and schools for children, and granted subsidies to Jewish families. The population donated 

food, money, and clothing. Galician Zionists in Vienna set up aid cornmittees for Jewish 

refugees, while Jewish press and parliament members publicized the plight of Galician 

refbgees. Jewish parliament members, speaking in the Austrian parliament, accused the 

Russian govemment of condoning the persecutions of the Jews, and recited numerous 

instances of the Russian army's looting. rape, and destruction of Jewish quarters? 

As economic conditions becarne harsher, the initially fnendly atmosphere around 

the refbgees began to dissipate. Concomitant with the gradua1 dwindling of supplies, the 

influx of the Ostjuden and their competition with local tradesmen increased ethnic 

tensions. The "alien" appearance and habits of Galician Jews made even their Austrian 

and Hungarian CO-religionists very uneasy. Financiaf aid fiom Britain and the United 

States, while keeping many families afioat, was not sufficient to ameliorate the situation.' 

Jews who stayed in Galicia faced far harsher adversities. Already in mid-August. 

under Russian pressure Austrian troops and administration began withdrawing fiom many 

localities of Eastern Galicia. The void of authonty led to the first anti-Jewish outbursts 

among the local population. Before the arriva1 of the Russians, the local population 

plundered and demolished govemment offices and assaulted Jews in Kosbw, iabie. and 

Jüdische Rirttdrchazu: Rllgemeine Jüdische Zeiiung, 12 February 19 1 5, pp. 56-57; Ibid., 
19 February 19 15, n. 9, pp. 69, 72; AAN. "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie." Box 62 
[Ghs Narodu, 14 October 19161. 

Arieh Tanakower and Kun R. Grossrnan, The Jauish Refuge (New York: Institute of 
Jewish Affairs of the Amencan Jewish Congress and World Jewish Congress, 1944). pp. 



Suyj. The reasons for these excesses are difficult to unravel since Jewish and Russiari 

sources barely address the ethnic or social make-up of the pogromists. It stands to reason 

that these first attacks on Jews were more of a sociological than etfinic character. The 

Jews were targeted as allegedly the richest and the most "pro-Austrian" element among 

the populace. In addition, mass arrests and executions of Ukrainians by the Austnan 

military, and a conspicuously hostile attitude of Jews towards the aiieged traitors, enraged 

large segments of the population, especially in the Galician countryside. After a series of 

assaults by their fellow villagers, in some places Jews awaited Russian troops in hope that 

the latter would restore order and put an end to mob violence. However, the amval of the 

first Cossack patrols in Galician towns and villages dashed their hopes, as the Cossacks 

joined local hoodlums in looting and buming. In Kozomyja, Berezow, and Myszyn 

(Kolomyja district) Cossacks, sotdiers, and local residents plundered and bumed down 

many German and Jewish houses and shops. In Husiatyn and Tluste, Cossacks and 

peasants robbed the Jews and burned 7 16 Jewish buts! 

Pogroms soon engulfed many localities, causing widespread destruction in Jewish 

communities. Wb:!= it ir dificn!t tn asaess the motives behind anti-Jewish attacks by their 

compatriots, the rnindset of looters in uniform is much more explicable. From the outset, 

it was clear that notwithstanding the anti-Semitism of the Russian high command, it 

neither piamed nor coordinated the pogroms. Pogroms demoralized the troops, and 

14- 17; Rozenblit, "For Fatherland and Jewish People," pp. 200-202,205-206; Jüdischr 
Runctschau, 1 January 1915, n. 1, p. 4; 15 January 19 15, n. 3, p. 20. 

AGAD, "Mnisterstwo Spraw Wewnetrznych," F34, no page; "Svedenia ob 
ekonornicheskom polozhenii." TsDIAUuK, 365/1/ 235, pp. 4, 7; Golczewski, Pohisch- 
Jüdische Beziehungen, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 22; PrikarpaLFkaia Rus ', 1 0 Octo ber 1 9 1 4, n. 142 7, p. 4: 



disciplule, never the strongest asset of the Russian army, becarne a grave concern for the 

Russian command, which attempted to stop the rampage. However, a number of 

Company, battalion, or regiment commanders let their subordinates go on rampage as 

reward for capturing a given locality. A tradition of allowing the troops a day or two of 

pillage in a conquered pIace -- otdat' na o t h p  - had long been exercised in the Russian 

army. For example, after conquering a strip of German temtory in Est Prussia in August 

1914, the Russians subjected several towns to severe looting and murdered numbers of 

Germari ~ivilians.~ 

The causes of the pogroms should, therefore, be attributed to several factors 

present in any combat such as the chaos of the fiont zone, battle fatigue, and rumors of 

saboteurs. Most importantly, however, popular beliefs and a war mentality were 

effectiveIy buttressed by anti-Semitic propaganda, which for years had held sway in the 

army. After all, many units that entered Galicia in the summer of 1914 were formed in 

central Russia and Siberia, whose residents had never had contacts with Jews pnor to the 

war. It was the effects of officiai anti-Sernitic propaganda that made Russian soldiers 

believe that the war was a cmsade against the Jews. The notion of Russia's liberating 

mission to fiee brother-Slavs crystaltized immediately when, upon entering towns and 

villages, Cossacks and soldiers conveyed to the people that they had corne to free Galicia 

fiom the "Jewish yoke." Often, the Cossacks stopped passers-by and inquired "gde evrei?" 

Ukrainische Nachrichfex Milrezlungen des Bundes mr Befezung der Ukraina, 1 8 
December 1914, n. 133, p. 1; Schall, iydostwo gdicyjskie w ccwie inwazji, pp. 6-7. 

Ernst Müller-Meinungen, "Who are the Huns? ": The Law of Norions and ILS Breakers 
(Berlin: Georg Reimer Publisher, 19 1 S) ,  pp. 163- 165, 1 67- 168; Stefan Kestler, Die 
deutsche AusIan&auyW&ung und das Bild der Enteniemachte im Spiegel 



(where are the Jews?). Presenting a cross, or a locket portraying Jesus Christ, was 

sufncient to be let go; those who could not provide such "evidence" were 

unceremoniously robbed. In some instances, the population was incited to anti-Jewish 

excesses, and frequently, after having looted Jewish stores and houses, the Russians 

distributed the booty to the Christian  populace.^* 

The scope of the pogroms depended on how long the units stayed in a given place. 

If officers were not in the vicinity, the Cossacks and soldiers meticulously pillaged every 

single Jewish house or hut and set them on fire. This swift pillaging perpetrated by 

Russian vanguard units became a common occurrence dunng the first weeks of the war. 

M e r  the first wave of pogroms, with the anival of Russian administration. some 

semblance of order was restored in large towns and cities. The new authorities issued 

zeitgenossischer Propagandaver offentlichungen w &?end des Ersten Weltkrzeges 
(Frankfurt am Main-Berlin: Peter Lang, 1994), p. 199. 
l0 On the nature of anti-Jewish pogroms in Russia, see Klier and Lombroza, Pogroms: 
Anti-Javish Violence. On situation in Galicia see, Ukraznische Nachrichtefi, n. 40, 19 
June 19 15, pp. 3 -4; AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w LozaMie," Box 6 1, [ WiedeRrkr 
Kurjer Polskr, 2 October 19 151; Henryka Kramarz, Smnorzqd Lwowa w crusie piems-rj 
wojny Swiatowej i jego rola w iyciu miasta (Krak6 w: Wydawnictwo Naukowe W SP. 
1 994), p. 40; Lw 6w po zmvazji rosyjskiej, wrzesie&grudzie B 19 i 4: opowiadanîi 
naocmego hiadka (Viema: Nakladem 2. Machnowskiego, 19 1 9 ,  p. 5; "Die Iuden 
Lembergs unter der Russenherrschaft," Jüdisches Archiv: Mirieilungeti des Komiîees 
'Judisches Kriegsarchiv (Viema), 8-9 ( 1 9 1 7), p. 6; Schall, .2ydostwo galicyjshhr , p p. 4-6; 
Janusz, 293 dni r z d d h  rosyjskich, p. 44. Allied observers were naturaily reluctant to 
admit the brutal conduct of the Russian troops. Bernard Pares, a British observer. 
described occupied Galicia as a peaceful place, except that there were some "frictions" 
with Jews. See Day by Day, p. 3 1. The Amencan war correspondent Stanley Washburn. 
who travelled extensivelly along the Russian front lines for alrnost a year, saw "nothing to 
warrant any statements [about the anti-Jewish atrocities by the Russian army]." 
Washburn, VÏctory in Defeat, pp. 164- 165; also, Robert R. McCormick, With the Russim 
Amy: Being the Experiences of a National Gumdmran (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1915), p. 104. 
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orders to maintain discipline, and several Russian soldiers and local hoodlums were 

reportedly executed for robberies. In addition, Jewish hopes were bolstered by rumors 

that the Tsar had addressed Galician Jews prornising them his protection. However, as 

was the case with Russian Jews, the Tsar's appeal proved to be just wisffil thinking. l 2  

While order in urban areas was more or less restored, in the countryside looting 

and burning escdated. Soon attacks began affecting non-Jewish quarters and compelied 

the Russian High Comrnand to take strong measures. On August 20, 19 14, the 

commander of the 8th h y ,  Lieutenant-Generai Brusilov, appealed to his troops to 

"honor the rights of residents [of Galicia] regardless of nationality," and ordered chat 

marauding and pillaging be aopped. The conduct of the "Iiberators" was so appallin_e thar 

Brusilov admitted that some Russian officers encouraged the pogrornists. Protecting the 

reptation of the army, he stressed that it was mainly the cavalry and rear units which 

engaged in the excesses, while the bulk of the army was not prone to violence. Apparently 

Bmsilov's appeais were not heeded, for on August 23 he found it necessary to issue 

another order to the same effect.13 

The situation within the operational zone of Bmsilov's neighbor, the 3rd A m y ,  

was no better, and the army command also issued several orders threatening looters with 

courts martial. Finaily, on September 2 the Supreme Commander addressed the people of 

Galicia. He promised that the army had corne to liberate Galicia from the "foreign yoke.'' 

l2  AGAD, "Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnetrznych," F34, no page; Juliusz Starkel. "Diariusz 
wydarzeii wojennych we Lwowie od 25. WI. 19 14-22.IX. 19 14," Bibliofeka Nurudowa, 
Department of Mïcrofilms, microfilm 3 5577, p. 29; BiaL ynia-Cho lodecki, Lw bw w czasie 
okupacjï rosyjkiej, pp- 47-48, 72; in "An-Skii S.A. [Rapopon S.A. )," NBUibT', Institute 
of the Oriental Studies, 3 3 9/89, pp. 1-2. 



and Russia sought "nothing but the re-establishment of rights and justice, ...p eace and 

harmony" in the region.14 The possible impact of the appeal was, however, nuWied by a 

clause authorizing buming and "complete destruction" of localities in which shooting at 

Russian troops took place. Although the Grand Duke meant territories in East Prussia, 

the order was distributed arnong ai1 the amies and was undoubtedly taken by all 

commanders at face value. Two days later, Nicholas's appeal was emulated by the 

commander of the South-Western fiont, Generai Ivanov, who issued a directive to his 

amies advising caution and tolerance towards the population of GaIicia. However, the 

fury of the pogroms. once aroused, was not easily subdued, and both appeals, distnbuted 

amidst the sounds of broken windows and screams of violated women, had no visible 

effect on the troops. On September 3, army units joined local pogromists in Stanislaw6w 

in plundenng stores and Jewish houses. In the town of Bohorodczany Russian soldiers 

thoroughly looted the Jewish quarters, taking money, watches, and jewelry. Nea da);. 

upon entering Tarnopol, soldiers demolished Jewish houses and gardens. The destructive 

fienzy even af3ected some Jewish soldiers who also took part in the excesses." 

13~emke, 250 dnei, pp. 199, 202; Brusilov, Moi vospominania, p. 137; Janusz, 
Dokumenîy urz &e okupacji rosyjskiej, p. 25-26. 

1 4 ~ e m t  Abrash, "War Arms toward Austria-Hungary: The Czechoslovak Pivot,"in 
Alexander Dallin, ed. et al, Russiun Dzplomacy and Easrern Europe, l 9 i C l 9 l 7  (New 
York: King's Crown Press, 1963), p. 80; Razgrom avs~iiskoz annii i vziatie Lvova 
(Moscow: Tipografia 1. D. Sytina, 191 5), pp. 5-6; Anneiskii Vesmik, 9 September 19 14. 
n. 14, p. 1. 

l5~ernke, 250 dnei, pp. 202-203; Bohdan Ostap'iuk, D m i i  TernopiZ ': istoychni nagay, 
postati, kurtyny khliborobs 'koi prutsi, tradytsiini svsviatkuvmia, spohady (Miami- 
Toronto: Zemliats'ke Ob'yednannia 'Temopil'shchyna,' 1 984), p. 179; Ivan Martyniuk, 
Moye ridne selo Tseniv v Berezhunshchini - Ceniv, rny native village in the Country of 
Berezhany (New York: Dmkarnia Dzh. A. Press, 1976)' pp. 470-471; Simon Spund, Die 
Schreckenherrschafr der Russen itz Stanislau: selbsterlebte Schilderungen~ (Budweis: 
Selbverlag, 19 1 5) ,  pp. 6-8, 14- 15, 19, 22, 24, 3 5; "Perepiska s departamentom politsii,'. 



The brutality of the Russian army also bore upon the non-Jewish population, 

whose houses were at tirnes looted by passing units. Cossacks and soldiers particularly 

targeted Galician Germas, forcing them to dig trenches, thoroughly plundering their 

possessions, and punishing delay in giving up goods by severe flogging.16 However, while 

Russian soldiers did not shun fiom looting and robbenes, rape and murder were rare in 

Ukrainian and German villages. On the other hand, no such inhibition was displayed 

towards the Jews, who were often murdered on the spot. Eyewitnesses recalled that many 

Jews were killed immediately by the pillaging units, and the pogromists took special 

pleasure in group-raping women and girls, thus striking at the roots of the Jewish 

comrnunity. Some victims later committed suicide. In some instances, the Russians 

allegedly cut off women's breasts before murdering them. As attacks on Jews spilled over 

to nonJewish houses, it becarne cornmon for Chnstians in Galicia to display icons on 

doors and windows to avoid the intmders.17 

One specific aspect of anti-Jewish brutatities should be singled out for closer 

examination. Immediately d e r  the outbreak of hostilities, attacks on the Jews were 

correlated with rumors of alleged Jewish subversive activities. The phenornenon of 

TsDiA UuK, 38W/ 102, p. 5 1 ob-52; "Vidornosti starostiv pro shkody zavdani evreiskomu 
naselenniu," TsDIA UuL, l46/4/3 560, p. 96. 

16 Fritz Seefeldt, Der Deutsche in GaZirien (Beriin-Leipzig: Verlag von Julius Belz, 
1937), p. 70. 
7~ba . ,  ''Razgrom galitsiiskikh evreiev," p. 169; Taslauanu, With the Atmrian A m y ,  p. 

65;"An-Skii S.A. [Rapoport S.A.]," TsNBUiW, Institute of the Oriental Studies, 339189, 
p. 7; The Dybbuk and Oher Wri~zngs: S. Ansky, David G. Roskies, ed. (New York: 
Schoken Books, 1992), pp. 17 1-1 72; Krepel, Juden undhdentum, p. 77;  "Perepiska s 
departamentom politsii," TsDIAUuK, 3 85/7/lO2, p. 5 1 ob; Lwow po imazji rosj.jsk-Iej, p. 
5;  Schall, ~ydosstwo galicyjskie, p. 6; "Podorozhni zamitky sviashchenyka Blaera," 
TsDIAUuL, 694/1/6, p. 30; "Vidomosti starostiv pro shkody," Ibid, 146/4/3560, pp. 
1 130b, 98-99. 



rumors preceding Jewish pogroms was not new in Russian history. Almost every riot or 

attack against the Jews in the 1880s and in 1904- 1905 was identified with rumors which 

insinuated either "oEcial" consent to beating the Jews, or provided sensational accounts 

of Jewish revolutionary activities and outrages against Christian children. Ody a few days 

into the war, in August 19 14, nimors of Jews smuggling gold in coffins, signaling the 

enemy, and being activeiy involved in sabotage in Congress Poiand triggered the first 

collective reprisals against Jewish comm~ni t ies .~~ 

In Galicia, Jews were purported to be providing the Austrians with secret 

information, luring Russian columns into traps, and cutting telephone lines. These rumors 

were corroborated both by officia1 army reports and eyewitness accounts, and heid sway 

among the officer corps and rank-and-file. Thus, the staff of the 10th Corps reported that 

fires in Jewish shreztach and quarters were the "handiwork" of Jews themselves who had 

burned their own houses before fleeing. On August 22, a private Maksym Chepurnyi 

wrote to his parents in Chernigov province that the Austrians had set up an underground 

telephone line, and "...damn Jews were spotting on Our units; ... if caught red-handed they 

are shot; therefore, we pillage and bum [Jewish quarters] for their offenses."1g 

Fears of Jewish conspiracies led to random arrests and brutalisation of Galician 

Jews. A senior Russian officer recailed his encounter with the Cossacks who had rounded 

up a group of Jewish "suspects": 

8 For rumors which preceeded or accornpanied Jewish pogroms in Russia, see Klier and 
Lombroza, Pogroms, pp. 33, 164, 292, 323. On reprisals against Jewish cornrnunities in 
Congress Poland, see Levene, "Frontiers of Genocide," pp. 95-96, and "Iz 'chemoi knigi' 
rossiiskogo evreistva," p. 2 10. 



'Who are they?' 1 inquired of a Cossack NCO. ' Spies, sir,' he replied, 'they 
cut telephone wires.' ...' Did you see them doing that?' 1 asked. 'No, sir, ' 
answered the Cossack, 'but it is said they did. At any rate, al1 kikes, whether 
Russian or the local ones, are against the Tsar.'ZO 

By mid-August, one particular mmor about Jews shooting at Russian troops 

tnggered several pogroms. The main feature of the rumor was a female Jewish assassin 

named Kharash, who had alkgedly shot and kilied a Cossack officer in Brody. In 

retaliation, the Cossacks killed four Jews and burned more than a hundred Jewish houses. 

An investigation by Russian authorities brought no results since it turned out that none of 

the "eyewitnesses" actually saw the shooting. In addition, the army filed no report of an 

officer's murder.'i While the allegation proved to be a sharn, it kept reappearing, 

furnished with new details. On September 10, the newspaper Russkoie slow asserted that 

a Cossack officer was shot upon and killed from a window when Russian troops entered 

Brody. The gendarme department added new components to the story and identified the 

victirn as yesaul (captain of the Cossack troops) Komskii of the 12th Don Cossack 

regiment. While al1 of the quoted instances proved to be fdse, the rumors served as a 

signal fnr an assault on the Brody Jewish quarters, which were shelled and looted. " 

1 9 ~ o l o d ~ m ~ r  Sergiichuk, Pogromy v Ukroiriz, 19144920: Vid shtuchttykh stereolypiv do 
hirkoi pravdy prykhovuvanoi v radianskykh mkhivakh (Kiev: Vydavn ytstvo imeni Oleny 
Telihy, 1998), pp. 62-63, 57-58. 

z0 Bonch-Bruevich, Vsia vlasi ' Sovetmn, pp. 24-25. 

Z 1 " ~ n - ~ k i i  S.A. [Rapoport S.A.]," TsNBUiW, Institute of the Oriental Studies, 339/89. 
p- 2. 

22"~onesenia nachal'nikov uezdov," TsDIA UuK, 36 1/2/134, p. 1 8ob; "O 
neblagonadezhnykh elementakh," Ibid., 36 1/1/22 1, p. 245;"O strel'be po voiskam," 
Derzhavnyi Arkhiv L 'vivs'koi Oblustz (abbreviated DALO), 907/1/28. pp. 7-8; "O strei'be 
po voiskam," Ibid., 907/1/27, p. 65; Kreppel, Juden zrnd Jzidentum, p. 76.  The father of 



Since a female Jewish assassin was rumored to have been seen in other localities as 

well, a Duma ernissary mused to the prominent Jewish activist Solomon An-Ski 

(Rappoport), who was visiting the front, that the aileged shots were aiways fired from the 

best shop in a given place. "Retaiiations," therefore, always began with the looting of 

shops and warehouses. When the myth of the assassin finally lost its appeal, similar rumors 

triggered new repnsals. in the village of Jablonbw, following rumors of Jews shooting at 

passing Russian units, soldiers bumed more than a hundred Jewish hutsZ3 

Sirnilady to anti-Jewish pogroms in the last decades before the war. inflanmatory 

charges preferred by the Russian comrnand against Jews in the sumer  and fall of 19 14 

did not betoken official approval for pillaging. Although some commanders let their 

troops loose on the Jewish quarters, the Stavko realized that the army's brutalities might 

stain its image among the non-Jewish population. In addition, the Russians tried to show 

a respectable face before their allies, France and Britain, whose "philosemitic" proclivities 

were well known in the Russian High Command and the govement. The rationale for 

the vilification of the Jews in the front zone came fiom an almost pathological fear of 

omnipresent Jewish conspiracies. While the notonaus Protocols of the EIders of the Zion 

would gain widespread popularity later, pre-war police reports of Judeo-Masonic 

clandestine societies and Jewish cabalistic ntuals shaped the mentality of many Russian 

officers. In wartirne, rumors of Jewish sabotage gave a "modem" contour to old tales. 

the alleged assasin, Leib Charash, was deported to Sibena. "O vyselenii," DALO, 905/1/5, 
p. 7; "O neblagonadezhnykh elementakh," TsDIA UuK, 36 1/1/22 1, p. 245. 

z3 "Perepiska s departamentom politsii," TsDIA UuK. 385/7/lO2, pp. 50-5 1 ; "An-Ski S.A. 
m p p o p o ~ t  S.A.], TsNBUiVV, Institute of the Oriental Studies, 339/89, pp. 3-4; 
"Svedenia ob ekonomicheskom polozhenii," TsDIA UuK, 3 65/1/23 5, p. 8; Prikarpatskaia 



and Russian commanders repeatedly ùiformed the Stmh of secretive Jewish organizations 

thriving in the rear and Jewish agents directing the enemy's fire. Conversely, their fears, 

exacerbated by the Stavka's own promptings, came back with vengeance to the sources of 

their origin. This paranoia of widespread Jewish conspiracy soon permeated the rninds of 

the entire Russian m y  £iom the Suprerne Commander down to the last Cossack and 

soldier. The mentality of many Russian officers was later verbdized to An-Ski by his 

traveling cornpanion in succinct terms "...in Russia the Jews had no civil rights. So they 

betray us. So we hl1 thern? 

After the establishment of the military administration, the number of attacks went 

down, though they did not stop entirely. High concentration and constant rotation of 

troops passing through Galician towns and villages were but two factors that contributed 

to the spread of anti-Jewish violence. In fact, the initial pogroms in the battle zone began 

to give way to sanctioned reprisals and punitive expeditions. While the reprisals were 

conceived of as self-defense against and punishrnent of alleged Jewish crimes, their actual 

implernentation hardly differed fkom the earlier violence of Augua and September. 

Indeed, under the guise of punitive expeditions, Russian units continued to pillage and 

burn Jewish houses, and detained Jewish residents for ransorn.25 

Rus ', 26 September 19 14, n. 14 15, p. 1 ; 28 September 1914, n. 14 16, p. 2; 29 September 
19 14, n. 14 17, p. 4; Spiridovich, Velikaz~ Voina, pp. 3 1-32. 

24~ysteria about Jewish spies is described by An-Ski, The Dybbuk , pp. 183-1 85. Knox 
referred to a Jew being accused of canying a Geman officer in his sack. Alfred Knox, 
With the Russion Amy, 191 4-1 917, 2 vols. (London: Hutchinson & Co., 192 l), pp. 145- 
146; quoted in Reed, The War in Eastern Europe, p. 23 5. 
251'~okumenty O presledovaniiakh evreev," vol. XE, p. 247; "Otchet Voennogo General- 
Gubematora,"RGWA, 2OOYUS3 9, p. 64; Pravitel 'stvennyi vesmik, 9 November 19 14, n. 
255, p. 1, and 1 1 November 19 14, n. 257, p. 3; L 'vovskue voenme siouo. 2 November 



Since reprisais against Jews were authorized by local officials and commanders, 

Russian authorities soon found themselves completely at a loss to tell a reprisal from petty 

robbery. Any attempt to bring looters to justice was extremely difficult since troops did 

not stay long in one locality. For example, on November 16, upon entering the town of 

Gliniany of the PrzemySl district, Cossacks of the 5th Orenburg reserve s ~ r n i a ~ ~  and a 

communication unit staged a pogrom. Though Jewish houses and shops were a primary 

target, the looting soon spread to Christian households. The investigation bogged down 

since the culprits were soon transferred to different units and thus ceased to hnction as a 

single detail. Since the Gliniany pogrom alarmed the population in neighboring districts. 

Russian officials searched for the perpetrators until the spring of 19 15, without any 

tangible res~lts .2~ 

When the administration investigated the charges against the Jews al1 accusations 

proved groundless. Thus, in the Zlocz6w district thirteen Jews were arrested and 

charged with alleged espionage and shooting. M e r  the accusations proved to be a sham, 

the Jews were released. However, by the end of the year such cases had become 

exceptional. More ofken Russian officials took charges brought by peasants or soldiers 

against the Jews at face value and imposed punishments such as impnsonrnent or heavy 

fines.** 

1914, n. 32, p. 4. Schdl, iydosiwo galicyjshe, pp. 7-8; Spund, Die Schreckenherrschafi, 
pp. 39-49; "Vidornosti starostiv pro shkody," TsDIAuL, 146/4/3560, p. 1 1 5- 1 150b. 
26 Cossack squadron. 

27"0b organizatsii Bukoviny," TsDlA UuK, 363/1/86, pp. 1 1,20, 22-26.30. 46; "O 
razboinom napadenii," Ibid, 363/1/10 1, pp. 3-4. 

28''0 strel'be po voiskam," DALO, 907/1/28, p. 66; "O podverzheniu raznykh lits." 
TsDIAUuK, 361/1/220, pp. 17-19. 



The irreconcilability of two mutualiy exclusive charges -- the "cowardly" nature of 

the Jews and their stance as a defiant and powerfid foe - never seemed to trouble the 

rnilitary. On the contrary, the allegations of Jewish espionage and shooting fit perfectly 

well into the mental substratum of the Russian military. Unable to fight the Russian anny 

face to face, Jews resorted to other treasonous rnethods. While a few cairn heads in the 

anny admitted that Galician Jews were rather "restrained in their attitude towards the 

Russians, poisonous seeds of hatred had already been sown resulting in mass outbursts of 

violence.29 

Lw h, September 2 7. 1911: The Pattern of Fidence 

Documentary and literary texts on pogroms in Eastern Galicia are few and laconic. 

Besides descnbing dict ions suffered by the Jews, they provide little explanation of the 

motives of the perpetrators, the degree to which pogroms were spontaneous or organized, 

and what the reactions of Russian authorities were. The best-recorded instance of anti- 

Jewish violence in the surnmer and fa11 of 19 14 is the pogrom in the provincial capital, 

Lwow, almost four weeks after it was conquered by the Russians. The political and 

cultural significance of the city contributed to the fact that the pogrom was well recorded 

in Russian documents and contemporary accounts. Although the outbreak of vioIence in 

-- 

29770b otnoshenii mestnogo naselenia," Ibid., 361/1/132, p. 20b; Wrbbel, "Barucha 
Milcha galicyjskie wspomnienia," p. 92; "An-Ski," TsABUiW, Department of the Oriental 
Studies, 339/89, pp. 2-3; Shall, iydostwo galicyjskie, pp. 6-8; Schiper, "i ydzi galicyjscy," 
pp. 4 14; Bial ynia-Cholodecki, Lw& w czasze okupocji, p. 1 14- 1 1 5; Przysiecki, 
royjskie, p. 15. 



Lw6w differed fiom earlier attacks on the Jews in the larger scope of destruction, a close 

reconstruction of events reveds many similar trends. 

M e r  September 3, 19 14, the Russian administration set up its offices in Lw6w. 

The provincial capital was the largest railroad crossroads in Galicia and was tlooded by 

huge numbers of Russian troops on the way to their destinations. Dauled by twinkling 

shop windows, impressive architectural styles, majestic buildings and churches, and a 

mixture of different cultures and languages, the Russians crowded city stores and markets 

buying everything they could afford. Images of this "nch Jewish city" were strengthened 

by the sight of numerous Jewish shops and Orthodox Jews in their peculiar attire. The 

temporary character of billeting contributed to lax discipline, and it rnay be surmised that 

after long marches and battles, Russian officers were hardly in a mood to keep a watchful 

eye on their ~ubordinates.3~ 

At first nothing forebode trouble as on September 26 the newly appointed 

governor of Galicia, Count George Bobnnskii, addressed the residents of Galicia, 

professing universal religious toleration. Consequently, when on the afternoon of the next 

day gunfire burst out in the city, it took both the administration and the population by 

surprise. The first shots were fired in the center of the city, and in an ensuing stampede 

several people were trampled and wounded. No sooner had the echo of the first salvoes 

subsided than rumors circuiated that a Jew had fired at soldiers in the Jewish quarters. 

~OAGAD, "Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnetmych," F34, no page; Lwowpo imua=ji 
rosyjskiej, pp. 2-3; Stanislaw Maciszewski, Rosjanie we Lwawie: szhc t riiedwrzrj 
przesz2oSci (TAiv: Drukarnja Krajowa Szczesnego Bednarskiego, 1926), pp. 3, 5-6; 
"Podorozhni zamitky sviashchenyka Blaera," TsDIA UuL, 694/ 11 10, p. 5; Ukramische 
Nachrichen, 19 Febniary 19 15, n. 22, p. 2; AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w 



The soldiers ailegedly retumed fire. Moments later, files of soldiers were seen to have 

shiffed towards the Krakowski square, the hub of  the Jewish quarters. A commotion in 

the city center diverted the attention of the crowds as mounted Cossacks fired at windows 

on Walowa Street, a district of Jewish professionds and tradesmen. In vain, civilians and 

officers searched the skq trying to locate an enemy airplane, which, in their rninds, was the 

target of the shooting. When darkness covered the city and gunfire died down, rumors 

spread that many people had lost their lives.31 

While the city was recovenng from shock, at night large details of soldiers moved 

to the Jewish quarters. Streets were cordoned off by patrols who shot at windows. 

Cossacks and soldiers, accornpanied by a Iocai mob, broke into Jewish apartrnents and 

wine warehouses, and, after indulging themselves, began indiscriminate shooting. Jewish 

houses were thoroughly searched and looted, and Jews were beaten regardless of sex and 

age. About three hundred Jews were arrested and taken to military detainment where they 

were badly beaten. Patrols fnsked Jews on the streets and arrested those without 

documents. At several sites Jewish adults and children were reportedly killed on the spot 

and left on the s i d e ~ a l k . ~ ~  

On the day following the pogrom, the scarce information that the administration 

had at its disposal was solely based on nimors. Aithough they varied widely as to who 

Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Wiedecirki Kzujer PoZsh, 1 1 June 19 151; "Die Juden Lembergs" 
Jüdisches Archiv, 8-9 (19 17), p. 4-5. 

J ~ U S Z ,  293 h i ,  pp. 160- 164; Ivan Petrovych, Haiychyna pid chas rmiis 'koi okupacvti. 
serpen ' 1914 - cherven ' 1915 (L'viv: Nakladom vydavnytsva "Politychna Biblioteka," 
19 L 5). pp. 1 8-20; Schall, @dostwo galicyjskie, pp. 1 1 - 12; Bialynia-Cho lodecki, Lw6w w1 
czasie okupacji rosyjskiej, p. 9 1 . 

32~anusz, 293 d ~ i ,  pp. 160- 164; Schall, iydostwo galicyjskze, p. 12; "Die Juden 
Lembergs,"Jüdisches Archiv, n. 8-9 (1 9 16), pp. 8- 10. 



had started the shooting or the numbers of casualties involved, the bottom line remained 

the sarne - it was Jews who had instigated the unrest. Soldiers and Cossacks related to 

the residents that a Jew had attempted to rob a Russian soldier. When apprehended, the 

thief fired at his pursuers and hid in a house in the Jewish quariers. According to another 

version a Jew fired at a Russian patroi. The only tangible evidence of the events was up to 

fifty dead and more than a hundred w0unded.~3 Investigation by the authorities soon came 

to a standstili. Assuming that the Russians indeed tned to find the truth, their efforts were 

senousiy impeded by a constant rotation of the troops stationed in Lw6w. M e r  the 

pogrom, the units to which the delinquents belonged may have been transferred to any 

part of the front. 

The administration did not display any speciai zeal to find the culprits. Yet. 

rumors of Jewish culpability were sufficient to justiQ reprisais, and Russian authorities 

irnrnediately followed the procedure which had already become a trademark of the regime 

in Galicia. The city chief, Baron Eiche, ordered a round-up of the "usual" suspects, and 

several prominent Jews, including the renowned politician Herman Diamand. were 

amested. When on Saturday, September 29, the fnghtened Jewish community kept the 

synagogues closed, Eiche interpreted it as defiance and forced the Jews to open the 

3 3 ~ h e  numbers of casualties vary in different sources from seventeen to fifty dead, 
including several non-Jews. Kreppel, Juden und Judentum, pp. 77-78; Lw& po NnuaTji, 
p. 13; Bronislaw Debifiski, "Wspomnienia z lat 19 14- 19 18," Bzblioteka Narodowa, 
microfilm 45 109, p. 47; Prikuptsskaia Rus ', 28 September 19 14, n. 14 16. p. 1, and 2 
October 19 14, n. 1420, p. 4; Ukrainïscche Nuchrichten, 19 Febmary 19 15, n. 22, p. 3 .  



temples and perform services. To keep at bay potential disturbances, he also imposed a 

c d e w  on the city and ordered gamet windows to be bncked up.34 

Eiche's accusations against the Jews as the main instigators were reiterated and 

magnified by the local Russophile newspaper P r i ~ t s k u i u  Rus '. The newspaper 

replaced a mysterious Jewish sniper with a more Ïmposing story of an abortive Jewïsh 

upnsing, and insinuated that a "Jewish mob" had fired at "peacefûi" Russian soldiers. The 

alleged uprising was immediately quelled by the army.35 However, the very suggestion 

that "cowardly" Jews dared to stand up to the Russian army was too much for the 

militaxy. Mer dl, the supposition of a Jewish armed coup discredited both the army and 

administration, with al1 potential consequences. Therefore. this version of events was 

passed over in silence by the Russian press. 

Jewish contemporaries were quick to accuse the rnilitary administration of staging 

the pogrom, and even alleged that some Jews had known beforehand what was in the 

offing and wamed leaders of the Jewish community. It is doubtful, however, that the 

administration had concocted disturbances which disrupted the life of the city shonly &er 

its conquest. The reaction of the General-Governor indicated that at least he was not 

personally involved in instigating the pogrom. Bobrinskii was visiting the Russian military 

cemetery in a city suburb when the shooting forced him to return to his quarters. He 

-- 

34''~ie Juden Lembergs," Jüdisches Archiv, n. 8-9 ( 19 16)' pp. 8- 1 O; Schall. Zydoswo 
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imrnediately ordered the city chief to investigate what he referred to as a "disgracefiil 

incident? 

More significantly, in his report to Brusilov (nomindy Lw6w was within the 

junsdiction of the 8th Amy), Bobrinskii did not blame the Jews for the shooting, but 

cautiously addressed the matter as a "firing fiom windows" in the course of which several 

Russian soidiers and Jews were wounded. Bobnnskii's concurrent report to the Stavka 

triggered the indignation of Yanushkevich, who already had his own version of the event. 

Yanushkevich, in his letter to Bobrinskii, insisted that Jews were behind the shooting, and 

that harsh reprisals "regardless of ramifications" be carried out immediately. Most likely 

the troops in Lw6w received appropriate orders since army patrols began arresting Jews 

for "creating the atmosphere of panic" and spreading rumors. The disagreement between 

the General-Governor and the Chief of Staff marked the inauguration of a confiict 

between the two which would continue throughout the Russian occupation of G a l i ~ i a . ~ ~  

The official communiqué released by the General-Govemor at the beginning of 

October stated that as punishment for the shooting three houses in the city center would 

be confiscated. Although the communiqué did not speci* the culpnts and merely referred 

to the pogrom as "shooting fiom the windows," the houses belonged to affluent Jews and 

Poles, and the confiscation demonstrated the rnentality of the administration. Another 

3% c hall, Z Y ~ O S ~ O  gdicyjskie, p. 1 4. 

37y70 besporiadkakh," TsDIA UuK, 3 6 1/1/229, pp. 1, 7a; "O neblagonademhykh 
elementakh," Ibid, 361/1/221, pp. 41, 43, 45-46. 



decree issued by the Stavka provided for the confiscation of property of individuais who 

had fled Galicia, similarly reflecting the mindset of Yanushkevich and his entourage? 

The picture which emerges fiom the available evidence suggests that the Lw6w 

pogrom and other attacks on Jews in Eastern Galicia shared several important features. 

Rurnors of Jewish subversion either preceded or foliowed the attacks, and served as a 

catalyst which intensified and brought to eruption ethnic animosities and social tensions. 

Many Poles and Ukrainians identified themselves with the main culprits, Russian troops, 

and benefited from the pogroms by looting and pillaging Jewish houses and stores. 

Personal animosities and greed became the prime motivation for denouncing Jews, and 

idormants were often rewarded with Jewish  possession^.^^ Cossacks and soldiers, on the 

other hand, encouraged and incited peasants and urban dwellers to take part in looting, 

and promoted, if unconsciousIy, the notion that Jews were being punished for 

wrongdoing, that authorities knew and connived in the attacks, and that robbing Jews 

would incur no legal retribution. Pogroms generated rumors of Jewish culpability and 

thus further intensified a popular perception of Jews as legitimate targets. The accusations 

of Jews shooting fiom windows and roofs would be repeated in Galicia throughout the 

war, and inevitably Ieft their imprint on the memory of the civilian population. 

3 ~igmund Cybichowski, Die Besetmng Lembergs im Kriege, I 9 W I  91 5: zuglich ein 
Beitrag zur Prinzïpienlehre des internathalen Rechtes (Munich and Leipzig: Verlag von 
Duncker & Humblot, 19 16), pp. 440-44 1. The decree of confiscation affected mostly 
Jews, and Roman-Catholic and Greek-Catholic priests. "O sekvestre 3kh dornov," 
TsDIA UuK, 36 1111230, pp. 1 ,  8, 10, 133- 14; "Otchet Voennogo Generai-Gubernatora 
Galitsii," RGVIA, 2003/21539 (l) ,  p. 24, and 2003/21539 (3), p. 23. Other sources 
indicate the date of the decree as of October 27, "Prikazy, rasporiazhenia," Ibid, 
2005/1/13 (l), p. 2. 
39 "O evreiakh," TsDIAUuK, 361/1!648, p. 16. 



It seems certain that the Russian cornmand and administration, while sharing 

suspicions and resentments towards Jews, did not organize the pogroms. However, while 

high offices must be exonerated nom direaly instigating violence, their vocal anti-Semiric 

attitudes contributed to the belief among the rank-and file that attacks on Jews were 

sanctioned. A direct role of lower officiais in inciting and organizing the pogroms should 

R O ~ ,  however, be excluded. On October 4, Baron Eiche summoned three Jewish leaders to 

his residence and warned them of the consequences of the "Jewish provocation." Eiche 

was accompanied by a deputy, one Captain Yatsevich. who was identified by Jewish 

contemporaries as an "Okhrana" agent. Yatsevich charged Jews with the shooting and 

demanded they surrender the culprit. If the demand was not fulfilled, three hundred 

arrested Jews would be held accountable. If Yatsevich indeed was a police agent, given 

the history of the "Okhrana" in staging provocations, its involvement in the events of 

September 27 may cast doubts on spontaneous character of the pogrom. In addition, 

given the rivalry among different administrative and police branches, it is possible that the 

pogrom instigators might have aimed at underminhg Bobrinskii's position.J0 

When willing, Russian authorities were capable of preventing or at least rnitigating 

anti-Jewish violence. On October 4, another assault on Jews in Lw6w ended with two 

fatalities. Another rumor served as trigger, when word spread that 2 Jewish barber had slit 

the throat of a Russian soldier. The Cossacks again went on a rampage mugging several 

40~ewish hostages were released upon the provision that they wouid be arrested should 
any "unrest" take place. Janusz, 293 h i ,  pp. 166, 17 1; Schall, iydosfwo galzcyjskze, pp. 
13- 14. The "Ochrana" was a special unit of the Tsanst political police which acted 
independently fiom the regular police and the Gendme Department, and was 
subordinated to a city govemor, or to a chief of police. Yeroshkin, Istorza 
gonrdarstvennykh iichrezhdenii, pp. 229-230. 



Jews and kiliing two in the ghetto. This tirne, however, the intervention of a Russian 

officer prevented fùrther excesses. Attempts to protect Jews, however, entailed the 

danger of incumng the wrath of pogrornists, and only individuals of personal courage 

dared to stand up to drunken and violent officers and ddiers.41 

As Russian troops poured into Galicia, they were immediately followed by 

members of the imperial administration poised to solidiQ Russian mie. On September 3 

the Stuvku issued a decree delineating the rules for the governance of the newly conquered 

province. The occupied parts of Galicia were combined into General-Goverment headed 

by a general-governor who was subordinated to the Qwermaster-General of the 

South-Western fiont, Lieutenant-General A. ZabeIin (in Decernber of 19 14 he was 

replaced by Lieutenant-General A. Mav~in).~2 The general-govemor enjoyed almost 

unlimited power in the General-Government, and could impose martial law, collect taxes. 

or deport individuals considered hostile to the Russian cause? 

Until the General-Govemor took hîs seat, it was the arrny that held the highest 

authonty in Galicia. In Lwbw the arxny commenced its rule by requesting sixteen 

41 AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1, [IYredebki Kurjer Polski, 2 
October 191 51; "Sekretnaia perepiska," TsDIAUuK, 363/1/70, p. 3; "0 besponadkakh." 
Ibid., 361/1/959, pp. 1-5; "O proishestviakh," Ibid., 361/1/960, pp. 27;. 

42 Among other responsibilities, the general-quartemaster also participated in 
operational planning. The Handbook of the Russian Amy, p. 27. 

43'7~sirkulary zhandarmskogo upravienia," TsDIA UUK, 3 65/1/4, pp. 3 2-34; Gr& 
"Military Govement," pp. 23 -25, 108- 109. 



hostages, four for each ethno-religious group, Jews, Poles, Ukrainians, and Russophiles. 

Especially suspicious of nationally conscious Greek-Catholic Ulcrainians, whom the 

Russians labeled "mazepists,"~ the Russian command ordered the arreas of Greek- 

Catholic priests and prominent Ukrainian leaders suspected of a pro-Austrian orientation. 

By direct orders of General Bmsilov, Metropolitan Andrej Sheptyts'kyi was detained and 

deponed to Russia. The attitude towards the Jews madested itself irnrnediately when on 

September 1 1, the Lw6w rnilitary commandant, General Sergei Sheremetiev, summoned 

five prominent Jews to his quarters. The general accused the Galician Iewry of cutting 

telephone lines, selling alcohol, and lowering the value of the ruble. Should these crimes 

continue, warned Sheremetiev, he would not hesitate to punish the Jews with al1 the 

severity of wartime laws. J5 

On September 18, the army promulgated an order which prohibited the sale of 

liquor and banned al1 clubs and educational facilities except regular schools. Publications 

in foreign languages of a "hostile disposition" were forbidden. In addition, a 

"Provisionary Statute" prohibited schooling in German and Yiddish and stipulated the 

dismissal of German and Jewish teachers. The majority of Jewish governent employees 

44 The reference was derived fiom the name of the Ukrainian Her 'man (rnilitary leader) 
Ivan Mazepa, who sided with the Swedes during the Russo-Swedish war of 1700- 172 1. 

45~1~odorozhni zarnitky sviashchenyka Blaera," TsDIA UuL, 6941 11 10, p. 7; Starkel. 
"Diariusz wydarzefi," p. 1 7; Isydor Nahay evs'ky, Isforia R ' s  'bkh Vselens 'bkh  
Arkhyyereiv, 3 vols., (Munich-Rome: Vydannia Ukrains'koho Katolyts'koho Universytetu 
im. Sv. Klymenta Papy, 1964-1979), vol. 3, pp. 486-487; Daniloff, RussZmd irn 
Weftkriege. p. 246; "Perepiska V.A. Sukhornlinova s N.N. Yanushkevichem," f i c ~ ~ n y i  

Arkhiv, 2 (1922), p. 248; Ukrainische Nachrichten, 18 December 1914, n. 133, pp. 1-2; 
Knox, With the Russiun Anny. vol. 1, p. 290; Brusilov, Moi vospomznania, p. 100; "Die 
Juden Lembergs," Jüdisches Archiv, 8-9 (19 17). p. 6. 



in cities and towns were fired, and in Lwow, where there had been more than ten Jewish 

elders, only three retained their posts.' 

Army d e  norninally ended on September 18, when the newly appointed Generai- 

Govemor of Galicia anived in Lw6w to assume his responsibilities. The post of General- 

Govemor was conferred upon Lieutenant-General Count George Bobrinskii, who in 1904- 

1905 had served at the Supreme Command, and since 1910 had been in the War Ministry. 

Bobrinskii had a lirnited knowledge of the region he was to govem. It appears that he 

owed his appointment to the good offices of the Grand Duke with whom he had once 

served, and to the fame of his cousin Vladimir Bobrinskii, an ardent Pan-Slavist, whose 

name was popular among Gdician Russ~phiIes.~~ 

Jewish contemporaries oflen ponrayed George Bobrinskii as an ardent anti- 

Semite. In September 19 14, Chaim Weizmann stressed that the appointment of the 

"notorious" Bobnnskii to the post of General-Govemor portended il1 for the Jews? 

However, while Bobrinskii shared anti-Jewish biases, as General-Governor he displayed 

no special anti-Jewish propensities. The notonety that he attained among the Jews most 

46"0tchet Voemogo General-Gubernatora Galitsii," RGKLA, 2003/2/539(1), p. 55 ,  and 
2003/2/539(7), no page; Prikarpatskaia Rus ', 3 October 19 14, n. 142 1, p. 1, and 6 
October 19 14, n. 1423. p. 1 ; Lw& po inwmji, p. 6. On October 3, Bobrinskii confirmed 
the order of banning al1 civic and cultural organizations. Janusz. Dokumenty urz&we, p. 
33.  

47~ome sources indicate that Bobrinskii assumed the post of General-Governor betweeen 
22 and 24 of September. Janusz, 293 h i ,  p. 147; also, his Dokumeniy urz&owe, p. 29; 
"Perepiska V.A. Sukhomiinova s N.N. Yanushkevichem," p. 268; Bmsilov, Moi 
vo.pomznania, pp- 108- 109; Grfi, "Military Govemment," pp. 1 09- 1 10; Daniloff, 
Russlmd im WeZtkriege, p. 246; also, his Velikzz Kniaz ' Nikokai Nikolaevzch (Paris: 
Imprimerie de Navarre, 1 WO), pp. 2 1 7-2 1 8; "Prikazy po voiskam," TsDIA UuK, 3 63/2/2, 
p. 2; Metropolitan Evlogii, Put ' moyei zhimi; vopomznania Mihopolita Evkogia (Paris : 
YMCA-Press, 1947), pp. 253-254. 



Wcely emanated fiom the fact that in his capacity as General-Govemor he personified the 

hated Russian mle, and aiso to the anti-Semitic diatribes of his cousin Vladimir 

Bobrinskii.49 Whatever racialist sentiments George Bobrinskii may have entertained, they 

paled in cornparison to the morbid anti-Semitism of his two superiors, General 

Yanushkevich and the Grand Duke NichoIas. 

While the General-Governor enjoyed wide powers in the region under his 

junsdiction, in reality Galicia becarne a dual power regime. Galicia was divided into four 

provinces -- Lwow, Tamopol, Czernowitz, and later Przemysl-- headed by provincial 

governors. Similarly to the temtorial organization of the Empire, districts, cities, and 

towns were govemed by chiefs (nachaI 'nÏkz uezdov and gradmachal 'nih).  Governors 

and chiefs were subordinated to the General-Govern~r.~~ In each province, district. and 

town the army had its own representatives, commandants, who ran army supply depots, 

hospitals, and reserve units. The commandants were answerable to divisional and corps 

commanders located in a given town or city, who, in tum, had their own supenors in the 

persons of army commanders Bnisilov and N. Ruzskii (the latter was replaced in 

September 19 14 by Lieutenant-General Radko-Drnitriev). The two generals could issue 

their own directives and orders, and ofken acted without consent of the General-Govemor. 

The multipIicity of security branches in the Generd-Goverment also did not contribute to 

the smooth fùnctioning of the occupation apparatus. As a part of the rnilitary 

48 The Letters and Papers of Chaim Weim>ann, 25 vols. (London: Oxford U.P., 1968- 
1984), vol. VI, senes 4 pp. 12, 26; also, Jews in the Eastern War Zone, p. 8 5 .  
49 Lowe, Antisernitismus und Reakiionae Utopie, pp. 147, 260f.; P. N. Miliukov, 
Poliricial Memoirs, 1905-191 7 (Am Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 
1967), p. 308f. 
50~etrovych7 HaZychyna pid char rosiiskoi okuputsii, pp. 1 3 - 1 8. 



administration, the Temporary Gendarme Department headed by Colonel Mezentsov 

(Mezentsev) was directiy subordinated to Bobrinskii. However, the gendarmes had their 

own commander, the Chief of the Gendarme Corps, whose instructions would often run 

afioul of those of the Generd-Governor. The regular police was in the hands of the 

govemors and chiefs, and Bobrinskii had also at his disposal a military countenntelligence 

branch which was to combat spies and saboteurs alongside the army counterintelligence 

offices. Ail the aforementioned offices vied for supremacy and were often at odds with 

each other. Accordingly, their directives and actions with regards to the Jews were hectic, 

frequently contradicted one another, and lacked organizationai planning. These factors 

becarne major irnpedirnents to a full-scale, comprehensive anti-Jewish a~sault.'~ 

*** 

Since the Russian govemrnent and the rnilitary had long perceived Gdicia as 

"primordial" Russian temtory, f'i-orn the beginning of the war both attempted to win the 

population to the Russian cause. To underline the kinship between Russians and 

Ukrainians, on August 18 the Supreme Commander appealed to the latter postulating 

Russian aims in Galicia. He accentuated that the Russian army was realizing the long- 

cherished dreams of Russian rulers, the unification of ail Russian lands into one state. To 

win at Ieast the obedience of the Polish people, in another appeal on August 27 Nicholas 

implied that al1 Polish temtories would be reunited under Russian mie and called for a 

joint Russo-Polish front against the Central Powers. As a proof of their good will, 

Russian troops distnbuted to the population foodstuffs, wood, salt, and oil appropnated 

51y'~tchet Voennogo General-Gubernatora Galitsii," RGVTA, 2003/2/539(4), pp. 3.47; 
L'Donesenia, svodki," Ibid., 2003/1/1(1), p. 27; Graff, "Military Govemment," pp. 21-23; 



fiom the stores (particularly Jewish) whose owners had fled before the invasion. The 

Russian press emphasized the cornrnon roots of Russians and Ukrainians, and at the same 

tirne insinuated that Jews controlled Galicia' s economy.52 

Protestations of fiatemal unity between "brather-Slavs," however, almost 

immediately ran &ou1 of the reality of the occupation. A number of restrictions severeiy 

curtailed the cultural and economic freedom of the region. Orders were issued to 

surrender dl firearms, forbade liquor sales, and banned educational institutions and 

schooling in "hostile" languages. Work hours of stores and restaurants were limited, and 

travel was circumscribed. The Russian nibte was made a monetary medium at a much 

higher rate than before the war, 30 kopeks for one Austrian kron (in peacetime the rate 

was 60 kapeks for one kron). Correspondence was accepted only in Russian, German, 

Polish, Czech, Romanian, French and English languages; letters and telegrams in Yiddish 

and Ukrainian were de~troyed?~ 

- - 
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sovremennoe polozhenie (St. Petersburg: Tipografia "Kolokol," 191 5); An. Varinovich, 
Galichina v eyaproshlom i nartozashchem (Moscow: "Zadruga," 1915). For distribution 
of goods by the Russians, see Ukrainische Nachrichen, n. 40, 19 June 191 5, pp. 3-4. 
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On September 23, Bobrinskii addressed the Russophile and Poiish delegations and 

laid out his vision of Russian rule in Galicia. He assured the gathering that the Russian 

army had corne to Galicia to fiee "brother-Slavs" fiom the Austnan "yoke." Bobrinskii 

guaranteed ail residents freedom of language and religion, and promised that the imer life 

of the people would not be disturbed. He also pledged to the Jewish representatives, two 

rabbis and the city vice-mayor Filip Schleicher, the d e t y  of the Jewish community. In 

exchange, Jews were to abide by the iaw. Otherwise, admonished the General-Governor, 

the wnsequences would be dire. It portended particularly il1 for the Jews when Bobrinskii 

declared that ûalicia was a "primordial" Russian land, in which he intended to impose the 

Russian language and law. Any interference with the new order would be severely 

punished. Two days later, September 25, the clock on the Lw6w city hall tower was 

switched to St. Petersburg time. A new era was ushered in for Galicia? 

The discrepancies between Russian promises and policies quickly alienated even 

those circles in Gaiicia which had initially been well-disposed to Russian troops. Official 

amouncements of intentions to establish "peace and justice," were predicated, in the rnind 

of the Russian military, on the proper conduct of the population. Since "proper" conduct 

had a very loose definition, it was no surprise that the Russians were soon seeking out 

potential enemies. From the Russian point of view, "mazepist" aspirations originated in 

Galicia, and soldiers of Ukrainian background rnight be exposed to this virus. Russian 

troops ofien engaged in conversations with villagers. The latter, in exchange for 

54"otchet Voemogo General-Gubernatora Galitsii," RGVIA. 2003/2/539 (3), pp. 3-4, 67; 
Annezskii vesmik, 18 September 19 14, n. 18, p, 4; Prikmpatskuiu Rus ', 23 September 
1914, n. 1414, p. 4; Ibid., 28 September 19 14, n. 1416, p. 4; "Die Juden 
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cigarettes* supplied their protagonists with books in Ukrainiar~, or shared their expenences 

of living in Austro-Hungw. Such instances of "fiee-thinking" aiarmed Russian 

authonties, as did the reports of Ukrainian politicai and militas, groups that participated in 

propaganda activities and partisan struggle behind Russian lines? 

Accordingly, the Russian administration undertook measures to eradicate the 

"mazepists." While initially shop owners were ailowed to display signboards in Russian. 

Polish, and Ukrainian, the latter soon were removed. Activities of Ukrainian organizations 

were portrayed as a "betrayal" of Slavdom, and their property and assets were 

appropriated by the Russians. ükrainian newspapers were closed and teachers were 

brought from the Empire to introduce the Russian language in schools. Later in the war, 

mass proselytizing to Orthodoxy affected entire villages. For instance, in November 19 14. 

the newspaper of the military administration, Lvovskoe Voennoe Slovo, reported that in 

the course of two months 30,000 Ukrainians had converted to Onhodo~y. Speaking in 

Lw6w on December 7, 1914, the Russian Archbishop Evlogii emphasized that Orthodoxy 

was a dominant religion in Galicia and that Russian army had corne to enforce the 

"reunification" of the Galician-"Russians7' with their mother country? 

S5~ussian views of the Ruthenian national movement in Gaiicia as a creation of the 
Austnan General Staff and the Polish Catholic Church are reflected by Spiridovich, 
Velikaiu voina, vol. p. 11 7. Contacts between Russian troops and Ruthenian population 
in Vkraznzsche Nachrichten, n. 40, 19 June 1915, pp. 3-4. Russian countenntelligence 
reports on "The Union for Liberation of Ukraine" in "Perepiska Kantselani Glavkoma," 
RGMA, 2005/1/12(4), pp. 207-208. On the Ukrainian Sharpshooters, see S.A. 
Makarchu k, Ukrains 'ku Respiblika GaZychan: Narysy pro Z W R  (L'viv: Svit, 1 997). pp. 
34-39. 
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Russian attitudes towards the Polish population were also a continuation of the 

pre-war "carrot-and-stick" poiicy. While more than a century of Russian rule in the 

Congress Kingdom had convinced the governrnent that Poles remained implacable 

enemies, the political situation d u ~ g  the war advised a more cautious approach to the 

problem. Russian leaders appreciated the strength of Polish political groups and the 

economic power of the Polish nobility, and the apped of the Supreme Commander in 

August 1914 was but one attempt at Polish-Russian reconciliation. M e r  the occupation 

of Galicia the bulk of Polish civil employees retained their posts, several newspapers were 

ailowed to fbnction, and the Roman-Catholic church was not molested. Nevertheless, 

strict censorship controlled the press and schooling, and Polish politicians suspected of 

anti-Russian orientation as well as a number of Polish officers were deported to Russia. 

Nor did Russia's claims to ûalicia as the "primordial Russian lands" endear it to Poles, 

who did not fail to see the menace in such a declaration.S7 

Relations between Russian authorities and civilians were fûrther aggravated by 

new prohibitions and regulations. On November 9, the newspaper Pravitelstuennyi 

vestnik published a decree which stipulated that the property of "hostile elements" was 

liable for confiscation. Two days later it was announced that individuals who committed 

war crimes such as sedition and espionage, and resisted Russian authorities were to be 

Przysiecki, Rr;idy rosyjskie, pp. 19-20, 65; L 'vovskoe Voennoe Slovo, n. 33, 4 November 
19 14, p. 3; "Evlagii, arkhiepiskop Volyni i Zhitomira," NBUi W, XXU 1 173, pp. 1-11. 

57 Bialynia-Cholodecki, Lw&, pp. 88-93, 102; Przysiecki, Rrejdy rosyjskie, pp. 25-27. 
30-3 t ; Janusz, 293 dni, pp. 120-1 22. 



tned by courts martial.sg Bobrinskii also announced that bank accounts of persons 

"hostile to Russia" would be confiscated. However, since the Austrians retaliated by 

announcing that the sarne measures would be taken against Russian deposits in Austrian 

banks, the confiscation was postponed. The Russian Council of Ministers could not 

decide whether Galicia should be treated as an integral part of Russia, as Russian 

propaganda maintained, or still as an occupied temtory. In the latter case, bank accounts 

could be "lawfùlly" confiscated. The ever-zealous Yanushkevich insisted that Galicia be 

"equalized" with Russia and thus made liable to imperial laws. Findly, on November 28, a 

new decree stipulated that payrnents to customers outside the occupied territories be 

stopped; the f i I I  implementation of Russian 'îws was put on hoid until the end of the 

war. 59 

Sereirg the "lnternal Enemy ": Motivation for Repressio~l 

In some respects Galician Jews experienced the same hardships as did their non- 

Jewish compatriots. They were subjected to economic regulations, arbitrary requisitions, 

limitations on movement, and prohibitions of language and schooling. Yet, udike their 

neighbors, Jews had to endure suffering of a different nature. If for the Russians the 

assidation of Ukrainians and CO-optation of the Poles seemed feasible, neither option 

was even considered with regards to the Jews. The first two months of the war intensified 

-- - -  - - 
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hatred for the Jews to such a degree that the "Jewish problem" soon came to occupy a 

central place in Russian policy-making along the entire Eastern fiont. At the beginning of 

the invasion, the Russians declared their intent to "liberate" the population fiom the 

foreign "yoke" whose epitome in the region ostensibly was the Jews. By the end of 

September, the regirne initiated mass disrnissals of Jewish employees fiom Galician civil 

offices and courts. This mass removai of the Jews fiom the social and economic sphere 

was to serve two purposes -- to reconcile the non-Jewish population to the foreign rule at 

the expense of Jews. and to consolidate its rule by econornic and administrative changes.* 

Jewish land-owning and land-leasing in Galician villages were a special concern for 

the Russian administration. Within the Empire. Russian laws restricted Jews fiom residing 

in villages and owning property outside cities and towns of the Pale of Senlement. Jewish 

fmners, however, were allowed to settle in colonies in south Russia, Belomssia, and 

Bessarabia, where many engaged in agriculture. In Galicia, the number of Jews who 

owned land and made their living from agriculture was larger than in Russia. and Jews 

leased land fiom both Polish landlords and Ukrainian peasants. From the Russian point of 

view, this position of the Jews in Galician viilages constituted the sole basis of Jewish 

economic power in the region. The issue was to be addressed immediately, and already in 

mid-September the Stavka sent the vice-director of its diplornatic bureau, Chamberlain 

(kamerger) N. Basili. to Galicia, to investigate the issue on the spot. On September 23. 

Basili reported to Yanushkevich. Knowing full well the expectations of his boss. Basili 

- 
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asserted that the Ukrainian population of Galicia was weii disposed to Russians and 

expected the arrny would to fkee them fiom the "Jewish yoke." A certain restraint in their 

attitude, explained Basili, should be ascribed to the fear of Austrian repnsals. Jews, on the 

other hand, were united in their hostility to Russia. Basili repeated the accusations of the 

army that Jews were darnaging telephone lines, withdrawing coinage fiom circulation, and 

jacking up pnces. To strike at the Jews and to win over Ukrainians to the Russian cause, 

he suggested the imposition of Russian impenal iaws in Galicia, and the confiscation of 

Jewish land holdings. The latter, which averaged 7% of total land-holdings, were intlated 

by Basili to 35%.61 

Basili's report was accepted at face value by the Grand Duke. who wrote on the 

rnargin that the anny should give the Jews a "lesson" (os t ras~ka) .~~ The report made an 

even stronger impression on Yanushkevich, and he integrated it into his own 

memorandum to Prime-Minister Goremykin on October 2. While he delegated the Polish 

and Ukrainian questions to long-range concems, which were to be approached gradually 

and cautiously, the Jewish question was to be deait with instantly. Yanushkevich repeated 

Basili's accusations that Jews were rnortal enemies of the Russian state and that the war 

provided a rare opportunity to appropriate the property of Jews who had fled Galicia. The 

60~chiper, "iydzi galicyjscy," pp. 4 14-4 15; Schall, Z ~ ~ O S ~ U O  galicjjskie, 1 Op ; 
Gosudorstvenriaza Duma, 191 5, 4th convocation, 4th session, p. 1 133 ; Spindovich. 
Velikaia Voina, 174. 

l lnternutiona~e Beziehunp im Zei fuiter des Irnperialisrnus, vol. II., 6.1, p p. 2 59-2 6 1 . 
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pursued by the administration and the Russian Orthodox clergy. His indiscretion caused 
the indignation of the front commander, General Ivanov, who ordered Bazili to leave 
Galicia. Daniloff, Russlund im Weltkriege, pp. 246-247; also, his Velikii Kniaz ', p. 220; 
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Chief of Staff stressed that the Russian government implement "every possible means" to 

combat the Jewish peril, and that the Supreme Commander had already approved a plan to 

that effect. Finally, Yanushkevich suggested that the "ultimate" solution to the Jewish 

question in Galicia was to be carried out concorn.itantly with the same measures 

undertaken in R ~ s s i a . ~ ~  

The backbone of Jewish power shouid be broken by the official abolition of Jewish 

land-owning . War, insisted Y anushkevich, provided an opportunity to cary  out this 

measure without much hss, once Galician Jews were "granted" Russian citizenship and 

treated as subjects of the Russian Empire. Their deportation east of the Pale of Settlement 

and the subsequent confiscation of land would then pose no legal problems. The ursings 

of the Chief of Staff, however, fell on deaf ears. The government felt that the status of 

Galicia should be decided after the war, since measures regarding land-owning would 

antagonize Polish landowners, a power to be reckoned with. Therefore, rnuch to 

Yanushkevich's chagrin, Goremykin replied that it was premature to make decisions about 

Jewish citizenship, and Gaiician Jews, he implied, were still to be treated as the subjects of 

Austro-Hungary. 64 

Talk of Jewish property in Galicia reflected discussions going on at the very top of 

Russia's state hierarchy. From mid-October to early November, the Council of Ministers 

62"~erepiska arrnii so shtabom Generalnogo Gubernatora," RGMA, 2005/1/13. pp. 6-7. 
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debated property nghts of Russian citizens of German, Austrian, and Turkish background. 

Anti-German propaganda, which had gained momentum after the beginning of the war, 

voiced fears of the army that German colonies in Russia would become a nest of 

espionage and anti-Russian acti~ities.~' 

As the Chief of StafFstniggled to actuate his policy views on the Jewish question 

in Galicia, various offices were troubled by sirniIar concerns. The chief of the Lw6w 

district, Count Larnsdorf, in a report, (likely to the chancellery of the Generai- 

Govement), complained of "pernicious" Jewish influences within the local 

administration and the police. The "Jewish danger," conctuded Lamsdorf, could be foiled 

only through the forcible sale of Jewish-owned land. Larnsdorf accused Jews of "inciting" 

Russian troops to wreak destruction on the Galician countryside and compting the 

Russian police. The latter charged derived fiom the fact that Russian Jews had fbrnished 

their Galician brethren with "c~mprornising~~ s e ~ c e  records of Russian policemen who 

had been transferred to Galicia. Feanng blackmail, the hapless police became a mere tool 

in Jewish h a n d ~ . ~ ~  

The plethora of accusations by other Russian officiais followed the same pattern. 

Thus, the i6 f kiew district chief reported to the Lw6w governor that in the village of 

i6 ltaniec Jews and "rnazepists" intimidated peasants by predicting a fonhcoming retum 

65 David G. Rernpel, "The Expropriation of the German Colonists in South Russia during 
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muterialy mezhdt~nurodnoi konferentsii, Anapu, 2 0-25 sentiabria 1995 (Mosco w : 
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of the Austrians. The chief of the Rawa Ruska district, the collegiate assessor Golubev, 

also blamed the Jews for undermining Russia's war efforts. He went fùnher than his 

colleagues and stated that in their anti-Russian zeal the Jews even forsook a profitable deal 

in preference for sabotage in the m y  rear. Golubev clairned that &er Rawa became the 

center of field and reserve hospitals, Jews refused to sel1 meat to the army. condemning 

wounded soldiers to starvation?' On Novernber 3, another Russian officiai, Equerry 

Chikhachev, in a letter to General Zabeiin, dso stressed the favorable moment for the 

"solution of the Jewish questionm-- the confiscation of Jewish land and the deportation of 

Jewish lessees and landowners to Russia. He pointed out that &er the war the "philo- 

semitic" stance of the Allies would impede any radical anti-Jewish measures. Nor should 

the question be relegated to the Duma, where the abolition of Jewish land-owning would 

be opposed by liberals and Polish iiationalists. Bobrinskii, who also received a copy of this 

letter, agreed with the author that sorne solution to the Jewish problem had to be found. 

He maintained, however, that it should be implemented only after the war. As a first step. 

on November 16, Bobrinskii petitioned Zabelin to create a special cornmittee to 

investigate the issue of Jewish land-holding in G a l i ~ i a . ~ ~  

*** 

Al1 of the aforementioned proposals to solve the Jewish question in Galicia 

manifested a new shifi in occupational policies. Traditional anti-Semitism, based on age- 

old religious, economic, and social stereotypes and animosities, received a powerful 

- - - 
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impetus dunng the initial stages of the Russian occupation. Rumors of Jewish sabotage 

facilitated the resolve of the Russian military to step up anti-Jewish reprisais. 

Radicalization of Russian national policies was also prompted by mass resettlernent 

of potentially unreliable ethnic minorities outside of Galicia. In its pre-war contingency 

plans, the Stavka looked with growing anxiety at Russian Germans, Jews, and later, aiter 

Turkey entered the war, Muslims. Ten days prior to the declaration of war, the Russian 

military introduced a new measure that became a hallmark of the struggle on the Eastern 

Front: the transfer of masses of people fiom strategically imponant areas. On July 20, 

1914, the Russian General Staff and the Ministry of the Interior issued orders to the army 

to depori German citizens fiom several areas in Courland, around Riga and SuvalkP9 

Soon thereafier the comrnand of the South-Western military district ordered the 

deportation of German and Austro-Hungarian citizens within its jurisdiction to beyond the 

Ural Mountains. INtially, the military aimed at preventing able-bodied foreign males from 

being drafted into enemy amies, but starting in mid-August deportations also inciuded 

women, children, and the elderly. At the same time, the first depoitations of Russian Jews 

accused of assisting the enemy began in Congress Poland. Russian suspicions were 

magnified by German propaganda directed at Polish Jews, and preferential treatment 

accorded to them by the troops of the Central Powers. Deportations from Poland were 

69 Neiipovich, "Rol' voennogo mkovodstva Rossii v 'nemetskom voprose' v gody pervoi 
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fùrther prornpted by the proclamations of Galician and Bukovinian Jews encouraging their 

CO-religionists to struggle against Russian d e s p ~ t i s m . ~ ~  

On October 5, the Director of the Police Department sent a copy of such a 

proclamation to the Stavka. Issued in August of 1914, it called upon the Jews tù stand 

firm by the Austro-Hungarian crown in the struggle against "barbarity." and to fight 

Russia by al1 possible "means and sacrifices." Yanushkevich hastened to send it to the 

Tsar to dernonstrate the "ili" intentions of the Jews towards the Empire. Accordingly, the 

army began taking Jewish hostages to ensure the security of Russian communications, and 

it stepped up deportations of Jews and Germans f?om Congress Poland and Galicia. The 

rnilitary also complained to Nicholas II, who visited the Western Front at the end of 

October, about alleged Jewish sabotage, without, however. providing any proof While 

Nicholas II may have consented to harsher measures against the Jews, the army needed no 

special permission to that effect, since the pre-war "The Regulations for Field 

Administration of the Army in Wartime" empowered the Supreme Command to take any 

security measures it deemed necessary71 

Hostage-taking accelerated in rnid-October, and the first secretary of the Sfavka's 

diplornatic bureau, V. Muraviev wrote to the Foreign Minister Sazonov that these 

measures were "bearing good results." Muraviev denied that atrocities were perpetrated 
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Deutsche Polit* utzd die h d e ~ t  im Er~tel? Weltkrieg (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1969), pp. 120, 14 1 - 143; Stone, The Eastern Froti, p. 82;  "Perepiska s 
nachal 'nikom zhandarrnskogo upravlenia," TsDIA UuK, 3 65/2/45, p. 4. 

l"2apiski i informatsii," RG VIA, 2005111 l2(4), pp. 193 - 194, 196; Spiridovich. Iélikaio 
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against civiIians, and stressed that "strict means" were applied oniy to Jews who had 

persecuted the Russophiles during the Russian retreat fkom B~kovina.~z 

The deportations of Germans and Jews in Congress Poland reverberated in Galicia. 

On October 3, General Ivanov issued an order which emphasized the increased "espionage 

activities of the Jews, German colonists, and the vagabonds of dBerent kïnds." 

Henceforth, îroops of the South-Western front were authorized to act %th 

determination" and to use anns against individuals suspected of ~ p y i n g . ~ ~  On November 

27, the Supreme Commander quoted anti-Russian addresses fiom Jewish newspapers in 

Germany. He proclaimed Jews the most resolute of Russia's enemies and authorized the 

execution of Jewish hostages "in case of necessity." At the same time, the rnilitary 

administration in Galicia ordered the first deportations of potentially unreliable Jews to 

Tomsk and Yenisei provinces.74 As the authorities kept to perfunctory legal proceedings, 

the numbers of deported were initially small-  sixty-five people in November and 

December, and after investigation sorne charges were dropped. For example, in December 

of 1914 two Jews were charged with anti-Russian agitation in iolkiew. The deputy chef 

of the i6 lkiew district Muranovich investigated the fiair and released the suspects after 

no evidence of their wrongdoing was found. By the end of the year, however, Russian 

72Internationale Beziehungen im Zeitalter Imperialismus, vol. II, 6.1, p p. 3 2 8-3 29; 
"Otchet Voemogo General-Gubematora," RGYIA, 2003/2/539, p. 33. 
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officiais had increasingly thrown al1 legalities to the wind and deported Jews on trumped- 

up charges. 75 

The army's stigmatizing assertions were also congruent with the reports of security 

and police branches arnong whom the fear of Jews was as pervasive. The Gendarme 

Department compiled lists of potential trouble-makers in Galicia, listing Jews as the 

number one enemy. However, besides engaging in anti-Semitic rhetoric, these "eyes and 

ears" of the Tsanst regime possessed limited knowledge of the social and economic 

structure of the Jewish comrnunity in Galicia. This ignorance manifested itself in 

numerous reports in which the subordinates of Colonel Mezentsov lurnped together 

Zionists, socialists, and the Onhodox as parts of a single, united group. The gendarmes 

emphasized that Jews, Poles, and Ukrainian "mazepists" were Russia's most inveterate 

foes. While Poles spearheaded anti-Russian activities, Jews played a crucial role as the 

main ideological and financial force that propped up the principal Polish newspapers and 

prepared an armed rising. Especially pemicious were the Orthodox as the most ardent 

supporters of the Austrian govemment, while secret Jewish organizations provided liaison 

between Jewish, Polish, and Ukrainian plotters and Vienna." 

Messages sent to supenors by the army counterintelligence service, headed in 

wartime by gendarme officers, were of the same dubious quaiity. Used to combat 

revolutionary groups in the Empire, their merit in combating espionage in the front zone 

was described by a senior Russian officer as useless. The counterintelligence branch. 

75c'0 vyselenii iz Galitsii," GARF, D2/19 1 5/39 1, computed on the basis of the pages 5- 
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subordinated directly to the General-Governor, was similarly ineffective and, in the words 

of Bobrinskii, they did not "succeed in captunng a single ~ p y . " ~  

Since the Stavka and army had no evidence of Jewish sabotage, they based their 

actions on reports provided by security branches. The gendarmes and the 

counterintelligence, in turn, also had no proof to back up their "conspiracy theories," and 

based their reports largely on rumors, knowing fiil1 well that their superiors would not 

look thoroughIy at submitted evidence and would take it at face value. For example, 

arrests of Jews were often based on possession of a pocket mirror classified as a signal 

device, or a piece of barbed wire and telephone cable, purported to be evidence of 

subversive activities and intentions.'s 

"Preventive measures" against Jews included most uninhibited thievery by the local 

administration and amy. When telephone Iines were damaged in the vicinity of Koiomyja 

(possibly by peasants who often used cable for household purposes), the governor 

Lobanov-Rostovskii threatened the Jewish community with a heavy fine. ShouId they fail 

to pay the fine in three days, the whole cornrnunity would be e ~ p e l l e d . ~ ~  In fact, the 

Kolomyja commandant Sechin irnposed a heavy fine upon the Jews without any visible 

7 6 " ~ a ~ o r t y  nachal'nikov ue~dov,~' Ibid., 363/2/89, pp. 70b, 1Oob.- 1 lob.; "Svedenia O 

shpionakh," Ibid, 3631215, p. 6Oob. 
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reasons. Terrorized by plundering and constant requisitions by the commandant and 

passing troops, Jews paid the large sum of 100,000 bon  in cash and gave up valuables. In 

Lwbw, Baron Eiche ordered Jewish shops to be opened on Saturday, and threatened them 

with confiscation of goods if the order were not followed. A heavy fine was imposed on 

the city of Stanislawcjw -- 36,000 kron for Jews and 14,000 for non-Jews. However, 

ody the Jewish part was collected. 

At l e s t  half of al1 Russian officials in Galicia appointed as city and district chiefs 

had previously served in the army, or were recalled from the reserve; the commandants 

were cadre officers. For the majority it was the first time to hold both rnilitary and civil 

power. and they apparently saw little difference between the two. Moreover, a sense of 

independence from distant superiors bred beliefs that they could rule as rhey pleased. As 

products of their time, many held anti-Jewish sentiments, and they did not scmple to take 

frorn the Jews whatever struck their fancy, or have Jews flogged for not complying with 

ransom demands. From the beginning of the Russian occupation, the practice of extoning 

money fiom Jews became common. Jews were routinely accused of various 

transgressions, detained, and released upon the payment of a rans~rn.~l  

Sirnilarly cormpt were the police. An observer from Russia noticed that 

conuption within al1 security branches was rampant, and prisons were crowded with 

people whose only fault was that they were unable to bribe the police. Policemen, 

8O"~vit kolomyis'koho starostva pro shkody," TsDIAuL, l46/4/533 5, no page; 
Prikarpatskaia Rtrs', 17 October 19 14, n. 1433, pp. 3-4. Out of the total amount 
collected, 3.000 b o n  was used for setting up street kitchens. Spund, Die 
Schreckenherrschafl, p. 4 8. 



especidly on a district level, were individuals of low capacity and a "dubious" past, who, 

lefi without supervision, behaved like "little satraps." The same opinion was reiterated bv 

another Russian officia1 who admitted that the police personnel in Galicia were normally 

"cast-offs" fiom Russia whom their previous superiors had "gladly disposed o f  

* *a  

The radicaiïzation of anti-Jewish policies brought to the fore disagreements 

between the General-Governor and the Stavka. Bobrinskii, while sharing a belief in Jewish 

sabotage, objected to the army's heavy-handed rule as impeding the smooth functioning of 

the administration and the econornic Iife of the region. The prime factor behind 

Bobrinskii's reasoning, however, was the f eu  of large-scaie Jewish sabotage in the army 

rear. On December 1 6, 19 1 4, General Zabelin demanded that Russian Jews be forbidden 

to enter Galicia and Galician Jews be barred fiom entering the Empire. Bobrinskii 

opposed this measure. arguing that these measures would facilitate Jewish resistance and 

impede the functioning of the rnilitary administration. He suggested that the prohibition of 

the Jewish movement in Galicia ought to be implemented discreetly, without much noise. 

Since the Quartemaster-General was adamant, on December 26 Bobrinskii appealed to 

General Ivanov and complained of Sabelin's political shortsightedness. Zabelin was 

backed up by the Chief of Staff of the South-Western front, Lieutenant-General Mikhail 

Aiekseev, who reminded Bobrinskii that the directive originated fiom the Supreme 

81"~vedenia, spravki, rasporiazhenia," RGPïA, 2005/1/12 (l), p. 9; Prikarpatskaia Rus', 
14 October 19 14, n. 1430, pp. 2-3; "Donesennia skolivs'koho starostva," TsDIAUuL, 
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Commander. Alekseev, nevertheiess, conceded that the decree had to be carried out 

gradually.83 

The Stavka intervened immediately. Yanushkevich would have no truck with such 

"niceties," and in an offensive tone he sharply repnmanded Bobrinskii for "toleration" of 

massive Jewish espionage in Galicia. The Chief of Staffinsisted that the decree be 

immediately carried out and that brutal repnsals against Jews were the only means to  

break Jewish resistance. As life in the General-Govenunent became unbearable for Jews, 

it would prompt their mass exodus abroad. Finally, a compromise was reached whereby 

Yanushkevich and Zabelin consented to a discreet prohibition of the Jewish movernent. 

Bobrinskii, in t u q  was authorized to expel Russian Jews who had corne to Galicia? 

How did Galician Jews react to the torments that befell them during the opening 

stages of the war? M e r  al1. the utmost fear of the Russian military was a rnighty and 

coordinated Jewish opposition, which allegedly included sabotage, anti-Russian 

propaganda, armed resistance, and international financial pressure on the Russian 

governrnent. In reality, however, Jews were able neither to protect themselves from 

Russian persecution nor influence any great power to apply pressure on Russia on their 

behalf The outbreak of the war and the swifi Russian advance took Galician Jews by 

surprise as much as their CO-religionists in Courland, Congress Poland, and Bukovina. 

Hundreds of thousands of Galician Jews, including political activists, fled to cities within 

- 
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their respective regions, or to Austria, Hungary, and the Czech lands. Russian terror 

demoraiiied those who stayed in Galicia, while Jews were too deeply divided dong 

ideological lines to offer any concrete counteraction to Russia. The traditional pacifism of 

Orthodox Jews effectively prevented the Galician Jewish comrnunity h m  engaging in any 

kind of resistance, while the most active elements among socialists and Zionists fled 

westward dunng the Russian invasion. Within the first six months of the occupation Jews 

practically disappeared fiom any positions of influence, and confiscations, pogroms, and 

undisguised robberies by the Russian army and administration Iefi entire Jewish 

communities economicdly ruined. 

A fear of reprisais and utrnost despair gripped Jewish communities exposed to 

exorbitant fines or conscripted into labor details. An-Ski, during his passage through 

Galicia in fa11 and winter of 19 14- 19 15, found no Jews on trains or in railroad stations. 

They moved at night on country roads, circumventing larger towns, often under guard of a 

soldier whom they had hired. Jewish shops, synagogues, and warehouses had been either 

plundered or appropriated by the local military; the local population took over empty 

Jewish houses or simply dismantled them for firewood. Al1 forms of Jewish civil Iife 

disappeared. City mayors, often Russian-instdled Russophiles, shut down Jewish schooIs. 

and children begged on streets or turned to prost i tut i~n.~~ 

-- - - -- . - .  
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The Jewish leadership tried to alleviate the plight of the Jews by raising money for 

aid, setting up kitchens for the homeless, and negotiating with Russian authonties. Due to 

their efforts, in January of 19 15 Bobrinskii permitted the Lw6w comrnunity to set up an 

aid cornmittee headed by a Petersburg Jew, David Feinberg. The committee collected and 

distributed to Jews medical and financial aid, food, and clothing. The distribution of 

foreign aid, largely fiom Amencan Jews, was ofien taken over by the Russian 

admlliistrati~n.~~ The aid, however, was inadequate given the numbers of the needy. The 

majority of the Jews, therefore, t k d  simply to suMve by any means. Many tumed to 

speculation, causing hrther resentment by the military and the Christian population. Some 

bravehearts collected arms on battlefields and sold them to Russian merchants, who. free 

of ideological prejudices, came to Galicia in large numbers and bought wholesale 

everything of value.87 

Russian reports of Jewish resistance sornetimes contained a grain of tmth. The 

resentrnent of the Jews towards the occupiers was reflected in certain forms of civic 

resistance. When columns of Geman and Austrian POWs were escorted through Galician 

cities and towns, many Jews, alongside Poles and Ukrainians, provided them with food. 

clothing, or tobacco. In a number of Iocalities Jews sheltered Austrian POW escapees and 

Jewish deserters fiom the Russian army. In Brody, city chief Evreinov threatened to shut 

down the synagogues and levy "severe punishment" on Jews who hid Austrian POWs 

from Russian camps. After some Galician towns and villages were liberated, Jewish 

86"0 evreiakh," TsDIA UuK, 3 6 1/2/10, p. 1 ; Schall, ~ydostwo galicujskie, p. 16. 
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inforrnants denounced to Austrian authorities Poles and Ukrainians who had coIlaborated 

with the R u s ~ i a n s . ~ ~  

According to Russian reports. Jews were most active in spreading rurnors of 

Russia's misfortunes on battlefields and predicting the inevitable retum of Austrian 

troops.89 While it can be taken for granted that neither Poles nor Ukrainians were less 

prone to hearsay than Jews, the latter, subjected to the most brutal horrors of the Russian 

occupation, disseminated mmors to de@ their oppressors and verbalize hopes for 

forthcornhg liberation. 

Al1 the aforementioned episodes, however, scarcely measured up to the wave of 

charges proffered against Jews by the Russian military. With little proof of Jewish 

resistance, the secunty branches and the Stavku appealed to emotions rather than the 

reasoning capacities of generals and soldiers, stressing that al1 Jews, Russian and foreign, 

rich and poor, religious and secular, were hostile and intrinsically evil. Treatment of Jews, 

therefore, depended much upon the willingness of a local commandant, an officiai. or a 

military judge to separate rumors fiom proven events and act upon the latter. This the 

majority of Russian officiais rehsed to do. 

*+* 

If the Russian administration had endeavored to evaluate its five-month rule by the 

end of 19 14, it would have had Iittie positive to report. Contrary to expectations, the 

combination of military and civil powers in the hands of the army had created a multiplicity 
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of bodies loosely connected with one another. While the Stavka bombarded the military 

administration with new proposals, army and front commanders in Galicia acted as they 

pleased within their own zone of junsdiction. The administration also had no Say with 

corps, divisional, and depot comrnanders who received their orders from their respective 

supenors. The relationship between the occupational regime and the Christian population 

was at its lowest point, the latter exasperated by fixed prices, restrictions, and requisitions. 

Promises of "justice and order" had long been abandoned for war necessities. Police 

surveillance and arrests of "unreliables" had promoted an atmosphere of fear and 

instability in the region. Econornic difficulties had resulted in the overcrowding of towns 

and cities. 

Most ominous, however, was Russia's situation on the fiont and in the rear. 

Akhough by January 19 15 al1 Eastern Galicia was occupied and the Hungarian plains lay 

exposed to Russian invasion, Russian amies had suffered a serious setback in north- 

eastem Poland at Augustow. A major offensive in the Carpathians had also bogged 

d o m .  Huge casualties -- in the first five months of the war Russian lost over a million 

killed and wounded -- clearly indicated to the Russian leadership that the war had just 

begun. Total war and economic mobilization was the only solution to the dire situation. 

Military defeat had to be ascnbed to reasons other than mere incompetence, il1 discipline, 

and corruption. Treachery and espionage were seen everywhere, even in the General Staff 

and the Tsar's palace. The enemy seemed to have first-rate information on Russian 

movements and the state of economy, and ethnic groups suspected of hostility to the 

Empire were increasingly targeted by the Russian army. Jews especially were perceived as 

a unified, well organized, and crafty foe capable of debilitating Russia's war efforts. The 



inability to find a viable solution to curb Jewish resistance prompted the Russian High 

Cornmand to intensi@ the mass resettiement of Jews from sensitive strategic a r e a ~ . ~ *  
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Chapter IV 

RUSSU 'S INTERNAL FRONT: MXRCH 1915-OCTOBER 191 7 

During the first six months of the war the efforts of the Russian military to bring 

Galicia into line with the rest of the Empire demonstrated the gap between grand imperial 

visions and the realities of occupation policies. For such a task, the military lacked three 

main assets: substantial fiinds, trained administrators acquainted with Galicia's regional 

peculiarities, and, ultimateiy, time. Ail three were we1l beyond the capacities of the S~uvka 

and the General-Governrnent. FaiIures to achieve the envisioned plans were attributed to 

the incornpetence of various offices and the machinations of intemal foes such as the 

"mazepists," Poles, and, overwhelmingly, the Jews. The resilience of the latter and their 

alleged resistance tnggered waves of looting, requisitions, and pogroms throughout the 

Jewish quarters and shtetluch of the region. 

Events in Galicia were oniy a srnaIl part of a larger campaign that was in the 

making along the Eastern Front. Although the period between August and December 

19 14 was replete with bloodshed and destruction wrought upon Russian and Galician 

Jews, the initial assault lacked an organized pattern. In early winter of 19 15, however. the 

Russian military began to mount more coordinated efforts in its aruggle against "intemal 

enernies" in Congress Poland and Couriand, and in the spnng of 19 15 it launched mass 

displacement of Jews and Germans from entire districts and provinces. Concomitantly. 



the Stavka and the d i t a ry  administration stepped up expulsions of Galician Jews. These 

measures ran into considerable resistance from Russian authorities in the Empire and 

generated protests from the government and various politicai groups. In mid-surnrner of 

19 15, the military was forced to stop this policy. 

This chapter traces the evolution of anti-Jewish policies, from prohibition of 

intemal movement to large-scale expulsions, and examines the army's attitudes towards 

Galician Jews as a ref'iection of political and social changes in the Empire. 

E@anding Imperia1 Space and A ttempts at Social Redisnibutiott 

Dunng the first eight months of the war, the Stavka responded to the alleged 

Jewish sabotage in Congress Poland and Courland by forcibly evacuating thousands of 

civilians from the front zone to the Empire. In Eastern Galicia, however, the military had 

to deal with a half-million foreign Jews whose transfer to Russia was considered hishiy 

undesirable. In addition, the Russian advance westward in the fall of 19 14 brought more 

Jews under Russian control, exactly at a time when the army was trying to get rid of them 

in Congress Poland and Courland. Therefore, from the beginning of the Russian 

occupation of Galicia the Stavka entertained several solutions to resolve the apparent 

deadlock. Econornic restrictions, requisitions of property, and fieezing of bank assets 

were used to expedite voluntary Jewish migration abr0ad.l Yet, these measures as well as 

the dismissal of Jewish civil employees and the closing of markets caused mass interna1 

migration of Jews rather than exodus abroad. By December 1914, more than 40,000 Jews 



fiorn the countryside had moved to Lw6w alone. Other urban centers were also flooded 

with thousands of Jewish refigees, and t h e  administration was unable to prevent the 

outbreak of epidemics and drastic econornic shortages? 

As another step to speed up Jewish emigration, on December 16, 19 14, the 

Council of Ministers and the Tsar signed a decree which stipulated that al1 Austro- 

Hungarian and Gerrnan subjects were to Ieave the Russian Empire. The means for the 

realization of this measure in the front zone, were not, however, specified. In the midst of 

the war, passage to Austria or Hungary through Russian positions was out of the question 

since any Jew apprehended near the fiont line was imprkoned or tned for espionage. For 

example, on January 19, 19 1 5, the Rusians detained in a Lw6 w prison twenty-four 

Jewish families, altoget her thirty-six adults and t hirty-three children, who had tried to 

cross into Hungary. A voyage to a neutrd country via Finland and Sweden required a 

substantial amount of money. Given the economic situation of Galician Jews at the 

begiMing of 19 15, only very few could afford such a trip? 

The Russian military ascribed the failure to provoke mass Jewish emigration to the 

unwillingness of Jews to leave Galicia, allegedly to carry on the anti-Russian stmggle. 

These convictions were strengthened by police and countenntelligence reports which 

purported various Jewish transgressions such as collecting rnoney and information for 

Turkey, a refusai to accept Russian coin, and the sheltering of dogs which belonged to the 

1 ~rzlozhenza k stenographicheskim orchetam, p. 1 . 
Z~chall, iydostwo gdicyjskie, p. 1 0. 
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Austro-Hungarian army. Prisons were full of suspects who spent months awaiting 

investigation or trial. Even when the administration tried to investigate such cases, the 

consistent lack of evidence made the task impossible. The numbers of imprisoned soon 

reached such proportions that on March 3, 19 1 5, the Commander of the South-Western 

fiont ordered an inspection of the prisons to assess the vaiidity of charges.' 

The Russian govemment, knew well the m y ' s  abuses, but tried to keep up 

appearances before its allies and public opinion. Observers ftom Russia emphasized the 

complexity of the Jewish issue in Galicia and the good will of the administration in trying 

to solve the question in the "most positive way for the Jews? While Russian nationalists 

in the Duma pressed for the annexation of Gaiicia and the abolition of Jewish land-holding, 

the government denied mass brutalities in the front zone. On Febmary 8. speaking from 

the Duma ronmm, Foreign Minister Sergei Sazonov labeled charges of pogroms and 

persecution as Geman propaganda: "if Jews suffered, it was due to the exigencies of war, 

which do not differentiate between Jews and non-Jew~]."~ 

In nid-February a new phase was introduced into Russia7s struggle against 

"internai enemies," when the Tsar signed the so-called Liquidation Law prepared by the 
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Council of Ministers. The Law provided for the liquidation of land-ownership by Austro- 

Hungarian and German subjeas within 160 kilometers zone of the front line. Since the 

govemment still cherished hopes of winning Poles to the Russian cause, the property of 

Polish landowners in Galicia who had fled abroad was to be sequestrated rather than sold 

or confïs~ated.~ The Law signified an attempt by the government to change fùndarnentally 

the ethnic profile of the country's socio-economic sphere, and to bolster the Russian 

economy by nationalking foreign property . 

Yanushkevich interpreted the Law as a signal for an all-out attack on Jews. From 

his point of view, the military administration of GaIicia had been inexcusably lenient 

towards Jews. Yanushkevich, t herefore, stressed to Bobrinskii that since Jews continued 

to terrorize the local population, severe repnsals and confiscation of Jewish property 

should be launched immediately. Visibly offended, Bobrinskii retorted that he professed 

no leniency towards Jews, and that many Jewish warehouses had already been confiscated. 

The General-Governor could not resist adding that if Jewish "terror" had indeed taken 

place, it could have happened on& within the army's zone of junsdiction. Nevenheless, 

he  ordered that the compilation of data on Iewish property in the region be stepped  p.^ 

The Liquidation Law was followed by an order fiorn the Supreme Commander on 

3 85/7/lO2, 70b. 

* ~ e r n ~ e l ,  "The Expropriation of the German Colonins," p. 55; Johannes Schleming, Im 
K m p f  und Todesnot: Die Trogodie des Russlanddeu~schen (Berlin: Bernard & Graefe. 
1930). p. 22; "S obiazatel'nym postanovleniem gubematora," TsDIA UuK, 3631 118, p. 14. 

9"0tchet Voennogo General-Gubernatora," RG VIA, 2OO3/2/53 9, pp. 25. 3 3 ; "Situatsia v 
Galitsii," Ibid., 2OO5llIl3 ( 1 O), p. 568; "Spravki, svedenia, inforrnatsii," Ibid., 2 O O Y  11 12 
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February 26. l0 Worded as a response to JeWisii resistance, the order forbade Jews fiom 

entering Galicia and fiom moving fiom one district to another. Jewish spies and hostages 

would be hanged, and those who moved fiom place to place without permission would be 

Liable to three months detention. l l A provision of the order mockingly exempted Jews 

who wished to resettle voluntarily to Siberia. Since deported individuals were allowed to 

have only 500 nrbles per family, the order dealt a severe blow to Jews, who wouId have 

only minimal means to support their families on a long joumey. The war severed Jewish 

economic ties with Austria and Russia, and the limitation on travel drastically reduced 

Jewish trade in Galicia. The Febmary prohibition effectively shut them off fiom markets 

in neighboring districts. An imrnediate result of the decree was a rapid rise of prices and 

smuggling on an unprecedented scale. In t u m  the administration bombarded the S~avka 

with repORS on Jewish speculation. l2 

On March 2, 19 1 5, the Stavku prepared a memorandum which provided for the 

restructunng of the Galician judicial system and guaranteed legal protection to al1 

nationalities. At the time of its issuance, however, the memorandum was a mere gesture. 

Pogroms, reprisais, and discriminatory decrees inflicted irreparable damage on the Jews. 

The dismissal of Jewish employees was so thorough that by early April, in the nine 

districts of Galicia (including Western Galician districts of Lisko, Rymanow, Laiicut, 

Przeworsk, and Jaroslaw) out of seven hundred Jews employed in Austrian 

Bobrinski dated the decree as of Febmary 1 1 (24). 

l 1  "Shtab kreposti Perernyshl'," RGWA, 13 142/1161, p. 94. 

I2"0tchet Voennogo General-Gubernatora," Ibid, 2003121539, pp. 23, 52-53, 59-60; "Iz 
'chernoi knigi' rossiiskogo evreistva," p. 264; "Dokumenty O presiedovaniakh," ARR. vol. 
XK, pp. 250-251; Prikarpu~sknia Rus', 4 March 1915, n. 1563, p. 1; "An-Skii S.A. 
mapopon S.AI," NBUzCy 339189, p. 16; Schiper, "iydzi galicyjscy," p. 415. 



administration ody thirteen retained their posts. In Tarnopol province al1 Jewish civil 

employees were fired. The Russians, however, could not affiord to fire ail professionals in 

judicial organs and hospitals. By the end of April, in spite of Yanushkevich, who urged 

the dismissal of al1 Jews, including clerks and doormen, fitty-five Jewish employees 

retained their positions in Gaiician provincial and district courts, the fire department, 

hospitals, and the detention system. l3 

The Liquidation Law and the order of the Supreme Commander were preceded by 

and in turn, facilitated the mass removal of Germans and Jews fiom the zones of the 

North-Western and Western fronts. Starting late December 1914, the Grand Duke, 

Yanushkevich, General Ruzkii (the former commander of the III Army in Galicia), and 

General N. Danilov gave orders to comrnanders in field to remove German residents fiom 

the areas of the Gulf of Finland and Riga Bay. In January and February 19 15 the 

deportations af5ected the areas dong the Vistula River, and near Kovno and Lublin. At 

the same time, Jews were expelled frorn the districts of Lublin and Plock, and more than 

20,000 Jews were expeIled fiom areas around Warsaw. l 4  

The intensification of expulsions was to serve two purposes: to "cleanse" the 

')"O Iitsakh iudeiskogo veroispovedania," TsDIA UuK, 36 l / l /YJ,  pp. 1- 12, 13- 14, 1 8-23; 
"Perepiska kantselani Glavkoma," RGKTA, ZOOS/ 111 3( l  O), pp. 430,436,440-442; 
Priknpatskaiu Rus ', n. 1665, 3 June 19 1 5, p. 3; "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozamie." 
AAN, Box 6 1 [Krrrjer Lwowskr, 4 August 19 171. 
l4 Nelipovich, "Rol' voennogo mkovodstva," pp. 266-270; his "Repressii protiv 
poddannykh," p. 38; his "General ot infanterii N.N. Yanushkevich," p. 44; "Iz chemoi 



socio-economic sphere fiom potentially hoaile ethnic minonties and, concurrently, to 

evacuate unreliable elements fiom areas destined to become battlefields. In Congress 

Poland and Couriand the first goal was seerningly bearing h i t ,  since the expulsions of 

thousands of Jews and Germans left theü p ropev  and possessions to the rnilitary 

authorities and the local population. Russian authorities in Galicia marked for 

deportations Jewish politicians, teachers, rabbis, doaors, and merchants, depriving the 

Galician Jewry of its most advanced and needed leaders. They and their families were held 

in prison or sent to remote areas such as Turkestan and Kam~hatka .~~  Packed in boxcars, 

entire Jewish families were directed to Kiev, which became a distribution point. Charges 

consisted only of a cover-letter stating that the residence of an accused in a given locality 

was undesirable. The way the police and administration compiled evidence is illustrated 

by the case of one Mark Kopelman. Kopelman was arrested in Lw6w and deponed on 

two accounts -- shooting at troops and the sale of alcohol. M e r  his wife appealed the 

case, the Lw6w governor admitted that there were no papers concerning Kopelman, nor 

was it known to what area in Russia he had been deported.16 

While expulsions gained momentum, the army undertook a man-hunt for laborers 

needed to build fortifications, dig trenches, and repair roads shattered by the war. While 

knigi rossiiskogo evreistva," pp. 220-22 1; Graff. "The Reign of Generals," pp. 125- 126. 
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otdelnykh lits," TsDIAUuK, 36 1111685, pp. 3, 7, 10, 22, 26; "O evreiakh skupshchikakh 
khleba," Ibid, 361111857, pp. 1, 4-6, 7, 9; "Ob areste," Ibid, 36111/924, pp. 1, 5, 6, 17, 19, 
27; "An-Ski S.A. [Rapoport S.A.]," NBUiW, Institute of the Oriental Studies, 339189, 
pp. 10, 12. 
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peasants were paid for labor, entire Jewish communities were pressed into labor battalions 

and worked under the supervision of Cossack guards. Any delay in completing tasks was 

attributed to Jewish opposition and resulted in deportations of whole details to Russia. 

Thus, at the beginning of February Jewish workers in the vicinity of Stryj were deported 

on charges of inciting Ukrainian peasants to sabotage. Bribery, as the only means to avoid 

labor service, became so widespread that the General-Govex-nor had to send special 

emissaries to investigate numerous cases. In turn, the administration blarned Jews for 

corrupting Russian officiais. l7 

On February 23, the Grand Duke issued a circular which clarified deponation 

proceedings and specified places of exile for deported Jews. The Ministry of Intemal 

AfEairs initially directed Jewish deportees to Tomsk province; later Perm' and Yenisei 

provinces were added as main destinations. The flow of regdations specieing measures 

against Jewish resistance was crowned by a decree of the Supreme Commander on March 

12, ordering an expulsion of Jews towards enerny positions. As justification for such a 

drastic order, the Grand Duke blarned Jews for sabotage and for provoking Austrian 

reprisais against the Ukrainian population. The Supreme Commander stressed that the 

order marked the end of "six-months of patience [of the amy]" and was undertaken "only 

for the benefit" of the non-Jewish popuiation.18 

*** 

- - - - - -- - 

57-60. 

17ukrainische Nachrichten, n. 40, 19 June 19 15, pp. 3-4, 6; "O privlechenii k rabotam," 
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By the winter of 191 5,  the process of officiai vilification of the Jews was complete. 

The Russian rnilitary made no distinction beîween foreign and Russian Jews, and 

perceived them collectively as an "intemal" enemy financed by the "extemal" enernies, 

Gennany and Austro-Hungiiry, and drawing support fiom internat ional organizations. 

While repris& were also directed against other nationai groups, the notion of "world 

Muslim" or "Germa-Masonic" conspiracies did not appear in the reasoning of Russian 

generals. Nor, fkom the Stavka's point of view, did these groups seem to possess the 

same cunning and tenacity as Jews Thus, at the peak of mass expulsions during the 

retreat in the spring of 19 15, a leading Russian nationalist, N. Markov, larnented that 

Austro-Hungary and Gerrnany were governed by "Jewish capital," and the Russian 

Empire, therefore, was in mortal combat with "Judeo-Germany."lg 

In Galicia, the winter of 191 5 saw a rapid increase in deportations, which 

imrnediately entailed difficulties for local commanders and administration. Between 

February 27 and March 3, 1915, the army expelled 4,000 Jews from the town of Dobrornil 

to its suburbs, where they were left under the open sky. The situation alamed the chief of 

the district, Colonel Eilis, who inquired of Bobrinskii for further directions for the expelled 

Jews. Eilis complained that the expulsions "depopulated" the town and suggested that 

only Jewish males of thilteen and older be liable for deportations. However, the Colonet's 

pleas as well as Bobnnskii's intenrention with the army resulted only in removal of the 

Jews from the Dobromil area to the Sambor district. The chief of the district, Krasovskii, 

also fiantically appealed to Bobrinskii for intervention, explaining that Sambor had already 

6; "O mestakh vydvorenia," TsDlAUuK, 361/1/674, p. 4. 
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been overcrowded by Jews expeiled nom other localities. Finally, on March 4, Bobnnskii 

was forced to accept the relocation of Dobromil Jews to Lw6w in groups of 500 people.20 

In addition to expulsions, the administration and army also took 1,285 Jewish hostages 

from the city of Lwow, and fiom Czernowitz and Tarnopol districts. The sweep for 

hostages was so thorough that in some locdities army commanders found no Jews at all. 

The appropriation of Jewish commodities, one of the principal objectives of expulsions, 

dso did not bring expected results since confiscated iivestock and agriculturd implements 

were imrnediately taken away by the local population.21 

Protests of Russian officiais in the Empire multiplied. While the Supreme 

Commander and the Minister of the Intenor specified categories of deportees and exact 

places of exile, the army ofien sent Jews en masse to places outside of designated 

destinations. Trains filled with Jews caused traffic on the roads and provoked vehement 

remonstrations fiom railroad offices to the General-Govemment and the army. By the 

beginning of March, 10,000 Jews had been collected by troops in the eastem districts of 

Galicia. The administration had neither enough money to provide thern with food and 

clothing, nor adequate facilities to house them. Since the majority of Jews wound up in 

Russia without any documents, the imperial administration was completely at loss 

regarding issues of surveillance, place of exile, and supplies necessary for their ~ p k e e p . ~ ~  

175, 13 May 1915, p. I .  
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A m y  commanders, however, were undisturbed by mounting complications and 

pushed for funher expulsions. The Stavka's barrage of invective against Jewish 

conspiracies strengthened the resolve of the generals, who perceived the Jews as no less a 

threat than the enemy amies. Thus, in April Mavrin insinuated that Galician Jews were 

secretly transfemng copper to Austria. Sirnilarly, General Brusilov accused Jews of 

iydaczow of spreading mmors which caused that Russian administration to evacuate the 

t o m  in panic. That the army convinced itselfand general public of widespread Jewish 

sabotage was corroborated by the British Ambassador to Russia, George Buchanan. who 

confirmed that a large number of Jewish spies were receiving "German pay."23 

As the fighting on the front intensified, methods in combating "intemal enemies" 

became more brutal. and troops reportedly used Jewish comrnunities as a moving shield 

against the enemy. Simultaneously, as more accusations were proffered against Jews and 

the tone of army reports became more hynerical, fear of Jewish subversion grew more 

widespread and pervasive. Fear. in turn. generated new accusations, pogroms, and 

executions. Russian units attacked Jews in Bohorodczany, Solotwin, Porohy. and 

Ibid., 361111180, p. 2."0 litsakh vydvorennykh na zhitel'stvo," Ibid., 361/1/579, pp. 20, 
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Dichtiniec, where a number of Jewish women were raped and murdered.2"he hture 

bard of the BoIshevik revolution, John Reed, recorded the expulsion of 8,000 Jews from 

the t o m  of Zaleszczyki to the eastern parts of Galicia in April. Soldiers slaughtered male 

Jews and drove out women and children, who, without food and adequate clothing, were 

marched oE60m Iocality to locality. Some collapsed and died on the way? 

The removal of the Jews from the front zone culrninated at the beginning of April 

afker Russian troops captured PrzemySl. The largest Austnan fortress, PrzernySl had 

been besieged since September 19 14, and the surrender of its 120,000 soldiers and officers 

dealt a major blow to the prestige of the Dual Monarchy .'" M e r  the fa11 of the fortress, 

the Russian command immediately initiated a mass removal of "undesirable elements" to 

secure the conquered area fortress. First Austrian POWs and then the Jews were 

designated for deportation. Transports with Jews from Przemykl and the adjacent areas 

lefi for the eastem districts of Galicia on March 28. A substantial number of Jews were 

24 "O mestakh vydvorenia," TsDIA UuK, 36 111 674, p. 23; "O vydvorenii na zhytel'stvo," 
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starostiv pro shkody," TsDIAUuL, 146/413560, pp. 59-60, 96, 1 15; "Zur Lage der Juden 
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set on foot to near-by rail stations. Aitogether, 20,000 Jews were sent to Lw6w and other 

iocalities to await deportation to the eastz7 

As the Stavka and army pressed for more deportations, the govemrnent and 

provincial officiais in the Empire increasingly resisted the influx of thousands of Jews into 

Russia-proper. Minister of the lntenor N. Maklakov cornplained to the Simka that 

wholesaie deponations of Jews fkom Galicia, Courland, and Congress Poland forced him 

to expand the areas designed for the deportees to Mogilev, Yekaterinoslav, and Taurida 

provinces. On March 6, Poltava provincial governor Baggovut protested against the 

deportation of three thousand Galician Jews into his province. He argued to Bobrinskii 

and Mavrin that the arriva1 of thousands of Jews would overburden provincial railroads. 

Settling Jews in the countryside would violate Russian imperial laws, and the governor 

agreed to accept ody two thousand Jews to large urban sites?* 

The Grand Duke and Mavrin blamed the militas- administration for 

mismanagement of the deportation process. They insisted that Jews be driven towards 

enemy lines, and oniy "unreliable" Jews be shipped off to the Poltava and Chemigov 

27"0tchet Voemogo Generd-Gubeniat~ra,~~RGylA, 2OO3/2/53 9 ( 1 ), p. 3 3 ; "Vidomosti 
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13 l42/lll9, p. 5; "Shtab kreposti Peremyshl," Ibid, 13 1421116 1, p. 43. "Svedenia O 

nabliudenii," Ibid.. 13 14211172, p. 3; "Po obsledovaniu sostoiania v oblasti." TsDIAUltK. 
3631113 5. p. 49; "O rnestakh vydvorenia," Ibid, 36 11 11674, pp. 53-60; Janusz, 293 dtti. pp. 
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provinces. Bobrinskii, in tua refùsed to be a scapegoat and quite correctly responded to 

his superiors that from the beginning of the war the Stuvka had repeatedly stressed the 

unreliability of all Jews. He7 therefore, rehsed to accept responsibility for the 

deportations and biarned the army for the havoc in the Russian rear.29 

Accusing Bobnnskii of mismanaging the deportations, the Szavka completely 

abandoned its own admonitions that Jews must be prevented from contacts with the 

enemy. To drive thousands of Jews towards enemy positions implied a gross violation of 

secunty since every Jew who crossed the front line was allegedly a potential carrier of 

information about Russian troops. Yanushkevich, however, was typically beyond such 

nuances, and raved to Bobnnskii about the "lack of initiative" among Russian officiais in 

pursuing anti-Jewish measures. He insisted on completing the registration of Jewish- 

owned land, and threatened that sloppiness in anti-Jewish actions would be considered as 

non-observance of order. Yanushkevich's obsession with Jews was also reflected in secret 

instructions sent to army and fiont comrnanders for information demonstrating Jewish 

soldiers' disloyalty to the Empire and their h a d l  influence on their corn rade^.^^ 
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As the bickering between Bobnnskii and Yanushkevich went on, chaos on the 

railroads, caused by the deportations, worsened. Bobrinskii, obeying the Sfavka, ordered 

that trains and transports with Jews designated for Russia be redirected to the eastern 

distrias of Galicia. The numbers of collected Jews grew rapidly. About 10,000 people 

were held in Sambor district alone, while the administration vainly awaited further 

instructions. Oniy an outbreak of typhus forced Russian authonties to release Jews to 

their places of re~idence.~' 

The Great Retreat and fis Aflermath, May-December of 1915 

Until the spt-ing of 19 15, the mounting assault on Jews in the front zone had 

emanated fiom entrenched anti-Sernitisrn in the arrny, the subordination of civil authorities 

to the rnilitary, and concems about a restless ethnic minority. In May, however, the 

persecution of Jews was integrated into a broader strategic plan designed to alter the 

deteriorating situation on the Eastern Front. Ethnic politics thus became an integral part 

of Russian military operations. 

Russian euphona after the victory at Przemy5l and hopes for an offensive againsr 

Hungary received a devastating blow on May 2, 19 1 5 .  M e r  massive bombardrnent, three 

Austro-German amies shattered Russian lines at GorIice and Gromnik (south-east of 

Krak6w). Russian retreat soon spread al1 along the Eastem front. On June 3, Jaroszaw 

and Przemysl were abandoned, and on June 22, Austrian troops entered Lw6w. Unable 

l"0tchet Voemogo General-Gubernatora," RGUA, 200312153 9(2), pp. 3 3 -3 5 ,  43-44, 
47, 48. 



to stop the retreat, the Stavka deployed a scorched-earth to prevent the enemy fiom 

caphiring anything valuable. Orders were given to evacuate machinery, grain, and cattle 

to the east, and destroy whatever could not be taken dong. Bridges, railroads, 

locomotives, and oil wells were burned or blown up. The evacuation was accompanied by 

widespread looting, and in Jewish quarters Russian troops staged brutal pogroms.32 

On May 1 1, the Commander of the North-Western front, General Alekseev, 

ordered wholesale expulsions of Gemans and Jews fiom al1 areas in Courland and Kovno. 

SimultaneousIy, the military a ~ o u n c e d  that it had an important evidence of Jewish 

collaboration with the enemy. A newspaper of the North-Western Front reported that in 

the village of Ku& of Kovno province Jews hid German troops which then ambushed a 

Russian infantry regiment. The report was concocted with the consent of the Tsar and 

was widely circulated in the officia1 press throughout the Empire. Two Duma members. 

Alexander Kerenskii and Nikolai Friedman, traveled to Kuzhi and found that Jewish 

residents had been evacuated on May 9, a day before the alleged ambush had taken 

place? 

The flair thus proved to be a sham. It did, however, influence public opinion (the 

discovery by Friedman and Kerensky became known only later) and increased the zeal of 

Russian cornmanders to clear the fiont zone of spies and saboteurs. Expuisions gained 

momentum in Courland and Galicia, where the populace of entire villages and towns 

32~ostunov, Russhifronr, p. 246; "Zapiski i informatsii," RGWA, 2005/1/12(3), p. 120; 
Ukrainische Nachrichen, n. 41, 26 June 1915, p. 6; Schall, ~ydostwogalicyjshe, pp. 25- 
26. 
33 L'vovskoe VoenrloeSlovo, n. 170, 7 May 1915, p. 3; n. 174, 12 May 1915, p. 1; n. 176, 
14 May 19 1 5, pp. 2-3; Nelipovich, "Rol' voennogo rukovodstva," p. 275; Graff, "The 
Reign of Generals," pp. 130-132. 





was forced out and their houses set on fire. Thousands of people were driven eastward 

adding to the general chaos of retreat, while soldiers and Cossacks ran amok destroying 

and buniing Jewish quarters?' 

A t e h g  exarnple illustrates how pervasive belief in Jewish resistance was amon_e 

Russian generals, who blamed Jews for Russian setbacks. On May 2 1, the commander of 

the 1 1 th Amy, General-Lieutenant D. Shcherbachev wrore to Bobnnskii suggesting a 

new solution to the Jewish "Gordian bot." Since neither deportations nor expulsions had 

forced Jews into subrnission, and Jewish resisrance intensified day by day, al1 Galician 

Jews shouid be herded to a strip of land dong the Romanian frontier, in a gigantic 

dumping camp. Left to their own devices and with no supplies the Jews would cross en 

masse to Romania, which, in tum, would expel them to Austna-proper. The amval of 

multitudes of Jews would create havoc and economic shortages, severely underminine 

Austria's rnilitary capacity. Bobnnskii, however, rejected the plan on the grounds of 

potential complications with Romania, and, more importantly, because of the fear that 

such an action would immediately trigger large-scale Jewish retaliation.3' 

Only a handful of Russian cornanders and statesmen admitted that the army was 

scapegoating Jews. The Stavka's Quartemaster-General Yurii Danilov conceded that 

Jews "did not enjoy sympathy in certain circles," 

saboteurs. Prince Shcherbatov, a member of the 

and were the first to be  blamed as 

State Council, confirmed to his 

34~ostunov, Russkrifront, 23 4-245; Herwig, The Firsi World Wm, pp. 14 1 - 14 5. 
"Gorlitskii proryv," Bolshaia Sovetskaia Entsyklopedia, vol. 7, p. 85; Graf, "The Reign 
of Generals," pp. 136- 138; Denikin, Put ' msskogo ofilsera, pp. 324-325; Russkoe mamia, 
n. 84, 1 5 April 19 1 5, p. 2; "Perepiska s departamentom politsii," TsDIA UuK, 3 85/7/lOZ, 
p. 70b; "O rnestakh vydvorenia," Ibid, 361/1/674, pp. 61, 63-64. 

35 "O rnestakh vydvorenia," Ibid., 36 l/l/674, pp. 77-78. 



colleagues that Yanushkevich used Jews as an ''alibi for his own failures."" 

As Russian amies kept feeling back, violence against Jewish communities became 

an outlet for battle-fatigued and demoralized troops. Executions of"suspicious" Jews 

became a fùndamental principle of military justice. As the army drove out Jews from 

Galician towns such as DeIatyn, Kamionka, Busko, Rawa Ruska, i6lkiew, Brody, 

Gr6dek Jagielionski, Horodenka, h i a m ,  and Dupliska, pogroms, executions, and 

outright murder became comrnon Russian practice in Gaiicia. M v e n  on foot by Cossacks 

and soldiers, Jews often had neither food nor water, and anybody who tried to hand them 

a g l a s  of water was merciiessly flogged by the guards. Having amved to the places of 

exile near the Galician-Russian border, they were left under the open sky, and the army 

and the local administration denied any responsibiiity for the upkeep of hundreds and 

thousands of people. Those who stayed behind d e r  Russian withdrawal were frequentiy 

robbed and murdered by peasants and local hoodlums. Pillaging of Jewish houses 

continued until the arriva1 of first Austrian patrols who in several instances shot the looters 

on the sp0t.3~ 

3 6 c ' ~  mestakh vydvorenia," Ibid., 3 6 11 11674, pp. 77-80; "O vysylke zalozhnikov," Ibid, 
36111/780, pp. 53, 86, 95, 137, 161, 185; "Ob otnoshenii evreev kholmskoi gubemii," 
Ibid., 361111554, pp. 1-2; "Donesenia, svodki," Ibid, 36 11211 34, pp. 2 1-2 1 ob; "O 
neblagonadezhnykh elementakh," Ibid., 36 1/1/57 1, p. 3 7; "O evreiakh," Ibid., 365/2/ 1 0. 
pp. 153- 154, 18 1 ob.; " P n k a q  po gamizonu," Ibid., 363/1/32, pp. 5 1, 57; "Perepiska O 

zioupotrebleniakh," ibid., 363/1/67, p. 2 12; "Tsirkulary departamenta politsii, "Zbid., 
365/lll, p. 123; "Donesenia raziichnykh instantsii," RGnA,  2005/1/102( 1 ), pp. 18-75; 
"Zapiski i infonnatsii," Ibid, 2OO5/ 111 2(4), pp. 293-296, 298; AGAD, "Ministerstwo 
Spraw Wewnetrznych," F3 5, no page; Levene, "The Frontiers of Genocide," p. 95. 
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S purren der russischen Invasi on," Die Wahrhezt: unabhüngige Zeitschrift frii' jüdische 
Interessen, 16 April 19 15, p. 6; "O mestakh vydvorenja," TsDAiUztK, 36 1111674, pp. 122, 
125; "Vidomosti starostv," TsDiA WuL, 146/4/3560, p. 1 14; Drienik Polski, 22 June 
1915, n. 169, p. 3; Leszek Podhorodecki, Dzieje Lwowa (Warsaw: Oficyna Wydawnicza 



It should be noted that the entire population of the fiont zone were subjected to 

Russian brutalities. Houses and crops were burned, and the populations of entire villages 

trudged eastward alongside the troops. However, the army's attitude towards Poles and 

Ukrainians was not marked by ethnic prejudices, and Yanushkevich specified to Mavrin 

that the application of drastic measures shouid not be extended to nonJews. Nor were 

mass deportations of Gerrnans, which went on in May in Courland, characterized by the 

brutalities prevalent during the expulsions of Jews.38 

Another example of ethnic differentiation in the war zone is drawn fiom an 

encounter between a Russian unit and refigees on a road in Poland: 

When a soldier seeing another group of refügees made fiin of the Jews he 
was greeted with laughter f'iom his cornrades. When a second soldier tried 
to join in on the fun saying that Poles were no better, no one laughed, and 
he was quickly corrected. 'Potes are a necessary people,' h e  was told. 'A 
Pole is a peasant, he's tied tightly to the !a11d.'3~ 

On May 35, under pressure fiom the government, the Sfavku was forced to stop 

Volumen, 1993), p. 159; AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Glos  
h d u ,  22 Augost 19171; Prikaryafskuia Rus', n. 1690, 6 August 1915, p. 3; n. 1693, 9 
August 19 15, p. 4, n. 1709, 25 August 19 15, p. 4; "O mestakh vydvorenia," TsDAIUziK. 
361111674. pp. 1 L 8-1 19; "Svedenia ob ekonomicheskom polozhenii," Ibid., 365/1/163, 2. 
4, 8-9, 3 3, 48-50, 7 1 ; "Perepiska s nachalnikom zhandarmskogo upravlenia," Ibid, 
3651111 86, pp. 2, 8; "Svedenia ob ekonomicheskom polozhenii," Ibid., 3 65/11 142, pp. 16- 
17, 26; "O evreiakh," Ibid., 36 1111870, p. 1 ; "Perepiska ob arestakh," Ibid., 3631118, pp. 
30, 38, 57; Pogrebynska i Gon, Yvrei v Zakhidnoukrains'kii Narodnii Repbl i t s i ,  p. 28; 
"Proklarnatsii, vidozvy," TsDIAuL, 1461811 886, p. 9; "Vidomosti starostv," Ibid., 
1461413 560, pp. 98-99, 1 13 ob, 1 14, 1 1 5; "Donesennia skolivs'koho starostva," 
1461811892, p. 4. 
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expulsions of Jews from Courland and Congress P01and.~ In Galicia, however, expulsions 

to the eastem districts continued, and by May 30 the army had uprooted and shufned fiom 

place to place some 1 1,000 BukoWUan and Galician Jews. Bobrinskii, exasperated at the 

reports of thousands of people driven afoot to no definite destination, bombarded Mavrin 

with pleas to stop the expulsions. He insisted that since Jews would at any rate avoid 

being drafted into the Austrian army, expulsions served no purpose. However, at this tirne 

the chaos at the fiont had reached such proportions that Mavrin was hardly in a position 

to influence Iocd c~mrnanders.~J Indeed, violence against the Jews Sected the discipline 

in the army to such a degree that some units acted as bands of thugs rather than regular 

units. On June 6, the Grand Duke issued an order that subjected comrnanders who incited 

pogroms to coun martial. The order was symptomatic of the impact of anti-Jewish 

violence on the a1my.~2 

At the same time trains with deportees from Galicia reached Kiev and were then 

sent back without providing food and water to the Jews locked in the cars. On one train 

carrying 3,000 Galician deportees, seventy-six people died of exhaustion and eighteen 

went insane. The city administration had no means to provide for growing numbers of 

deported Jews The Kiev Jewish community obtained permission from the Ministry of 

39 Quoted in Sanborn, "Drafling the Nation," p. 294. 
4 %ani~ov, Velikii Kniaz, 202-203; Rostunov, Russkiifront, p. 246; Evlogii. Pur rnoyri 
rhiznz, p. 273; Stone, ïhe Eas~enl Front, pp. 165-166; Gosudarstvennnia 
Durna:stenographicheskie otchety, 1915,4th convocation, 4th session, p. 1 133; 
Spiridovich, Velikaia Vozna, p. 174; Gr*, "Miitary Govemment," pp. 129- 132; "Prikazy, 
rasponazhenia," TsDIA UuK, 3 6 11 l/5S2, no page. 

41 "Rasporiazhenie o poriadke evakuatsii, " Ibid., 36 1/1/48 1, pp. 9- 10; "O mestakh 
vydvorenia," Ibid, 36 1111552, no page; "O mestakh vydvorenia," Ibid., 3 6 111 1674, pp. 65- 
68, 70, 73-76, 84; "O litsakh vydvoremykh," Ibid., 361111680, pp. 20-22, 43; "0 mestakh 
vydvorenia," Ibid, 361/1/674, pp. 101, 108-1 10. 



Interior to open kitchens and temporary facilities to house thousands of people. Due to 

the intervention of influentid Russians and Poles some prominent Jews such as the dean of 

the medical faculty of Lw6w university, Adolf Bek, were sent to exile in Moscow. The 

rea  were shipped fùrther, to Siberia and Turkestan, where local administrations dispersed 

them in towns and villages.j3 

On June 12, in one more attempt to stop the enemy's advance, the Statka ordered 

the mass evacuation of the entire population from the front zone. This time, as a 

concession to the entreaties of Russian ministers and Duma members, the Grand Duke 

stressed that Jews be exempted from the evacuation, but instead be driven towards enemy 

lines. While in several instances the anny camed out the instruction to the letter, during 

the hastened retreat some commanders still ordered that Jews be expelled eastward. 

contrary to the urgings of the Stavka.Ja 

It has been estimated that during the Great Retreat more than a half-million Jews 

were uprooted, expelled, and deponed from the Baltic region, Congress Poland. Galicia. 

and Bukovina. M e r  June 12, when the army launched a mass evacuation of civilians 

regardless of ethnicity, as many Germans, Ukrainians, and Belorussians were also forcibly 

removed from the front zone. The numbers of Galician Jews deponed to Russia and 

uprooted within the region is much more difficult to establish. Thus, the St. Petersburg 

Jewish Aid Cornmittee estimated the numbers of deported Galician Jews in the Empire at 

42 "Otchet voennogo general-gubernatora Galitsyi," RGVIA, 2003/2/539(4), p. 29. 

43 A N ,  "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1, [Czas, 7 February 19 181 

44"0 mestakh vydvorenia," TsDIA UuK, 3 6 1 / I l5  52, no page; "O mestakh vydvorenia," 
Ibid, 36 1/1/674, pp. 85, 100; "Perepiska s khar'kovskim gubematorom," Ibid, 363/1/73 b. 
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75,000.4* During sessions of the Council of Ministers, the deportations from Galicia were 

referred to as affecting tens of thousands of Jews. Other documentary sources and 

periodicds mention between 10,000 and 25,000 Gaiician Jews dispersed around the 

Empire corn Brest-Litovsk to Krasnoiarsk, Khodzhent, and Karnchatka. Given that 

between March and July of 191 5 the m y  uprooted and stiuffled within the province at 

least 30,000 Jews, it cm be estimated that about 50,000 Jews were hit by Russian ethnic 

purging. In addition to approximately 200,000 Jewish refugees in Austria, Hungary, and 

the Czech lands, the Russian occupation thus directly affected some 40% of Galician 

Jews? 

In hindsight the brutal treatment and mass removal of the Jewish population in 

19 14- 191 5 seem to have foreshadowed the tragic events of the Second World War. 

Deportations and expulsions of Jews to Russia ran into technical dificulties and provoked 

sharp cnticism and resistance of the imperial administration. In 194 1 - 1942, similar 

circumstances caused a fundamental change in Nazi ethnic policies from mass 

ghettoisation and transfer of Jews from area to area to systematic and organized murder. 

- - - -- 

256, 259; "O vyselenii iz Galitsii," GARF, D2119 1 513 9 1, pp. 5- 1 04. 
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The uprooting and marchg of thousands of helpless people driven on by brutal Russian 

guards resembled Nazi "death marches" of Jewish prisoners. Furthemore, at the time 

when the Russian rnilitary ordered mass expulsions ufcivilians fiom the front zone, the 

Turkish state successfÙlly canied out a genocidal carnpaign against the Armenians that 

ended in the annihilation of more than 600,000 people. Comparable socio-economic 

position of Jews and Armenians within their respective dominant societies before the war 

and their alleged connections with enemy States invite a comparative examination of both 

cases, especialIy since the assault on the Jews dong the Eastern Front never escalated into 

physical extermination. In fact, while expulsions of Jews continued &er the Russians 

stopped retreating, by August 19 1 5 anti-Jewish violence had ctearly passed its zenith. It 

is, therefore, important to examine forces that mitigated the genocidal potential of the 

Russian military machine.-" 

Despite the vehement anti-Semitisrn of the Russian military, it lacked two major 

prerequisites for a war of annihilation: a well-defined ideological doctrine and a unified 

effort of military and civil structures. These were the main genocidal tools of the Nazi 

Party and the Turkish Cornmittee of Union and pro gr es^.^^ The Russian government. 

while sharing the anti-Semitic biases of its military leaders, vociferously objected to the 

army's brutal practices on the grounds that the i dux  of thousands of deponees into the 

Empire underrnined Russia's war efforts. In August 19 15, during meetings of the Russian 

TsDIA UuK, 363/1/73b, p. 6; Jüdische Rundsch, n. 2, 14 January 1916, pp. 12-1 3. 

47 1 appropriated the term "genocidal potential" from Marc Levene, "The Frontiers of 
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Council of Ministers, including its Chairman Goremykin, Minister of the Interior N. 

Shcherbatov, and Foreign Minister Sazonov, cabinet members were agreed on the 

"siniste?' role played by Jews in the revolutionary movement as well as to their 

"destructive" nature. They pointed out, however, that mass expulsions eroded Russia's 

war capacity. Instead of containing Jews in the Pale of Senlement, the Ministry of the 

Intenor was forced to expand their areas of residence to Tambov, Voronezh, and Penza 

provinces. The expulsions, therefore, resuited in a growth of Jewish settlements outside 

of long-time traditional bo~ndaries.~~ 

Russian public opinion also denounced the inhuman treatment of the Jews, and 

even rabid anti-Semites joined in protests against the heavy-handed rule of the army. A 

plethora of liberal-minded Russian businessmen, writers, and politicians such as Maxim 

Gorki, Pave1 Miliukov, and Alexander Kerensky courageously criticized the army and the 

governent for its barbaric conduct of the war. Vasilii Maklakov, a leader of the 

Constitutional Democratic Party, asserted that in view of the homble carnage the Jews 

were subjected to they should be excused even "ifthe spy stories were found to be true." 

The Duma and State Council requested that cases of deported individuals be reviewed and 

those who proved innocent be set fiee. On August 20. the Grand Duke was compelled to 

issue an order to release Jewish hostages taken fiom the territories occupied by the 

(London: Macmillan, 1 992), pp. 80- 1 02. 
4 9 ~ o r  the situation created by refbgees and deportees in Russia-proper, see Paul P. 
Gronsky, The War and the Russian Govemmenr (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1929), pp. 23 1-252; The Jews in the Eastern War Zone, pp. 2 1-22; 24-25, 72-83. 
Debates in the State Council in A.N. Yakhontov, "Tiazhelye dni (Sekretnye zasedaniia 
Soveta Ministrov 16 Iula--2 Sentiabria 1915 goda," ARR, vol. XVIII, pp. 42-45,47050, 
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Russia's prestige among her alIies was senously damaged by the anny's anti- 

Jewish policies. Since Amencan. British, and French loans and credits were paramount 

for Russia's war economy, the Council of Ministers was concerned that mistreatment of 

the Jews wouId reverberate abroad. Given the belief of the government that foreign banks 

were in the hands of "international Jewry," expulsions in the front zone were thought ta 

affect directly the efficacy of t he Russian military industry ." Finance Minister Petr Bark 

admonished his colleagues that if the persecutions of Jews continued, Russia would not be 

able to obtain foreign credit since 

..A [was] in the hands of those very people upon whose CO-religionists General 
Yanushkevich has visited violence and injuries such as are intolerable in any 
civilized  tat te.^^ 

MostIy as a result of these concems, in August 19 1 5 the Council of Ministers 

abolished the Pale of Settlement and granted Jews the right of residence anywhere in the 

Empire except St. Petersburg, Moscow, and the Don area. 
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Less important, but nevertheless meaningfül for the aiieviation of the Jewish plight 

was Russia's announcement that it would abide by international treaties with regards to 

war conduct. In addition, on May 24, 19 15, the Russian government signed a joint 

declaration of the Allies prornising to prosecute the perpetrators of the Armenian 

genocide. While these announcements remained largefy on paper, they increased the 

determination of the govemment to restrain anti-Semitic zeaiots in the army. Fears that 

the mistreatment of Jews was alienating foreign public opinion came to the fore most 

vividly in April 19 15, when a British delegation arrived in Galicia to organize aid to the 

population. The amval of the delegation caused pandemonium in the Stuvka and in the 

s t a f f  of the South-Western front, which were particularly alarmed that the delegation 

would investigate crimes perpetrated against the Jews.S3 

To the credit of the Russian officer corps, despite the Stmka's pressure, not every 

commander endorsed the persecution of Jews. For example, the commandants in 

Rzesz6w and Jaroslaw treated all national groups on an equal basis, and extended to the 

Jews protection against the depredations of troops and local ho~dlurns.~~ In addition, 

hostilities between the army and the General-Govemor also reduced the impact of anti- 

Jewish actions. Bobrinskii, though hostile to the Jews, perceived the army's conduct as 

darnaging to the economy and stability of the territory he was responsibie for. He 

therefore tried to protect the reputation of his administration. On Apnl20, 19 15, in an 

53 Russia's declaration of willingness to abide by the Paris, Hague, and Geneva 
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interview with Russkoe slovo, he asserted that within his jurisdiction Jews "behaved quite 

correctly," although they did not sympathire with the Russian cause. Bobrinskii's 

revelations outraged the army, and the interview was excised fiom  publication^.^^ Later, 

on June 13, 19 15, Bobrinskii sent a memo to the Chief of Staff of the South-Westem 

fiont, General Alekseev. The General-Governor stressed that while impeding the 

functioning of the Galician administration anti-Jewish meanires did not improve Russia's 

war efforts? 

The public outcry and protests of the governent against the military's brutalities 

largely concemed the treatment of Russian Jews. Foreign subjects, Jews of Galicia and 

Bukovina were Iess fiequently referred to in the minutes of the Duma and the Council of 

Ministers. Nevertheless, as the generals caved in to the pressure, the situation in Galicia 

improved slightly. At the end of August the military aliowed a number of deportees to 

retum to Galicia and even made atternpts to reimburse the victims of confiscations. 

However, since petitions for restitution were to be accompanied by appropriate receipts 

fiom the army, ody  a handful of petitioners were eligible. Out of 1,145 petitions directed 

to the General-Governor, only seventy were approved. In fact, governrnental instructions 

54 "An-Ski S.A.," TsNBUiliW. 339/89, pp. 9-10. 

"O mestakh vydvorenia," TsDAIUlrK. 36 1 / l/674, p. 99; Gon~darstvermnuia Duma: 
sienograficheskze oichety, 4th convocation, 4th session, 19 (3 1) July 19 1 5, p. 1067; AAN. 
"Centralna Agencja Polska w Lotannie," Box 6 1 [Kurjer Poranny, 20 April 19 1 51, 
[Rech ', 18 Apil 19 1 51; "Otchet voennogo general-gubematora Galitsyi," RG HA, 
2003/2/539(3), p. 3, 15; "Tsirkulary," TsDIUuK, 36S/Il 1, pp. 93 -94; "O vysylke," Ibid, 
36 1/1/75 1, pp. 1-3; "O vrazhdebnom otnoshenii," Ibid., 36 l/l/847, p. 1 ; Daniiov, bélikii 
Knzaz, pp. 200-20 1; Prikarpatskaia Rus ', n. 1608, 7 Apnl 19 15, p. 1 ; "O vyselenii iz 
Galitsii," GARF, D2A9 15/3 9 1, pp. 5- 104; "Vidomosti starostv," TsDIA C/zrL, 1461413 560, 
p. 1 15ob. 

"O mestakh vydvorenia," TsDAIUzrK, 36 1/1/674, pp. 86-88, 90-9 1, 93 ; "0 Iitsakh 
vydvoremykh," Ibid, 36 l/l/754, pp. 2, 5. 



for restitution excluded the subjects of enemy States, giving the military an excuse to 

ignore the petitions of Galician Jews.j7 

*** 

At the end of September 19 15, when the Russian m y  finaily stopped retreating, 

the situation on the front looked extremely gloomy for the Empire. Congres Poiand and 

Courland with their densely industrialized areas were lost. The once-proud army of the 

Tsar was shattered, and casualties amounted to 1,500,000 killed, wounded, and taken 

p ~ i s o n e r . ~ ~  In Gaiicia, the Russians managed to hold on to a small strip of land around 

Tarnopol, and the defunct General-Govenunent retained a few dozen of its officials in the 

rear of the South-Western Front. Pressing issues such as stabilizing the front and 

reorganinng the rear had seemingly rendered the Jewish question immaterial although the 

press often highlighted appalling cases of robberies of Jews by compt Russian officials in 

Galicia. The Jewish Central Aid Cornmittee, with its seat in St. Petersburg, raised hnds 

and organized medicd care for Jewish refugees and deportees in the Empire. It also 

traveled to the fiont zone and provided relief to Jews still under the jurisdiction of the 

anny. The increasing role of civil institutions, the Zemstvo, in the war economy also 

contributed to the fact that the army outwardly rnitigated its anti-Jewish fervor. No less 

57 "O deiatel'nosti osoboi komissii," Ibid, 36 l/l/839, pp. 10-26; MN, "Centralna 
Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Nowa Reforma, 27 September 19 1 5; 19.2 1, 25, 
26.27 Apnl 19 16; 1 ,4 ,6  May 19 161, [Wiedelirki Kurjer Polski, 10 October 19 16, 17 
October 19 151, [ G ~ o s  Narodu, 10 November 19 151, [Die Zeit, 25 April 19 161; [Dzierrnik 
Petrogradskt, 1 8 January 1 9 1 61. 
58 A. 1. Denikin, Ocherki nrsskoi smuty: krushenie vlasti i annii, fevrd '-sentiabr 19 1 7g 
(Moscow: 'Nauka," 1991), p. 24; his, Put ' russkogo ofifsera, p. 360; "Gorlitskii proryv," 
Bolshaia Sove~skaia En~sykZopedia, vol. 7, p. 85; Yakovlev, I mgusta, p. 97; Golovin, 
Voennye usilio, vol. 2, p. 139. In August 19 15, Grand Duke surrendered his post of 
Supreme Commander to the Tsar. 



important to the irnproved treatment of Jews was the idux of many new officers to 

subçtitute for huge losses suffered by the Russian officer corps during the fira war year. 

The majonty of new comrnanders came 6om the Russian intelligentsia, and initially they 

displayed less nationalistic zeal than their predecessor~.~~ 

Yet, the improvement had short Iirnits. Anti-Semitism in the army was deeply 

entrenched, and the treatment of Jews in the fiont zone had created a powerful popular 

image of the evil Jew bent upon Russia's destmction. Members of the intelligentsia and 

groups of Russian peasants voiced fears of a Jewish-German alliance and Jewish world 

conspiracy, and the debacle of the Great Retreat rendered the sarne feus even more 

pronounced among many Russian soldiers and generaWO Moreover, the threat of 

revolutionary unrest. deteriorating conditions in the trenches, economic shortages, and 

criticism by the Duma magnified the obsession of the High Command with "intemal 

enemies" embodied by revolutionaries, liberals, the Zemstvo, and, ultimately, Jews, who 

provided the Socialists and Bolsheviks with some of their most prominent members. 

These fears were reflected in measures undenaken by the Stavka in September and 

59 Ukrainische Nmhrichten, 1 1 December 19 15, n. 65, p. 4; "Po obvineniu Jozefa 
Karmina," TsDIAUuK, 36 l/l/l92O, pp. 5, 14-1 5, 17; "Prilozhenie k otchetu," Ibid, 
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2OOS/l/l Z(4). p. 30 1 ; "Otchet voennogo general-gubematora," Ibid, 2003/2/539, pp. 16. 
3 1, 107- 120; "Svedenia i informatsii," Ibid, 2OQ5/1/12(3), pp. 13 1 - 132; Prilorhenie k 
stenographicheskim ofchetam, 4th convocation, 4th session, pp. 1-5; "Dopros kniazia 
N.B. Shcherbatova," p. 24 1 ; Bonch-Bruevich, Poteria nami Galitsyi, part 1 "Cherez 
Karpaty v Vengriiu zimoiu 19 1 5 goda," pp. 230-23 1 ; Lernke, 250 dnei, pp. 1 10- 1 1 1 ; V.V. 
Chernavin, "Gibel' kadrovykh russkikh ofitserov," Voenno-lstoricheskii Zhumal, 5 
(1999), pp. 85-93. 

60 Matthias Vetter, Anfisemiten und Bolschewiki: Zum VerhSlmir von Sowjetsystem ~r,zd 
Judenfeindschafc, 191 7-1939 (Berlin: Metropol-Verlag, 1999, pp. 26-27. 



December 19 15, when Yanushkevich ordered a compilation of data on the "negative" 

influence of Jews in the m y .  Front, army, and corps cornmanders were to collect 

information about the low mord qualities of Jewish soldiers, cases of high treason and 

desertion of Jews to the enemy. The results of the survey generally coincided with views 

of the Chef of Staff. Many senior officers such as the new commander of the South- 

Western fiont, Generai Bmsilov (who replaced Ivanov), repeated tales of Jewish sabotage, 

stressing that Jews spread revolutionary ideas in the army and murdered wounded Russian 

soldiers. The General upheld the deportations of Jews in spring and surnmer of 191 5 as 

"absolute necessity." Yet, previous purges of the m y  had so thoroughly divested army 

branches of Jewish personnel that many units simply had no Jews to repon upon. Arnidn 

the chorus of anti-Setnitic barrages, the response of the commander of the Northern Front, 

Lieutenant-General Belaev, stands out as a sole exception. Belaev stated that the loyalty 

of Jewish soldiers had raised no doubts, and that instances of espionage among Jews never 

exceeded those by non-Jews? 

Although the results of the surveys were kept secret, it can be surmised that the 

Stuvka planned to use them later to discredit Jews publicly, and, perhaps, for iegislative 

measures. That the military might have plamed to go public against the Jews was hrther 

attested to by the distribution of circulars about the preeminence of Jews in revolutionary 

activities. In early 19 16. the Police Department received such a memo fiom the staff of 

6 1 ~ h e  first survey of this kind was made by the military in Apnl 19 15. "Svedenia i 
informatsii," RGMA, 2005/1/12(3), p. 1 1 5; "Situatsia v Gditsü," Ibid, 2OOYl/l3(l), 
"Donesenia v shtab Xloi armii," Ibid, 13 l42/8 1, pp. 1 1, 19, 21, 43, 55, 59, 6 1-62, 98, 
102-103, 108- 109, "RazvedupravIenie XI armii," Ibid, 13 142/1/72, pp. 12, 15, 17-18, 21 - 
23, 77, 79-80, 98-99, 102- 103, 108, 12 1 ; "Donesenie chlenov Dumy," Ibid, 200511/ 15 5 ,  
pp. 8- 1 1, 13, 3 3-34; "Otchet Voennogo General-Gubematora," Ibid, 200312153 9(4). pp. 



the 12th Amy, and sent it to govemors and city chiefs in the Empire. The compilation of 

surveys about Jewish disloyalty and the distribution of army circulars also coincided with 

anti-Semitic campaign in the n g h t - h g  press and a round up of homeless Jews in 

MOSCOW.~~ 

In Galicia, the army also blarned Jews for espionage and econornic disruption, and 

i r ~  the fa11 of I9 15 about eighty Jews were deponed to Russia on these charges?) Local 

commandants continued the practice of extorting ransom fiorn Jews for damaging 

telephone wire, and hunted down Jewish workers for labor details. Sometimes Jewish 

workers were treated as concentration camp inmates, locked in barns, forced to sleep on 

the bare ground, and flogged for alleged transgressions. Since the army suffered fiom 

malnutrition, the ration for Jewish laborers often consisted of a piece of dried bread and a 

bowl of stearned water. Living conditions were so appalling that in February 19 16, out of 

three thousand Jews forced to work for eighteen days in low temperature outside 

Tarnopol, sixty-two died and only half were able to retum home on their own. The rest 

suffered severe fiostbite and had to be transported back in horse-drawn carts? 

44-45; "Sekretnaia perepiska," TsDAUuK, 363/1/70, pp. 109- 1 10, 1 13- 1 16. 
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number, 22 March 19 16, p. 3; Gosud(lrstvennaia Duma: stenographzchesloe otchey. 4th 
convocation, 4th session, I 1, 12 February 19 16, p. 1456. 
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Russia 's Farewell to Galicia 

The treatment of Jews in the fiont zone reflected the ebb and fiow of Russia's 

fortunes in the war. By the spring of 19 16, the efforts of the government, the Zemstvo. 

and the War Ministry to resuscitate the country's military strength achieved considerable 

results. Great numbers of conscnpts were draf€ed and the war economy managed to 

produce impressive numbers of sheUs and guns, necessw for large-scaie operations. The 

improvement of the army's capability, the increasing dependence of Russia on her allies, 

and m a t  imponantly, the worsening socio-econornic conditions in the Empire brought 

about the lifting of some anti-Jewish regdations such as the prohibition of movement 

within Galicia. Russian oficials and Zemstvo representatives also distributed food and 

provided medical s e ~ c e  :O homeless Jews. A larger number of Galician Jews were 

allowed to return home from their places of exile, and many hoped that the worst phase of 

the Russian occupation was over.6- 

But these hopes evaporated in June 1916, when the entire South-Western Front 

erupted in gunfire, and five Russian amies launched a gigantic offensive from Kremenets 

in the north to Bukovina in the south. Austrian-Geman troops were caught off guard and 

began a rapid retreat, and by August 13, the towns of Buczacz, Brody, Stanislawow, 

Kof omyja, Delatyn, Nadworna in Galicia, and Czernowitz in Bukovina had fallen to the 

Russians." What came to be known as the Bmsilov offensive activated a psychological 

65 Schiper, "iydzi galicyjscy w dobie wojny," pp. 416-417. 
66 Armezshi vestnik, 22 March 19 16, p. 1 ; Rostunov, Russkzifronl, pp. 3 1 1-3 25; "Iugo- 



code imprinted in the psyche of the army, and pogroms of Jews began imediately, 

concurrently with the Russian advance. Soldiers and Cossacks routinely set dame 

synagogues and Jewish houses, and robbed, raped, and nwrdered in at least twelve 

localities. As in the sumrner of 1914, anti-Jewish outbursts resulted both fiom anti- 

Sernitic proclivities of the rank-and file and bad discipline. The scope of violence 

depended entirely on the attitude of a given commander who either encouraged or ignored 

the deeds of his subordinates, or intervened and stopped them. This time Jews were better 

prepared for Russian practices and entire Jewish cornmunities wandered fiom place to 

place to avoid encounters with the pogrornists. The offensive generated yet another wave 

of Jewish refûgees to Austna and to Galician urban centers, entireIy divesting rnany 

localities of Jewish redents. For exarnple, in Kolomyja, out of the pre-war Jewish 

population of 20,000 only five hundred were still there by the fa11 of 19 16.67 

Victories on the fiont forced the Stavka to resuscitate the defirnct General- 

Govemment. Bobnnskii, whose name was associated with Russian rule in Galicia, was 

dismissed, and on June 13, 19 16, Fedor Trepov, the former General-Governor of the Kiev 

province and the chairman of the Tommittee for Combating German Predominance'' was 

appointed the new mler of Galicia. Trepov vouched not to repeat the miaakes of his 

predecessor and promised universal social and religious tolerance in the area under his 

-- 
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jurisdiction. More Jews were allowed to retum fiom the Empire, Polish and Jewish 

schoois were re-opened, and Yiddish was allowed as the Ianguage of ins t r~c t ion .~~  

Although improved, the situation of Jews in the occupied parts of Tamopol and 

Stanislaw6w provinces still left much to be desired. The Russian military treated them 

with suspicion, and local cornanders solved the problem of feeding thousands of 

wandering Jews by driving them to neighbonng districts. Five thousand homeless Jews 

were crowded into Tarnopol alone, and with winter coming, the front cornrnand 

desperately tried to get rid of them by moving them further from the fiont zone." 

Reminiscent of the Great Retreat, in Septernber-October the army ordered an evacuation 

of more than four thousand Poles, Ukrainians, and Jews from Brody, Zlocz6w. and 

Brzeiany to Volhynia. While the entire population within Russian-controlled areas 

suffered equally during these expulsions, the army niIl singled out Jews for allegedly 

abetting of Russian deserters.'O 

*** 

The revolutionary upheaval in the spring of 19 17 did not alleviate the situation of 

Galician Jews. While the Provisional Goverment in St. Petersburg did away with al1 civil 

68 On March 20, 19 16, the post of the Galician Generai-Governor was abolished. 
"Prikaq po Generainomu Gubematorstvu," TsDIA UuK, 36311 /32, p. 2 12. Trepov 
assumed his  responsibilies on JuIy 2 1 or 26, 19 16. "Otchet voennogo general-gubernatora 
Galitsyi," RGnA,  2003/2/539(3), 273; A N ,  "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie." 
Box 6 1 [Kurjer Lwowski, 23 July 19 161, [Deutsche Wmschauer Zezmg, 23 July 19 161, 
[Dziennik BerliAkr, 4 August 19 161, [Kurjer Codzzenny, 12 August 19 161, [Vremia. 2 
September 19 161, [Gjos Pofski, 18 October 19161, [Novoe Vremia, 29 November 19 161, 
[Kurjer Pornariski, 1 2 January 1 9 1 71; "Ob otnoshenii naselenia." TsDIA UuK. 3 6 11 1 1 1 144. 
pp. 7, 1 1 ; Schiper, "iydzi galicyjscy w dobie wojny," pp. 4 17-4 18. 
6 9 9 7  Perepiska ob arestakh," TsDAUuK, 363/1/8, pp. 2, 4-7, 9-10, 13, 24. 

70 JUdische Rundschau, n. 3 3, 18 August 19 16, p. 278; "O vysylke naselenia," 
T~DIAUZK,  361/1/1640, pp. 1, 3, 5-15, 19, 24, 28, 35, 41. 



and political limitations on Russian Jews, in the General-Government the military stiil had 

a decisive voice in civil &airs. M e r  An-Ski visited Galicia in March 19 17, he informed 

the government that Jews were still barred fiom city and district councils and courts, and 

the bulk of Jewish cuItural and educational institutions were shut down. Multitudes of 

homeless Jews wandered in the countryside, and their property, livestock, and agricultural 

equipment was either confiscated by the army or taken by the IocaI population. Russian 

troops destroyed reiigious artifacts, used temples as latrines, and schools for barracks. 

Extortion by the administration and violence by passing units was a daily occurrence." 

An-Ski's pleas went unheeded. Even if the Provisional Government was willing to 

ameliorate the situation, it was hardly in a position to do so. By the spring of 19 17, the 

Russian army was in a state of complete disamy. Outright banditry by the rank-and file 

became endemic, and fiom March to August 1 9 17, Russian soidiers deserted at an average 

rate of 18,000 per month. Eruptions of violence were cornmon, and the entire population 

suffered from fiequent requisitions and confiscations. Intermittent conflicts between the 

army and the civil administration only underlined the atmosphere of incornpetence and 

Although the Provisional Govemment dismissed provincial govemors and district 

" Jüdische Runcischau, n. 18,4 May 19 17, p. 150. On March 2, the Grand Duke was 
again appointed Suprerne Commander of the Russian armed forces. Armeishi vesmik. n. 
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28. Desertion rate in the Russian army in A. Kavtaradze, "Iiunskoe nastuplenie russkoi 



chefs, on a lower level the administration remained intact. Soldiers' cornmittees, the 

newly created Wkrainian Committee, and the Jewish Central Aid Cornmittee demanded 

revitalkation of self-goveming local councils, return fiom exile of Gaiician civil and 

political activists, and autonomy for Jewish communities." The command of the South- 

Western Front agreed to the creation of local self-governments and the Zemstvo opened 

numerous canteens and kitchens to aileviate the situation of the population. However, the 

main objective of the government was to keep Russia at war, and, therefore, it continued 

to play up to the military. On March 19, the government promulgated a decree giving the 

m y  the right to expel fiom the war zorie prostitutes and individuals suspected of  

espionage and sedition. Barely had Jewish refbgees and expatriates returned to Galicia, 

they immediately were subjected to harassment and expelled on the grounds of security.-' 

The actafinale of the occupation came on June 30, 19 17, when Russian m i e s  

launched their last offensive. As in the surnrner 19 16, Russians managed to break Austro- 

German defenses and on July 9 occupied Halicz and Kalusz. However, on July 18, the 

advance bogged dom, and under heavy fire Russian troops began a disorderly retreat 

which soon deteriorated into a mass flight of thousands of demoraIized soldiers. The 
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Russian administration hastily evacuated Galicia taking dong the last Jewis h hostages. 

M e r  the authorities lefi, mobs of soldiers inundated towns and cities and started looting 

residential areas. Officers were killed on the spot, and the Austro-Gerrnan bombardment 

exacerbated the carnage. Looting soon degenerated into savage pogroms which were 

accompanied by mass burning of buildings and stores. More than 4,000 ravaging troops 

gave fiil1 vent to their rage in Brody, Husiatyn, Buczacz, Monasterzyska, Podhajce, and 

Brzetany. The countryside also suffered m o n  and looting as Russian troops passed 

through villages. While the pogromists randomly chose their targets and made no 

distinction between Christian and Jewish houses, the images of "rich" Jews attracted large 

numbers of looters to the Jewish quarters tuming them into a heap of charred niins. 

Especially destructive were pogroms in Halicz, Stanislawbw, Zborow, Jeziernica, 

Kolomyja and Kalusz where Jewish quarters were almost completely wiped out. Rape 

followed robberies, while between 250 and 300 people (Jews and non-Jews) lost their 

Lives.'5 In October and November of 19 17 two more pogroms in Brody marked the final 

Russian evacuation h m  Galicia. The destruction of the Jewish quarters in Brody was so 
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devastating that a Jewish activist in Viema, L a m  Bloch, appealed to the Austnan Foreign 

Muiistry to intervene with the Russian goverriment." 

*** 

Russian policies towards the Jews on the Eastern Front resulted in the forcible 

relocation of approximately a half Mllion civilians, whose infiux into Russia-proper 

senously darnaged the country's fighting capacity. In Gaiicia, three years of occupation 

irreversibly damaged the provincial economic infrastructure. About 90,000 houses were 

destroyed, more than half of al1 mills rendered defùnct, and by the fall of 19 17 supplies of 

grain became alrnost non-existent. In Lw6w district alone more than thirty localities were 

entirely burned down, and out of 5,389 houses before the war 1,480 -- 27% -- were wiped 

out. While throughout the war the entire population of Galicia was subjected to the 

horrors of the war, the Jewish comrnunity was particulariy targeted by the occupiers. Its 

economic base was completely shattered, between 50% and 70% of Jewish quarters lay in 

sharnbles, and pogroms, deportations, and forced migration reduced the Jewish population 

in some places to less than half of it had been. The bulk of Jewish schools, synagogues. 

and cultural institutions were badly damaged or ruined, and thousands of Jews were left 

h ~ r n e l e s s . ~ ~  

76 Nova Ra*, n. 160, 12 October 19 17, p. 1 ; AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w 
Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Neue Freie Presse," 25 December 19 171, [Nuprzod, 30 December 
19171. 
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Equally profound was the impact of anti-Jewish policies on the perpetrators 

themselveo. Vehement anti-Semitic propaganda and routinisation of violence against Jews 

affected both the officer corps and the rank-and file. The war magnified traditional anti- 

Iewish animosities, rendered human life extremely cheap, and infected thousands of 

Russian, Ukrainian, and Belorussian peasants with deeply entrenched suspicions towards 

their Jewish CO-nationals. Russian officers became especiaily susceptible to the rumors of 

worldwide Jewish conspiracies, and the fa11 of the monarchy strengthened their views that 

Jews were to blarne for military defeat and revolution. After 19 17, a large percentage of 

officers, Cossacks, and soldiers. who witnessed and participated in the persecution of Jews 

in the Eastern Front zone, wound up in White amies or in vanous nationalist and 

insurgent formations. As the old order coliapsed, and the restraining influence of the 

government was no more, these individuais would organke and irnplement the most 

gruesome murder of Jews before the Holocaust. 

1916, pp. 110-1 11;  n. 14. 7 Apnl 1916, p. 119; n. 18. 5 May 1916, p. 147. 



PART THREE 

Polish-Jewish ConJlict, 1914-1920 

The coUapse of the Russian fiont in 19 15 was followed by the re-establishment of 

Austrian administration in Eastern Galicia. Simultaneously, German troops occupied 

Congress Poland. While the situation improved for Jews after Russian withdrawal, it 

becarne evident that the war had profoundly deepened Polish-Jewish anirnosities. 

Between 19 15 and 19 18, the economic situation in the temtories under the mle of the 

Central Powers worsened, and the conflicting national interests of the two groups 

presaged a fierce contiontation. 

The resurrection of the independent Polish state in November 19 18 fortified Jewish 

demands for civil equality and national autonomy. However, the end of World War 1 did 

not bring peace to Poland, and conflicts on its German, Soviet, and Ukrainian fiontiers 

soon grew into &il-scale warfare. Between November 19 18 and October 1920, the 

country was in a state of war, and throughout this penod Jews were blamed and 

persecuted for alleged collaboration with enemies of Poland. By the end of 1920, Jewish 

hopes and expectations for a better future in the country had largely dwindled away. 



Part Three of this study focuses on the major factors that patterned Polish attitudes 

towards Jews during World War 1 and its immediate aftermath. Four main topics are 

examined. First is Polish-Jewish confrontation within the context of Russian and Austro- 

German policies between 19 14 and 19 1 8. Experiences during the Russian occupation 

prompted Jewish political leaders to seek actively the suppon of Auarian and Geman 

authorities in the struggle for national nghts and for counteracting Polish anti-Semitisrn. 

Jewish appeals to the Central Powers outraged Polish public opinion and contributed to 

the deepening of anti-Jewish animosities. At the same time, Polish leaders made their bid 

for political concessions fiom the Central Powers and tned to limit participation of Jews in 

Poland's political life. The impact of Austro-German nationaiity policies on Jewish-Polish 

relations as well as the divergent aims of the two people during World War I are assessed 

to provide a necessary background for understanding political developments after 19 1 8. 

A second topic is antiJewish pogroms in independent Poland and their 

ramifications in the country and abroad. Violence during the Polish-Ukrainian and Polish- 

Soviet wars of 19 18- 1920 deeply affected Poiish-Jewish relations, especially as the 

situation of national minonties in Eastem Europe became a prime topic at the Pans Peace 

Conference. 

A third theme is Jewish-Ukrainian relations during the Polish-Ukrainian war of 

19 1 8- 19 19. Unlike the situation in eastern Ukraine, where thousands of Jews fell victim 

to ravaging bands of Ukrainian insurgents, relations between Jews and Ukrainians in 

Eastem Galicia provide a rare example of close cooperation between the two peoples. 

For obvious reasons, this cooperation provoked general outrage in Polish Society and 

heavily infiuenced Polish policies and actions towards Jews. 



The prominence of Jews in the revolutions in Russia, Hungary, and Bavaria 

strengthened popuiar convictions around the world that Bolshevism was Iargely a Jewish 

creation. Dunng the Soviet invasion of Poland in the surnmer of 1920, accusations of 

Jewish sabotage and collaboration with the Soviets sparked a series of violent pogroms in 

the Eastern Borderlands. A fourth theme under discussion here is the situation of Jews 

during the short-lived Soviet regirne in the eastem districts of Eastern Galicia, and PoIish 

society's responses to the alleged Jewish threat during the Soviet-Polish war. 



Chapter V 

POLISH-JE W S H  E L A  TIONS DURING WORLD WAR I 

Poles and Jews under the Russicm Regime 

When news of hostilities reached Galicia in August 19 14. the reaction of Jews was 

strikingly similar to that of their CO-religionists elsewhere in Europe. Although they feared and 

resented the war, Jews joined with Poles and Ukrainians in patriotic demonstrations and 

confirmed their loyalty to the Austro-Hungarian crown in public meetings. Old animosities were 

temporariiy forgotten. A number of Jews enlisted in the Polish Legions as well as in Ukrainian 

units, the Sich Sharpshooters, and took part in fiontier battles during the first months of the war. 

Jewish leaders participated in the Polish National Cornmittee, the body created to assist the 

formation of the Legions, while individual Jews as well as entire Jewish communities contributed 

large sums to the Legions. Even the nemesis of Jews, the National Democratic Party, for a time 

ceased its anti-Semitic agitation. ' 

1 Slow PoZshe, n. 375-25 August 1914, pp. 2-3; Henryka Kramarz, "Lw6w i jego sarnorzsd w 
chwili wybuchu wielkiej wojny," Studia Hisrorycme, XXXV, 2/137 (1992), p. 92; Jan Hupka, Z 
c r a s h  wielkiej wojny: pami @nzk niekombaîania (L'viv: Ksiegamia Gubrynowicz i Syn. 193 7). 
p. 133; Alojry Zielecki, "iydzi w Polskim ruchu niepodleg306ciowym w Gaiicji przed pienvsza. 
wojnq Swiatowa i w czasie jej tnuania," in Feliks Kiryk, ed., iydzi w Ma2opolsce: sïudia z 



Yet, as the Russian occupation soon laid bare oid pdges ,  the Polish-Jewish 

rapprochement was short-lived. From the beginning of the war, the Russian High Comrnand 

stressed its intent to liberate Polish lands from German and Austro-Hungarian rule. On Aupst  

1914, the Grand Duke issued a declaration: 

Poles! .,.a century and a haîfago the flesh of PoIand was tom to pieces, but her sou1 
lived on. She hoped that the tirne would corne for the resurrection of the PoIish nation 
and its fiatemal rapprochement with Great Russia. Russian troops are bringing you the 
sacred tidings of this rapprochement. Under the scepter of the Russian Tsar Poland will 
rise again, fiee in her faith, language, and self-rule. Russia, for her part, hopes onIy thar 
Poland will respect the rights of the people, whose destiny has been closely linked to her 
oWm2 

Given deepening pre-war Polish-Jewish animosities, it was natural for both sides to 

interpret the declaration in completely different fashions. National Democrats hailed the Grand 

Duke's protestations as a first step on the road to Polish independence. They expected that their 

support for Russia's war efforts would serve as a powefil lever in the bid for dorninance in the 

political and social sphere of the country. Jewish politicai activists hoped that in the time of war 

the Russian government wodd ease anti-Jewish restrictions, and perceived the last line of the 

declaration as the inauguration of more liberal imperial policies towards ethnie rnin~rities.~ 

Both PoIes and Jews, however, were badly mistaken. The declaration had Iittle practical 

effect since it was signed by the Suprerne Commander of the Armed Forces, who exercised 

enormous power in war theater, but lacked authority to change the political status of imperial 

&iej6w osadnictwa i Qcia vo 2ecznego (Przemy 51: Po ludniowo-Wschodni Instytut Naukowy 
w PrzemySlu, 1991), pp. 292-294; Dashkevych, "Vzayemovidnosyny m k h  ukrains'kym ta 
yevreis'bm naselenniam," p. 7 1. 
zNiva, 16August 1914, n. 33, p. 1. 

3 Ksi ega r w o w a  Polokh:  Zbidr dokurnen~ dw niec&pIornatyc~nych od 8 sierpnia 19 i 4 do 4 
kwietnia 1915 r., Edward Chwalewik and Stanislawa Waroczewska, eds. (Warsaw: Dnikarnia 



lands. The Russian govemment fded to endorse the declaration officiaily. Moreover, in a secret 

circular sent to the Russian provincial governors in Congress Poland, it stressed that any potential 

political changes would afEect only temtories under the Central Powers' d e .  Yet, Russian 

authonties accepted the fervent anti-Sernitism of the National Democrats as a comrnon platforni 

for cooperation, and means to channel Polish national aspirations into an interna1 Polish-Jewish 

contest. Indeed, the declaration sparked a vehement anti-Jewish reaction of Polish right-wing 

newspapers. They stressed the need to "dejudaisey' the country's socio-economic and political 

sphere as a cardinal tenet of hture PoIish ~ta tehood.~ 

To encourage Polish-Russian cooperation, the military administration in Galicia Iefi Polish 

officials in their posts. The latter, under Russian guidance or on their own accord, disrnissed 

Jewish civil and court employees. The right-wing Polish press increased its anti-Semitic 

propaganda, accusing Jews of speculation, and of pro-Austrian and pro-Geman orientation. As a 

wave of pogroms in the region spread, soldiers and Cossacks encouraged PoIish and Ukrainian 

peasants to loot Jewish stores and abandoned houses, and distributed seized goods to villagers. 

On occasion, Poles denounced Jewish neighbors to the Russian police and guided Cossacks to 

houses of affluent Jews. Some Polish officials engaged in extortion from Jews, on the pretext of 

punishing them for "misdeeds," or as a gratuity for protection against depredations of Russian 

soldiers? 

-. - 

Naukowa, 1 9 1 5), pp. 13, 19-20, 4 1, 45, 5 5, 89; "Period imperialisticheskoi voiny," RTsKhiDNl, 
70/2/644, p. 164, 167-168, 184. 
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Economic shortages caused by the war and Russian expulsions resulted in even higher 

concentration of Jews in large urban areas. By the winter of 191 5, about 80,000 Jewish rehgees 

resided in Warsaw in adverse sanitary conditions. Privation led to outbursts of typhus. Many 

Jews speculated on the black market, provoking popular resentment. The treatment of Jews by 

the Russian army and anti-Semitic propaganda by the National Democrats ignited protests of 

Russian iiberals and Jewish organizations abroad? 

As Russia suffered setbacks on the front, the anti-Jewish press campaign gathered 

rnornentum. For exarnple, the renowned Polish activist Aleksander ~wietochowski accused Jews 

of speculation, sabotage, and collaboration with the Central Powers. In an article "Wojna 

trzydziesta czwarta" (The 34th war), he stated that Jewish links with Gennany and Austro- 

Hungary precluded a Polish-Jewish rapprochement. The Polish nation would not tolerate a large 

ethnic group that associated itself with the enemies of Poland. Swietochowski also populanzed 

racialist concepts, asserting that "nomadic" habits and peculiar biological traits made Jews 

incapable of assimilation. In "pure and true" Poland, he concluded, Jews would have to be 

isolated from Polish society. Swietochowski's fears that Jews were bent on creating "Judeo- 

Poland" were echoed by several newspapers and joumais.7 

Ch 1 amtacz, Lem bergs poli~ische physionognomze w ahrend der mssischen Iwasion :3. IX 1 9 14- 
22. VI. i915/: Erin~ienrngen und Betrachtungen (Vienna: Verlag von Rudolf Lechner & Sohn, 
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The Puwm of Rea@oIitik: The Ethnic Policies of the Centrd b e r s  

At the beginning of the war, the Central Powers had their own plans for the future of 

Poland. Berlin and Viema took it for granted that whiie the status of Polish lands within their 

respective junsdiction remain unchanged, a buffer state would be forrned corn the temtories of 

Congress Poland. In addition, some Austrian and German officials believed that the socio- 

economic and cultural level of Poles did not merit independence or even autonomy. Poland was 

primarily perceived as a geographic entity and a pool of human resources and raw matenals. 

Outwardly, however, the Centrai Powers made every effort to assure Poles that they would 

tiberate them £tom the Russian yoke. In August 19 14, at the time of the Grand Duke's 

declaration. the two governments issued appeals promising to resiirrect Polish state. Although 

extremely vague as to the temtories and political status of the funire state. these appeals 

galvanized Polish public opinion and revitalized hopes for independence. After the Russian retrear 

in 191 5 the Central Powers divided Poland into two occupation zones. Temtories of occupied 

Congress Poland were divided into the German general-govemment with its seat in Warsaw, and 

the Austro-Hungarian general-government in Lublin province. The military regimes guaranteed 

al1 national groups equality and civil liberties, and retained intact the Polish administration.* 

Following the hardships of Russian mie, Jews enthusiastically welcomed Austro-German 

amies. In Galicia Jews expected that the pre-war order would be fùlly restored. In Congress 

1. Kanan, Polsko-evreiskie oînoshenio (Maïa voina): sbornik statei (St . Petersburg: 
Izdatel'stvo "Vostok," 19 1 9 ,  pp. 24, 144-145, 147, 149-150; Zjednoczenze, n. 1, 2 February 
19 1 5, pp. 23-24; Die Juden tm Kriege, pp. 76-78. 
8 Die Milit&verw~~ltti~g in de?? von &en-eich-Ungarischen Truppen besetzten Gebietiw (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1 9281, pp. 1 3 - 14, 33-40; Kestler, Die dezitschr 
Azrslandsm1jkIa~~11g, pp. 208-209, 2 12-2 13. 



Pcland the discipline and conduct of German troops bolstered hopes that days of oppression were 

over. Initially German and Austrian authorities believed that Jews rnight be used as an ally against 

Russia and an instniment to keep Poles in check. The German miiitary regime, therefore, allowed 

Jewish cultural, educational, and political organizations to resurne their activities, and supported 

the introduction of Yiddish in Jewish schools. Although the Germans did not gan t  Jews the 

status of a national minority (as many Jewish activists had hoped), they fûlly restored their civil 

rights in Congress Poland. Jews were excited over these developments. In the words of a 

contemporary, they "suddenly, as if by rnagic, ceased to feel like a pariah."g 

But these events hardly signified a positive change in Polish-Jewish relations. On the 

contrary, German and Austrian mie exacerbated the conhntation between the two peoples. 

Poles resented Jews for their pro-German stance, and particularly despised the activities of the 

German Zionist organization, "Deutsches Komittee m r  Befieiung der russischen Juden" (later 

renamed "Komittee fur den Osten"). Created in August 19 14 by German Zionists, the 

"Komittee" proposed to the German Foreign Ministry the creation of a buffer state between 

Russia and Germany. This state would include central Poland and Russia's western borderlands. 

Jews, the "rnost reliable pioneers of Germanhood in the East," should be recognized as an 

autonornous nationality on par with other ethnic groups. The "Komittee" also propagated tight 

links between Polish Jews and German culture, and argued that Poles lacked "maturity" to have 

their own state. Gennans rejected the plan, but it becarne known to and infuriated Polish political 

circles. The World Zionist Organization also cnticized the "Komittee," on grounds of 

Kaplun-Kogan, Der Krieg: Eine SchicksaZss~unde, p. 19. The quotation in Ezra Mendelsohn, 
Zionism in Poland: ne Formative Years, 1915-1926 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981). 
p. 39. 



aggravating Polish-Jewish confiontation.1° The activities of the "Komittee" coincided with 

Jewish petitions to the German military regime in Congress Poland to curb anti-Semitic 

propaganda in Polish newspapers. By the fall of 19 15, the Polish press of different politicai 

affiliations highlighted pro-German sympathies among Jews and accused them of speculation and 

dr& evasion. This carnpaign took on such a scope that the German military governor of Warsaw 

warned an editor of the most notorious newspaper, Gareta Pormna 2 Grosre. l 1  

In many ways, charges that Jews speculated on the black market and avoided army seMce 

were tme. Drastic economic shortages and destruction wrought by hostilities sharply increased 

pnces. Everybody tried to make his living by any means. Jews, due to their occupations as petty 

tradesmen and artisans, had more comrnodities to offer on the black market. Similarly. aversion 

to military seMce was very strong arnong Jews, and many dodged the drafl into Austrian and 

German labor battalions. 

As the war dragged on, political and military pnorities made the Central Powers rely more 

on Poles to the point where they gave the Polish administration a free hand in dealing with Jews. 

In the fdl of 19 15, the Polish administration in Galicia began a mass dismissal of Jews fiom public 

service. With the connivance of Austrian authorities, PoIish officials supplanted Jewish employees 

in Komarno. Lwow, Rymanow, and Boryshw. Also, Polish civil employees who had acquired 

positions dunng the Russian occupation were largely left in place. As a result, Jews frequently 

Wrobel, "iydzi polscy," p. 636; Felix A. Theilhaber, Die Juden im Weltkriege: Mil besotzderer 
Berüchsichtigung der Verhaltnisse f ür Deirlschlond (Berlin: Welt-Verlag, 19 16). p. 56; W. 
Kaplun-Kogan, Der Krieg: Eine SchicWsstunnd des jüdischen Volkes (Bonn: A. Marcus & E. 
Webers Verlag, 1 9 1 9, pp. 7- 12; Zechlin, Die deutsche Poli~ik, p. 1 10. 
1 1 Kanan, Polsko-evreiskie omoshenia, pp. 1 34- 13 5 ;  Die Jude» zm Kriege, p. 7 3 .  



complained that Poles treated them on the "Russian model." Mutual accusations mounted as 

Poles and Jews competed to obtain positions in the administration and police. '* 
*** 

Anti-Sernitic sentiments in Congress Poland and Galicia reflected in the growing hostility 

of Poles towards Germany and Austro-Hungary. The Central Powers increasingly treated Polish 

lands as a bread basket and a source of raw matenals. German military authorities dismantled 

Polish industry, requisitioned grain, cut forests, and imposed hi& taxation on cities and villages. 

Increasingly, able-bodied Poles were rounded up and sent to work in Gennany's war industries. 

Ln the Austrian part of Poland, occupation policies were Little different. To the chagrin of Poles, 

trade was in the hands of Jewish agencies from Austria. In the districts of Chelm. Hrubiesz6w. 

and Tomasz6w, the home of a large Ukrainian population, public announcements were made in 

German and Ukrainian. Requisitions by passing troops, the mandatory delivery of food quotas. 

and mobilization for labor units exerted tremendous pressure on the civilian population in LubIin 

province and Galicia. If Poles had any illusions as to the intentions of the Central Powers 

evaporated, by 19 16 these illusions were gone. More Poles increasingly defined themselves as a 

u d e d  national group poised against outsiders, Amtrians, Gerrnans, and Jews. Popular 

resentment was especially strong towards the latter, who openly displayed their pro-Austrian and 

pro-German attitude, and supported the military regimes as the only guarantors of peace and 

order. Yet, Polish indignation at the Central Powers could be expressed only through clenched 

teeth. Jews, consequently, became an easy outlet for popular discontent. Although Austro- 

12 Golczewski, Polnisch-Jüdische Beziehungen, pp. 134- 13 7; Mendelsohn, Zionisrn in Poland, 
pp. 4 1 -42; Michal Bobrzyliski, Wskrseszenie Paatwa Polskiego: Szkic historyczny, 2 vols. 
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Gerrnan authorities effectively prevented public unrest, they often ignored anti-Semitic agitation. 

As the situation worsened, some Jewish leaders such as a Ieading Polish Zionist, Herschel 

Farbstein, predicted that Polish independence would spell disaster for the Jews. l 3  

When the Austrian administration in Galicia forced Polish and Ukrainian peasants to return 

stolen Jewish goods, anti-Jewish animosities flared up in courts. Many Jews informed on, and 

testified against, Iooters and those who had collaborated with the Russians. The Polish public 

reacted in outrage at what was seen as Jews settling scores with potential political rivais. 

Hostility also arose when Jewish refùgees and deportees returned to claim their houses and 

belongings, which had been appropnated by the local population. For its part, the Jewish press 

highlighted Polish anti-Semitic attitudes and professed the loyalty of Jews to the Central Powers 

as alone capable of protecting them fiom hostile neighbors. l4 
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Anti-Semitism even made inroads into Polish political organizations which had advocated 

Polish-Jewish cooperation before the war. In July 19 15, a leader of the PoIish Socialist Party. 

Ignacy Daszyiisky, dismissed Jews from the party leadership and the editorial board of the party 

newspaper NuprzM. To his Jewish coileagues, Daszy15sky explained that a "philosernitic" stance 

of his party would seriously undemine its political credibility after the war. Profound political 

dserences precluded attempts of some Polish politicians to find accommodation with Jews. For 

example, Leon Biliiiski, a member of the Polish Main National C o k t t e e  (formed in Gaiicia at 

the begïnning of the war) sought to persuade Jewish Orthodox leaders ta form a joint voting 

block as foundation of a future Polish-Jewish rapprochement. However, Jewish leaders rejected 

this action fearing that it would have anti-Austrian overtones. To the chagrin of Polish leaders, 

Jewish organizations in Poland and abroad accused al1 Poles of anti-Semitism and questioned their 

ability to have an independent state. 15 

The result of mutual hostility was predictable. As anti-Semitism became an integral 

element of the war, Polish newspapers spread fantastic stories about Jewish collaboration with the 

Russian arrny. Jews were blamed for spreading rumors, for being Austrian or German financial 

agents and disserninating lies about Austro-German victories on the battlefield. Racial anti- 

Semitism became progressively pronounced: some authors called for action against Jews, as 

genetically treacherous, ". . .reckless and unwise, cunning and blind optirnists, intolerant [of 

others], cowardly, and merciless." Polish nationalism grew increasingly exclusionary and 

xenophobic. Anti-Semitic convictions were no longer the prerogative of nght-wing Polish groups 

as Polish peasant organizations and liberal-minded politicians voiced popular anti-Jewish 

l5 "Perepiska so starostvarni," TsDIAUuL, 146/8/1884, pp. 1, 20-21; Wrbbel, "Przed 
odzyskaniem niepodleglo~ci," p. 13 1. 



resentments. For instance. a future foreign minister, Augua Zaieski, told a British activist, Lucien 

Wolf, that equaiizing Yiddish with Polish would be opposed by the entire Polish population. 16 

Although econornic exploitation of the country remained a trademark of the Austro- 

German occupation, and both military governments refbsed to grant Poland political concessions, 

setbacks on the fiont and fear of popuiar discontent forced the Central Powers to change these 

policies. On November 5. 1916, the two Emperors issued a declaration that provided for a Polish 

state under German and Austnan auspices. The dedaration sparked rnass enthusiastic response of 

Poles and Jews. Jewish communities congratulated Polish politicai representations in Warsaw and 

Viema and expressed hopes for a harmonious coexistence in independent Poland. The Novernber 

declaration signified an important change in the policies of the Central Powers towards Jews. 

From that point onward, the military regimes effectively surrendered Jewish issues to the 

jurisdiction of Polish officials. In 19 17 the German military regime passed control over general 

education to the Polish administration, dashing Jewish hopes that the Yiddish and Hebrew 

languages would receive an equal status with Polish.17 

1 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  "Mjnisterstwo Spraw Wewne'trmych," F35, no page; A M ,  "Centralna Agencja Polska 
w Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Driennik Kijowski, 23 October 1 9 1 61; Ukruinische Nachrichien, n. 44, 1 1 
July 1915, p. 2; "Lystuvannia z ministerstvorn vnutrishnikh sprav," TsDIAUuL, 146/8/1898, p. 6; 
"Situatsia v Gaiitsii," RGVIA, 2005/1/13(11), no page; Bandrowski, Wp~ornzenzch, pp. 9- 10, 28, 
41, 65, 78, 101-104, 107; Judische Rundschau, 13 August 1915, n. 33. p. 265; Chimen 
Abramslq, "Lucien Wolf s Efforts for the Jewish Communities in Central and Eastern Europe," 
Jèwzsh Historical Studzes: Trmactzons of the Jauish Historical Society of England, XXIX 
(1982-1986), p. 290. 
l7 On November 5 ,  19 16, on behalf of the two Emperors the military govememtns announced the 
creation of a constitutional Polish state. The declaration, however, did nothing to win the PoIes 
since a new truncated buffer-state would be deprived of Potnari, Pomorze (the Baltic Sea shore), 
Silesia, and Galicia. Grossfeld, Politykupahtw centrolnych, p. 187; Burke, "Polish Policy," pp. 
32-33; Hupka, Z czasdw wielkiej wojny, p. 286; Zielecki, "iydi  w polskim ruchu 
niepodlegloSciowym," pp. 294-295; Zechlin, Die Deutsche Politik, pp. 198-209.2 1 1-2 14. 



Attempts by Jewish activists to complain about discrimination in social and educationd 

spheres to German and Austrian authorities went unheeded, and were interpreted by Polish 

political circles as subversive actions. Inflation was particularly felt in the countryside, and 

peasants blarned the rnilitary regimes, the nobility, and Jews for econornic shortages and privation. 

In the temtories held by the Central Powers and in the Russian-held part of Galicia, the Polish- 

Jewish rivalry became especially acute in aid committees created for organizing food supplies. 18 

Leading Polish circies spawned different concepts of Polish nationhood. The National 

Democrats prornoted the necessity of Polish nation-state, in which ethnic minorities (except Jews) 

would be gradually Polonised. The followers of J6zef Pilsudski advocated a confederation of 

Poles, Ukrainians, and Belorussians as a power capable of withstanding Russian and German 

aggression. Despite their differences. the two Polish groups shared a broad consensus that ethnic 

Poles would be a dominant group in new Poland, whether a nation-state or a confederation. 

Therefore, as long as the country was occupied by foreign powers, any concessions to ethnic 

minorities were seen as untimely. In July 19 17, a temporary ruling body, the Constitutional 

Cornmittee of the Temporary State Council, contemplated a declaration that would have 

guaranteed civil rights to national minorities in the future Polish state. Some Cornmittee 

members, however, hastened to stress that such a declaration was not IegaIly binding, especially 

with regards to Jews. lg  

On the committees, see AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Kurjer 
Poznahki, 28 Apnl 19 171, [ G ~ o s  N a d ,  16 August 19 171; [Kurjer Lwowski, 3 1 August 19 171, 
[G&s Nwodu. 16 August 19 17, 6 September 19 1 71, [Nowo Reforma, 7 September 19 171; Nova 
Ra&, 28.2  May 19 17, p. 2; Wrobel, "Przed odzyskaniem NepodlegloSci," p. 133. 

1 9 "Ekspositura II Otdela general'nogo shtaba," Tm& ' m e  Khranilishche Istroriko- 
Dokumental 'nykh KoZZektsii (abbreviated TsKhIDK), 46 1 / 115 3 3, p. 126. 



The Colfapse of the Old Order 

At the beginning of 19 18, the economic situation throughout the Polish areas was 

extremely dire. Hunger, inflation, and requisitions by the d i ta ry  regirnes forced thousands of 

people to move into urban areas, where populations increased drastically. 

-- -- - - -- 

[ Zbor6w 1 5,656 m4,000 
Sources: Bohdan Wasiutyiiski, Ludno 46 zydowska w wiekach XZY i XX (Warsaw : Wydawnictwo Kasy 

Table 5.1. The Overcrowding of Eastern Galicia's Urban Centers by the Summer of 1917 

irn. Mianowskiego, 193 0). pp. 1 14- 124; Halicmin: kalendurz powszechny zastosowany do potneb 
wszystkich mieszkaIic6w Galicji na rokpaaki 1918 (L'viv: Nakladem Drukarni i Litografii Piller- 
Neurnanna, 19 1 8), p. 28: A M ,  "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 6 1 [Czas, 28 luly 19 1 71. 

As Hungary refùsed foodstuffs to Austria and Germany, the burden of providing supplies 

Juiy 1917 
69,000 
138,000 
76.000 

LocaliLocality 1 pre- 19 14 population 

fell entirely on Congress Poland and Galicia. Economic shortages aggravated popular attitudes 

Bohorodczany 
Buczacz 
Czortkow 

and in January demonstrations and unrest took place in Krakbw. At a time when social tensions 

4,378 
14,286 
5.167 

ran high, Polish public opinion was shocked by the news of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty. Signed on 

February 9, 19 18, between the Central Powers and the Ukrainian National Republic, the treaty 

stipulated the cession of the C h e h  province to Ukraine in exchange for grain supplies. Aithough 

the province contained a large Ukrainian population, it was located on the lefi bank of the Bug 



River and was considered by the majority of Poles as an integral part of Poland. Outrage at the 

treaty was universal, and mass strikes and demonstrations took place in many cities, towns. and 

villages. The treaty marked the final mpture of Polish-Austnan and Polish-German relations. 

Vehement indignation was aiso directed against Jews, who were blarned for cornplicity with the 

Central Powers. The fact that the Zionists and assidators joined their voices against the treaty 

did not alleviate the situation. The traditional pro-Habsburg and pro-German attitude of Polish 

Iewry was the main factor behind Polish grievances. While popular resentment was dso directed 

against Ukrainians, they were still perceived as politically immature and incapable of independent 

action. Attacks on Jews took place in Krakow and Lwow, where mobs broke windows in Jewish 

shops. In other localities police intervention prevented anti-Jewish excesses. The joint protests of 

Jewish and Ukrainian Parliament members in Vienna such as Sydir Holubovych, Roman Sma1'- 

Stots'kyi, Mykola Vasyl'ko, and Evhen Petrushevych in Viema against the attacks were seen as 

yet another proof of Jewish-Ukrainian c0llaboration.2~ 

Popular indignation at the Brest-Litovsk Treaty sparked the political mobilization of al1 

layers of Polish society. Although this society was deeply divided dong social, economic, and 

political lines, Polish cornmoners and politicians came to believe that the Polish nation had been 

betrayed by the Central Powers and by disloyal aliens, above al1 Jews. The Treaty became a 

junction at which the ideological anti-Semitism of politicians and the popular anti-Sernitism of the 

20"~gentumye svodki," RGVA, 1/3/8 I c, pp. 2, 4 1; R.W., "Austriacki wywiad wojskowy we 
Lwowie w przededniu wypadkow listopadowych," Obrona Lwowa, 1-22 listopadn 1918, 
Jaroslaw Waniorek ed., 2 vols., (Warsaw: Oficyna Wydawnicza VOLUMEN, 199 1 - 1993, vol. 
2, p. 662; Kreppel, Juden undJuden~um, p. 159; "Komanda politsii," DALO, 350/1/4552, pp. , 8- 
10, 23 ob, 27-3 0; qednoczenie: pismo po hvi -one idei zespolenia ~ y d &  r narodem polskim. 
(L'viv). 3 March 19 18, pp. 45-47. In a secret provision to the treaty, the Dual Monarchy 
promised to fonn Eastern Galicia and Bukovina into a new crowniand. Grossfeld, Polifyka 



Poiish masses coalesced into a powerful drive for national independence. Such anti-Sernitism 

becarne both fbnctionai and genuine. It absorbed the rationai dissatisfaction of Poles with existing 

socio-economic conditions and the emotional calls of political groups for building a nation on 

cornmon ethnic and historical foundations. In Warsaw, the National Democrats gained mass 

support for a boycott of Jewish stores, and a series of mas antiJewish riots began at the end of 

October in Congress Poland. The riots soon spilled over to more than ninety localities in Western 

Galicia, where peasants and soldiers made up the backbone of the mob. Attacks on Jews and 

anti-Jewish agitation coincided with the influx of thousands of deserters and prisoners of war from 

Russia who poured into the countryside in the spring and summer of 19 18. Armed gangs 

terrorized the population, and particularly targeted Jews, who on several occasions armed 

themselves and beat off the attackers? 

While Austro-Hungarian troops were able to put down these disturbances, it became 

evident that large parts of the Polish population perceived the visible decline of the monarchy as 

liberation fiom hated foreign rule, oppressive state machinery, requisitions, and confiscations. 

Attacks o n  Jews sent an unmistakable message to the Jewish leadership that the cotlapse of the 

old order would bnng more calamity and anti-Jewish violence. In this situation Jewish leaders 

decided to seek accommodation with Ukrainians whose national aspirations and numerical 

strength made them a powefil counterbalance to Poles. Ukrainians also prepared for post-war 

pa&w centrahych, p. 267, 27 1-273 ; Burke, "Polish Policy," pp. 66-67; Dzierzbicki, Pami etnik, 
p. 275. 

2 1 ~ c h a r d  Georg Plaschka, Horst Haselsteiner, and Arnold Suppan, Innere Front: 
Milil&assistenz, Widetstand und Umsturz in der Donaumonarchie J918,2 vols. (Munich: R. 
Oldenbourg Verlag, 1974). vol. 1, pp. 92-93, 101- lO6,3Ol-302, vol. 2, p. 89; "Komanda 
politsii," DALO, 350/1/4552, pp. 48-48ob, 60-60ob; "Dokumenty," Ibid., 256/1/76, pp. 22, 3 1 ; 
Mendelsohn, Zionism in Poland, pp. 88-89; Bobnyfiski, Wskrzeszenze panstwa polskiego, vol. 2, 



contest, and on October 18, 191 8, they formed the Ukrainian National Council in Lw6w. The 

Council, headed by Yevhen Petrushevych, claimed its authority of Ukrainian ethnic lands within 

the Austro-Hungarian monarchy and, recognizing the possibility of Polish counteraction called for 

national autonomy for ethnic minonties -- Poles, Gerrnans, and Jews. Most imponantly for 

Ukrainian-Jewish relations, the Council recognized Jews as a distinct nationality.= Two days 

later, a gathering of Jewish students in Lw6w also dernanded national rights for Jews, and on 

October 26 a raily of Zionists, Orthodox, Poalei-Zion members, and sociaiists demanded that 

Jews be represented as a separate group in peace talks. As ethnic tensions reached their highest 

pitch clashes between Jews and Poles took place in Warsaw, and Austrian authorities in Galicia 

put troops, field police. and civil guards on high ale1-t.~3 

*** 

Perhaps, in the late fail of 1918 Jews in Congress Poland and Galicia were the only people 

who sincerely grieved over the break up of the old order. As the press burst out with headlines 

''Terrible News fiom Galicia," "Murder and Plunder in PrzemyS1," "Attacks in Lafxut," 

"Pogroms in Brzesko," "Dejudaisation of Poland," Jews recailed with sadness the "good old" 

days of the Austro-Hungarian and German empires. Polish-Jewish cornpetition in the socio- 

economic sphere, fierce in the first decade of the twentieth century, had been further aggravated 

- - - - - - - - -- 

pp. 27-28; "Aneksy," Obrotza Lwuwa, vol. 2, pp. 699, 705-707; Wrobel, "The Jews of Galicia," 
pp. 135-136. 
22 M. P. Lytvyn and K. E. Naumenko, Istoria Z W R  (Lhiv: Instytut ukrainoznavstva HAH 
Ukrainy, 1 995), 29; Roman Matej ko and Bohdan Kravchuk, Za riahyi krai, ra narid sviz: 
Ukrons'ko Holyts'ka Amiia na Ternopil'shchpi (Temopil': n-p., 1993), p. 4. 

23 AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," [Dib, 27 October 19 18, and 29 October 
19 181; M. Gon, "Evreiski politychni partii na Zakhidnii Ukraiini, 19 18- 1929," Dissertatior~ of 
Candi&te of Historicul Sciences (Kiev: Kyevs'ky Derzhavnyi Universytet, 1 W8), p. 42, 62; 
Pogrebynska i Gon, Yevrei v Zakhidnoukrains 'kii Respublztsi, p. 3 5 ;  "Aneksy," Obroita Lwowa, 
vol. 2, p. 719. 



by the war, and the brutal treatment meted out to Jews by the Russian military also had brought 

about an enormous increase of popular anti-Semitic attitudes. The rule of the Central Powers 

sharpened mutual antagonisms as Poles and Jews tried to win concessions from the military 

regimes. 

As the end of the war drew near, the two peopIes had entirely different viewpoints in 

regards to the future. Before World War 1 ideological anti-Semitism was a prerogative of Polish 

right-wing parties, and anti-Jewish sentiments of general population ernanated mostly from the 

socio-economic discourse. While resenting cornpetition with Jewish peddlers and merchants, 

cornmon Poles still perceived them as legitimate "others," a traditional part of the ethnically 

diverse Polish life. The war witnessed the evolution of traditional anti-Jewish sentiments into 

xenophobic ideology of the masses. The heavy-handed nile of the Central Powers strengthened 

national ties arnong the Poles. contributed to the development of a highly introvened popular 

consciousness, and reinforced the beliefs in the putative racial distinctiveness of the Jews. 

Placed within a doctrine of national unity, anti-Sernitism became an important constituent of the 

Polish stniggle against foreign oppression. 

The war also witnessed a major psychological transformation arnong Jews. In 19 15- 19 16. 

it seemed that the rule of the Central Powers would eventually bring about Jewish national 

aspirations of civil and political equality. But these illusions did not endure for long. As the 

situation on the fiont and in the rear worsened, the Austrian and German military regimes found it 

expedient to support Poles at the expense of Jews. Neverthelesq the Jewish leadership had 

become convinced that only strong extemal pressure on Poles would guarantee Jewish national 



and civil rights. Therefore, it was imperative to seek the suppon of the Mies, whose voice would 

be decisive in the post-war European political ~ettlernent.~~ 

24 Marian Fuks, "iydzi w zaraniu niepodleglo$ci Polski,"BSIH, 21 150 (1 989), p. 3 8. Newspaper 
headlines in Gaisbauer, Davidrtern und Doppelader, p. 540; Nowy Dsiennik, n. 1 22, 1 0 
November 1 9 1 8, p. 3 ; "Pogromen in Polen und Galizien, " Neue Jüdische hlonatshefie, Heft 3/5, 
10 December 1918, pp. 56-58. 



Chapter VI 

ANATOMYOFA POGROM: LW& NOVEMBER 22-24,1918 

At the end of World W u  1 a h o d e d  Jew saw Habsburg emblems being ripped off 

building walls in Prague, and desperately cried out: "who wiil shield us now?" l Indeed, as the 

Austro-Hungarîan and Gerrnan Empires cnimbled, state institutions that had traditionally 

protected Jews fkom the pent-up hry of locai nationaiisms ceased to exist. New countnes 

emerged on the map of Europe, and independence was soon followed by violence against Jews in 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. f olish Jews had perhaps more reasons to fear the collapse 

of the old order than did their CO-religionists elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Considered 

"outsiders" who had openly demonstrated their pro-German and pro-Austrian orientation before 

and during the war, they were blarned for siding with the enernies of Poland. As the war came to 

its end, attacks on Jews, who found themselves surrounded by a hostile society, becarne endemic. 

In November 19 1 8, news of a pogrom in Lw6w spread around the world. Polish-Jewish relations 

entered a critical stage, pregnant with long-lasting ramifications. 

This chapter focuses on the situation of Jews during the initial stage of the Polish- 

Ukrainian conflict, and pays particular attention to the causes and consequences of the Lw6w 

pogrom. 

l Germrm-Jewish History in Modern Times, Michael A. Meyer, ed., 4 vols. (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1997), vol. 3, p. 384. 



The Ukrainimt Coup-d'etot and the Issue of Jauish Neuirality 

To appreciate the events which unfolded in Eastern Galicia in Novernber of 19 18, 

one must retrace the evolution of the Ukrainian national movement, which, by World War 

1, had made remarkable progress. Ukrainian financial, cuiturd, and educational 

institutions had grown in numbers, and the intelligentsia unequivocally considered 

themselves members of a distinct nationality. In the deepening confrontation with Poles, 

the Ukrainian poiïtical leadership was determined to build an autonomous unit within the 

Habsburg monarchy. Eastern Galicia, it was hoped, rnight serve as a nucleus around 

which other areas inhabited by Ukrainians would coalesce. The outbreak of the war 

served as a rallying flag for Ukrainians who loyally served in Austro-Hungarian armies and 

fought on al1 fionts of the Empire. Ukrainian volunteers were formed into a crack unit, 

the Sich Sharpshooters, who put up fierce resistance to Russians in the Carpathians, and 

incurred heavy casualties. The war gave a powefil impetus to the national aspirations of 

Ukrainians, who hoped for a favorable post-war temtorial settlernent and more political 

representation in Bukovina, Transcarpathia, and Galicia. In the latter, however. their 

objectives ran doul of those of the Poles who had dominated the regional administration 

and politics before the war and would accept nothing Iess for the funire. Most 

importantly, by the middle of the war the Polish political leadership had formulated its own 

temtorial program, in which Galicia, the Polish Piedmont, was to provide one of the core 

areas of the future Polish state. The political supremacy of Poles in Galicia was taken for 

granted. After the declaration of the two Ernperors in November 19 16, the comrnittee of 



the Polish parliamentary group, Ko2o Polskie, worked out a new constitution, sharply 

reducing the numbers of Ukrainian deputies in the Parliament. For Ukrainians, given their 

numerical superionty in Galicia, such an arrangement was unacceptable.2 

Since Galicia was coveted by both Poles and Ukrainians, chances for a rapprochement 

between them dissipated as the war progressed, and Vienna's vague and mutually exclusive 

promises t e  the two groups facilitated Polish-Ukrainian animosity. Jews, the third largest group 

in the province, occupied an important place in the planning of the two protagonists. In October 

19 16, in conversation with Louis Marshall, a major activist of the Amencan Jewish Cornmittee. 

Roman Dmowski stressed that Jewish support was paramount for Polish independence. The 

leader of the National Democrats, however, denied the existence of pogroms in Poland and 

blamed Russia for spreading anti-Semitic propaganda arnong his compatriots. Jews, assened 

Dmowski, sided with Poland's enemies -- Russia, Austro-Hungary, and Germany (he passed over 

in silence the fact that the National Democrats had long advocated collaboration with the Russian 

Empire). In order to win major powers to their respective causes, Polish and Ukrainian 

representatives in Vienna claimed to have secured Jewish suppon for their respective daims in the 

future political settlement in Gai i~ia .~  

The Polish leadership's adamant stand on the future of Galicia convinced the Ukrainian 

leadership that they needed to seize initiative if they were to determine the fate of the region. On 

Z ~ o r  the evolution of the Ukrainian national movernent in Galicia, see in Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytskyi, 
Istorychni ese, 2 vols. (Kiev: "Osnovy," 1994), vol. 1, pp. 413-450. On Ukrainian national efforts 
during World War 1, see Mychailo Lozyns'b, Ualychyna v rr. 1918-1920 (New York: 
Vydavnytstvo "C hervona Kalyna," 1 970), pp. 1 2-40; Osyp Dumin, lstoriia Liegionu 
Ukrayins 'kykh Sichovykh StriIt 'siv (L'viv: C hervona KaIyna, 193 6); Makarchuk, Ukrains 'ka 
Respublika Haiychan, pp . 26-40; Holzer and Molenda, Pol& w pienvssej wojnie Swiafowej, p. 
199. 



Oaober 18, 191 8, a Ukrainian National Council, comprised of Ukrainian parliament members and 

politicians tiom Galicia and Bukovina formed in Lw6w to act as a constituent assembly, and the 

next day it decIared the creation of a Ukrainian state which included Eastern Galicia east of the 

San River, the Lemko area4, north-western BukoWia, and pans of Transcarpathia. The 

declaration also stipuiated the equality of al1 nationdities. Most importantly for Jews, it granted 

them equal national status with Poies and Ukrainians as well as a proportional number of seats in 

the ~ouncil. '  

The creation of the Ukrainian NationaI Council coincided with Polish preparations for a 

take-over in Galicia. By October 3 1 Polish paramilitary groups assumed power in Krakow, and 

the Polish Liquidation Cornmittee, as a temporary goveming body, was called into existence. In 

Lwow, the Polish Military Organization (POW) and the Union of Freedom subordinated 

themselves to a war veteran, Captain Czeslaw Mqczyfiski, who had strong ties with the National 

Democrats. By November 1, the situation in GaIicia heated up. The breakdown of the Austro- 

Hungarian army resulted in mass desertion of muitinational rank-and file who flooded towns and 

3 Chwila, n. 110, 5 May 1919, p. 2; Ibid, n. 116, 11 May 1919, p. 3; R.W. "Austriacki wywiad 
wojskowy we Lwowie," O h n a  Lwuwa, vol. 2, pp. 677-678. 

Lemki or Rusins, an ethno-cultural group which inhabited southern districts of Western Galicia 
along the Slovak border. 
' " ~ a t e r i l a ~  pro diialnis't' ZUNR," TsDIAUuL, 359/11/370, pp. 96-97; "Nova Rada," n. 203, 2 
November 19 1 8, p. 1 ; Hornykiewicz, Ereignzsse, vol. 4, p. 44f; Zygrnunt Lasocki, Wspomnienzo 
szefa ahinisîrcji  P. K. L. i K. (Krak6 w: Nakladem autora, 193 1), p. 7; M. P. Lytvyn and K. 
E. Naumenko, Istoria ZUNR (L'viv: hstytut ukrainoznavstva NAN Ukrainy, 1999, p. 29; 
Matejko and Kravchuk 2h ridnyi bai, za rrarid svii, p. 4; Mykhailo Hutsulak, Pershyi Iysropod 
1918 rok: ri spohuhmy i rhyltepysmy chleniv komitelu vykonavrFiv lysropadovoho chymr (New 
York: Nakladorn Komitetu Vykonavtsiv Lystopadovoho Chynu, 1973), p. 16. 



villages of the province. Thousands of deserters formed armed bands and ravaged the countryside. 

Robbery , murder, and loo ting became endemic.6 

In this situation, on the night of November 1, Ukrainian forces under Major Dmytro 

Vitovs'kyi arrested Polish officers, disarmed soldiers, and detained the Austrian Militas, 

Governor, Count Karl Huyn. At daybreak, the Ukrainian National Council, headed by Dr. Kost' 

Levyts'kyi, declared itself to have assumed power in Galicia. The Council proclaimed Ukrainian 

statehood, and guaranteed civil equality and political rights to al1 national graups. The Ukrainian 

coup, however, was only the beginning of turmoil and violence.' 

Jews were particularly fnghtened by widespread banditry and looting, which preceded and 

followed the Ukrainian take-over. Already on November 1, the dregs of society in LwOw and 

PrzemySl broke into munitions depots, barracks, and warehouses, smashing shop windows and 

robbing civilians. Jewish stores and houses especiaiiy attracted roaming gangs. The Austro- 

Hungarian command seemed incapable of preventing excesses as multinational units often refhsed 

to obey their commanders and joined the looters. The police and gendarmerie were equally 

powerless as the spirit of anarchy penetrated their ranks8 

That same day, the Polish-Ukrainian confrontation turned into an armed conflict. When 

the news of the coup spread in the city, strongholds of Polish resistance were hastiIy organized. 

6~asocki, Wvomnienia, p. 24; Listopod 1. -22.M. 1918 we Lruowie, pp. 2-4, 23 ; Bial ynia- 
Cholodecki, Lw& w listopadzie, pp. 17-1 8. 

W. Kutschabsky, Die Westukraine im Kmpfe  mit Polen und dern Bolschavismus in den Jahren 
1918-1923 (Berlin: Junker und Dünnhaupt Verlag, 1934), p. 39; Lozyns'b, Hal'ychymz, pp. 41- 
43; Homykiewicz, Ereignisse, p. 47f; Zdzislaw Koniecmy, Walki polsko-ukraifikze w 
Przemy&î i okolicy: listopad - grudzien' 1918 (PrzemyS1: Sp6 ldzielnia Inwalidow "Praca" w 
PrzemySlu, 1993), p. 29; Plaschka, Haselsteiner, and Suppan, Innere Front, vol. 2, pp. 309, 3 11, 
3 12-3 13, 3 16. 

Plaschka, Haselsteiner, and Suppan, Innere Front, vol. 2, pp. 309, 3 11, 3 12-3 13, 3 16: Bialynia- 
Choaodecki, Lw& rv listopadzie, p. 10. 



High school, gyrnnasium, and university students, augmented by civilians, barricaded themselves 

in schools and barracks. A Polish Civil Committee was formed, and in cooperation with the POW 

it endeavored to establish a uniform command among the defenders. Both bodies became 

spearheads of resistance and rdying points for Poles of al1 political atfiliations, sex, and age. The 

heroic stance of the Polish youth soon reverberated around the country, and the aruggle in Lw6w 

was universally perceived as the ultimate showdown for independence. Even elements of the city 

undenvorld joined the defenders, and the fighting effectively separated the city into two hostile 

camps. A number of Jewish officers and soldiers sided with the Poles. The majority of Jews, 

however, lived in Ukrainian-held parts of Lw6w. and they were determined to await the outcome 

of the struggle.9 

The Jewish leadership aIso did not want to become involved in the conflict. On November 

1, representatives of several Jewish political parties formed a Committee for Public Safety. The 

Cornmitîee announced that Jews would stay neutral, and, to protect the Jewish quarters fiom 

criminal attacks, organized a militia. The Polish vice-president of the city, Marceli Chlarntacz, 

and the Ukrainian commander, Major Vitovs'kyi, were irnmediately informed of these facts. The 
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November 1918, p. 2; Jan Gella, Rush miesiqc I/M-22/27 1918: i l ~ o w a n y  opis walk 
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Cholodecki, Lw& w lislopadzie, pp. 10, 17- 18; Gazeta Pomna, n. 444 1,2 November 19 18, p. 
7; Lasocki, Wspomrienia, p. 39; Artur W. Hausner, Listopad 1918 r. (L'viv: Nakzadem zarzsdu 
okregowego zwiazku pracownikow kolejowych Polskiej Z.Z.K. we Lwowie, 1929), p. 14. 



militia was armed and wore white armbands; later it was provided with identification cards in 

Yiddish. 'O 

The declaration of neutrality triggered a wave of outrage among the Polish population, 

who interpreted it as an act of treachery, the proverbial last straw of Jewish wrongdoing. When 

fighting empted in Lwow, Polish-Jewish relations had deteriorated to the point where the 

rnajoriîy of Poles perceived Jews as hostile bystanders, if not open enemies. This reaction derived 

fiom several circumstances. In partitioned Poland, Jews had tended to side with the "stronger" 

Party, whether Austrians or Germans. Hence, their neutrality was seen as a traditional pattern of 

supporting the more powefiI belligerent. Moreover an antiquated story of Jewish "ingratitude" 

towards the country that had in dire times hospitably received them was magnified by the conflict 

and lay bare the "true" Jewish nature. Many Poles saw the Polish-Ukrainian conflict as a 

contiontation between the city and the "unkempt" Ukrainian countryside. Lwow, the cradle of 

"higher" culture, was being invaded by Ukrainian "Cossack" forces; Jews, who comprïsed a 

significant portion of the urban population, had betrayed the Polish cause by choosing to stay 

neutral. Ukrainians, on the other hand, welcomed the declaration of neutrality. From their point 

of view, it effectively divested Poles of financial and human resources available in the Jewish 

quarters. 

10 Rosa BaiIiy, A City Fightsjbr Freedom: The Rising of Lwow in 1918-1919 (London: 
Publishing Cornmittee Leopolis, 1956). pp. 235-236; Bialynia-Cholodecki, Lw6w w lis~opadzie. 
pp. 26-27; Gon, "Evreis'ki polityc'mi partii," pp. 42-43; AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika 
Paiistwa," 1 79, part 1, pp. 9- 1 O; "Nakazy nachal 'noi komandy," Tsentral 'nyi Derzhny i  A rkhiv 
Vyshchykh Orhaniv Ylady ta UpravIinnia Ukrainy (abbreivated TsDAVOVfUU), 2188/1/1. p. 13; 
"Nakazy po nachal'nii komandi," Ibid, 21 88/2/8, p. 12; Chwila, n. 1, 10 January 19 19, p. 3; Nawy 
Dziennik, n. 145.3 December 1918, p. 3; Inster, Dokumenty fu2snr, pp. 3 1, 84-86; Ozjasz 
Wasser, "Rola iydow w listopadowej obronie Lwowa w 1918 r," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, pp. 
837-838; Bendow, Der Lemberger Menpogrom, pp. 15, 18. 



Polish and Ukrainian viewpoints made it impossible for either side to appreciate the 

situation confionting Jews. The escaiating conflict had offered thern few alternatives. Beliefs that 

the entire Polish society was utterly anti-Semitic were shared by the Jewish majority. Anti-Jewish 

nots and vehement anti-lewish propaganda at the end of World War 1 contirmed these beliefs and 

portended grim prospects for Jews at the d a m  of Polish independence. Rumurs that Polish 

paramilitary units were robbing Jews circuiated fiom the beginning of the fighting in Lw6w. 

However, as attractive as Ukrainian promises were, traditionai Potish political dominance in 

Galicia and the relative fiagility of the Ukrainian national movement advised caution in siding with 

the Ukrainians. Therefore, the assimilationists and the Orthodox protested against the declaration 

of neutrality as dangerous for the hture of Jews in Poland. It also rnattered that Ukrainian troops 

were stationed in the Jewish quarters in Lw6w and that the shtetlach in the entirety of Galicia 

were surrounded by Ukrainian villages. On Novernber 1, when Ukrainian forces took over the 

region, in many localities Jewish communities aIso proclaimed neutrality. It can be surmised, 

therefore, that even if Jews nourished desires to join the Poles (which the majority definitely did 

not), such a move was fraught with dire consequences. Neutrality seerned to be the oniy sensible 

course. 

While the assimilationists correctly assessed the potential ramifications of neutrality, their 

protestations of loyaity towards Poles did not change the situation. On November 6, the 

Cornmittee of Public Safety in Lw6w reiterated its intention to use any means to "prevent the 

Jewish population fiom being dragged into conflict." From this moment on the division between 

Jews and Poles ran dong the Polish-Ukrainian front-line through the city, rendering Polish-Jewish 

understanding impossible. Similarly, the announcement by the Polish government on November 7 



that it guaranteed civil rights and liberties to  alI citizens made no difference in the atmosphere 

charged with mutual hostilitiesJ1 

The Course of Events 

Given the tragic circurnstances that took place in the Lw6w Jewish quarters in November 

1918, it is no surprise that the issue of neutrality, and especially the activities of the Jewish rnilitia, 

would later become the subject of heated debates. Jewish contemporaries and historians argued 

that the mifitia observed neutrality to the letter, while their Polish counterparts insisted that it 

broke neutrality fiom the st21-t of the fighting. 

As law and order in Lw6w cmmbled before the fighting began, the main Jewish quarters. 

situated on the fiinges of the city, were targeted by roving bands. Lawlessness was aggravated by 

the fact that Austrian authorities had opened prison gates and set free about 800 ~r i rn ina l s .~~  As 

the ody protection for the Jewish population, the rnilitia engaged looters, ofien in pitched 

encounters. Patroiling in the Jewish quarters, the militia had its first clashes with the Poles. Since 

the city was divided into two parts, Poles were trying to cross over into Polish-held parts. Some 

Krysiak, Z dni grazy we Lwowie, pp. 29-30; Gazeta Poranna, n. 4442, 3 Novernber 19 18, pp. 
1-2; Witold Hupert, Walki o Lw& / '  1 listopoda 1918 do 1 maja 1919 (Warsaw: Ksiegarnia 
Wojskowa, 1933). p. 41; MN, "Ambasada RP w Londynie," 1380, p. 18; Pobudkn, n. 4, 9 
November 1 9 1 8, p. 2. 

l2  Polish authors claimed that Ukrainians released up to 800 crirninds. Ukrainian sources, o n  the 
other hand, maintained that the numbers of released inmates were much smaller. See, Nova Rada, 
n. 229, 21 November (4 Decernber) 19 18, p. 2, and n. 234-28 November (1 1 December) 19 18, p. 
2; Gmeta Porunm, n. 4465, 8 December 19 18, p. 3; "Vidozva do pol'skoho naselennia," 
KDAVOVtUU, 2188/1/278, p. 45; Biazynia-Choiodecki, Lw& w listopadrie, p. 39; Gella, 
Ruski miesiqc, p. 36; Tomaszewski, "Lw6w. 22 listopad," p. 28 1. According to Polish sources 
there were more than 2,000 criminals at large at the time of the fighthg in Lw6w. tukomski, 
Partacz, and Polak, Wojna poLFko-ukraihka, p. 8 1 ; Kozl owski, Zapmniuna wojna, p. 2 1 5. 



were stopped and fnsked by the Jewish militia. The zeal of the rnilitiamen was confirmed by 

several eyewitnesses, adding to the highly charged atmosphere in Lw6w. " 

Years of Polish-Jewish confiict had made many Jews resentfùl towards their Polish 

neighbors. Correspondingiy, some militiamen released their anger and mistreated Poles on the 

streets. Furthemore, the site of the militia greatly alarmed the Polish comrnand. By the 

standards of street fighting -- initially Ukrainian and Polish forces did not exceed 1,500 men each 

(arnong the latter a large number were untrained youth) - the militia was a power to be reckoned 

with. By eariy November it comprised some two hundred armed men; by rnid-November it 

numbered forty-five officers and 302 soldiers. Deployed 31 its entirety, such a force would be able 

to turn the tide in any local encounter. l4 

A formai agreement between the Cornmittee for Public Safety and the Polish command 

was signed on November 10, and the two sides tned to demarcate clearly their respective zones of 

operation. By that tirne, the activities of the militia's checkpoints had aiready triggered numerous 

protests by the Polish side. Convictions that Jewish neutrality was a mere facade were reinforced 

by an announcernent of the main ükrainian newspaper, Ukrains 'ke Slovo. On November 3 .  it 

asserted that "Jews go hand in hand with ~krainians."~' Jewish conternporanes argued that such 

interpretation of facts was wrong. However, fiom the Ukrainian point of view the militia's 

actions explicitly showed where Jewish sympathies lay. More irnportantly, the announcement was 

13 Bailly, A City Fights for Freedom, p. 102; Wasser, "Rola iydow w listopadowej obronie 
Lwowa w 19 18 r," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, p. 839; J6zef Grabowski. " Listopadowe boje O 

szkol e kadeckq," Ibid, vol. 2, p. 146; Bendow, Der Lemberger Judenpogrom, p. 16; Hausner. 
Listopad 1918 r . ,  pp. 56-57. 

l4 "Raporty," TsDAVOVtUU, 2 1881211 43, p. 14; Tomaszewski, "Lwow, 22 listopada," p. 28 1 ; 
Pogrebynska i Gon, Yevrei v Zakhidnoukrains 'hi Narodnii Respzdditsi, p.  4 1 ; Nene Lem berger 
Zeitur~g, n. 60 1, 17 November 191 8, p. 2; Kozlowski, Zapumnzana wojm, pp. 142, 149. 



directeci to Ukrainian troops, who were largely drafled fiom the countryside and felt 

uncornfortable in a large and unfimiliar city. The presence of a relatively strong aily definitely 

fortified their spirits. 

M e r  the Ukrainian command recognized the neutrality of Jews, it let the militia control 

the Jewish quarters. The militia was kept busy keeping order on the streets as there were 

robbenes and unauthorized searches by bain ian  patrols as well as assaults on Jews by para- 

miïtary groups with no clear affiliation. Already in the first week of fighting the Jewish miiitia 

had participated in several clashes with armed bandits. Maintainhg neutrality becarne even more 

difficult as both Polish and Ukrainian detachments often crossed into the militia-controlled 

districts. At the same time, supplies were at a premium, and Jewish detachments also violated the 

demarcation lines and confiscated foodstuffs on the fnnges of the city. The motley uniforms of 

the belligerents -- in the dark of night, Polish, Ukrainian, and Jewish insignias were difftcult to 

differentiate -- iùeled rumors which added to the general confusion of the Street fighting. On the 

Polish side, stories of Jews who murdered wounded Polish soldiers were especially persistent. l6 

However active the Poles believed the Jewish militia to be, in truth it constituted only a 

minuscule fraction of the Jewish population. The majority of Jews in Lw6w and other places in 

Galicia wished nothing but to wait out the stom. In the midst of the conflict. however, this 

attitude went largely unnoticed. The officia1 newspaper of the Polish forces, Poburika, published 

every instance and mmor about the militia's violation of neutrality. Resentment against 

"treacherous" Jews flared up on November 12, when a Jewish delegation approached a Polish 

15 Lasocki, Wspomnienia, p. 3 9; Makarchuk, Ukrains 'ku Respublika Halychan, p. 92; Bailly, A 
City Fights for Freedom, 102; Gella, Rush mieslac, p. 28. 

* fi "Nakazy nachal'noi kornandy," TsDA VOVIUU, 2 l88/l/l, pp. 1 1, 15; "Perepiska i 
rasporiazhenia," Ibid, 2 1 88/4/27, pp. 2, 1 5; 



position at the Sienkiewicz school, one of the Polish strongholds. Only the intervention of a 

commanding officer, Karol Bacryiiski, saved the envoys fiom swifi and brutal reprisa1 from his 

troops. For more perspicacious members of the Cornmittee for Public Safety, this incident must 

have served as the first premonition of what would happen should there be no restraining force in 

the city. l7 

Other developments added new ingredients to the vilincation of the Jews. The nature of 

Street fighting allowed only for a loosely unified command among Polish units, which ofien fought 

without support and instniction fiom Mqczyiiski. Such a lack of coordination resulted in the 

disarmament and detainment of mititiamen since some Polish cornanders refùsed to recognize 

the militia as a legitimate force. Although the Polish command and the Polish Civil Cornmittee 

confirmed the neutrality of the Jews in a formal agreement on November 10, arrests of rnilitiarnen 

continued. l 8  

One more factor played into the heating up of the atmosphere in the city. Within the ranks 

of Polish defenders petty criMnals constituted a tangible component. While displaying good 

fighting quaiities, they abhorred any disciplinary limitations, and ofien engaged in activities 

diametncally opposite to any military code. Their excesses compelled the Polish comrnand on 

Novernber 9 (a day after a similar measure by the Ukrainian command) to introduce dmmhead 

l7 "Donesenie O boye," TsDAVOVtUU, 2 l88/2/ 107, p. 15; "Nakazy po nachal'nii kornandi," Ibid, 
2188/2/8, p. 8; Tomaszewski, "Lwow, 22 listopad" p. 282; Karol Baczyiiski, "Wspomnienia z 
czasu obrony Lwowa," Obrona twava, vol 1, p. 29; Franciszek larzebifiski, "Prawy pododcinek 
sektora Berna," Ibid, vol. 2, p. 203; Wit Sulirnirski, "Grupa 'Sok61'-Macierz," Ibid, vol. 2, p. 
468; Tadeusz Kotik, "Walki w dzielnicy i6lkiewskiej," Ibid, vol. 2, p. 222; Antoni Jakubski, 
"Waiki listopadowe we Lwowie w h i e t l e  krytyk," Ibid, vol. 2, p. 179. 
l8  c'Rap~xty," TsDA VO VIUU, 2 1 8 8/2/ 143, p. 46; "Nakazy nachai'noi komandy," Ibid, 2 1 8 8/ 11 1, 
p. 13; 'Wakazy po nachal'nii komandi," Ibid, 2 l88/2/8, p. 12; Bailly, A City Fîgh~s for Freedom, 
pp. 103,235-236; Chuda, n. 1, 10 January 1919, p. 3, n. 18. 31 January 1919, p. 2; Nowy 
Dzzennik, n. 145, 3 December 1918, p. 3; Inster, Dokrmeny faisnr, pp. 3 1, 84-86. 



courts-martial. The enforcement of the decree, however, was a different matter, and the Jewish 

militia often fired on bandits wearing Polish insignia. Criminai elements were reported even 

among the Polish gendarmerie. The thin Iine between patriot and looter became difficult to 

detect. Hence, to Poles, for whom bandits were good comrades and valiant compatriots, the 

militia's shots seemed to be undisguised acts of hostility.19 

In addition, the gradua1 bnitaiization of fighting tnggered atrocities on both sides. Poles 

and Ukrainians reported being shot upon fiom roofs, basements, gamets, and windows. Both 

sides called for retribution against "perfidious enemies" and fired randomly at the sources of 

aileged attacks. On November 14, Ukrainian units murdered captured Polish soldiers, and a day 

later, Poles responded in kind, killing captured Ukrainians. Jews and Ukrainians also sometimes 

fired at each other. While in al1 instances shooters were not identified, Poles inevitably Iinked 

thern to ~ews." 

Further proofs that Jews directly participated in fighting came on the night of November 

15, when in a clash between the rnilitia and Poiish detachrnents two rnilitiamen lost their lives. 

"Nakazy po nachal'nii komandi," TsDAVOVUU, 2 l88/2/8, pp. 5; "Nakazy nachal'noi 
komandy," Ibid. 2 1881 1/ 1, p. 1 5 .  "Perepiska i rasporiazhenia," Ibid, 2 l88/4/27, p. 2; "Raporty," 
Ibid, 2 1 88/î/ 1 43, p. 1 4; Centralne Archiwurn Wojskowe (abbreviated CA W), "Inwentarze kolekcji 
materia36w drukowanych i archiwali6w prywatnych," 444.1.1, no page; Chi la ,  n. 1, I O January 
1919, p. 3; Pobudka, n. 5, 10 November 1918, p. 4; Oleksa Kuz'ma. Lwopodowe hi 1918 
(L'viv: Nakladem avtora, 193 l), pp. 192-193; Gella, Ruski mieszzjc, p. 19; Krysiak, Z dni g m ~ ,  
pp. 37,45; Bailly, A City Fighs for Freedom, p. 258; Neue Lemberger Zeirung, n. 602, 18 
November 191 8, p. 1 ; Hausner, Listopad 1918 r., p. 59. 
209' Polevye zapiski," TsDAVOVtUU, 2 18812/106, pp. 2, 24; "Vidozva do pol'skoho naselennia," 
Xbid, X 8 8 /  KH8, p. 15; "Nakazy po nachal'nii komandi," Ibid, 21881218, p. 2; "Rapony." Ibid, 
2 l88/2/143, p. 35; "Nakary po nacha17nii komandi," Ibid, 2 l88/Z/, p. 15; Volodymyr Kalyna, "2 
lystopadovykh boiiv na Pidzamchi," in Nash L 'viv: yuvileinya zbimyk 1252-1952 (New York: 
Vydavnytstvo Thervona Kalyna," 1953)' 152; Kozlowski, Zapomniana wojna, p. 198; 
Bialynia-Cholodecki, Lw& w lisfopodrie, pp. 35-36; Krysiak, Z dni grozy, pp. 80-8 1 ; Pobtrdka, 
n. 3, 8 Novernber 1918, pp. 1,3; Gazeta Poranm, n. 4442, 4 November 1918, p. 3; Kuz7ma, 
Lystopadowe dni, p. 1 77. 



According to various sources, the militia tried to curb the activities of an m e d  gang which was 

robbing residents in the Jewish quarters. The event unfolded in the militia-controlled part of the 

city. The comrnand of the militia, receiving reports of armed gangs robbing Jewish houses, sent a 

unit of thirty men under the command of an officer, Maximilian Straub. The unit attacked and 

dispersed the looters. In pursuit, it approached the Polish lines with a white flag, but the Poles 

opened fire and Mled two militiamen, including Straub (sorne sources claim four militiarnen, or 

ody Straub). The rest were taken prisoner. WhiIe Jewish sources insisted that the militia had 

informed the Polish comrnand about the impending operation, the Polish side alleged that at least 

one Ukrainian supported the militia with gunfire. A Ukrainian newspaper, Dilo, added fuel to 

Polish-Jewish rnutual accusations as it reported on November 19 that a Polish offensive had been 

thwarted by a joint effort of the Jewish militia and Ukrainian forces21 

Meanwhile, Pobudku reported other instances of Jewish attacks on Polish troops, and 

caches of munitions and arms in synagogues. Alleged witnesses related numerous instances of 

Jews guiding Ukrainians to Polish positions, strafing Poles with machine guns, and pouring 

boiling water on soldiers. On November 17, Pob~rdka wamed Jews not to "provoke anti- 

Semitism" among the Polish p~pula t ion .~~  

21 "Raporty," TsDAVOVtUU, 2188/2/143, p. 14; Ch i l a ,  n. 1, 10 January 1919, p. 3, n. 8, 19 
January 1919, p. 3, n. 276,2 1 October 19 19, p. 3; Nowy Dsiennik, n. 140, 28 November 19 18. p. 
3; Gon, "Evreis'ki politychni partii," p. 48; Gella, Ruski rniesisc, p. 50; Kuz'ma, Lystopodowe 
hi, p. 354. 
22K.rysiak, Zdnigroq~, pp. 103-105, 135-136; Gella, Rirskr miesiqc, pp. 82-106; AAN, 
"Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika Pafistwa," 179, Part 1, pp. 42-43; Antoni Jakubski, "W obronie 
prawdy," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, p. 812; Bialynia-Cholodecki, Lw& w listopadzie, pp. 26-27; 
Gella, Ruski rniesiqc, p. 50; Krysiak, Zdni grozy, p. 65; Chwila, 276, 21 October 1919, p. 3; 
Pobudka, n. 12, November 19 18, p. 2; Czeslaw Msczyiiski, Boje Lwowskze (Warsaw: 
Nakladem Sp6 l ki Wydawnictwa Rzeczpospolita, 192 l), pp. 9- 1 0. 



Fear of possible pogroms cornpeiled the Jewish leadership to appeal to the Allies. On 

November 14, the Cornmittee for Public Safety wrote to President Woodrow Wilson and 

explained the situation of Jews caught in the midst of the Polish-Ukrainian contlict. On 

November 20, a Jewish delegation asked a French officer, Henry Villaime, a member of an Allied 

mission in Galicia, to mediate between the two opposing forces and make sure that Jews were 

represented in the city council. The officer agreed to convey the message to the Polish side? 

7ne Pogrom: Close-Up I 

On November 2 1, Polish forces reinforced by units fiorn Przemysl iaunched an offensive 

which decided the fate of Lw6w. m e r  sporadic fighting, Ukrainians withdrew fiom the city, and 

the next morning was recorded in PoIish popular memory as one of triumph and glory. On a clear 

day with a Iight fiost singing Polish troops marched in. 

Streets, dead quiet just a moment before, suddenly erupted with ... people shouting, 
hysterically sobbing, and singing.. . The marching columns were showered with flowers. 
cigarettes, and tobacco;. .. an unbelievable rush of joy swept house after house, street after 
street.. ." 24 

This is how an eyewitness depicted the jubiIation of Polish crowds. At the time of the victorious 

celebration, a mob of civilians and soldiers rushed the Jewish quarters, smashing windows, 

breaking into houses, and murdenng people regardless of age or sex. Referred to by Polish 

sources as the "rnob" (szumauiny), these elements who attacked Jews indeed had al1 the trappings 

of the mob in that they were excited, disorderly, and 

23 Gon, "Evreiis'ki politychni partii," p. 43; Lasocki, 
Zeitztng, n. 605.2 1 November 19 18, p. 1. 

brutal. The conviction that the attack was a 

Wipomnïenia, p. 40; Neue Lemberger 



"punitive" expedition against Jews was widely shared among the pogromists. Rumon that the 

Polish command had "granted" the defenders of Lw6w the nght to ho t  Jews drew large numbers 

of individuals to the Jewish quarters. Discipline in the Poiish ranks had never been too strict, and 

there were many drunken soldiers around. Immediately after Polish troops entered Lwow, the 

defenders of one city sector, "Bem," went to a prison and released inmates. While some were 

later apprehended and retumed to their cells, about seventy escaped and more than likely joined 

the crowds.25 

The make-up and lack of discipline among Polish troops was one ingredient in t h e  tragedy. 

The attitude of the Polish cornrnand also contributed to the spread ofviolence. On the morning of 

November 22, according to Msczyfiski's memoirs, he had inspected Polish positions around the 

city. In his communiqué, issued after the tour, he asserted that Lw6w was in Polish hands but for 

i6 lkiewska Street -- the hub of the Jewish quarters-- and the area around a historical hill, the 

High Castle. At both sites, he reported, Jews and Ukrainians, armed with submachine guns 

fought until late that evening. Resistance had been fierce and Jewish defenders had allegedly 

poured boiling water on Polish soldiers. His repon was corroborated by another Polish 

contemporary who stressed a "very strong" resistance by the militia until afternoon. 26 

But these allegations were contradicted by the Supreme Comrnand of Polish troops in 

Galicia, which on November 23 issued an order stating that Ukrainian troops had left Lw6w on 

the Nght of the 2 1st-22nd. The  order confirmed the presence of armed gangs dressed in unifoms 

24 Kozl owski, Zapomniurza wojna, p. 2 1 3 .  

25 AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika Paiistwa," 179, part 1, p. 12; Chwila, n. 507, 14 June 
1920, p. 5 .  

26 Listopad 1.12.M.1918 Lwowze, p. 27; Mqcqtiski, Buje Lwowskie, pp. 19-21; Hupert, Walkr 
O Lw&, pp. 92-96. 



and the establishment of drurnhead courts martial to punish bandits. Several Poiish and Lkainian 

contemporaries aiso aressed that there had been no Ukrainian forces in the city since the last 

Ukrainian soldiers left early in the morning of November 22, and there were no "boiling water, 

attacks with axes, and [Jewish] shooting" at PoIish soldiers. In addition, there was no trace of 

fighting in the Jewish quarters. Moreover, Major (roimisnz) Roman Abraham. who comrnanded 

the Polish position adjacent to the Jewish quarters, failed to mention Jewish re~istance.2~ Other 

Polish sources reported that the Jewish militia had been disarmed around 8:OOAM on November 

22 and after that time no fighting was recorded. If Ukrainians withdrew from the city on 

November 21, and the Jews rnilitia had been d i smed  on November 22, what fighting was 

M8ctyfisk.i refemng to? 

To answer this question, the events must be reconstructed step by step. According to 

contemporaries, and the investigative comrnittee set up by the Polish government. the pogrom had 

started on the morning of Novernber 22, when sotdiers and civilians with f olish insignia had 

broken into Jewish houses and stores searching for firearms. Shots had been fired everywhere, to 

intimidate residents or to finish off victims. Furniture had been destroyed, windows smashed. and 

w d s  ripped apan in search of gold. Women were raped, and pogromists shouted anti-Jewish 

slogans before murdering their victims. Afier thorough looting, hand-grenades had been thrown 

into stores and apartments. Rumors had it that the Polish command had given Lw6w defenders 

forty-eight hours of free reign. The pogrom had corne in waves, with one group of looters 

27 AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika Paiistwa," 57, p. 6; Boleslaw Roja, Legerdy i faky 
(Warsaw: Nakladem ksiegami F. Hoesicka, 193 l), pp. 206-207; Mqczyiiski, "0 stanowisku 
i yd6 w," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, p. 8 19; Roman Abraham, "Pododcinek G6ra Stracenia," 
Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, pp. 6 18-63 5 .  



foliowed by another, leaving the impression of a systematic assault, a notion suggested by some 

Polish newspapers? 

Three synagogues were set on fire. Some Jews who tned to Save religious artifacts 

perkhed in flames. This led to accusations that Poles had on purpose prevented the residents 

fiom escaping fiom buming buildings. Indeed, sometimes after looting an apartment, the 

pogromists locked up a family in one room and set the whole house dire. Soldiers constituted the 

bulk of the looters, and Jewish witnesses maintained that the axa had been tightly sealed by 

troops and police, a sign that the pogrom was o rgan i~ed .~~  

From documentary sources it becomes evident that the Polish comrnand neither ordered 

nor coordinated the brutal acts of its subordinates. The mob consisted of groups and single 

individuak who seem to have acted on their own, although Jewish sources reponed the presence 

of NCOs and officers among the pogromists. Yet, given the anti-Jewish mood of PoIish troops 

during the fighting in Lwow, one can conclude that anti-Jewish violence required no organization. 

It was enough to let things go, and this is what Polish commanders did. On November 22, a 

deputation of Jews had approached General Boleslaw Roja, who had assumed the general 

cornmand of Polish forces in the area. Jewish deputies informed Roja that armed groups were 

breaking into Jewish stores, and asked for protection. Roja consented to the request and sent the 

28 "Perepiska s chrezvychainoi pravitel'stvemoi komissiyei," DALO, 27 1/ M46, pp. 8 1 -8 1 ob; 
Gazeta Porunna, n. 4465, 8 December 191 8, p. 3; British Documents on Foreign Af/'airs: 
Reports and Papers From the Foreign Office. Confdeentzal Pritlt. Kenneth Boume and D. 
Cameron Watt, eds. (University Publication of Amerka, 2984-1 9971, Part II, Series A, vol. 4, pp. 
208-209; Bendow, Der Lemberger Judenpogrorn, pp. 14 1 - 1 59. 

29 Kuz'rna, Lystopadowe dni. p. 377; Inster, Dokumenfy falszu, pp. 27. 50. 55. 86; Hausner, 
Listopad 1918 r., p. 70; Tadeusz Kotik, "Walki w dzielnicy 26 kkiewskiej," Obrom Lwoijo. vol. 
2, p. 226; Stanislaw tapifiski-Nilski and Aleksander Kron, Listopad we Lwowir '1918 r. ,  
(Warsaw: Nakladem Wydawnictwa "Rzsd i Wojsko," 192O), p. 53; Chwila, n. 1, 10 January 



deputies to Maczyfiski, who as the immediate officer on the scene was responsible for carrying 

out appropriate measures. Another officer, the commander of the relieving force, Lieutenant- 

Colonel Michal Karaszewicz-Tokarzewski, tried to convince Mscqdïski to give restraining 

orders to the troops. When Jewish deputies reached Mqczyiiski, he promised immediate action. 

However, his order to maintain law and discipline was issued oniy the next day, November 23. In 

his memoirs, Mqcqhski attributed the delay to the fact that the publisher delayed pnnting of the 

order, and that Roja had forbidden its publication. Nevertheless, on November 2 1 Polish civil 

authorities had published an appeai to the population to maintain calm and not engage in 

"outbursts of hate." Therefore, Maczyiiski's version that it was the publisher who had bungled 

his orders is simpIy a falsification of events.30 

That Polish commanders anticipated disturbances can be seen fiom the actions of General 

Roja. On the afternoon of November 22 he requested reinforcements fiom the Polish Liquidation 

Cornmittee in Krak6w to "uphold law and provide protection against bands of robbers." Several 

hours later, he repeated the request, stressing that with no additional forces, it would be 

impossible to stop the excesses. Polish units in and around Lw6w numbered about 3.000 front 

line officers and soldiers -- a sufficient force to put d o m  armed resistance Save for large-scale 

unrest or popular disorder. Yet Roja requested reinforcements, appreciating the difficulties in 

restraining his subordinates. Next day, Roja issued an order authorizing the use of arms against 

19 19, p. 3 ; AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika Pafstwa," 179, part 1, pp. 14, 1 6- 1 7, 2 1 -22; 
Baczyhski, "Wspornnienia z czasu obrony Lwowa," Obrunu Lwowa, vol. 2, p. 30. 

30 Inster, Dokumenty fa2sm, pp. 94-95; Mqcsrfiski, Boje Lwawskie, p. 22; Tornaszewski, 
"Lwow, 22 listopada," p. 284; Roja, Legeny z fakty, p .  325; Gazeta Poranna, n.  4447, 23 
November 1918, p. 1; Wasser, "Rola iydow w listopadowej obronie," Obrom Lwowa. vol. 2. 
pp. 840-841. 



any "individual, civilian or uniformed, caught red-handed in robbenes and violence." On 

November 24, courts-martial were introduced in the city.31 

While the printing house dlegedly bungled Macsrfiski's good intentions, it did not fail to 

publish another announcement on November 23. As Lwdw celebrated its liberation, an address 

signed by Mqczyiiski and directed to the Jewish cornmunity appeared on city walls. It accused 

Jews of attacking Polish troops with axes, pouring boiling water on soldiers, and shooting in the 

back of passing units. The address wamed Jews that the Polish command 

restrains the natural impulses of the Polish population and the troops. Al1 [Lwow] 
residents regardless of confession have the right for lawfiil protection. To this end was 
promulgated a decree stipulating drumhead court-martial and summary punishment. 

Nevertheless, the bulk of the Jewish population should be obiiged to 
constrain those of their CO-reiigionists who still conduct themselves in such a rnanner as 
if trying to provoke an unpredictable misfortune on the entire Jewish cornmunity. 

The Polish Comrnand hopes that the Jewish population, prirnarily in its own 
interest, would restrain its CO-religionists fkom any display of hatred toward Polish rule, 
and by correct and loyal conduct would make it possible for the authorities and the 
rest of the population to introduce and uphold law and ~ r d e r . ~ ~  

Whatever Mqczyfiski had in rnind with this appeal at a time when the pogrom was in full 

swing, Jews and Poles agree that the appeal served to fùnher incite the mob, and to effectively 

exonerate its deeds. At this point it suffices to Say that the pogrom went in waves until 

November 24. Then dmrnhead courts-manial were £inaily established, and after the Poiish 

gendarmerie and officer patrols arrested several looters, order was restored. One can conclude. 

I bapifiski and Kron, Listopad we Lwowie, pp. 10, 72; Makarchuk, Ukrai~~s ita Respublika 
Halychan, p.  8 1; Roja, Legendy i fa@. pp. 207, 324; CAW, "Inwentarze kolekcji material 6w 
drukowanych i archiwali6w prywatnych," 444.1.1, no page; Poburika, n. 19. 24 November 19 1 8, 
p. 2; Roja, Legendy i fakty, pp. 190,203,324. 

32 CA W. "Inwentarze kolekcji material& drukowanych i archiwali6w prywatnych," 444.1.1, no 
page; Gazeta Poranna, n. 4447,23 Novernber 19 1 8, p. 2. 



as did some Polish officers, that the pogrom could have been prevented, or at l e m  tamed, but for 

a lack of will on the part of the Polish cornmand.33 

This concIusion seems fuiiy justifïed if one looks at developments that took place in 

PrzemySl exactly at the time of the fighting in Lwc5w. The Ukrainian take-over of Przemysl also 

started on November 1, and the Polish-Ukrainian con£iict soon engulfed the entire district. The 

Jewish community declared neutrality, and the Jewish militia protected the Jewish quarters from 

roving bands of marauders. The closer proximity to Krak6w allowed the Polish Liquidation 

Cornmittee to prornptly dispatch reinforcements to PrzemySI and tip the tide of the banle? The 

Polish side accused the Jewish militia of fighting on the Ukrainian  ide.'^ On the evening of 

November 1 1, once the Polish offensive cleared the city of Ukrainian units, there were sporadic 

attacks on Jews and looting of Jewish shops, and miiitary details and police began searches in 

Jewish and Ukrainian houses, terrorizing the residents. The excesses, however, were stopped by 

the energetic intervention of the Polish commander, Major Julian Stachiewicz, who dispatched 

officer patrols to the Jewish q ~ â r t e r s . ~ ~  

j3~oja,  Legendy i fa&, ppp. 205-206, 214, 236; Tornaszewçki, "Lwow, 22 listopada," pp. 284- 
285; "Lw6w pod makiem pogromow Zydowskich," AAN, Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika 
Pafistwa/l79, part 1, p. 24; Inster, Dokumenw firlszu, p. 27; Baczyfiski, "Wspornnienia 2 czasu 
obrony Lwowa," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, p. 30; Antoni Jakubski, "Walki tistopadowe we Lwowie 
w h i e t l e  krytyk, " Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 160- 170. 
34 Konieczny , Wulh polsko-ukrailfiskie w Przemy Slu, p. 29. 
35 While Jewish contemporaries in unison denied the involement of the Jewish militia in the 
fighting in Lwow, they were silent on the events in Przemy 51. Hence, the situation in the city can 
be reconstructed ody fiom the Polish point of view. 
36 Vpered, n. 5 1, 3 1 January 19 19, p. 3; CA W, "Inwentarz wycinkow prasowych," 4 10.9.2, press 
clips from Repubiikq 15 Febmary 19 19, part 12, p. 2, and 20 Febmary 19 19, part 16, p. 1 ; 



The Pogrom: Close-Up II 

When daylight settled in on November 25, the Jewish quarters in Lw6w presented a 

miserable sight. Houses, synagogues, and buildings were still smoldenng, black smoke was 

pouring through empty windows, and streets were littered with pieces of fumiture. utensils, and 

linen. Human losses, a matter of Iong controversy, were heavy. According to differmt sources, 

there were between seventy-three and 150 murdered and 463 wounded Jews. F i - f o u r  houses 

were completely burned or destroyed, and materid losses amounted to more than a hundred 

million Austnan hm. Precious religious artifacts, manuscrïpts, and Torah scrolls penshed in 

flames. One of the oldest synagogues in the city, built in 1630, was bumed to the ground. The 

number of rapes remains unknown. Throughout the Polish-Ukrainian fighting in Lwow, Polish 

casudties reached between 200 and 2 10, and Ukrainian casualties were more or less the same. 

Hence, even the lowest estimate of Jewish losses -- seventy-three dead civilians -- was high by 

any ~tandard.3~ 

The gap between the iowest and highest estimate of victims was conditioned by the 

provenance of the sources. While the Polish side tned to Mnirnize Jewish losses, Jewish sources 

tended to stress the extent of the tragedy by inflating the numbers. The Polish military, for 

example, played down Jewish casualties and reported that seventy-eight Jews were killed in the 

Mroczka, Guiicji rozstanie z Austria pp. 249-250; Konieczny, Wufkipolsko-ukrai&kre w 
Przemy&, pp. 69, 7 1. 

Ivan Krypyakevych, Istorychni prokhody po L 'vovi (L'viv: Nakladern Tovarystva "Prosvita" u 
L'vovi, 1932), p. 163; "De10 O registratsii," DALO, 1/58/95, p. 23; Chwila, n. 16, 29 January 
19 19, p. 1 ; CA W, "Inwentarze kolekcji materialow drukowanych i archiwaliow prywatnych," 
4 10.9.2, press clips from Republika, 15 Febmary 19 19, part 12, p. 4, 5 March 19 19, part 27, p. 
21; MN, "Kancelaria Cywilna NaczeINka Pafistwa," 179, Part III, pp. 3 8-39; Lasockj, 



course of fighting, which continued until November 24. The military also stressed that losses of 

the Christian population between November 23 and 24 were much higher than those of the 

J ~ w s . ~ *  

The governrnent cornmittee sent by the Polish Muiistry of Foreign Affairs to Lw6w to 

hvestigate the events on the spot, in December of 19 19 presented its own estimate of 1 50 Jews 

murdered, some fifty houses partiaily or completely bumed, and more than 500 stores looted. 

The pogrom affected 7,000 families. The comrnittee concluded that the army "craved for revenge 

and was absolutely sure that Jews collaborated with Ukrainians; [appropriate] orders were given 

for repris al^.^^ 

*** 

As horrible as the Lw6w pogrom was, it paled in cornparison to Russian pogroms of 

1904-1905, and, even more so to the carnage that befeli the Jewish cornrnunities in Soviet 

Ukraine during the Russian Civil War. Yet, the uproar the Lw6w tragedy generated in Europe 

suggests that its impact was much out of proportion to the numbers of casualties. Why? 

The Lw6w pogrom drew much public attention and became a watershed in Polish-Jewish 

relations less for what it actually was, than for what it meant and syrnbolized. The complexity and 

consequences of the pogrom should be measured and understood oniy against the situation of Poland in 

European potitics at that time. After more than a century of foreign domination, Poland had emerged as 

W~ornnienza, p. 42; Nowy Driennik, n. 146,4 December 1918, p. 3; Tomaszewski, "Lwow, 22 
listopada," p. 284; Roja, Legendy i fa& p. 195, Mqczyfiski, Boje Lwavskie, p. 168. 

38 CAF Vykaz statystycmy," 1.304.1.68, no page; "Statystychni danni pro zahyblykh i 
poranenykh," TsDIA UuL, 2 12/1/33, p. 1 0. According to various sources, the total casualties for 
the three weeks of the fighting varied between 210 killed and 760 wounded for the Poles. and 48 
killed and 192 for Ukrainians. These numbers seem plausible. Bial ynia-Cho l odecki, L H ~ V  w 
listopadzze, pp. 43-44; tapifiski and Kron, Listopad we Lwowie, p. 82. Also, see Chwila, n. 276, 
2 1 October 1919, p. 3; Ibid, n. 277,22 October 19 19, p. 1. 



an independent state. The three partitioned parts, with difYerent political traditions, social, and economic 

structures had to be integrated into one unit. These political and economic difficulties were compounded 

by military contlicts on al1 Polish fiontiers -- in Eastern Galicia with Ukrainians, in the Poznari province 

with Gerrnans, and in the north-east of the former Congress Poland with Lithuanians. In Belonissia and 

southern Lithuania, the sirnmering Polish-Soviet confrontation would soon erupt in a fùll-scale war. The 

Polish economy and defense much depended on the support and good will of the Allies gathering in 

Versailles to finalize the post-war borders. The Polish struggle for independence had won many 

sympathizers and supporters in the West. Hence, for Polish political circles it was vital to maintain 

Poland's image as a democratic and freedom-loving country rising like the proverbial phoenix. Reports 

of the Lw6w pogrom came as a thunderbolt, badly darnaging the country's reptation. 

In the view of the Polish majonty. Jews had willfully distorted the events in Lw6w and heavily 

darnaged the reputation of Poland. Jewish press agencies in Europe and Amenca had widely publicized 

the pogrom and highiy exaggerated its scope. Thus, on November 30, 19 18, The Manchesrer Guardia11 

referred to it as "one of the worst pogroms in Potish history, and a device of the old Polish oligarchy to 

counter the new democratic tendencies [in Poland]." The communiqué of the Zionist Organization in 

Lw6w published the nurnber of victims as 600, with sixty burned houses. In December, f ie Jewish 

Chronicle in London asserted that 3,200 Jews had died in the pogrom. Other sources came up with 956. 

a thousand, or 1,600 casualties. These stories were echoed by the Ukrainian press in Galicia and eastern 

Ukraine. Almost ail reports insinuated that the pogrom had been organized, that soldiers and officers 

rnurdered Jews in cold blood, and that the majority of PoIes rejoiced at the news of the pogrom.40 

39 Tomaszewski, "Lwow, 22 listopada," p. 283. 

40 Cio 3 kosz, "Dzielnica i ydowska obom w Jab l onnie, " pp. 190- 19 1 ; MN, "Centralna Agencja 
Polska w Lozannie," Box 246 [Kdnische Zeitung, 5 Decernber 19181, [Volbecht, 2 December 
191 81; "Spravki O deiatel'nosti PPS," RTsKhIDM, 70/5/434, p. 203; Nowy Dzien~izk, n. 142, 30 



Various Jewish organizations abroad sent protests to the Polish govemment. Prominent 

politicians, renowned religious leaders, and businessrnen in Bntain, France, and the USA pressed for 

economic sanctions against Poland. In January of 1919, under the influence of the news of pogroms in 

Poland, the newly created League of Nations made recognition of the new States of East Central Europe 

contingent on guarantees of civil rights for national ~ninorities.~' 

The pressure of the Mies on the Polish delegation in Paris was interpreted by Poles as vivid proof 

of the "international Jewish conspiracy." The National Democrats, in contact with leading Western 

politicians, were convinced that Woodrow Wilson and Lloyd George were under strong Jewish influence. 

and that a clandestine international organization headed by Jews was seeking world domination. Jews. 

they aiieged, used the Lw6w pogrom merely as a device to destroy Poland.'z 

Galvanized by Jewish actions, the Polish media proceeded to try to dispel what it considered 

"Jewish slander." But in an atmosphere of anxiety and hatred the Polish version of the pogrom was. not 

surpnsingly, much fbrther fiom tnith than the Jewish one. On November 25, 19 18, the Lw6w city 

council blarned criminais released by Ukrainians as the main culprits. Pobzrdka, which had played such a 

November 19 18, p. 1 ; Lasocki, Wspomnienia, p. 41 ; "Pogromen in Polen und Galien," Nezrr 
JtAzsche Monatshefr, Heft 3/5, 10 December 19 18, pp. 5 1-56; Krysiak, Z dni grozy, pp. 130- 13 1 : 
Chwila, n. 332, 16 December 19 19, p. 1 ; Bendow, Der Lemberger Judenpagrom, p. 12; British 
Docirments on Foreign Affaïrs, p. 208; Borot 'bu, (Kiev), n. 1 (S8), 26 January 19 19. p. 2; 
Pogrebyns ka i Gon, Yevrei v Zakhidn~ukrainskii Narodnii Respublitsi, p p. 4 1 -42; Kievskoia 
mysl', n. 227, 16 November 191 8, p. 3; Bendow, Der Lemberger Judenpogrom, pp. 33, 38,43; 
Lasocki, Wspomnienia, pp. 48, 109- 1 10. 
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History, vol. 8.2 (1973), pp. 12 1, 126-127, 138; Antoni Choloniewski, My. ~ y & i  i Kongres 
wobec zaburzen' galicyjskich (Krakow: Naklad Tow. Im. Stefana Buszczyfiskiego, 1 9 1 9). pp. 
3 3 -3 5; Janusz Pajewski, Budowa Dnrgij Rzeczypo.politej, 19 118-1926 (Krak6 w: Nak i adem 
Polskiej Akademii Umiejetnosci, 1999, p. 178. 
42 Sobczak, Stosunek N d o w e j  Demokracji, p. 45; AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika 
Pafistwa," 179, part 1, pp. 33, 38, Part III, p. 33; Nowy Dziennik, n. 142, 30 November 19 18, p. 
2; Ludwik Mroczka, Galicji rozstanie r Austria: rmys monograficmy (Krak6w: Wydawnictwo 
Naukowe WSP, 1990). p. 187; Kievskoia mysl ', n. 228, 1 7 November 19 1 8, p. 3. 



conspicuous role in inciting anti-Jewish sentiments, bluntly declared that the Jewish rnilitia had been 

formed iliegally and without Polish approval. To add insult to injury, Jews themselves were blarned for 

inciting the pogrom, or participating in it. Thus, on November 29 the Polish Telegraph Agency released a 

communiqué claiming that criminals released by the Ukrainians and Jewish hoodlurns had staged the 

pogrom. It asserted that the Polish military rigorously prosecuted the cuiprits and executed fifty bandits. 

More or less the same aory was reiterated by the Poiish Liquidation Commîttee, the Department of Mail 

and Telegraph, and the Polish ernbassy in Kiev.43 

By December 19 18, Polish sources had published a report of the ethnic make-up of the 

pogrornias: 60% Ukrainians, 30% Poles, and 10% Jews. Criminds were pointed to as the main 

evildoers. The latter allegedly had even had armored cars at their disposal. and Polish troops had arrested 

as many as 1,600 pogrornists. Jews, who actively participated in the pogrom. should blame only 

themselves, for one "who sows wind, will reap tempest."" Spearheading anti-Jewish agitation, the 

National Democratic press maintained its ideological pattern established during World War 1. Siowo 

Polshe explained the pogrom as the natural outcome of Jewish vices such as speculation, collaboration 

with Polish enemies, and espionage. Further accusations were adjusted to fit the curent political 

situation. Jews were said to have concocted the ükrainian coup d'etat, spied on and treacherously shot 

43 Sobczak, Stonrnek Naroduwej Demokracji, p. 45; AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika 
Pafistwa," 179, part 1, pp. 33,38, Part III, p. 33; Pobudka, n. 21, 26 November 1918, p. 3; Noyy 
Dziennik, n. 142, 30 November 1918, p. 2; Kievskaia mysl', n. 228, 17 November 19 18, p. 3, n. 
23 5-27 November 19 1 8, p. 3 ; Ludwik Mroczka, Galicji rozstunie 2 Ausiri+ zarys 
monograficzny (Krakow: Wydawnictwo Naukowe WSP, 1990), p. 1 87. 
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pp. 139- 142; Ludwik Baar, " Milicja wojskowa w obronie Lwowa," Obrona Lwowa. vol. 2, p. 
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at Polish troopers, and to have tomired the wounded. Jewish rabbis were alleged to have called for joint 

Jewish-Ukrainian war efforts.45 

Moderate Polish politicians also joined in refuùng what they saw as an anti-Polish campaign by 

the Jews. The former Viceroy of Galicia, Michal Bobrzyfiski, asserted that in Galicia the Polish 

administration had always treated Jews on an equal basis. In exchange, Jewish assimilation was expected. 

Instead, Jews sided with Ukrainians and that triggered popular Polish outrage. Bobrzyfiski accepted, 

however, that the dregs of society and soldiers had staged the pogrom, and that its consequences had 

severely darnaged the reputation of Poland.* 

The question of who had perpetrated the pogrom, and why it had not been curbed irnmediately, 

becarne the focus of fiirther nebulous charges against the Jews. Criminds released fiom Lw6w pnsons 

featured most prominently in eveïy Poiish report. Ukrainians followed next. Jews, either as rnilitia 

members, petty criminais, or as willfil individuals dressed in Polish uniform, consistently emerged as the 

third factor. Maczyiiski's Chief of Staff, Antoni Jakubski, insisted that Jews were demoralized by the 

Ukrainian defeat, and, having "cornpletely lost sense," turned against Polish  unit^.^' Roja and M;iczyriski 

blarned one another for not acting more effectively in stopping the pogrom. Maczyiiski also argued that 

since he had subordinated himself to the commander of Polish reiriforcements, Lieutenant-Colonei 

Michal Karaszewicz-Tokarzewski, the latter was responsibte for al1 appropriate rneasures. The Coionel, 

45"~ypadky u evreiskii dil'nitsi," Lvivs 'ka Naukova Biblioteka imeni VusyZa Slefanyka 
Natszonalnoi Akademii Nauk Clkrainy (abbreviated LNBi VS), Department of Manuscripts, 9(OH), 
pp. 1-3; "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," A N ,  Box 246 [ G ~ o s  N a d ,  8 December 
19 1 81; Krysiak, Z dni grory, pp. 28-29, 132- 13 5; inster, Dokumeniy faLw,  pp. 70-75. 
46 Bobrzyfiski, Wskrzeszenie PaAtwa Polskiego, vol. 2, pp. 3 1-3 2. 

47 Hupen, Walkz o Lw&, pp. 12,26-27; "Vypadky u evreiskii dil'nytsi," WBiVS, 9 (OH). p. 3; 
AAN, "Kancelana Cywilna Naczelnika Pafistwa," 179, Part III, pp. 36-37; Jakubski, "Wypadki 
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in turn, contended that Maczyiiski was on the spot when the pogrom began and should have dealt with 

the trouble on his o ~ n . ~ *  

Reports by foreign observers who came to Lw6w to investigate the pogrom were based 

primarily on information presented by both sides, and thus refiected mutual biases. Thus, Captain 

Wright, a member of the Ailied mission which came to Galicia in November of 191 9, stressed that 

at the root of Polish anti-Semitism was German-Jewish cooperation during World War 1. Wright 

asserted that Jews had violated neutrality by siding with the Ukrainians. But he also stressed that 

the poor discipline of Polish forces had promoted violence. and that the Polish cornrnand was able 

to maintain order by prornising its troops forty-eight hours of looting in the Jewish quarters. 

Polish officers and soldiers, reported Wright, perceived looting as an integral part of warfare. and 

anti-Semitism played no major role in the pogrom. Wright concluded that sixty Jews had been 

kiIied, and many more robbed, wounded, or r a~ed .~g  

IsraeI Cohen, a British-Jewish observer, provided no new details to previous Jewish 

repons. He stated that the pogrom had been carefully prepared. and that there was another attack 

on Jews at the end of ~ecernber. '~ A repon by an Amencan senator, Henry Morgenthau. stressed 

that the Lw6w Jewish quarters were in the Ukrainian-held temtory, and it was hard to ver@ the 

facts of Jewish-Ukrainian collaboration. Morgenthau gave the numbers of deseners and criminals 

at large as 15,000, identified sixty-four Jewish casualties, and asserted that 7.000 people were 

charged with participating in the pogrom. The senator ascribed the tragedy to the lack of 

48 Stefan Mekarski, "Czeslaw Mscz)riiski," Obrona Lwowo, vol. 2. pp. 27-28; Jakubski. 
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discipline arnong Polish troops, and pointed out that determined actions by officer patrols ended 

the pogrom? 

*** 

Pandemonium generated by the pogrom in Poland and abroad prompted Polish authorities 

to take measures to prevent the appearance of fùrther compromising evidence. Jews who tried to 

collect fürther information on human and economic losses were apprehended by patrols or 

gendarmerie, and reported to the Polish command. Rumors of secretive Jewish organizations 

made Polish officiais especially nervous about possible Jewish retaliations, and on November 27, 

the Lw6w garrison was put on high alert. Since the Jewish assimilationists also joined in the 

choms of protests to the government, to many Poles this apparent shift of a previously loyal 

group heralded a unified Jewish opposition. Reports from the Polish military recounted stories of 

Jews coIIecting arms and preparing retaliation. Feu of Jewish retribution, in turn, caused alarm in 

the army which repeatedly warned Jews of "unforeseeable consequences" of Jewish subversive 

a~tivities?~ 

Polish anxieties were voiced in Pobudka. On December 5 it asserted that Jews were 

collecting weapons and preparing for armed struggle. A report of the Polish command in Lw6w 

Morgenthau also referred to 164 individuals including ten Jews sentenced by Polish courts. 
These numbers were not corroborated by any other Jewish and Polish sources. Chwila, n. 394, 
18 February 1920, p. 2. See also, "Delo O registratsii," DALO, 1/58/95, p. 16. 
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underüned the hostility of the Jews, emphasizing the aiieged unity arnong various Jewish political 

groups. Jewish aid cornmittees were perceived as instruments of sabotage. The resignation of 

Jewish city councilors, collection of information regarding the pogrom, and rnourning declared for 

the victims greatly disturbed Polish authorities. The report added that the Jewish Aid Cornmittee 

had collected and spread abroad "calumnies" about the conduct of the Polish armed forces. 

Finaliy, it concluded that through their financial power and influence in the world, Jews wouId be 

able to inflict serious damage on the Polish cause.s3 

Anxiety about what Jews rnight do reached its peak on December 12, when the military 

detained five prominent Jewish activists. Although it was announced that the measure was to 

prevent their contacts with Ukrainians, no evidence was presented to corroborate the charges. A 

Zionist newspaper, Togblat, was shut down, and its reopening was made contingent upon printing 

the texts in Latin. 5' 

The Lw6w pogrom also marked a rising combativeness of Jews in that they vociferously 

protested to the Polish military and, more importantly, appealed to world public opinion. 

Although Polish and Galician Jews had lived through the Russian bmtalities of World War 1, anti- 

Semitism in the Russian Empire was taken for granted as a traditional pattern of life. Poland. on 

the other hand, was claiming to be a new, democratic state built on the ruins of the three 

monarchies. From the Jewish point of view, its very beginnings were marked by brutal and 

undisguised murder in Lw6w. The pogrom augured a grim future that awaited them in 

"Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 246 [St. Galler Tagblott, no date]; Lasocki, 
Wspomnienza, p. 1 1 0. 

53 "Donesenia kornassiriata politsii," DALO, 271/1/453, pp. 1-2ob; "Delo O registratsii." DALO. 
1/58/95, p. 3; Pobudka. n. 30, 5 December 1918, p. 2; Ibid, n. 34, 9 Decernber 19 18, p. 3. 

s4 "Spravki O deiatel'nosti PPS," RTsKhDNI, 70/5/434, p. 203; A N ,  "Kancelaria Cyi lna  
Naczelnika Pafistwa," 179, Part II, p. 6; Ibid, Part 1, pp. 1, 3-6. 



independent Poland, and they brushed off politicai, economic, and military difficulties of the 

young state merely as a justification for an organized anti-Jewish carnpaign. Jewish views were 

epitomized on December 5, 19 18, by the newspaper Ha-tsfira which stressed that the new Poland 

was "re-bom with bloodstains on [its] f~ r ehead . "~~  

To the credit of some Poles, there were attempts to ameliorate the results of the Lw6w 

tragedy. In fact, during the pogrom several Polish officers were reported to have protected Jews 

fiom ravaging bands. The Roman-Catholic Archbishop of Lwow, A. Bilczewski, appealed to the 

Polish population, saying "...whatever the transgressions of the Jews might be." looting and mob 

law had to stop. After the pogrom, deputations of Polish szIachta, the Poiish Liquidation 

Cornmittee, and the Lw6w City Council donated money to the Jewish cornmunity to help repair 

damages. s6 

These protestations of good will, however, were drowned in a chorus of ad-Semitic 

diatribe that engulfed the country. Besides charges of collaborating with the enemy, Jews were 

accused of conduaing an anti-Polish defamation campaign abroad. Most offensive, however, 

were attempts of Polish authonties to blame Jews themselves for the pogrom. In spite of the fact 

that none of Lw6w's hospitais and doctors ever reported patients treated for bums. the Polish 

press kept insisting that Jews had poured boiling water on soldiers and there were Jewish 

criminais in Polish unifoms among the mob. Another charge that Jews hid munitions and arms in 

Lw6w synagogues derived î?om a controversy over whether a round slot in the roof of a 

55 Mendelsohn, Zionism in Poland, pp. 89-90. 
%nster, Dokumenty falsm, pp. 89-90; AAN, "Kancelaria Cywilna Naczelnika Paiistwa," 179, 
Part 1, p. 33; N i  Dnennik, n. 143, 1 December 191 8, p. 1; Ibid, n. 154, 12 December 19 18, p. 
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synagogue was a submachine gun-port, as insisted by the Poles, or a ventilation hatchway. as 

maintained by the Jews? 

While Jewish and Polish versions of the pogrom diverged sharply on every point. some 

facts c m  be ascertained and provide a more or less complete picture of the events in Lw6w. 

Jewish collaboration with the Wainians was largely prompted by the situation in Eastern Galicia 

at the end of World War 1. Ukrainian promises and guarantees to Jews prompted a number of 

Jewish political activists to opt for doser Jewish-Ukrainian cooperation. Given virulent Polish 

anti-Semitism d u ~ g  the war and anti-Jewish excesses, Jewish sympathies lay with Ukrainians. 

The latter, conversely, looked to the Jews as the oniy naturd partner in the struggle with the 

Poles. 

However, white in November 19 18 the Jewish leadership probed into a possible Jewish- 

Ukrainian alliance, the rnajority of Jews remained passive. Furthemore, the Orthodox, who 

comprised the largest contingent arnong the Galician Jewry, refùsed to join the Committee for 

Public Safety and protested against the creation of the militia. Therefore, Polish accusations that 

Jews presented a unified fiont against Poland were highly exaggerated. As ungrounded were 

charges that the whole Jewish mi1itia in Lw6w actively participateci in fighting on the Ukrainian 

side. Between November 19 1 8 and March 19 1 9, only eight mihiamen and two Jewish civilians 

were brought to trial for collaborating with the Ukrainians. The two civilians were sentenced to 

prison, while the militiamen were acquitted.58 It is unquestionable that some militiamen actively 

supported Ukrainians. However, since the militia was disarmed on the morning of November 22 

Inster, Dokumenîy fahm, pp. 87-88; Wasser, "Rola kyd6w w czasie listopadowej obrony 
Lwowa w 1918 r.," Obrona Lwowa, vol. 2, pp. 833-835E 



and ceased to exist as the only armed and the most pro-Ukrainian faction among Jews, "heavy 

fighting" in the Jewish quarters referred to by Polish sources was simply impossible unless one 

assumes the Jewish population was heavily anned. 

In Polish accounts the role of criminals in the pogrom was also given disproportional 

weight. As a matter of fact, the Jewish area of the city, Zamarstyndw, a habitat of the poor, had a 

bad reputation before the war. However, the very number of criminals - some Polish 

contemporaries refer to thousands of felons -- seems ab~urd.5~ After d l ,  such a force could have 

easily attacked the Jewish quarters in the very beginning of fighting when general chaos and 

cofision made much easier. The Jewish militia, which numbered about 300 men, would not 

have been able to sustain the attack of hardened and m e d  villains. Instead, Lw6w thugs 

allegedly waited until the fighting was over and the Polish rnilitary was in control of the situation. 

Perhaps the simplest explmation to these ambiguities lies in the make-up of Polish troops. 

As has been previously noted, many criminals joined the Polish side. They displayed good 

fighting qualities, but did not necessarily abandon their primary trade. Clashes between them and 

the Jewish rnilitia became the main basis for rumors of its anti-Polish actions.60 Contrary to Polish 

claûns, the presence of Jewish and Ukrainian criminals in the mob was extremely limited. At the 

end of fighting anti-Jewish and anti-Ukrainian sentiments ran high, and any Jew or Ukrainian 

apprehended on the Street would have found himself in a dire situation. 

58 Chi la ,  n. 276, 2 1 October 1919, p. 3, n. 277,22 October 191 9, p. 1; CA W, "Inwentarze 
kolekcji materialow dnikowanych," 4 lU.9.2, press clip, RepbIika, 1 1 March 19 19, part 3 2, in p. 
4. 

59 Lwhvpo imazji rrsyjshej, p. 9; Kozlowski, Zcipomnianu wojna, p. 215. 

60 tukornski, Partacz, and Polak, Wojnapolsko-ukraihska, p. 81; "Raporty," TsDAV0'Ol;UU. 
2188/2/143, p. 14. 



The mob was largely made up of Polish soldiers and civilîans many of whom had taken 

part in the three weeks of fighting. Its motley composition was reflected in forty-six courts 

martial which took place between 19 19 and 192 1. The pogromists represented al1 walks of Me, 

and their incentives for participating in the pogrom varied. For exarnple, one Wawrqniec 

Nahorski was aiiegedly a notorious Ukrainian criminai. The rnajority of the defendants, however. 

were of Polish background. WZodzirnierz ielifiski, who faced trial for extortion in June of 19 19, 

was a retired accountant. Jan ~otowski and his two companions, sentenced to three years of 

severe imprisonment in September of 19 19, had no definite trade. Katarzyna Bo luch6wna and 

Stefania Maksymowicz simpiy directed Polish soldiers to a supposedly nch Jewish family. Trkd 

in 192 1, twenty-two year-oId Leon Marek had been dressed in Polish uniform during the pogrom. 

and threw a hand-grenade into a Jewish apartment. The explosion killed one and wounded four 

Jews? l 

Polish authorities did atternpt to prosecute the pogromists, but only a small number of the 

real culpnts were brought to justice. Two men and a woman were shot by a coun martial, and 

severai dozen persons received prison sentences. By February 10, 19 19, the Lw6w Police 

Department announced it had arrested seventy-six individuals impIicated in the pogrom. Out of 

this number, forty-three were women, and, since the bulk of the mob in the Jewish quarters were 

lbb~erepiska s chrezvychainoi pravitel'stvennoi komissiyei," DALO, 27 1/ l/446, pp. 58, 8 1-8 1 ob, 
1 1 1 - 1 1 1 ob; AAN, "Centralna Agencja Polska w Lozannie," Box 246 [Goniec Krakowski, 28 
December 19 181; Ibid., "Ambassada RP w Paryf u," 30 1, p. 44; Chwila, n. 163, 27 June 19 19, 
pp. 4-5, n. 240, 12 September 19 19, pp. 3-4; n. 244, 16 September 1919, pp. 5-6; n. 798, 8 April 
1921, p. 4. 



armed men, this proportion of women arnong the arrested indicates that the majority of the 

pogromists escaped justice.62 

The Lwbw pogrom, arguably the most consequential episode in Polish-Jewish relations 

during the first two decades of the 20th century, grew out of several factors. Jewish neutrality in 

the Polish-Ukrainian conflict triggered the pogrom, but the seeds of violence were sown dunng 

World War 1. Before November 21 neither the Polish cornrnand nor the Polish Civil Cornmittee 

presented officia1 charges to the Comminee for Public Safety about Jewish violation of neutraiity. 

This suggests a limited Jewish participation in the fighting. Il1 discipline among Polish soldiers 

and anti-Jewish sentiments among the Polish population of the city greatly contributed to the 

outbreak of violence. Popular convictions that the Polish cornrnand gave permission for looting 

the Jewish quarters were widely shared by cornmon soldiers. The punitive character of the 

"expedition" to the Jewish area was adrnitted by Jakubski, who acknowledged that ".. Jews 

received an exernplary punishrnent. The whole area had to be pacified in a military way? 

6 2 " ~ ~ ~ s k ~  osib," TsDlAUuL, 2 1 2/1/11 1, pp. 6-9; CAR "Dow6dztwo WP na Galicje 
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The search for the final "who is to blame" for the pogrom ultirnately clarifies Jewish and 

Polish attitudes towards the events in Lw6w. For Jews, the pogrom marked the beginning of 

their tife in a country where anti-Semitism held sway in the political establishment and among the 

Polish population. Therefore, Jewish leaders believed that only a widely publicized campaign in 

Poland and abroad would ensure the survival of Polish Jews. To the Poles, on the other hand, the 

Jewish campaign abroad reveaied that Jews as a whole were hostile to the very idea of Polish 

independence. Conversely, fear and hatred of the Jews &er the pogrom fed a deeply felt threat of 

Jewish subversion, which grew as the Polish wars on the eastern fiontiers got under way. 



Chapter VI1 

POLAND IN FERMENT: O F F I C M  POLICIES AND 
POPULAR ATTITUDES TO WARDS JE WS, 1919-1920 

During World War 1 and its immediate aftermath anti-Semitism in Poland undenvent 

profound changes. The pre-war popular stereotypes of the Jew as peddler, landlord's hireling. 

and tavem-keeper were supplanted by new images of Jews as a unined, monolithic group with 

powefil international connections bent upon destruction of the nascent Polish state. Jews were 

heid to be the main allies of Poland's enemies - Ukrainians, Germans, and Bolsheviks -- as welI 

as the principal rnovers behind the Minority Treaty imposed on Poland by the Allies in 19 19. 

These convictions, in combination wit h the country' s precarious political and rnilitary situation 

made officia1 and popular anti-Semitism extremely explosive and led to fiequent outbreaks of anti- 

Jewish violence. This chapter aims to elucidate underlying factors that reinforced negative images 

and reactions of the Polish society towards Jews during the Polish-Ukrainian and Polish-Soviet 

wars between November 1918 and October 1920 -- the weakness of the state machinery, military 

conflicts, and collective fears of extemal and internd foes. 

By 191 9 the rebom Polish republic faced acute problems. As a main battlefield of World 

War, the country was devastated by severai years of fighting, unbndled robberies of its natural 

resources and requisitions of foodstuffs by occupying powers, and rnass relocation of its 



population. The buik of Polish industry and trade ground to a standstill, inflation, speculation 

and crime were rampant, and oniy mdimentary state institutions were functional. In addition, 

regionai political and economic diBeremes between the three partitioned parts made the process 

of integration extremely difficult. 

Poland's political situation was as menacing. In the West, the Germans stilI held the 

provinces of Pomerania, Silesia, and Poznari as weil as the southeastern Baltic shore and Vilna. 

Two thirds of Eastern Galicia, except the districts of Lw6w and Przemysl, were controlled by 

Western Ukrainian forces. At the beginning of January 19 19, the Red h y  captured Vilna. and 

in February the Soviet Lithuanian-Belomssian Republic was proclaimed. At the sarne time, the 

Polish-German confrontation in Poznari province exploded into a fûil-scale armed conflict which 

continued until the spring. Formed in December 19 18 the Poiish Comrnunist Workers' Party 

promoted the estabIishment of comrnunist rule in Poland and set up revolutionary councils. 

One of the most pressing problems for the new state was the Jewish question, and the 

government paid close attention to this issue fiom the very beginning of Polish independence. On 

November 12, 19 18, I6zef Pilsudski, the most popuiar political figure and a provisional chief-of- 

state. received a delegation of the Jewish cornmunity in Warsaw The delegation pledged Jewish 

cooperation in the reconstmction of Poland and voiced its concems about widespread anti-Jewish 

violence and anti-Semitic propaganda in the country. The delegates requested that a depanment 

of Jewish &airs be created as one of the governrnental branches, and that the interna1 life of 





Jewish communities be regulated by communal councils. l Pilsudski promised to give thorough 

consideration to these requests and to take rneasures against anti-Sernitism. The Poiish leader, 

however, was in a difficult situation. To estabiish law and order, he needed a centraiized 

administrative apparatus and strong armed forces. Both branches were still in the making, and 

communication with many units engaged on Poiand's fiontiers was alsmost non-existent. 

Moreover, anti-Jewish sentiments were shared by many Polish politicai groups, the military, and 

large segments of the population. Hence, any public statement contrary to popular convictions 

would spark the attack of Pilsudski's archrivals, the National Dernocrats. Indeed, in early 

January 19 19, facing a growing opposition to his govemment, Pilsudski struck an agreement 

with the Polish right and appointed lgnacy Paderewski, attiliated with the National Democrats. 

prime-minister of the new cabinet. 

Minority Rights and rhe ''Cleansing " of the Social Sphere 

The clirnate of official opinion on the Jewish question was characterized by an emphasis 

on two particular issues -- the Jewish press campaign abroad and Jewish demands in Poland for 

the status of a national rninority. Jewish-Polish confrontation was heightened as the two groups 

tried to influence the decisions of the Allies in Paris. While Jewish-Amencan and Jewish-British 

groups disseminated reports of the Lw6w pogrom, the Polish delegation in Paris tried to minirnize 

the impact of these reports and blarned Jews for inciting disturbances. In Poland, the National 

1 Leopold Halpern, "Polityka zydowska w Sejmie i Senacie Rzeczypospolitej 
193 3 ," Sprawy NuroàowoÇciowe, MI, 1 ( 1 93 3), p. 4. 
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Democratic press denied the reports as lies and a Jewish-Ukrainian plot against the state. Jewish 

requests for national rights were also met with universal hostility. Formed in December 19 1 8 by 

representatives of Jewish political groups, the Jewish National Council pressed for recognition of 

Jews as a national minority. Al1 Pohh political parties objected to this status since it was seen as 

the fira aep  to Jewish national autonomy2 

The attitudes of Polish political circies towards national rights of ethnic minorities 

mirrored official and popular views on the questions of nation and nationality. Polish-Jewish 

codict  before and during World War 1 created strong psychological bonds and a sense of 

national identity among e thic  Poles, whose notion of nation and nationality was based on ethic  

and religious distinctions. Jews, "alien" by religion, culture, and ianguage, and despised for their 

pro-German and pro-Austrian leanings were rejected by most of the Poles as a part of the Polish 

nation. The idea that "treacherous" Jews were entitled to the same rights and privileges as Poles 

was, therefore, perceived as outrageous. Concessions to Jews were seen as even more untimely. 

Jewish organizations abroad -- the American Jewish Congress, the Zionist Organization of 

America, the Alliance Israélite Universelle, and the Joint Foreign Cornmittee -- actively advocated 

civiI and national rights for Jews in the new states of Central Eastern Europe. Fear that Jews 

were intent on dismantling Poland were voiced by a prominent National Democrat. Stanislaw 

Grabski. Grabski claimed that a representative of the Amencan Jewish Congress made Jewish 

support for Poland contingent upon two guarantees -- that Jews would hold half of positions in an 

PaweZ Korzec, "Polish-Jewish Relations during World War 1,'' in Strauss, ed., Hostages of 
Modernzsation, p. 1 02 8. 



administrative region ûwed out of the Eastern Borderlands, and that Yiddish would be equalized 

with ~ol ish  .3  

Given the reputation of the National Democrats as Jew-baiters, the authenticiry of 

Grabski's claims may well be doubted. It is unquestionable, however, that the government and 

Polish political parties were aiarmed by the prospect of Jewish autonomy as a dangerous 

precedent for other rninorities, especidy the Germans. The possibility of a Gerrnan national 

enclave inside the country with strong ties to Germany greatly disturbed Polish politicians. 

Hence, images of Jews as German allies and a Bolshevik fifih colurnn were shared by the rnilitary, 

large parts of the intelligentsia, and the clergy. In December I9  18, Krali6w Bishop A. Sapieha, in 

response to the Lw6w Jewish cornrnunity, messed that Jews were the  main proxies of 

Bolshevisrn in Poland. A group of Polish literati and intellectuals made the same insinuations to 

the Allied mission in Eastern Galicia? 

Voiced by political activists, ethnically defined grievances and stereotypes echoed 

emotions dominant at the Iower levels of the society. Mass hostility to Jews combined wirh fear 

Quoted in Mieczyslaw Sobczak Stosunek Narodowej Demokrcji do kwestii .@dowshej w 
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of Jewish plots and reinforced by harsh economic conditions produced a new wave of anti-Jewish 

violence, especially rampant in war-tom Galicia. In Lw6w and its surroundings soldiers beat 

Jews on the streets, broke into Jewish houses and took away money, jewelry, and food. They 

found particular pleasure in cutting the beards of Orthodox Jews, forcing them to clean streets, 

and flogging those impressed into labor details. Jewish cemetenes were vandalized as Polish units 

searched for hidden m s .  The Ministry of Miiitary Mairs tried to calm the situation by issuing a 

statement condemning anti-Jewish violence. The Porish command in Eastern Galicia also 

disbanded the two most notorious para-military groups, known for brutal persecution of Jews. 

These actions, however, did not have much impact on ill-disciplined and badly paid troops.5 

While troubied by news about anti-Jewish violence in Poland, the Allies were divided 

about the course of action to take, and on the issue of rninority rights in Eastern Europe. 

Amencan President Woodrow Wilson was inclined to place Jews as a national rninority under the 

aegis of the League of Nations. The French argued for political and civil rights, without. 

however, national autonomy. and the British considered supporting the rights of minorities for 

self-administration in schools and cultural institutions under the auspices of the state. Amencan 

and British Jewish organizations also disagreed about whether it sufficed to guarantee Jews 

religious and cultural liberties, or whether Jewish national autonomy would automatically secure 
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these rights. Both the Polish Right and Lefi, on the other hand, objected to the s u p e ~ s i o n  of the 

League of Nations on the grounds that that it would curb Polish sovereignty and relegate the 

countiy to a second-clw sate? 

To the Ailies another factor was far more important than the Jewish issue. Amencans, 

British, and French dreaded the expansion of communism in Europe and strove to create a 

powefil cordon srniraire around Soviet Russia. Poland was envisioned as a main segment of 

this bulwark and, therefore, the Allies were reluctant to apply strong pressure on the Polish 

government. No less important to the formulation of policies on minority rights was the stance of 

many Allied diplomats and state officids, who shared the conviction that Boishevism was a Jewish 

creation and doubted the accuracy of Jewish reports about the pogroms in Poland. At the end of 

January 19 19, Ailied intelligence also procurec! the text of a secret German-Ukrainian treaty 

directed against Poland. As Jews sided with the Germans in the Polish-German conflict in 

Ponai i  province, Polish allegations of a Gennan-Ukrainian-Jewish alliance seemed to be 

confirmed and this contributed to the delay in Allied decision-making on minonty nghts7 

Public dehumanization of Jews in PoIand received hrther impetus at sessions of the Sejm, 

which opened in January 1919. W l e  Polish delegates at the Peace Conference were busy 
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convincing world opinion that reports about pogroms were Jewish fabrications, anti-Semitic 

rhetoric flew fieely in the Polish Sejm. Mer Paderewski solernnly opened its first session and 

promised that "...in the radiance of Polish liberty [national rninorities] would fieely develop their 

own [cultural] foms, sentiments, and thoughts," inflammatory invective was hurled against 

Jewish representatives. Poiish nght-wingers and members of the ciergy accused Jews of 

murdering Polish children and soldiers and "provoking" international sanctions. Jewish deputies 

were d 5 e d  and their speeches intempted by bellows of "get out to Palestine!" Requests for 

Jewish national autonomy sparked off a new cycle of anti-Semitic vitriol. Deepiy concemed with 

the Ailied position on minority nghts, the Polish govemment cautiously admitted the existence of 

anti-Semitism in Poland, but tried to minimize its extent. Pilsudski, for example, in an interview 

to joumalists, condemned anti-Sernitism. He stated, however, that it was caused activities of 

Jewish profiteer~.~ 

In Galicia, the anti-Semitic campaign in the Sejm coincided with a tighrening of police 

surveillance over Jewish organizations. The local administration withheld state aid to Jews and 

pursued with double energy the dismissal of Jewish employees from the civil service. Various 

"initiative" groups filed petitions to the governrnent to speed up "dejudaisation" of railroads, 

police, and post offices. "PoIonisation" of the social sphere was justified by the alleged disloyalty 

and political subversion of Jews, and the next decisive measure was the introduction of an oath of 

- -  - 
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allegiance to the Polish state, which, if taken, contravened provisions of the Jewish neutrality 

proclaimed on Novernber 1, 19 1 8. In March 19 19, the Ministry of Justice dernanded that Jewish 

and Ukrainian lawyers profess their Polish nationaiity. The bulk of Jewish lawyers in Lw6w 

refiised to take the oath and were fired. Jewish volunteers to the anny were rejected, and at the 

same t h e  the military blamed Jews for draft e v a ~ i o n . ~  On April30, 19 19, the Presidium of the 

Council of Ministers decreed that al1 civil employees who had not taken the oath of loyalty be 

dismissed. In Eastern Galician districts already cleared of Ukrainian troops, Jewish 

administrators, railroad workers, and teachers had to account for their activities during the 

Ukrainian occupation in order to keep their jobs. A dismissal of Jewish employees took place in 

Stanislaw6w and Brody. Jewish rnedical personnel was also purged, and Jews of "suspicious" 

dispositions were forced to quit. In some places, Jewish teachen and students were expelled from 

pubiic schools. Io 

Deliberations on minority rights in Paris received a new boost in the spring and early 

surnrner of 19 2 9, when news of riots, pogroms and executions in the Eastern Borderlands and 

Galicia were disseminated in the West by Jewish groups. Although citing repeated examples of 
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anti-Jewish violence may seem superfluous, it is necessary to dwell on the nature of the anti- 

Semitic wave that swept the Polish eastem provinces as the Peace Conference entered its final 

stage . 

Superficiaily the patterns of hostility towards Jews in the spring of 1 9 19 remained similar 

to those of November 19 18. Jews were arrested on charges of conspiracy, Jewish houses were 

looted, and a number of residents were murdered. However, anti-Jewish riots that took place 

between Apd and June in Lublin, Warsaw, Krakdw, Przemygl, and other places difTered in that 

the mobs contained considerable numbers of regular Polish soldiers. Traditional accusations of 

Jewish profiteering were augmented by charges of Bolshevism, and local Polish commanders 

incited their troops to attack Jews in Lida and Vilna. In Pinsk, several members of a Zionist 

group were executed on charges of Bolshevik activities. In Eastern Galicia, Polish units, 

especiaiiy regirnents from Poznari province and the units of General J6zef Haller, assaulted Jews 

on the streets of Sambor, Lwow, and Gr6dek Jagiellofiski. In Stanislaw6w province, the 

soldiers of Generd Julian ieligowski's division, which had been a part of the French 

expeditionary forces in Odessa, dong with Poznafï soldiers murdered twenty-three Jews. I 

One strand of anti-Jewish violence remained the same as it had been at the end of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire. Poor economic conditions in Galicia contributed to the fact that 

Polish peasants actively took part in looting and pillaging in the Jewish quarters. White dleged 

Jewish economic dominance was part of the traditional discourse of Polish-Jewish relations, 

-. . - - -- - -  - - 
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attacks on Jews took place against the background of intense resentment towards the inability of 

the government to cany out land reform. Sense of class-based econornic injustice generated 

popular frustration, and in some instances peasants looted Jewish houses under the slogans 

"Down with landlords and Jews!" The attacks grew in intensity, and at the end of May 

Paderewski and the Ministry of Military AfFairs issued public appeals to stop violence against 

Jews and landowners. The violence of Polish troops was often marked by the same dass 

motivations, and poor pay was a determinhg factor in murder and robbery of Jews. Thus, the 

commander of the 3d infantsr division complained to his supenors in Eastern Gdicia that his 

troops had no supplies and he, therefore. renounced any responsibility for the transgressions of his 

soldiers. 12 

In several places, energetic intervention by the gendarmerie and some arrny units 

prevented the spread of violence. Progressive political groups and prominent intellectuals such as 

Dr. Leon Biliiiski and Andrzej Strug condemned the pogroms. The Polish High Command and 

fiont cornmanders ais0 issued strong staternents threatening culprits with court martial. Local 

commandants and civil officiah in Drohobycz and Boryslaw used force and persuasion to end 

anti-Jewish riots. Jewish comrnunities in BorysZaw and Stryj publicly conveyed t heir gratitude to 

- - -  
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General Zielifiski and Captain Zawadrki, who in their capacities as the highest local oficers, 

acted without ethnic prejudices. 13 

Anti-Semitic attitudes, however, were shared by rnany Polish officers. The majonty had 

received professionai training in the amies of the partitioned powers, and it is conceivable that 

they had been innuenced by ethnic biases cultivated in the Russian, German, and Austro- 

Hungarïan officer corps. l For example, between November and December of 19 18. nine 

hundred ninety Polish officers of the Russian irnperial army, including forty-seven colonels and 

twelve generals, took service with the Polish armed forces. However, the "Russian" origin of 

many officers only partially explained their anti-Semitic zeal, for the largest contingent -- 6,426 

officers -- came fiom the relatively tolerant Austro-Hungarian officer corps. l5 Therefore, it can 

be surrnised that the main driving force beyond the ideological predisposition of Polish officers 

was a widespread belief that Jews and Bolshevism were inseparable entities. The depth of these 
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convictions can be judged by an episode that took place in October 1918 in Tashkent. The 

chairman of the Turkestan Council of Cornmissars, Pole Wladyslaw Figelski, received a letter 

fiom Polish members of the anti-Bolshevik underground. His CO-nationais accused him of 

blemishing the reputation of the Polish nation and demanded that he declare himself a Jew and 

thus exculpate his crime. 16 

The reports of pogroms again generated a public outcry in the West, and Amencan Jewish 

organitations pressed the govement to impose economic sanctions on Poland. Jewish deputies 

in the Sejm were concemed that the govement was unable to stop the excesses and, 

consequently, it adopted an attitude of benign neglect to the issue. In tum, Polish nght-wingers 

and govemment officiais insisted that Jewish speculation and Bolshevism were the main causes for 

the pogroms. As another spiral of mutual Polish-Jewish accusations gained momentum, on May 

3 1, 19 19, Paderewski protested to Wilson about anti-Polish propaganda by k w s  in America. 

To show its good will, the Polish government suggested that special committees be sent to 

Poland to investigate the alleged anti-Jewish abuses. At that time, a number of military and 

political developments forced the Allies to speed up deliberations on ethnic borders and minonty 

rights in Eastern Europe. By June 191 9, Polish troops were on the offensive in the Eastern 

Borderlands, and their potential contribution to the struggle against Bolshevism (the latter seemed 

more threatening afier the establishment of the cornmunist regime in Hungary) was very much 

appreciated in Pans. This situation provided the Polish delegation with an additional tmmp card 

IstvAn Deak, Beyond Notionalism: a Socid and PoIitïcal History of l e  Habsburg Oflcer 
Corps, 1818-1918 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990). 
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in dealing with the M e s .  Polish delegates argued that granting national autonomy to Polish 

minorities (especially Germans) would create a separate anti-Polish political entity. l8 

At the end of May, a draft of the Minority Treaty was prepared. As its provisions became 

known in Poland, a wave of protests swept the country. Polish public opinion was especially 

bitter over the fact that Germany did not have to sign the Treaty. Although the Treaty was to 

apply to other national minorities in Poland such as Germans and Ukrainians, popular wrath was 

directed against Jews, for Jewish "insinuations" in Paris were seen as the prime rnoving force 

behind the Ailied decision. On May 3 1, 19 19, Paderewski fùlrninated to the Sejm that Poiand was 

being treated as a second class country: 

as if a srnaIl and barbarian people, this great and civilized nation, the champion of 
tolerance and progress is forced to accept law and intemal rules imposed fiom outside. 
Honest, decent, and wise peopIe, who imposed on us those niles, wanted not to 
insult us. They were egregiously rnisinformed. ... These rules we would have 
established on our own.. . However, if our fiends overseas wish to placate certain co- 
nationals of ours, so much the better, as long as it would help us to estabhh internai 
order and to end the slanderous and insulting campaign.19 

On June 28, 19 19, Poland signed the Minority Treaty (it was also signed by Romania, 

Greece, Czechoslovakia, and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenians) and guaranteed her 

national minodies civil, religious, and political rights, and the right to use native languages in 
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private communication and communal Me. With regards to Jews Poland pledged to place Jewish 

school cornmittees under nate control and thus make them eligible for state funds. Jews were 

exempted fiom work on the Sabbath and religious hotidays, and the Polish govemrnent would not 

hold elections on Saturdays. Yiddish was to be used in Jewish schools, although Polish could be 

made mandatory. As citizens of the Polish state, Jews were made liable for military service, and 

obliged to contnbute to national defense as well as to maintain public order. The knplementation 

of  the Treaty was placed under the supervision of the League of Nations and its tribunal. 

However, the Treaty did not provide for a representative Jewish body in the Parliament, nor for a 

Jewish department in the Polish government.20 

On the surface, the supervision by the League of Nations cunaiied Polish sovereignty 

since it allowed Jews to lodge cornplaints to a foreign institution. However, a provision of the 

Treaty explicitiy stipulated that Jews couid appeal to the League oniy through the Polish 

govemment. Direct contact with the League was out of the question. Whle civil and political 

rights of Jews were guaranteed, they officially remained a religious minority. Jewish hopes for 

national autonomy were thus effectively dashed? 

In spite of these provisions the Treaty was denounced by every political group in Poland. 

While oniy a handfiil of intelIectuals argued that granting Jews equal civil and national rights 

wouId lessen the Polish-Jewish confrontation, the majority of the population was incensed at what 

they saw as special privileges for Jews. The PPS leader Das@ski fulrninated that dthough Jews 

-- 
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were not a national group, the Treaty accorded them a special status. In the Sejm, ami-Semitic 

deputies raved that the Treaty imposed a Jewish occupation on Poland and lay the country open 

to BoIshevism and the Red ~ e r r o r . ~ ~  

Reports of foreign missions, which had arrived to Poland to investigate anti-Jewish 

excesses, added nothing new to the Polish-Jewish confrontation. The Amencan mission headed 

by Senator Henry Morgenthau stayed in Poland from July to September of 19 19. In his report, 

Morgenthau concluded that pogroms were stirred largely by anti-Sernitic propaganda although 

they had no systematic pattern. The government, however, had not acted effectively to stop the 

disturbances. Morgenthau admitted that Jewish sources tended to inflate the numbers of 

casualties and that the Treaty contributed to the deepening of Polish-Jewish tensions. Two other 

members of the mission, Generai Edgar Jadwin and Professor Homer Johnson, stressed the 

aileged pro-Geman and pro-Bolshevik sympathies of Polish Jews as the grounds for Polish anti- 

Sernitism, and pointed out that only after the war and stabilization of the economy, would the 

situation change for the better.23 The repon of a British observer, Sir Stuart Samuel, was more 

- - -  - 
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strongly worded. He accused Poles of the economic and social boycott of Jews, and stressed the 

inability of the Polish government to stop anti-Semitic agitation and excesses.2' 

While these reports reflected personal views and were indicative of the complexity of 

Polish domestic politics, they were completed afier the Treaty was signed and had no firrther 

impact on the Allied policies towards the Jewish question in Poland. Since the end of the sumrner 

of 1919, other pressing issues drew the close attention of the West. The White armies in southem 

Russia began a major offensive on Moscow, and huge amounts of war matenal were being humed 

to General Anton Denikin. The Hungarian revolution was also entering its decisive stage, and the 

Allies were busy organizing a joint Romanian-Czechoslovakian strike at the Hungarian Red h y .  

W e  the Polish governrnent professed to abide by the Treaty, its implementation 

depended on the good will of the local administration. Since the Allies decided that Polish eastem 

borders would be defined in some indefinite time in the future, the military and the administration 

in Eastern Galicia received a free hand in dealing with Jews. By mid-sumrner 19 19. the Polish- 

Ukrainian war was eflectively over, and Polish troops controlled entire Eastern Galicia. With the 

usual charges of Jewish subversion, the administration continued to "cleanse" the regional social 

sphere of Jewish employees, and vanous restrictions such as the requirement of a certificate of 

baptism effectively barred Jewish applicants from post offices and railroads. A vigilante 

organization, the National Defense Cornmittee, became instrumental in the anti-Jewish campaign, 

and its denunciations caused dismissal of Jews from public schools, d e s ,  and res taura td5 
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The Treaty onicially secured Jewish civil rights. At the same t h e ,  however, it 

exacerbated popular hostility towards Jews in Poland. Not surprisingly, afler being forced to 

accept the Treaty, local Polish authonties resisted its implementation. "Cleansing" of the social 

sphere continued unabated even after the cessation of hostilities and by 1923 the nurnbers of 

Jewish public employees in Eastern Galicia shrank to 2.3% in cornparison to 10% in pre-World 

War 1 penod.26 Throughout the 1920s appeals by Jewish organizations to the League of Nations 

included cornplaints about social, economic, and political discrimination. Reluctance of the Polish 

political establishment to the implementation of the Treaty grew according to the radicalkation of 

Polish politics and diminishing influence of the Allies. Perceived as the "hand of international 

Jewry," the Treaty remained one of major Polish grievances against the Jews throughout the 

intenvar period. Correspondingly, its unilateral abrogation in September 1934 was greeted with 

comrnon enthusiasm throughout the country. 
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Jewish- Ukrainian Collaboration in 1918-1 91 9 

Since Jewish-Ukrainian collaboration was a hallmark of Polish charges, it is pertinent to 

analyze this issue in the context of the Polish-Ukrainian war. Until early spring of 19 19, the bulk 

of Eastern Galicia remained under Ukrainian mle. Apart fiom Lw6w and PrzemySI, the 

Ukrainian take-over was peacefùl, and Ukrainian officiais took over administration in cities and 

villages. The Western Ukrainian govenunent granted al1 national groups equd c i 4  and national 

nghts, and stressed that Poles, Jews, and Germans were willing to cooperate with the new state?' 

Whde such a declaration was more intended to emphasize the legitimacy of the Ukrainian mle 

than its acceptance by the population, initially the military and the psychological unpreparedness 

of the Poles spared both sides much bloodshed. 

In view of the continuous confrontation with Poles, for many Jews it seemed naturd to 

give at least moral support to the nascent Western Ukrainian National Republic -- ZUNR. No 

less important was the fact that since Eastem Galicia was effectively controlled by the Ukrainian 

government, Jews tried not to antagonize the incumbent regime. The position of the Western 

Ukraiiiian leadership on the Jewish question also prompted many Jews to back up the Ukrainian 

cause. The governrnent of the ZUNR officially recognized Jewish neutrality in the Polish- 

Lluainian war, granted Jewish communities the status of self-goveming bodies, and guaranteed 

Jews national-cultural autonorny. Already in November 191 8, with the approval and 

encouragement of the government, Jewish National Councils formed in the entire temtory of 

Eastem Galicia. Between December 18 and 20 representatives of the Councils fomulated a 

27 Ukrains'ke slovo. n. 253 (1047), 3 Novernber 1918, p. 2. 



political prograrn and established the Jewish National Council, which was to represent Jews to the 

Ukrainian government and at the Paris conference.28 

Still, initially the buk of the Galician Jewry trkd to abstain fiom enrneshing in the Polish- 

&ainian conflict despite of promises made by the ZUNR. Besides recognizing the Jews as a 

distinct nationality and Yiddish as an officia1 language, the Ukrainians called for the creation of 

the parliament (sojm) as the judicial organ of the republic. The sojm was to be elected in June 

19 19 and would comprise 160 Ukrainians, thirty-three Poles, twenty-seven Jews, and six 

Germans, thus giving every ethnic group a proportional representation. In Apnl 19 19. the 

Ukrainian government also approved the creation of the Department for Jewish -airs which was 

to promote Jewish interests and to have exclusive jurisdiction in Jewish maners. Aithough the 

course of the war soon buried these plans, at a time when the Polish government consistently 

refused to heed Jewish requests and vehement anti-Sernitism held sway among Poles, Ukrainian 

protestations of good intentions won over a substantial number of Jews of different political 

affüiations. The Jewish and ükrainian press maintained a mutually friendly tone, and Jewish 

publishing houses, cultural institutions, Hebrew and Yiddish schools functioned without 

interruptions. The Western Ukrainian government (and in some places, local Poles) expressed 

solidarity with Jews a e r  the Lw6w pogrom, and collected money to assist its Mctims. In 

February 1919 the Ukrainian Council of Ministers raised large amounts of money to purchase 

textbooks and visuai aids in Yiddish for Jewish s c h o o ~ s . ~ ~  

28 Chwila, n. 1, 10 January 1919, p. 3; Ibid, n. 4, 15 January 1919, p. 1; G m t a  ~ydowska. n. 4, 
12 January 1919, p. 2. 

29 CAF "inwentarz wycinkow prasowych," 4 10.9.2, p. 2; Vpered, n. 5 1, 3 1 January 19 19, p. 2; 
Ibid, n. 59, 1 1 February 19 19, pp. 3-4; Goreta iydowska, n. 9, 17 January 19 19, p. 4; Mykhailo 
Lolyns'kyi, HaZyczyl~a w rr. 1918-1920 (Vienna: Drukamia J.N. Vemau, 1922), pp. 90-91 ; 



Many Jews responded favorably to these gestures and provided financial help to the 

ZUNR. Jewish political groups also supponed the Republic politically, and in March the Poalei- 

Zion professed to suppon a "fiee, independent, and united Ukrainian Republic" in al1 spheres. 

The Bund and the Jewish Social-Dernocratic Party followed suit, refiaining, however, fiom 

declaring fill military participation in the Polish-Ukrainian conflict. In retum, the State 

Secretariat of the Western Ukrainian govement  confirmeci the status of the Jewish National 

Council as the main political Jewish institution in the region? 

Jewish assistance for the ZUNR was particularly important in financial terms and in direct 

participation in the administration. The Jewish National Council donated money to Ukrainian 

hospitais and provided gifis to Ukrainian soldiers, and Jewish merchants received numerous 

concessions fiom the govement, which was eager to revitalize the shattered Gdician economy. 

As cmcial for the ZUNR was the cooperation of Jewish civil employees. Beginning in November 

1918, rnany Polish functionaries refùsed to take the oath of allegiance to the ZUNR and either 

quit their jobs, or were fired by Ukrainians. The newly created vacancies provided professional 

opportunities for Jews who willingly filled these positions and took the oath of allegiance to the 

Ukrainian state. They accorded the young Ukrainian republic invaluable help, especially in 

railroad offices, the post department, and the court system. Jews a h  served in town councils; 

Jewish lawyers acted as judges and legal consultants in the courts of Kolomyja, Stanislaw6w, 

and Tarnopol. In Staniskaw6w, Jewish railroad workers were able to handle a huge traffic of 

100,000 Russian POWs who were returning home, and thus kept the railroad operational. Still. 

Gelber, n e  National Atrtonorny of Eastern Galician Jewry, pp. 290-29 1 ; "Visnyk derzhavnykh 
zakoniv dla vsikh zemel' m" TsDA VOVt W, 2 1 88/41 1, p. 13. 

30 Pogrebyns'ka and Gon, Yevrei v Zakhidnoukrains 'kii N a r d ~ i i  Respublitsi, pp. 47, 50, 5 1. 



the divisions amongst Jewish politicai parties was refkted in their stance towards the ZUNR. 

The Zionists largely sided with the Ukrainians, the Orthodox abstaùied from collaboration, and 

the assimiliationists retained their pro-Polish stance. Although some Poles and Germans served in 

the Ukrainian administration and the arrny, Jews made up the largest non-Ukrainian contingent in 

al1 state branches of the ZUNR.~ 

Jewish assistance was not limited to financiai and political support. A substantial nurnber 

of Jews served in the Jewish miIitia which was initially retained by the Ukrainians as a police 

force. In many places, such as Brzeiany and Koiomyja, Jews, especially former Austrian 

officers, eniisted in Ukrainian units, and were recognized for bravery in battle. In Stryj and 

Tarnopoi they served in the military intelligence, the rnilitary administration, and the medicai 

department. Starting in February 19 19, in several places local Jewish comrnittees declared the 

mobdization of able-bodied Jews into the Lrkrainian army, and in Radziechow and Sambor Jewish 

officers and civilians made up a third of the gendarmerie. Especially active were the Jewish youth 

who served in the Ukrainian intelligence. Although love for adventure was often a main motive 

for enlistment, anti-Polish sentiments also played an important role in prompting many Jews to 

side with ~krainians. 32 

- -  

CA W, "Dow6dztwo WP na Galicjc Wschodnia," 1.304.1112, p. 10; Ibid., "Dowodztwo 
Frontu Galicyjskiego," 1.3 10.1.3 1, pp. 28-29; Ibid., "Inwentarz wycinkow prasowych," 4 10.9.2, 
[press clip "Repulika," n. 4.39, 19 March 19 19, p. 11; Gazefa ~ydwska, n. 9, 17 January 19 19, p. 
4; Ibid, n. 10, 18 January 1919, p. 3; Michal Adamczyk, "Zachodnioukraifiska Republika 
Ludowa, 1918-1919," in Zygnunt Mafütowski, ed., Niepodleg2oSC Polskr w 1918 roku: a 
procesy pa~îwowoiw orese w Europie Srodkowo-wschorlniej (Lublin: Wydawniciwo 
Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Sk3 odowskiej, l966), pp. 193 - 194; AAN, "Prezydium Rady 
Ministr6w," Rkt IOlteczka 2, pp. 83-84, 227; "Lystuvannia z starostvarny," TsDIAUuL, 
146/8/3029, pp. 22-23, 60-61, 63, 68, 79, 82. 
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In the late spring and early summer of 19 19, when Polish troops were on the offensive and 

a wave of anti-Jewish violence swept through Eastern Galician towns, a substantial number of 

Jews enlisted into the Ukrainian army -- the UHA - and took part in combat. For exarnple, after 

the UHA recaptured Tarnopol in June, a Jewish "stonn" battalion was forrned under the 

leadership of First Lieutenant Solomon Leinberg. The battaiion numbered 1,200 men and 

aiongside UHA units took part in heavy fighting near TamopoI and Skaf at. By the end of July, 

the battaiion crossed the Zbnicz River with other UHA troops. Several other Jewish detachrnents 

aiso fought in the UHA ranks, and crossed to Eastern Ukraine in July of 1919. Paradoxically, 

these Jewish units iater participzted in fighting against the Red A m y  within Symon Petlura's 

troops, notorious for their brutal anti-Jewish pogroms. Alongside their Ukrainian cornrades, 

some Jewish officers and soldiers were captured by the Red A m y  and sent to concentration 

camps. Those who survived retumed to Poland only after the Soviet-Polish war.33 

This sumrnary of Jewish relations with the ZUNR would be incomplete without addressing 

anti-Jewish perceptions and attitudes of the Ukrainian population. While the ZUNR government 

Chwila, n. 7, 18 January 1919, p. 4; Viktor Vorobets', "Pershi dni ukrains'koi derzhavnos'ti v 
Kolomyi," m a i n s  'kyi Skytale~s ', Februrary 192 1, p. 10; "Richni Nity, protokoiy zasidan," 
LNBiVS, Department of Manuscripts, KNO-5, p. 40; CA W, "Dow6dztwo WP na Galicje 
Wshodniq," 1. 304.1.11, pp. 3 13, 430, 450, 454, 468; Tbid. I.304.I.I2, p. 1; "Raporty," 
TsDAVOVWU, 208/1/46c, p. 20. For Jews in the UHA, see its roster of casualties in ZhaZibr~u 
knyha: poimennyi ~pys po l ehW chleniv UHA u vyzvol 'nii viini (Zhovkva: n. p., n. d . ) . 
33 Nachman G-r, "Peredistoriia ta istoriia zhydivs'koho proboyovoho kurinia 1 korplisu UHA," 
Ubuins 'kyi skytalets ', February 192 1, pp. 18-2 1. The battalion then fought near Fastov, 
Koziatyn, and Berdychev. Wiszniewski, Brzezany i hesy, p. 1 12; Dashkevych, 
"Vzayemovidnosyny rnizh ukrains'kym ta yevreis'kim naselenniam," pp. 71 -72; Vasyl' 
Volyts' lqi, "24i kurin' s im. Petra Doroshenka," p. 799, and Stepan Sulyatyts' kyi, "Probo yovyi 
'Hutsul ' s k y ~  kurin' ," p. 809, in Kolomyù i Kolomyivshchyna: zbimyk ~pomy~tiv i slazej pro 
nedmnte mynule (Philadelphia: Vydannia Komitetu Kolomyian, ???). 



did its best to promote Jewish-Ukrainian cooperation, attitudes on the local level were often 

marked by old prejudices and resulted in brutal excesses. The latter were mostly of an economic 

character, and Ukrainian peasants were reported to have looted Jewish houses as early as 

November and December of 19 18. In November, Ukrainian units smashed Jewish shops in 

$niaSrfi and requisitioned goods frorn Jews in Ko lomyja and Sambor. In the south-east districts 

of Stanislaw6w province, where attacks on Jews were more frequent, Jewish communities were 

reluctant to collaborate with the ZUNR. Some Jewish crafismen and merchants also refiised to 

accept Ukrainian money, and in reprisais Ukrainian authonties often conducted searches and 

confiscated goods in the Jewish quarters? 

In January of 19 19, in several localities Ukrainian military officials began forcibly drafling 

Jews into the UHA and labor details. The il1 discipline of some Ukrainian units and the weakness 

of the Ukrainian administration resulted in a rise in anti-Jewish assaults. Between January and 

April, robberies and mürders in the Jewish quarters mounted in Tarnopol, Brzeiany, Buczacz, 

Stary Sarnbor, Drohobycz, Sokal, Z 1 oczow, Stryj, B e h ,  Jezierzany and other places. Peasants 

and soldiers attacked Jewish stores and warehouses, and in several places only executions of the 

pogrornists reestablished order. In PrzemyPlany, Ukrainian officials had to protect Jews from the 

depredations of Petlura's units, which had arrived to succor the Z L T N R . ~ ~  

34 CAW, "Dow6dztwo WP na Galicje Wschodnis," CAW, 1.304.1.11, p. 500; Ibid., 
"Dow6dawo Frontu Galicyjskiego," 1.3 10.1.28, p. 948; Wiszniewski, Brzeiany i kresy, pp. 69, 
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Ukrainian anti-Jewis h violence in Eastern Galicia, however, Iacked racial motivations, and 

most contemporaries agreed that it was an expression of traditional social grievances against the 

ethnically difFerent and degedly "rich" Mnority in the tirne of crisis. The excesses of Ukrainian 

troops also markedly differed fiom punitive expeditions of Polish soldiers. While the latter 

persecuted Jews for cooperoting with the ZUNR or siding with the Bolsheviks, Ukrainian 

grievances revolved around perceived economic injustices. The ZUNR government explicitly 

condernned the excesses, and forbade forcible rnobilization of the Jews into the UHA, while 

Ukrainian officiais often intervened on behalf of the ~ews.36 

The Ukrainian govemment was disappointed that Jews refused to declare themselves 

opedy on the Ukrainian side. Already in December of 19 18, the Ukrainian press threatened that 

ifJews did not take part in the Polish-Ukrainian conflia, they would lose their rights as Ukrainian 

citizens. Such charges mounted as the war progressed, and Jews were increasingly blamed for 

waiting to wager on the stronger Party. Syrnptomatic of Ukrainian attitudes was an article in a 

Ukrainian newspaper in Koiomyja, Pokuts'kyi vi& which in February of 19 19 stated that: 

The Ukrainian government granted [Jews] political, national, and civil rights. And yet, 
they retained shop signs in Polish and speak Polish. Are Jews ashamed of [speaking] 
Yiddish or Ukrainian? If they so lavishly dispensed money to the Polish 
Legions during World War 1, why don't they finance Ukrainian troops? Don't they 
believe in the just [Ukrainian] cause?"37 

-- 
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From the beginning of its struggle against Poland, the Westem Ukrainian government 

could count oniy on its own skills and resources. In January 1919, the Western Ukrainian 

government and the Ukrainian government of eastern Ukraine, the Dzrektorza, solemnly declared 

to have been united into one Ukrainian state. However, the Direhoria, hard-pressed by the 

Whites and the Boisheviks, could spare only a few units and little money to aid the ZUNR. 

Ukrainian diplornatic efforts with the Allies proved also unsuccessfui, and the Polish delegation 

managed to convince the Western powers that the Z U N R  was just a Bolshevik springboard to 

Hungary. Hence, the Westem Ukrainian government tumed to the Jews. and, by granting them 

national rights and political representation, hoped for their active participation in the war. 

However, until the spring of 19 19, the majority of the Jewish political leadership exercised 

caution and refùsed to commit themselves openly to the Ukrainian side. Given that the majority 

of Galician Jews were Orthodox, their passivity, while in Iine with their traditional attitudes, 

greatly hnpeded Jewish-Ukrainian collaboration. 

The situation of Gaiician Jews in the midst of the Polish-Ukrainian war closely resembled 

the predicarnent of their CO-religionists in eastem Ukraine. In 19 17- 19 19 the Ukrainian national 

govenunents, the Central Council and the Direkrorza, also granted Jews the status of national 

rninority. A Jewish department was created as a governmental branch, and Jewish politicians 

actively participated in Ukrainian state-building. However, as in the winter of 19 19 unnily 

Ukrainian troops and insurgent bands began murdering thousands of Jews, the Ukrainian 

government was unable to stop mass murder. In summer of that year, units of the Voluntary 

Army of General Denikin entered Ukraine and staged brutal massacres in which about 30,000 



Jews lost their lives. Caught between Ukrainian nationalist and White amies, Jews tumed to the 

Bolsheviks whose national policies offered them better chances of s u r ~ i v a l . ~ ~  

In Eastern Galicia, driven by the brutalities of Poiish units and virulent anti-Sernitic 

propaganda, Jews drifted towards Ukrainians. Liberal national policies and, more imponantly, the 

determination of the Western Ukrainian govemment to prevent ah-Jewish excesses spurred many 

Jews to throw in their lot with ZUNR. In comparison to their counterparts in Ukraine, a sizable 

part of the Western Ukrainian intelligentsia and officer corps had lived under the relatively 

rnoderate national policies of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. While sharing traditional anti-Jewish 

biases, they recognized and accepted in principle the national, political, and civil equality of Jews. 

Therefore, notwithstanding the limited Jewish political participation in ZUMl and instances of 

anti-Jewish violence, and contrary to the long-standing reputation of Ukrainians as pathological 

anti-Semites, the short-lived Western Ukrainian National Republic provided a fascinating exampie 

of coexistence and collaboration of the two peoples in a state-building process. 

Anti-Jewish Violence àiiring the Soviet-Polish War of 1920 

The chronic outbreaks of anti-Jewish violence that occurred in Poland between November 

19 18 and 19 19 reflected deep popular hostility towards Jews, and anger of their alleged role in 

undermining political and econornic stability. However, none of the attacks compared in 

magnitude to the outbreak of violence dunng the Soviet-Polish war of 1920. The scope and 

38 For Jewish relations with the Central Council and the Direhorio, see Henry Abramson, A 
Prayer for the Government: Jews and Ukraznians in Revolutzonary Times, 191 7- 1920 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1999). 



intensity of these attacks can be attributed to two factors which had previously been missing in 

Polish-Jewish discourse: collective fears arnong Poles of losing independence, and the conduct of 

Polish allies, the White units and eastern Ukrainian troops of Symon PetIura. 

By the end of 19 19, embattled fiontier areas -- Ponaii, Cieszyn, and Eastern Galicia -- 

were partiaily or completely integrated, and in Belorussia and southern Lithuania the Polish- 

Soviet war came to a standstill. The relative stabilization of the borders coincided with a sharp 

decline in anti-Jewish violence. Polish authorities took more stringent measures against excesses, 

impressment of Jews into labor details became less fiequent, and Jewish activists, who had been 

detained for alleged anti-state activities, were re1eased.3~ Anti-Semitic propaganda, however. 

remained a main facet of Polish political Iife. Police reports attributed food shortages and petty 

crime to Jewish speculation. Polish embassies, civil organizations, and govemment officiais 

reported Jewish conspiracies to subvert Polish political institutions and to undermine the 

economy, and rumors of Jews purchasing land alarmed associations of Polish estate owners. The 

miiitary in Galicia was troubled by rumors of Jewish agents taking over warehouses. railroads, and 

civil offices.40 The army's attitude towards the Jewish question was verbalized by I L - a l  i wojsko. 

a riewspaper comected with Polish rnilitary circles. In early February 1920 the newspaper 

stressed that in the historical struggle for Polish national preservation, there was no place for 

groups of "alien" background. lews, "cosmopolitan" by nature, had no ties with the Polish 

39 CA W, "Dow6dztwo Frontu Galicyjskiego," 1.3 10.1.30, no page; Chwila, n. 365, 20 January 
1920, p. 3. 
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nation, and, therefore, mass emigration would be the optimal solution to Polish-lewish confiict. 

Meanwhile, Jews m u t  stop anti-Polish agitation. The tone of the article emulated the rhetoric of 

the National Democrats. Jews could not and should not be assimilated, and only emigration and 

renunciation of political activities would guarantee their existence amongst ~oles.41 

In general, Jewish political groups shared hopes that the termination of military confiicts 

would b ~ g  stability and peace to the country and, correspondingly, would soothe Polish-Jewish 

animosities. These hopes seemed to be well grounded. Physical attacks on Jews dwindled, in 

several places such as PrzemySl and Zf ocz6w the locai rnilitary administration actively 

intervened to stop anti-Jewish disturbances, and in early Apnl 1920 the MùUstry of Military 

Mairs issued a strong warning to the population to stop anti-Jewish excesses. Many Jews aiso 

believed that the Minority Treaty was also a sufficient warranty for the security of the Jewish 

Developments in the Eastern Borderlands soon shattered the relative tranquiiity of Polish 

intemal politics. On April21 and 24 of 1920, Pilsudski's govenunent signed two agreements 

with the chief of the Ukrainian Direhoria, Symon Petlura. The agreements stipulated the 

creation of an independent Ukrainian state and a joint Polish-Ukrainian offensive against the 

Bolsheviks. On April25, Polish troops and Ukrainian units launched a surprise attack against the 

Red Amy, and on May 6 they captured Kiev. Three weeks later, however, a Soviet counter- 

offensive smashed Polish defenses and Polish troops began rapid evacuation. At this point, anti- 

41 ChwiIa, n. 384, 8 February 1920, pp. 34; Ibid, n. 385, 9 February 1920, p. 3. 

42 Ibid., n. 396, 20 February 1920, p. 2; Ibid, n. 397, 21 Febmary 1920, p. 2; Ibid., n. 430, 25 
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Jewish violence rapidly escalated, and Polish units staged pogroms in Bar and V i ~ y t s i a .  By the 

beginnjng of July, the Red Amy crashed across the Berezina River, a few weeks later it took 

Vilna and Grodno, and at the beginning of Augum it was closing in on Warsaw. Panic spread in 

the Polish éumy and some units surrendered to the Bolsheviks. The government appealed to the 

population to rdly for national defense, and simultaneously with mass mobilization. the military 

began detaining potentiaily harmfùl elements such as communists and individuals with ''lefi" 

leanings. J3 

The Polish retreat reverberated in a wave of antiJewish pogroms in cities and t o m s  dong 

the front line. General panic and feus of losing national independence promoted distorted images 

of Jewish conspiracies, and Polish soldiers, often under the conniving eyes of their cornanders, 

engaged in murders and robberies in Biaiystok, Siedlce, Plock, Lykow, and Drohiczyn, where 

more than sixty Jews lost their lives. Brutalities reached such a scope that in July the Council of 

Miniaers and the Ministry of Military AfEairs appealed to the troops to stop pogroms. threatening 

the culprits with harsh punishment and courts martial. In August 1920 fourteen Polish soldiers 

were sentenced to death for attacks on Jews in ~ i n s k . ~  

1920, n. 484, p. 2; "Materilay po rozsliduvanniu," TsDIAUuL, 146/8/385 1, p. 1 ; Walicki. 
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Particular anti-Jewish zeaI was displayed by Poland's allies, White and Cossack units. By 

the end of 1919, these remnants of anti-Bolshevik armies had wound up in Polish internent 

camps. In the spring of 1920 they welcomed the Pihudski-Petlura offensive as a last opportunity 

to return to their homeland and escape less than cornfortable conditions in camp barracks. Of 

varying fighting capacity, these units were so notorious and so viciously destructive in their 

attitudes towards Jews that they would soon become a Iiability rather than the asset to the Polish 

rniIitaqc But for the moment, when the fate of Poland hung in the balance, the Polish command 

was eager to use them, tumuig a blind eye to  their predatory habits.ls 

In Eastern Galicia, eastem Ukrainian and White detachments defied rnilitary discipline, and 

staged brutal antiJewish pogroms in more than sixteen localities. The non-Jewish population was 

also subjected to cape and murder. The most horrible massacres took place in the 26 lkiew and 

Stanislaw6w districts where thirty-two peasants and 1 14 Jews were rnurdered. Entire 

households were pillaged and bumed to the ground, dozens of women raped, and oniy in a few 

places did the detemination of Polish and Ukrainian commanders prevent the spread of violence. 

By the lowest estimate, in August and September 1920 in several t o m s  and villages more than 

170 Jews were murdered, 190 were wounded, and 3 50 women and girls were raped. Conduct of 

Petlura's troops was so notorious that many Gaiician ükrainians, who had joined his army. 

45 See, for example the characteristics of General S. Bulak-Balakhovich in Jan Borkowski, ed., 
Rok 1920: wojra polsko-radziecka we wspomnzeniach i innych dokirmentach (Warsaw: 
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deserted for "not wanting to be labeled beasts." Several Polish units also deserved i n h y  for 

violence? 

The brutality of Poland's allies can partially be attributed to shortage of foodstuffs, boots, 

and cloth, for looting always accompanied the murder. Yet, instances of drowning pregnant 

women and slaughtering children imply that depredations were driven by stronger motives than 

mere privation. In 191 8- 1919, eastern Ukrainian units and White soldiers had participated in anti- 

Jewish pogroms that left thousands of dead and wounded. M e r  having withdrawn from Ukraine 

and Russia under Bolshevik pressure, these units found themselves without a homeland, guidance, 

or most importantly, purpose. Jews, seen as the villains of the Bolshevik revolution, were now 

blamed for al1 the ills and lost hopes, for filthy rooms in cheap Polish and Romanian hotels, or for 

miserable life in the barracks of intemment camps. In the summer of 1920, when defeat was 

inevitable, eastern Ukrainian troops, and White and Cossack detachments let their frustration 

loose on the traditionai foe, ~ews? 
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The Polish govemment, while trying to dissociate itself fiom such allies, greatly 

contributed to the atmosphere of popular anti-Jewish hysteria. Mass arrests of "unreliable" 

elements targeted Jewish cornmunists, socialists, Zionists, but also Jewish activists for civil and 

political rights. Jewish soldiers and officers in the Polish army were disarmed and sent to a 

detainment camp in Jablonna, set up in August for isolating "suspicious" elements. Many Jewish 

soldiers were forced into labor battalions. Jewish-Bolshevik connections were highly publicized in 

the press, and were corroborated by g o v e m e n t  sources. War Minister Wladyslaw Sikorski 

rallied the Polish people for a struggle against "Moscow gangs led by Jewish comrnissars," and 

posters which associated Jews with Bolsheviks were opedy distributed by the gendarmerie in 

warsaw.48 

In spire of the highly charged anti-Semitic clirnate in the country, anti-Jewish violence that 

swept the Eastern Borderlands dunng the Polish-Soviet war never reached the scope of the 

Hungarian White Terror. Between the fall of 19 19 and the spring of 1920, Hungarian officer 

squads murdered beîween 3,000 and 5,000 Jews associated with the conununist regime of Bela 

Kun. Supported by the countemevolutionary leader Admira1 MikloO Horthy, these units ravaged 

the countryside leaving behind piles of corpses, while courts martial executed hundreds of Jewish 

Tragedy: The Russzan Revolutzon. 1891-1924 (London: PIMZICO, 1996), pp. 676-679; Bruce 
Lincoln, Red Viciory: A H i s f o ~  of the Russian Civil Wm (New York-London: Simon and 
Shuster, 1989), pp. 32 1-324. 
48 Inwazja BoLuovicka a zj>dsi: sbi& dokument6w (Warsaw: 1. Hendler, 1921). pp. 3-5, 17-54, 
105, 107-108, 1 16-1 17, 123-127, 132-1 33, 182; Tomaszewski, "Polskie formacje zbrojne," p. 
106; AAN, "Ambasada RP w Paryzu," 3 0 1, pp. 62-64: Walicki, "Poloienie iydbw polskich," p. 
115. 



and Hungarian civilians suspected of communist a ~ t i v i t i e s . ~ ~  In contrast to Hungary, terror in 

Poland did not becorne a structural component of state policies. Poiish cornmanders, convinced 

of the leading role of Jews in the Bolshevik movement, did not adopt banditry and murder as 

legitimate war instruments, and on several occasions they prosecuted and punished plunderers. 

Although formally subordinated to the Polish command, White and eastern Ukrainian troops 

operated outside of any military authonty and their conduct was ofien resented by their Polish 

allies. A major determinant that spared Polish Jews the experiences oftheir Hungarian CO- 

religionists was the fact that Poland did not endure the vicissitudes of the Soviet regime, and that 

the Bolshevik occupation of the Eastern Borderlands was relatively short-lived. 

*** 

Since convictions of pro-Communist sympathies or outright Bolshevisrn among Polish 

Jews were shared by the govemment, the military, and large segments of the population, it is 

imperative to examine Jewish attitudes and reactions to the Bolshevik invasion. Such analysis 

may shed light on one of the most controversial issues of Polish-Jewish relations, and, in a larger 

context, the generd perception of Jews in Eastern Central Europe after World War 1. 

From the beginning of the Soviet-Polish war, the conduct of Polish Jews varied as much as 

that of the Poles. A spIinter group of the Sund, led by pro-Bolshevik leaders, announced in April 

1920 its entry into the Third Comunist International. In Biaf ystok and Plock, sizable numbers 

of Jewish youth welcomed the Red Army and entered the Bolshevik-sponsored militia. The 

Polish Comrnunist party and its Jewish members took an active part in the Soviet administration 

49 Netanel Katzburg, Hun~gary and the Jews, 1920-1943 (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 
198 1 ), pp. 3 7-59; Thomas L. Sakrnyster, Hungary's Admiral on Horseback: MikIo s  ̂Horthy, 
1918-1944 (Boulder: East European Monographs, 1994), pp. 30-3 1. 43. 



and the political police, CheKa. In May, the socialist Poalei-Zion accepted the Soviet rnodel of 

dictatorship of the proletariat and in July its radical elements pressed for jouiing up with Moscow. 

At the end of July, in the territories captured by the Red Amy, a temporary governing body. the 

Polish Revolutionary Committee, set up its local cornmittees. A number of Jewish adrninistrators 

and political comrnissars led propaganda activities arnong the local population.50 

Arrests of Bund members and the wide publicity given to instances of Jewish collaboration 

with the Bolsheviks fueled anti-Semitic sentiments and fear of Jewish saboteurs in Polish society. 

In contrast, cases of cooperation with the Soviet troops by Poles were not made public. Nor did 

the govemment press mention that the CheKo arrested members of the Zionist groups, and closed 

down Jewish cultural organizations and schools. In Minsk, Grodno, and Vilna the Bolshevik 

administration subjected "bourgeois" elements such as Jewish tradesmen and merchants to heavy 

fines, while their stores and workshops were confiscated. Participation of Jews in the an& 

Bolshevik struggle was passed over in silence by the press. Moreover, the anti-Semitic sentiments 

of the Polish army were exploited by Bolshevik propaganda. In July 1920, in its proclamation to 

Polish soldiers, the Bolshevik Suprerne Command of the Western Front called on them to 

overthrow the "counterrevolutionary" govemrnent of Pilsudski. The Polish rank-and-file, said 

the proclamation. by murdering the Jewish poor assisted in reestabiishing of the old order 

embodied by Jewish ~apitalists.5~ 

50 B.K. Johnpoll, The Politics of fuir tif@^- ne Central Jewish Workers Bund of Poland. 191 7- 
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n. 539, p. 3; 17 July 1920, n. 540, p. 5; Boj o Lw&, p. 25; Tomaszewski, "Polskie fomacje 
zbrojne," p. 101; Inwazja bolszewicka a iydzi, pp. 1 14-1 19; Waiicki, "Polozenie i y d 6 ~ , "  pp. 
1 14- 1 19; "Donesenia starostv," T b A  UuL, 146/8/4878, pp. 20-20m. 



The situation was similar in Eastern Galicia, where many Jews volunteered for the Polish 

army, the Jewish community donated rnoney to the military, and synagogues staged religious 

seMces preying for Polish victory. The initial response of Jews to the Bolshevik invasion 

remarkably resembled the situation in August 1914, when the outbreak of World War 1 

temporarily extinguished Polish-Jewish antagonisms. Analogous to this failed rapprochement, by 

mid-July 1920 Jewish enthusiasm for national defense evaporated. As the Bolshevik First Cavairy 

Army closed in on Lwow, the f oiish military cracked down on the "usual suspects." Police 

reports emphasized the hostility of the Jewish intelligentsia and workers and their sabotage of 

governrnent defense rnea~ures.'~ Jews suspected of a lefiist orientation and Bund and Poaiei-Zion 

members were arrested, while the headquarters of these parties were shot down. Arrested Jewish 

civilians, officers, and sotdiers were intemed at a camp in Dqbie near Krakow. Searches in the 

Jewish quarters and arrests of Jews for alleged economic sabotage and political subversion took 

place in Lwow, Boryslaw, Krakow, Sanok, and Drohobycz, dthough no empirical evidence of 

wrongdoing was found. At the sarne tirne, Polish officials complained that masses of Jewish 

refiigees who had escaped the Bolsheviks were inundating cities and countryside, causing 

economic shortages and social tensions? 
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A few Polish sources admitted that many Jews had enlisteci in the army and partisan units, 

or served as infonnants and guides for Poiish troops. Yet, the majority of govemment reports 

stressed the activities of Jews as Soviet administrators, Red Army soidiers, and members of the 

Che~a.'' The presence of Jews in the short-Iived Soviet govemment of Eastern Galicia seerningly 

lent credence to popular identification of Jews with cornmunism. In July 1920, in the eastem 

districts of Tamopol and Lw6w provinces the Red Army set up a new political entiîy -- the 

Galician Soviet Socialist Republic. Its goveming organ, the Galician Revolutionary Council -- 

Guhevkom -- established its headquarters in Tamopol and was initiaily headed by Feliks Kon, a 

professiona1 Jevhsh revolutionary. Besides Kon, three of seventeen Galrevkorn rnembers were of 

Jewish background: K. Litvinovich, the commissar of the post service, telegraph. and 

communications; A. Baral', the commissar of trade and industry; and one Kulik, the head of the 

Council of Arts .  In the dreaded CheKa, Jews constituted approximately a quarter of the 

personnel. For exarnple, in the Tarnopoi branch, three out of eleven CheKo members were 

Jewish. It shouId be remernbered, however, that the majority of Jews in the Guirevkom and 

C M a  were not natives of Galicia and came in the wake of the Red A m y .  On the other hand. 

many Galician Jews (alongside Poles and Ukrainians) were employed in the militia. High numbers 

of Jews in the latter branch was a reflection of the Bolshevik ciass approach to local 

page; Ibid, "Dow6dztwo WP na Galicje Wschodnis" 1. 304.1.63, no page; Tomaszewski, 
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administration - the poverty of many Jews and Ukrainians made them the most suitable 

However, the statistics collected by the police and gendarmerie der  the withdrawal of the 

Red Army fiom the region demonstrate that the actual numbers of local Jews who withdrew with 

the enemy were insignificant . 

Table 7.1. Individuah Suspected of Collaboration With the Bolsheviks, July-September 1920. 

5 5 M.R. "Nove pro diialnist' Halyts'kogo orhanizatsiinogo kornitetu KP(b)U," Ukruins 'kyi 
Istorychnyz Zhzrrnal, 2/347 (1990), pp. 127, 130; L. Nagorna, Feliks Kon (Kiev: Denhavne 
vydavnytstvo politychnoi literatury, 1963), pp. 83-84; NySrfor Himiak, Ostatnii akr lrohedii 
Uhazns 'koi Halyrs 'koi Annii (Perth Amboy, N.J.: Vydannia Ukrains'kogo Viis'kovo- 
Istorychnogo Instytutu v S S h q  1959), pp. 234, 240-241. 

Locality 

BO brka 

Brody 

Buczacz 

CzortkO w 
- 
JaryczO w 

Lw6w district 

Podhajce 

Radziechb w 

Tarnopol 

Trembowla 

Zbor6w 

ZloczOw 

Sources: "Spyski osib," DALO, 
271/1/34, pp. 1-4; "Lystuvannia z starostvom," T s D U U d ,  1461814877, pp. 8, 30, 39,42-43, 51-52. 

Total nurnbers of Bolshevik 
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left Eastern Galicia with the Red 
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49 

3 

13 

15 

6 

19 

247 

29 

27 

15 1 

22 

61 

2Wll3 7, pp. 2 1-37,39-62, 66-83; 

Jews 1 

1 

2 

1 

13 

3 

1 

3 
t 

"Spysky komunistiv," D A O .  



The small number of Jews on the "black" lists of the Polish police reflected the specific 

nature of the Galician Jewish comrnunity - deeply religious and conservative. In Belorussia and 

southem Lithuania, where there were more non-Orthodox and secular Jews, cases of 

coIlaboration with the Bolsheviks were more numerous. Nevertheless, judging by available 

sources, Polish propaganda regarding Jewish participation on the Bolshevik side was much out of 

proportion. How then do we account for two seemingly irreconcilable facts -- innumerabie 

charges against Jews as Bolshevik agents and insignificant numbers of Jewish cornmunists 

reported in documentary materials? 

A plausible explanation can be found in popular perceptions of the niche Jews had 

traditiondly occupied in Polish society. In Belorussia and southem Lithuania, formerly the 

territones of the Russian Empire, Jews were barred from civil seMce and constrained to 

traditional Jewish occupations in trade, small artisanship, and tavem-keeping. The Bolshevik 

revolution of 19 17 opened opportunities to Jews in politics, administration, the army, and police. 

A better educational background guaranteed them high positions in the Soviet hierarchy, while 

their devotion to the Bolshevik cause made them extremely visible in the eyes of the non-Jewish 

population. The presence of a Jew as a local Soviet functionary was seen as an anomaiy and 

contnbuted to the creation of a powerful image of the omnipresent Jew-Bolshevik. The activities 

of a few Jewish cornmunists ofien sufficed for the Polish police and army cornrnanders to accuse 

entire Jewish communities of collaborating with the Reds. Accordingly, that the Jewish majonty 

abstained from politics no longer mattered for the Polish-Jewish discourse. Press reports and 

mmors of Jewish dominance in the comrnunist parties in Russia and Hungary reinforced these 

negative stereotypes. 



Bolshevik activities in the Eastern Borderlands and Galicia soon alienated even those 

elements arnong Jews and Ukrainians who had initially welcomed the Soviets. In August 1 920. 

the Galrevkom abolished private property, nationalized banks, factories, plants and agricultural 

implements, and confiscated the property of churches and other religious institutions. The CheKo 

arrested "bourgeoisy7 elements such as the Jewish intelligentsia, rabbis, and Catholic priests. The 

Soviets particularly cracked down on merchants and craftsmen who were subjected to searches 

and requisitions. Outright extortion was used to "expropriate the expropriators," while special 

labor details were set up for the "reeducation" of hostile elements. Soviet comrnissars. who had 

arrived with the Red Army, incited the local poor against rabbis and religious Jews. Attacks by 

Soviet soldiers were dso not uncommon. In Stryj, where the Bolsheviks mled only for sixteen 

hours, passing Red troops, with the assistance of peasants, looted Jevhsh shops and houses. The 

harshness of Soviet rule, its militant anti-religiosity and economic policies turned Jews decisively 

against the invaders.56 
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The relations between the Bolsheviks and Polish Jews during the Soviet-Polish war of 

1920 were multifaceted. Bolshevik national policies of civil and political equality for ethnic 

rninorities combined with Polish anti-Semitic propaganda and anti-Jewish violence prompted a 

nurnber of Jews to side with the Bolsheviks in the Eastern Borderlands. However, according to 

Bolshevik class approach the majority of Jews in the Eastern Borderlands were private owners 

(sobstwenniki) and were perceived as intnnsically alien to the dogrna of classless society. The 

carnpaign of nationalization, which started in the wake of the Soviet offensive in the summer of 

1920, refuted any hopes for better future that Jews may have entertained and contributed to the 

fact that the Jewish majority remained strongly anti-Çomrnunist throughout the interwar period. 

From the birth of Polish independence in November 19 1 8 to October 1920, when the 

armistice was signed between Poland and Soviet Russia, Polish fkontier wars were accompanied 

by anti-Jewish violence. Various sources estimated Jewish losses fiom several hundred to severai 

thousand killed, although it is reasonable to believe that the number of dead did not exceed 

2 , 0 0 0 . ~ ~  In comparison to the tens of thousands of Jews murdered in the Russian Civil War. 

these numbers seem insignificant. Nevertheless, the pogroms in Poland received wide publicity 

and generated protests around the world, while the tragic events in eastem Ukraine became public 

Konarmiia in the Russian Civil War, 19 18- 1920," The Sfavonic aizd Eas~ Ezïropean Review, 73 
(1995), pp, 85-86, 88. 
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knowledge only decades later. The dinerent political aatus of the two countnes provides an 

explmation for this discrepancy. In Ukraine, the chaotic situation of the CiviI War caused a 

blackout of news to the West. The Western press aimost entirely concentrated on the crucial 

issue of the advances of the White amies, while the press agencies of the White movement 

avoided any references to the massacres of the Jews. In addition, the leaders of the White 

rnovement issued declarations against pogroms, and thus demonstrated to the Allies their 

wiilingness to stop the violence. In the temtones controlled by the Ukrainian Direktorzu the 

situation was even more complicated. While it clairned the mass support of Ukrainian pesants, 

the latter only nominaiiy subordinated themselves to Petlura. The Ukrainian govemment, 

therefore, had only lirnited power and resources to stop anti-Jewish attacks. Aithough reports of 

massacres of Jews in eastem Ukraine reached the West, contacts of the Allies with Ukrainian 

leaders were limited to diplornatic exchanges. 

On the other hand, Poland was recognized by the Allies as an independent and sovereign 

state, and was expected to abide by the rules and regulations specified by the Minority Treaty. 

The rnulti-party system and relative freedom of press in Poland allowed Jewish activists to voice 

their grievances and protests to the Polish governrnent and the world community. Supported by 

Jewish organizations abroad, they publicized instances of anti-Jewish violence and discrimination. 

and the Jewish question developed into one of the principal issues of the Paris Peace Conference. 

In November 1920 the Sejm publicly acknowledged and favorably cornpared the patriotic 

stance of Gaiician and Volhynian Jews during the Polish-Soviet war to the conduct of Jewish 

communities in Belorussia and southem Lithuania. These praises, however, did not signifi a 

change in Polish-Jewish relations, and emanated fiom pure political pragrnatism. Since the Allies 



decided that Gaiicia was to be adrninistered by the Polish state until a public referendum, Polish 

mling circles were determined to secure favorable Jewish opinion. M e r  having expenenced the 

brutalities of the last six years, many Galician Jews were conwlced that bad law and order were 

better than no law at all. They yearned for any sernblance of peace and stability, and Jewish 

communities and political groups throughout Eastern Gdicia voted for the integration of the 

region into the Polish state." 

Secret police reports, however, showed that officia1 and popular attitudes that had 

prevailed in Polish society for the last years remained unchanged. These reports stressed that the 

Jews complained to the govenunent and the Western powers about the rnisconduct of Polish 

troops and the dismissal of Jews from civil seMce and the m y .  The climate of official opinion 

was verbalized by the Ministry of Military AfFkîrs in December 1920. Zn response to the protests 

of Jewish Sejm deputies about the dismissal of Jewish officers, the Ministry stated: 

The army is an embodirnent of the state's vitality and strength, and, therefore, officer 
ranks must be filled by individuals known and capable of love and sacrifice to thei. 
rnotherland. Such sacrifice can be offered only by those whose citizenship as well as 
nationality bind them inseparably to the state.59 

In early 192 1, the Polish government promised to maintain the provisions of the Minonty 

Treaty conditional upon the loyalty and "good will" of the Jews towards the state? For the 
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Polish Jewry, however, these promises sounded extremely hollow. Haunted by memones of the 

recent past they looked gloornily into an uncertain fiiture. VioIence, anti-Semitic propaganda, and 

Jewish national efforts in the years 19 15- 1920 created in Poland a highly charged psychological 

atmosphere £Ùll of anti-Jewish resentment. This atmosphere was especidly propitious for the 

ascension of the National Democrats, whose ideas in regards to the Jewish question would 

dominate Polish politics dunng moa of the intenvar period. 



CONCLUSION 

"[Persecution]. . . drew on ancient, nourishing theological, social, and 
folkloric roots. It served admirably to shift the enduring question of public and 
political responsibility ... well away fiom those who had actually wielded political 
power at whatever was held to be the cnticai moment. 1 

This quotation reflects a generally accepted beiief that throughout the ages Jews 

have been perceived and persecuted as scapegoats for societai ills. It is unquestionable 

that for centuries the distinct religion and culture of the Jews has invited hostility from 

their Christian neighbors. In the traditionally agricultural societies of Eastern Europe, no 

less resentment was caused by the customary occupations of Jews as money-lenders, petty 

tradesrnen, and landlords' agents in the villages. These factors led to random outbreaks of 

violence and economic restrictions, which fluctuated according to the political and 

economic situation in a given region. In Congress Poland, Galicia, and eastern Ukraine a 

confrontation between a Jew and a non-Jew may have sparked a riot, but unless this 

confrontation happened in the context of a conducive atmosphere of crisis, the incident 

would pass without growing into widespread ethnic violence. Although in the last two 

decades before World War 1 several Polish political groups adopted anti-Sernitism as 

pnmary ideology, they were unable to mold their following into mass political movement. 

1 Vital, A People Apm, pp. 727-728. 



World War 1 inaugurated the evolution of traditional Jewish resentments into new 

anti-Semitisrn -- ideologicai, xenophobic, and exclusionary. Between 19 14 and 1 920, 

Russia and Poland undenvent profound political transformations and emerged as societies 

with deeply xenophobic world views. Fighting for their very survival, they feared that 

their Jewish subjects were involved in conspiracies and sabotage. Along the entire Eastern 

Front fiom Courland to Bukovina, the Russian army pillaged Jewish settlements and 

expeiled thousands of Jews fiom their homes. In independent Poland Jews were blamed 

for collaborating with Poland's enemies and popular resentment flared up in fiequent 

outbreaks of violence. For many Russians and Poles the Jew had become a metaphoric 

foe, a collective apotheosis of evil, an omnipresent conspiracy poised to dorninate the 

worfd. 

A central argument of the present work has been that in Eastern Gaiicia between 

1914 and 1920 anti-Semitism was an integral part of mass politics and rnilitary campaigns 

pursued by Tsarist Russia and the Polish Republic. While it retained some traits of a 

traditionai socio-econornic discourse, its violent expression dunng wartime can be 

understood only in terms of contemporary factors such as collective fears of a Jewish 

threat, security concems of Russian and Polish authonties, and Jewish attempts to 

alleviate persecution by procuring assistance from major powers -- Austro-Hungary, 

Germany, and after 19 18, the victorious Allies. From Russian and Polish points of view. 

Jews threatened the very sovereignty and romtonal integrity of their countries. 

From its inception, the Russian military regime in Galicia was seriously impeded by 

the binlrcation of power and irreconcilability of its priorities. While the multiplicity of 

authonties prevented a smooth functioning of the administration and thus seriously 



undennined Russia's war efforts, harsh nationalities policies dienated the Polish and 

Ukrainian populations whose allegiance Russians had hoped to win. A rare consistency 

was displayed only with regards to the persecution of the Jews, although rivairies and a 

Iack of cooperation among dflerent branches blunted the assault of the military against its 

sworn enemy. Nevertheless, the army succeeded in dehurnanizing the Jews, while 

pogroms, requisitions, and expulsions severely damaged the Galician Jewish cornmunity. 

When in 19 15 the Centrai Powers restored Jewish civil rights and supported 

cuIturd and educational institutions, hopes for a hetter future were revitalized. Yet, 

concurrently with positive developments, Polish-Jewish relations grew considerably 

worse. For Polish political circles, Jewish national aspirations, voiced by various groups 

in Poland and abroad, presented a direct threat to  the temtorial integrity of the country. 

The drive to integrate the thee partitioned territories into one state involved the 

strengthening of national ties, and led the bulk of Polish society to perceive Jews as 

outsiders, if not declared enernies. One other crucial component of collective perceptions 

of Jews -- Bolshevism -- cornpleted the process of their vilification. 

This study has tried to show that anti-Semitic convictions were not the sole 

prerogative of Russian and Polish policy-makers. Between 1 9 14 and 1920 anti-Sernitism 

tumed into a mass political ideology in Russia and Poland. Negative images of Jews were 

shared by many military leaders, politicians, the intelligentsia, soldiers, and peasants. Anti- 

Jewish regdations promulgated fiom the top of the state hierarchy were ofien prompted 

by the actions of local officials, and caused violent attacks by soldiers and the mobs. 

Violence, in tum, created more rumors of Jewish subversion, and provoked what was 

generally perceived as self-defense measures -- courts martial, mass displacement, and 



"dejudaising" of the social sphere. Rumors of Jewish subversion did not need not to be 

empirically proven because many Russians and Poles were willing to take these nimors at 

face value. Besides providing an opportunity to loot and pillage, pogroms and repnsals 

served as an outlet to paciQ collective feus of Jews by wreaking physical destniction. 

By 192 1 Jews of Eastern Galicia had lost 124,099 people, or 19% of its pre- 19 14 

total population. The bulk of these losses resulted fiom mass evacuation to Austria, 

Hungary, and the Czech lands in 19 14, forced displacement by the Russian anny in 19 15, 

and changing fortunes of the Polish-Ukrainian and Polish-Soviet wars. However, as 

bruta1 as anti-Jewish actions were, neither Russian expulsions nor anti-Jewish pogroms in 

independent Poland escalated into genocidal massacres on the Armenian level. Both the 

Stavko and Polish commanders aimed at the pacification of the alleged Jewish enemy 

rather than mass murder of Jews. The Russian army lacked an exterminatory ideology and 

was effectively counterbalanced by more moderate policies of the govement.  The Polish 

High Comrnand and govenunent officials. while sharing popular concerns of alleged 

Jewish subversion, issued public appeals to stop violence and thus mitigated the anti- 

Semitic zeal of soldiers and the mobs. 

*** 

Although this study has concentrated on a specific region, it opens a window ont0 

a much larger context of ideological anti-Semitism in its most malignant form afier 19 17. 

Wasiutyriski, LudnoSC @dowska, pp. 90-91; Savchenko, "Vostochnaia Gditsiia," p. 
102. Between 19 19 and 192 1, many Jews stilI remained in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and 
Austria, and on several occasions the governments of these countnes ordered their 
repatriation to Galicia. See, Chwila, n. 169, 3 July 19 19; Ibid, n. 199, 2 August 19 19, p. 
4; Ibid, n. 202, 5 July 19 19, p. 3; Ibid, n. 204, 7 August 19 19, p. 2; Ibid, n. 326, 10 
December 19 19, p. 2; n. 730, 28 January 192 1, p. 1; Ibid, n. 765, 4 March 192 1, p. 1.  



Myths of Jewish subversive forces exacerbated violent reactions of Russia's 

counterrevolutionary annies, and images of Jewish saboteurs on the Eastern Front haunted 

many White officers, soldiers, and Cossacks during the Russian Civil War. For them, Jews 

becarne symbols of the collapse of the old order and the ascension of the new one, 

personified in Leon Trotsky, Lev Kamenev, and Yakov Sverdlov. Like the Stavka during 

World War 1, White cornrnanders justified massacres of Jews as self-defense actions 

agha  an omnipresent foe. Charges that Jews arnbushed passing columns were routinely 

Ieveled against Jewish communities in Ukraine and southern Russia and caused bloody 

pogroms? Popular perceptions of Jews as a monolithic subversive group were aiso shared 

by Ukrainian nationalist bands, whose leaders legitimized pogroms as a struggle against 

Jewish insurgents. Anti-Semitic attitudes were not limited to White and Ukrainian 

nationalist formations. Some units of the Red h y  massacred Jews for the latter's 

aIieged resistance or in the name of saving Russia fiom Jewish "capitalists" and 

"commissars."4 

The period between 19 1 5 and 1920 witnessed growing Jewish resistance against 

political oppression through a vigorous propaganda campaign in Poland and abroad. 

Jewish-Polish confrontation during World War 1 convinced Jewish leaders that active 

political participation cornbined with assistance from major powers would curb Polish 

anti-Semitism. They atternpted, therefore, to strengthen their ties with the Central 

Powers, and later with the Allies. Indeed, untit their collapse the Austro-German military 

3 See, for example A.A. Goldenveizer, "Iz kievskikh vosporninanii, 19 17- 1920," in S.A. 
Alekseev, ed., Revolzilsia na Ukruznie po memuarm belykh (Moscow-Leningrad: 
Gosudarstvemoe Izdatel'stvo, 1 93 O), pp. 53-5 8. 



regimes provided a protective shield for Jews against popular violence. M e r  Polish 

independence in 19 18, appeals to the Allies became a major device for Jewish 

organizations to alleviate their situation in Poland and influence the decisions of the 

Western powers in regards to minority rights. To prompt the intervention of the Allies 

Jewish reports about pogroms in Poland often infiated the numbers of casualties. These 

reports were considered clear-eut perjury by Poles and provoked a universal popular 

outrage. 

After the establishment of the liberal policies of the Westem Ukrainian 

government attracted sizable numbers of Jews who lent their support to the nascent 

republic. While it can be argued that the Jewish press campaign abroad and collaboration 

with Ukrainians ody exacerbated anti-Semitic attitudes among Poles, at the time of the 

Polish-Ukrainian conflict any other option seemed non-existent. The emergence of a 

Polish exclusionary national ideology, based upon ethnicity and religion, effectively 

prevented Polisfi-Jewish understanding. In the charged atmosphere of 19 18- 1920 

pervasive fears of Jewish conspiracies developed into a national issue and stimulated 

popular desires for retribution. 

Anacks on Jews subsided afler the conclusion of the Polish-Soviet war, but 

"dejudaisation" of the social sphere and the barrage of anti-Semitic ~ i tno l  continued in 

public life. In 1920, i%e ProtocoZs ofthe Zion EZders made its first appearance in Poland. 

Matthias Vetter, Antisemiten und Bolschwiki: Zum Verhalmi; von Sowjetsys~em und 
Judenschujl, 181 7-1939 (Berlin: Metropol Verlag, 1995), pp. 42-44. 



and was disserninated among American-Polish comrnunities by Poiish nght-wingers.5 In 

1921, the Poiish Genera! St~iauthorized Lieutenant-Colonel Stanislaw Laudahski to 

write a treatise about Jewish attitudes towards Polish statehood. Laudariski's "Genesis of 

the Jewish Soui" (Genesis duszy Zydowsskj) pondered upon the wartime Polish-Jewish 

conflict and emphasized the danger posed to Poland by the "Jewish race."6 Large part of 

the Polish officer corps shared Laudanski's fears, and it was no surprise that the rise to 

power of the Polish military in the mid-1930s was accompanied by the upsurge of militant 

anti-Sernitism. 

In retrospect, the events described in this study seemed to have presaged the 

Holocaust. Perhaps it can be argued that brutdities in the ficnt zone between 1914 and 

1920 prepared the psychologicai ground for the genocide. However, such an argument is 

tenuous since the inter-war period was much more consequential for Russian-Jewish and 

Polish-Jewish relations. Stalin's rule in the 1920s and 1930s thoroughiy transfomed 

Russia, and brought to the fore a "Soviet" type of anti-Semitism promoted by the lower 

level of the Cornrnunist pany. and "proletananised" bureaucracy and intelligentsia. which 

despised Jews as cornpetitors in the social sphere. This anti-Semitism turned into a 

mainstream of Soviet internai politics after World War II. Collaboration of thousands of 

Soviet citizens with the Nazis in the Holocaust reflected particular regional dynarnics and 

socio-economic opportunism rather than collective ideological beliefs. For example, 

Stephanie Laudyn, A World Probleni: Jews-Poland-Hummity (Chicago: Ametican 
Catalogue Pnnting Co., 1920). 

CAW, "Inwentarz kolecji prasowych i archiwali6w prywatnych," 1.440.1218.23 1. 



collaboration in the destruction of Jews was as widespread in Eastern Galicia as in eastern 

Ukraine, despite the Jewish-Ukrainian cooperation in ZUNR some twenty years before. 

From the mid-1930s Polish political He was dorninated by the ideas promoted by 

the National Democrats and other right-wing groups. Economic boycott and anti-Semitic 

propaganda were an integral part of public Iife, and after the death of Pilsudski in 1935 

the Polish govemrnent adopted some ideological viewpoints of the National Democrats to 

gain wider popular support. Economic, social, and political anti-Semitism was shared by 

various layers of Polish society and was reflected in predominantiy indifferent and ofien 

hostile attitudes of the population towards Jews during the "Final ~olution."' 

*** 

World War 1 and its aftennath brought an unmitigated disaster for Eastern Galician 

Jews. Traditional, "day to day" anti-Semitism was transformed by the war into a virulent 

force, which manifested itself in the forced displacement of thousands of Jews on the 

Eastern Front and pogroms in independent Poland in 19 18- 1920. Russian brutalities 

against Jews in Eastem Galicia were a part and parcel of a large-scale carnpaign against 

potentially intractable rninorities in Congress Poland, Courland, and Bukovina. Militant 

Polish anti-Semitism in Eastem Galicia mirrored official and popular attitudes towards 

Jews in the former Congress Poland, Russia, Ukraine, and Hungary. In this respect. 

Eastern Galicia was a microcosm of Eastern Europe. 

7 Today the Polish-Jewish confiict between 19 14 and 1920 still generates charged 
polemics, and the ghost of Jewish-Masonic conspiracy pops up in some scholarly 
publications. See, Leszek Tomaszewski, "Lw6w - listopad 19 18 - nierwykle losy 
pewnego dokumentu," Dzieje Naj~iowsre, vol. M N ,  4 (1993), pp. 163- 173. 



While anti-Sernitism shouId be studied as a distinct form of ethnic hatred, the 

events in Eastern Galicia can be compared to other similar instances, when collective fears 

of minority groups, security anxieties of militarized ruling circles or political groups, and 

defensive actions of minority groups cause a violent response of a state or  a dominant 

majority. The conduct of the Central Powers in the Balkans during World War 1, the 

Soviet ethnic "cleansing" of the l93Os, the anti-Polish campaign by Western Ukrainian 

nationdists during World War II, and the recent civil wars in former Yugoslavia are but a 

few comparable examples. The rise of xenophobia in the former Eastern Block and the 

persecution of rninonties in the twentieth century in f i c a  and South-Eastern Asia have 

clearly and unequivocally demonstrated that the basic patterns of prejudice against 

"others" have passed the test of time. 
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